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ABSTRACT
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in cooperation with the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, conducted the Digital Systems Reliability and Nuclear
Safety Workshop on September 13-14, 1993, in Rockville, Maryland. The workshop provided
a forum for the exchange of information among experts within the nuclear industry, experts from
other industries, regulators and academia.
The information presented at this workshop provided in-depth exposure of the NRC staff and the
nuclear industry to digital systems design safety issues and also provided feedback to the NRC
from outside experts regarding identified safety issues, proposed regulatory positions, and
intended research associated with the use of digital systems in nuclear power plants. Technical
presentations provided insights on areas where current software engineering practices may be
inadequate for safety-critical systems, on potential solutions for development issues, and on
methods for reducing risk in safety-critical systems.
'ihis report contains an analysis of results of the workshop,
presentations, and summaries of discussions at this workshop.

the papers presented,

panel

Certain trade names and company products are mentioned in the text or identified. In no
case does such identification imply recommendation or 'endorsement by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology, nor does it imply that the products are necessarily
the best available for the purpose.
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The Digital Systems Reliability and Nuclear Safety Workshop was held on September 13-14,
1993, in Rockville, Maryland.
This workshop, sponsored by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in cooperation with the National Institute of Standards and
Technology
(NIST), was co-chaired
by Mr. Leo Beltracchi
of the NRC and
Ms. Dolores R. Wallace of NIST. The workshop provided a forum for the exchange of
information among experts within the nuclear industry, experts from other industries, regulators
and academia.
f

The 263 participants came from the District of Columbia, 30 states within the United States, and
10 other countries. While most participants represented nuclear industry vendors, utilities, or the
NRC, many came from other power industries (e.g., fossil power) national laboratories, and other
U.S. government agencies.
This workshop was designed to respond to the need for a forum on the conversion of nuclear
power plant (NPP) safety systems to digital technologies. Many analog hard-wired process
control systems and safety systems within NPPs are wearing out and frequently are being
replaced with systems using digital technology. There are unique design and safety issues in the
development and assurance of ¢_ty systems using digital instrumentation and control (I&C)
systems. The NRC is developing regulatory positions and review guidelines to address these
safety issues.
This workshop continued an in-depth exposure of the NRC staff and the nuclear industry to
digital systems design safety issues, and also provided feedback to the NRC from outside experts
regarding identified safety issues, proposed regulatory positions, and intended research associated
with the use of digital systems in NPPs. While this workshop principally addressed the software
engineering issues for safety-critical digital systems, the opening speakers provided a system
overview and perspective to promote an understanding of the broader issues of safety systems
and of the relationship between digital system design issues and the overall development and
assurance of safety systems.
The workshop began with welcoming remarks i from Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers (NRC),
Mr. Eric S. Beckjord (Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) and
Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins, Jr. (Chairman, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, NRC). These
speakers identified the benefits of using digital technology in safety systems while acknowledging
the risks and the need for regulation and guidance from the NRC.
The next set of speakers provided regulatory, research, and industry perspectives on digital
upgrades. Mr. William T. Russell (Associate Director for Inspection and Technical Assessment,
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC) presented the regulatory perspective. Mr. Leo

leach speaker'scompletepresentationis includedin the bodyof this document.
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Beltracchi (Senior Project Manager, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) stated the
research perspective. Mr. Richard J. Blauw (Commonwealth Edison Company) and Mr. Paul K.
Joannou (Ontario Hydro) provided the industry perspective.
Three technical sessions followed the opening sessions. The first technical session gave an
overview of the state of practice and research in the three major components of digital safety
systems: hardware, software and human operations. The second technical session focused on
the software engineering issues inherent in developing high integrity systems. The third technical
session focused on the methods for reducing risks in the software development process.
The final workshop session was a panel presentation followed by an open question and discussion
period. The panel consisted of academic and industry experts on the risks of safety-critical
digital technology. The NRC asked the experts to address these four questions:
1.
2.

Are the proper issues being addressed?
What other issues need to be addressed?

3.
4.

Are proposed NRC regulatory positions complete and correct?
What are the considerations for further research?

Following the panel, the audience asked questions, challenged the panelists' positions, and
provided their own opinions. The result was a valuable dialogue on the future use of digital
technology within the nuclear industry, and the open regulatory and technical issues.
At the close of the meeting, Mr. Robert Mullens presented a short position paper written by
Mr. Wayne Glidden (Duquesne Light Company) on behalf of the Nuclear Utilities Software
Management Group (NUSMG). Mr. Franklin Coffman (Chief, Human Factors Branch, Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) and Dr. Cecil Thomas (Deputy Director, Division of
Reactor Controls & Human Factors, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC) summarized
the workshop issues.
Welcome and Opening Statements
Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers (NRC), in his opening remarks, observed that while the use
of digital technology in I&C systems has proliferated, the existing NRC criteria for analog
systems are inappropriate for digital technology. Regulators and industry must apply knowledge
from other industries' experiences and from academia about digital I&C systems to the nuclear
industry. The nuclear industry has been slow to adopt digital technology, compared with other
industries (e.g., avionics, chemical, transportation, and defense).
Commissioner Rogers
encouraged the nuclear industry to propose and implement, subject to NRC approval, new digital
I&C systems. He ended by suggesting that the NRC may have delayed use of digital technology
by not having standards and acceptance criteria in place.
Mr. Eric S. Beckjord (Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) called on the NRC
to address the public safety issues, form complete and proper regulatory positions, and undertake

appropriate research as these digital upgrades occur. While digital systems may be more reliable
and perform more functions than analog systems, the purpose of using digital systems is to
improve operator performance. Specifically, the use of digital technology should help in I&C
systems by reducing the false trip rate, improving process control, and improving the manmachine interface. For example, digital systems have the ability to present information in a more
clear and coherent manner, which may help the operator make a quicker and more reliable
decision.
Some of the techniques used to ensure analog safety systems are inappro wiate or need adaptation
for digital systems. For example, the principle of diversity as used in analog systems is based
on the belief that the elimination of common-mode failure is not possible by quality alone. For
software, the effectiveness of diversity is hard to measure and may affect more than the design.
Software testing, configuration control, security control, and formal methods need more study and
use in the design of digital safety systems.
Dr. Ernest J. Wilkins, Jr. (Chairman, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, NRC) has been
interested in the nuclear industry's utilization of digital technology for some time and has
commented to the NRC on the obvious advantages and disadvantages of digital technology for
I&C systems. Dr. Wilkins' position is that the regulations developed before the electronic
revolution are inappropriate to the regulation of computerized functions in NPPs. Currently, there
is no standard review plan or guide that could help both the Commission and the industry know
what is expected of them. Dr. Wilkins affirmed a need for a method to assure correctness of the
Specification and advocated the use of formal verification and validation (V&V) procedures.
Formal V&V procedures assure, the correctness of the implementation of the "correct"
specification. Dr. Wilkins proposed continuing recruitment by the NRC of additional staff with
appropriate digital I&C background to augment current staff capabilities.
Issue Perspectives for Nuclear Power Plants
In this session, Mr. William T. Russell (Associate Director for Inspection and Technical
Assessment, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC), Mr. Leo Behracchi (Senior Project
Manager, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC), Mr. Richard J. Blauw (Commonwealth
Edison Company), and Mr. Paul K. Joannou (Ontario Hydro) provided regulatory, research, and
industry perspectives on digital upgrades.
Mr. Russell covered highlights of NRC positions intended to facilitate ongoing reviews. The
reviews include those for the advanced boiling water reactors, the Combustion Engineering
System 80+, and retrofits on operating reactors. He provided a basis for evolving positions on
quality and diversity, and he described a block approach for performing diversity assessments.
The NRC staff recognizes the potential for enhanced safety and reliability that digital systems
bring to the nuclear industry. The staff also recognizes the challenges to safety that are unique
to digital systems implementation. An item used in the process fo_ assessing quality of advanced
reactors is the Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC).
The NRC specifies top-level system
requirements and a detailed design process from system performance requirements through V&V.
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The process is broadly based on IEC 880 [IEC880]. This covers the approval of the design
process, not the approval of the actual design of the system.
The four major elements, according to Mr. Russell, of the NRC's diversity position are the
following:
1.

The applicant shall assess the defense-in-depth and diversity of the proposed I&C
system to demonstrate that vulnerabilities to common-mode failures have been
adequately addressed.

2.

In performing the assessment, the vendor or applicant shall analyze each
postulated event in the analysis section of the safety analysis report (SAR) using
best estimate methods. The vendor or applicant shall demonstrate adequate
diversity within the design for each of these events.

3.

If a postulated common-mode failure could disable a safety functio,, then a
diverse means, with documented bases that the diverse means is unlikely to be
subject to the same common-mode failure, shall be required to perform either the
same function or a different function. The diverse or different function may be
performed by a non-safety system if the system is of sufficient quality to perform
the necessary function under the associated event conditions.

4.

A set of controls located in the main control room shall be provided for system
level actuation and control of critical safety functions. The displays and control3
shall be independent and diverse from the safety computer system identified in
Items 1 and 3.

Mr. Beltracchi presented an overview of the NRC research activities and stressed the need to
define a technical basis for digital system requirements.
A technical basis comprises the
following:
1.

A requirement has been clearly 'coupled to safe operations.

2.

The scope of the requirement is clearly defined.

3.

A substantive body of knowledge exists and the preponderance
supports a technical conclusion.

4.

A repeatable
performance.

5.

A threshold for acceptance can be established.

method

exists

for correlating

xii

relevant

of evidence

characteristics

with
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Mr. Beltracchi led the audience through the history of NRC's regulations, which included an
analysis of standards used within the nuclear industry. Only two standards cite digital systems.
Mr. Beltracchi also identified two major regulatory areas of digital upgrades for the NRC to
address: the diversity requirements for safety algorithms and computer unique requirements. He
presented an outline for a framework for an NPP safety system.
When completed, this
framework would provide guidance in organizing the digital system requirements for the
hardware, software and the human operator components.
Mr. Blauw voiced a concern in his presentation that while the top-level view or design of digital
systems may appear simplistic, the implementation of safety regulations is complex. The nuclear
industry must look at other industries for process control and monitoring. He will be working on
the revision of American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standard on Nuclear Quality
Assurance (NQA), Part 2.7 [ASMENQA2] to explain differences between design verification and
V&V, differences between configuration control and configuration management (CM), and
documentation issues. Mr. Blauw described his experiences with implementing digital systems
in which the concern was the cost-effectiveness of providing the necessary assurance of the safety
of these systems. Mr. Blauw then described the IEEE Standard 7-4.3.2 "Standard Criteria for
Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations" [IEEE7432]; utilities
were involved in developing this standard 2. This standard is intended to be used with IEEE
Standard 603 "Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"
[IEEE603].
He also indicated that the Nuclear Utilities Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) will
publish a digital upgrade guideline which recommends a licensing approach, and that the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) will publish other guidelines. The standards and guidelines
address some principal issues for system design models including project management,
configuration control, failure and error analysis management, and independent review. Currently,
a major problem is that plant drawings and other forms of design documentation are not under
configuration control and are frequently incorrect with respect to the current plant configuration.
Ontario Hydro of Canada has vast experience in applying digital system technology in a NPP.
M,. Joannou described some of the issues encountered while licensing the Darlington Reactor
Station, which used a fully computerized shutdown system. One problem was lack of a widelyaccepted definition of "good enough" software; the deficiency led to joint development between
Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL) of a family of software engineering
standards, guidelines and procedures for NPP protective, control, and monitoring software. Major
issues addressed by AECL and Ontario Hydro include the reviewability of the software, safety
functions, ambiguities in requirements specifications, software reliability and software
maintainability. One of the problems is that the use of software analysis techniques, such as
reengineering and hazard analyses, is costly. The industry needs to develop cost-effective
analysis methods. The new standards and guidelines developed during this experience provide

2This standard was officially approved bythe IEEE Standards Board at their meeting on Septembcr 15, 1993.
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rules for documentation, test types (statistically valid, trajectory-based random tests, systematic
tests), software CM (SCM), audits, qualifications of personnel and independent V&V.
Technical Session on Digital Safety Systems for Nuclear Power Plants
Mr. A.L. Sudduth (Duke Power), Dr. John C. Cherniavsky (National Science Foundation (NSF)),
and Dr. Lewis F. Hanes (nuclear industry independent consultant) discussed the problem of
replacing an analog with a digital control system in a NPP from the different perspectives of
hardware, software, and human factors. These different views of the problem resulted in different
definitions of the problem and led to different approaches to solving the defined problem.
Mr. Sudduth provided a hardware view of replacing an analog with a digital system from the
perspective of a senior engineer involved in digital upgrades for control systems in fossil fuel
plants. His concerns are to maintain or improve the level of safety available from the new
system, but also to minimize the downtime for the plant. Mr. Sudduth proposed several alternate
hardware designs using proven components to improve safety. To minimize plant downtime,
Duke Power used a complete control-room simulator to speed up the process of testing the new
system in a setting which closely approximates the actual control room and for training personnel
to work with that new system. Digital upgrades for Duke Power now require only 3 months of
downtime.
Dr. Cherniavsky provided a software view of the problem of installing a digital upgrade of an
analog system from a research perspective. He discussed the research supported at NSF in the
High Performance Computing Communications Initiatives and placed that within the larger
context of NSF software research support. The NSF has a continuing interest in topics related
to safety-critical software. In the past, NSF has funded formal methods research and, in the
future, may develop a Center for Software Safety studies.
Dr. Hanes provided a human factors view of the problem of converting a control system from
analog to digital displays. Dr. Hanes raised issues across the entire system lifecycle including
new requirements that might be imposed on these systems, a better understanding of
anthropometrics and biomechanics, designing these systems to provide the information the
operator needs when he or she needs it, and intelligent aids to support the operator's decision
making after the system is in operation. Dr. Hanes drew on experience in other industries to
identify ways that a digital system can improve crew performance, enhance plant safety, and
avoid problems encountered in those industries.
Each speaker's discussion of methods' for addressing the problems reflect their experience and
expertise in a specific technology. Mr. Sudduth viewed the conversion of control systems as
essentially a solved problem from a hardware perspective. The hardware is available and in use
in fossil plants which have an established conversion process. The use of digital control systems
has supplied substantial data on the human factors issues in converting plants, but these issues
are not entirely resolved and still require more research according to Dr. Hanes. In contrast,
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software engineers are just beginning to grapple with some of the issues in developing safetycritical systems according to Dr. Cherniavsky.
Technical Session on Software Engineering
The technical session on software engineering focused on techniques for improving the software
development process. The premise of all the speakers in this session was that software developed
using the methods generally in use today does not meet the needs of high integrity systems. The
speakers identifie_ two general areas of concern. The first two speakers focused on the need to
provide accurate specifications. The last two speakers moved the discussion into the need to
design, implement, and test systems to meet the specifications.
Dr. John Knight (University of Virginia) focused on the need to separate the functions of systems
engineers and software engineers, and to ensure an effective interface between them. His point
was that software engineers do not have the system or application knowledge to make decisions
about the behavior of the full system. Deciding what the system should do under each set of
circumstances is the job of the systems engineer. Software engineers need to receive a precise
system specification including all the assumptions and constraints that the systems engineer
expects the software to maintain.
Dr. John McHugh (Portland State University) focused on the need to provide a nonambiguous
communication mechanism for the systems and software engineers. This mechanism should be
some form of formal specification understandable both to system and software engineers.
Dr. McHugh acknowledged the difficulty of learning formal specification languages and
understanding formal specifications. While the use of explanatory text can mitigate some of
these problems, it introduces a new problem in defining which of the two specifications is
controlling, the formal or the English language one.
Mr. Robert M. Poston (Interactive Development Environmen!s) focused on the need for and
benefits of providing tool support for developing a formal specification. Developing a formal
specification is difficult and labor intensive. Mr. Poston discussed the use of tools that make the
process less "user-hostile" by allowing' the developer to create the specification in diagrams which
can transform into an easily understood notation. The developer can then check the produced
specification. Another advantage of a formal specification in a defined notation is that a test
generation tool can take that specification and produce test cases.
Dr. Barbara B. Cuthill (NIST) moved the discussion from the requirements specification to the
design and implementation portions of the software lifecycle. Specifically, she discussed general
features of object-oriented design (OOD) and C++ development. Dr. Cuthill enumerated risks
and benefits of using OOD and C++ with respect to specific criteria important to safety-critical
systems such as functional diversity. While she did not form a final conclusion, she presented
many of the issues that need to be addressed as OOD and C++ become more widely used in
industry.
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The need for traceability of the requirements, design, code and test cases back to a set of
nonambiguous specifications provided a common thread that all the speakers identified as
important and discussed in some form. Dr. Knight began by discussing the need for systems
engineers to establish complete specifications. Dr. McHugh continued by discussing how systems
engineers can provide nonambiguous specifications.
Mr. Poston discussed the methods for
generating test cases traceable to the specifications while Dr. Cuthill discussed methods for
designing and coding the software while maintaining traceability. While each of the speakers
also addressed other important issues in the development of safety-critical systems, each one
returned to this theme of traceability and maintaining the link between the phases of the software
development lifecycle.
Technical Session on Risk Reduction
The technical session on risk reduction provided interpretation on both the problems in achieving
and assuring the safety of high integrity software and possible solutions to the problems. The
speakers, Dr. Winston Royce (TRW, Inc.), Ms. Anne-Made Lapassat (Commissariate a l'Energie
Atomique), Mr. H. Ronald Berlack (Configuration Management International), Dr. Lance A.
Miller (Science Applications International Corporation), Ms. Charlotte O. Scheper (Consultant),
Mr. Kyle Y. Rone (IBM), Dr. William Everett (AT&T), and Mr. Roger U. Fujii (Logicon, Inc.),
provided insights from their experiences in defense, nuclear, space, and communication industries.
Dr. Royce identified the following six areas of concern with regard to safety-critical systems, and
elaborated on their meaning during his presentation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Safety-critical systems'are implemented in the wrong languages.
There are not enough tools for safety-critical systems development.
There is insufficient analysis and distribution of error measurement data.
There is no organizational certification.
There is no people certification.
There is infrequent graspability of the full system functionality.

Ms. Lapassat, whose presentation preceded Dr. Royce's, and the six speakers immediately
following Dr. Royce, provided some techniques for addressing most of these problems.
0

While several speakers discussed the need for and availability of good tools, the only speaker in
this session to focus on tool development was Ms. Lapassat. She discussed simulation, testing
and auditing tools for independent evaluation of the software in NPPs developed for the French
nuclear regulatory agency. These tools focused on testing the control system to see if it met the
required timing constraints by simulating real-time, normal and abnormal operation.
Other speakers discussed tool availability and usage in relation to support for specific processes.
Mr. Berlack focused on the importance of SCM and that organizations need to have both the
tools and processes in place to support CM. Dr. Miller focused on the need for organizations
to support V&V and to use automated V&V test tools whenever possible.
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Two complementary techniques were discussed as ways to manage the complexity of large
software projects: CM and reuse. Mr. Berlack strongly endorsed the use of CM as a means of
communicating between the systems and software engineers and maintaining traceability. Good
CM tools can provide a mechanism for tracing the impact of one change on the overall system.
Dr. Miller reiterated this need for CM to trace and allocate requirements to all the development
artifacts (e.g., specifications, code) as a means of supporting V&V.
Ms. Scheper described typical approaches for certifying and reusing software components. She
provided an alternative approach to simplifying complex systems through the certification of
reusable components. Ms. Scheper developed a certification framework for software for high
integrity systems. Software components are maintained with the requirements they meet. The
framework grades the requirements and component based on the level of confidence that the
component meets the specification, the level of criticality of the software, and the level of
assurance used to test the software.
Three of the speakers discussed the need for and use of empirical data on the software
development process and software error measurement. Mr. Rone discussed the need for models
of error discovery. Dr. Everett addressed the question: "Can we apply software reliability
engineering techniques to safety-critical systems?" Dr. Everett discussed the test acceleration
methods that isolate safety-critical functions for extensive testing to achieve higher estimates of
reliability. Dr. Miller also discussed the use of models to estimate the numbers and types of
errors remaining in a system. Many speakers and members of the audience agreed that public
availability of error data would provide valuable information but that it is not realistic to expect
companies to release this data.
While no speaker directly addressed Dr. Royce's call for certifying an organization's capability
to produce safety-critical software, several speakers discussed the need for organizations to
iml61ement repeatable processes supported by CM.
These capabilities are necessary to
establishing a corporate ability to produce software. Both Mr. Berlack and Mr. Rone identified
process definition as a required precondition for an organization to produce useful metrics data.
Without a defined process, it is not clear what the collected data means across different projects.
Mr. Rone linked the production of usable metrics data to quality, cost, and schedule planning.
The speakers also linked process definition, metrics collection, project planning, and V&V
activities to CM. Mr. Berlack explicitly discussed the link between CM and the establishment
of consistent planning, traceability, formal releases, change management, status accounting and
auditing. All of these capabilities are important for an organization to define its software
development process. Mr. Fujii and Dr. Miller discussed the need for CM and specifically
traceability to support a V&V process.
Mr. Fujii discussed software V&V in the context of the system, i.e., software V&V is a systems
engineering discipline that evaluates software as part of the entire system, including hardware,
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human operators, and other interfacing software (e.g., operating systems, printers). He provided
guidance on estimating the cost of software V&V based on two concerns:
1.

The criticality of system-specific functions and other system parameters (e.g.,
security, usability, maintainability, and performance).

2.

Risks of the development environment (e.g., system architecture maturity,
processor technology suitability, development
methodology,
maturity of
development tools and aids, staff skills, schedule, and software application
maturity)..

The criticality analysis process requires traceability from system functions to all other
components to define the system behavior and to trace the implementation of the system
functions through all system documentation and code.
Mr. Fujii described a system safety framework that assists in estimating how much of the
software to analyze and test. In modern systems the interaction of software with the hardware,
human operators, and other software elements is more complex and interwoven in the total
system solution than existed previously. The system performance functions must be specified
and analyzed. Software V&V must also analyze the allocation of the system requirements to
ensure that critical requirements are trac'eable and are allocated so as to make integration and
tesling less difficult and time-consuming.
No speakers in this session addressed the other two issues that Dr. Royce mentioned: language
selection or developer certification; however, speakers in other sessions, the panelists in the last
session, and many audience members discussed and debated these issues.
In this session, like the previous technical session, two major themes were the importance of
maintaining and verifying the traceability of specifications across a complex system, and
maintaining the system context for the software. Mr. Berlack discussed the use of CM as a
vehicle for communication between the systems and software engineers because it provides the
mechanism for tracing the elements of development artifacts back to the specifications.
Dr.
Miller emphasized the importance of traceability to V&V activities. Mr. Fujii emphasized the
need for systems engineers not only to be able to trace the specification to the design
implementation but to be heavily involved in the software V&V process since it is the systems
engineers who know how the full system, not just the software, should behave. Ms. Scheper also
emphasized the need to understand the requirements on software in the context of a full system
to be able to select reusable software components and catalog those components correctly.
Panelist Perspectives
Four experts in safety-critical software or systems areas were invited to be on a panel tc';discuss
the application of the workshop to NRC activities. These were Dr. John Knight (University of
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Virginia), Dr. John McHugh (Portland State University), Dr. Winston Royce (TRW, Inc.), and
Dr. Joseph Naser (EPRI). They were asked to address the following four questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the proper issues being addressed?
What other issues need to be addressed?
Are proposed NRC regulatory positions complete and correct?
What are the considerations for further research?

The speakers addressed these questions generally. While the panelists did agree that issues
addressed at the workshop are proper and important for the assurance of software in safety
systems, they posed the questions differently and provided a background against which the
questions should be discussed. No one questioned the appropriateness of the issues discussed by
workshop presenters. Rather, the context for the discussion was the major issue. The panelists
agreed that the consequences of software failure relative to system behavior should drive
assurance activities and that the cost-effectiveness of those activities is also a major
consideration. Among the panelists and speakers there was some dissension about the goal of
achieving perfect software; many felt that there is an unacceptably tolerant attitude toward
softw,are error. The panel members presented ideas on how the context of consequence of failure
and cost effectiveness will influence how the remaining questions should be addressed.
Dr. Knight used a general approach for addressing the questions. With respect to the proper
issues, he stated that first the consequences of failure must be identified and then one can
determine if the right issues are addressed relative to the (potential of) failure.
If the
consequences are significant, then the question is to identify how to avoid failure to the extent
possible. Dr. Knight suggested that those topics which need research are those identified as
potential failure areas, but which were not yet addressed in the workshop. He offered two
considerations:
1.

Ensure that the activities proposed for regulation are appropriate

2.

Ensure that the people building the digital systems are doing what is intended.
With current requirements, there are plenty of opportunities for ambiguity and
misunderstanding of the requirements.

To help define the requirements, steps might be taken to investigate the application of the body
of software engineering knowledge specifically to the problems of the nuclear industry by
performing more analyses of design methods, languages, and other technologies relative to their
advantages and disadvantages to fulfilling the requirements of avoidance of failure in digital
systems.
Dr. John McHugh cited the lack of the use of science and mathematics in software engineering
compared to the scientific and mathematical bases in other engineering fields. Without such a
background in software engineering, demonstration of compliance to "principles" may be difficult.
The disciplines of engineering need to be applied to software problems. He perceived that the
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utilities are unwilling to conduct the _search into the best, safest, and most appropriate ways to
control plants. Yet, there is a need for research in both the safety and operating control areas,
because these are likely to be based on more elaborate models than in the past with expectations
of higher degrees of operational efficiency.
Dr. Mr.Hugh believes someone must take a
prescriptive role, not an advisory role, to tell industry what they must do to measure safety.
From Dr. Royce's perspective, the most important issue is to overcome the tolerance for errors
in software. Whether the workshop and the NRC are addressing the right issues and whether the
regulatory position is right are related directly to the consequence of failure. Software is errorprone; software is the stringing together of lines of logical elements. While people skilled in
mathematics and science tend to be skilled in logic, there is no higher principle in software than
logic, Humans develop and judge software. The effort to discover and remove the errors is
costly, and no one is willing to pay for the effort. Research is expended on how to design and
how to code software, not on discovering why errors exist at all, or on error finding techniques
like requirements analysis. The consequence of failure must be understood to remove that
tolerance for error among the buyers, sellers and builders of software and promote research into
error discovery and removal.
While several workshop presenters discussed the benefits of using digital systems, Dr. Naser
claims this topic is no longer an issue because there is agreement on the benefits of digital
systems. The major issue to be addressed by the NRC is how to allow safe implementation of
digital systems in a cost-effective manner. An approach may be to stabilize the licensing process
with well-defined requirements for qualification. This entails the following steps:
1.

Definition of a technical basis for the well-defined requirements and a process for
achieving them.
The basis should incorporate compensating factors (e.g.,
operating experience, software development techniques, and error reporting)
against lack of a formal process.

2.

Description of requirements for system acceptance.

3.

Use of system behavior as the driver for the requirements.
•
Consequence of failure with plant safety as highest goal.
•
Application of defense-in-depth to work around imperfections.

4.

Application of knowledge from other industries. This may lead to use of proven
systems, reusable software, and use of new technology (e.g., artificial intelligence
to assist operators).
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In summary the panel provided the following advice:
1.

Specify the consequences of failure relative to system behavior.

2.

Apply software technology from other application
developed from mathematics.

3.

Define acceptance criteria, which address the software process with a technical
basis, software product quality, and cost-effectiveness.

domains which have been

Questions and Discussion after Panel Presentations
Many members of the audience took the opportunity in the discussion session to comment on the
entire workshop or on presentations from other sessions.
I

One frequent comment from the industry participants was that the focus of the workshop had
been on the problem of developing safety-critical software while the nuclear industry was
concerned about safety-critical systems. These comments from the audience echoed comments
from the speakers. Many of the speakers insisted that systems engineers and application experts
must specify the software requirements for these systems and be involved in the entire
development process.
A second group of comments from the industry participants related to the need to bring in more
of the experience of other industries in converting to digital systems. Digital control hardware
used in other industries may be useful to the nuclear industry; however, the embedded software
for these controllers may need adaptation. There is considerable experience in the fossil fuel,
chemical and other industries with safety-critical control systems, and the nuclear industry needs
to draw on that experience.
A third group of comments related to the inherent complexity of the software required for safety
systems in NPPs. There was debate among the speakers and the audience on this point. Many
of those in the nuclear industry contended that the current safety systems and the software to n.tn
the digital safety systems were actually fairly simple. This debate existed in part because
different audience members and ,speakers had different perspectives on the problem. One
perspective was that safety systems based on analog hard wired technology are easier to
understand. Some people included the entire control system while others narrowed the focus to
only the smaller safety system. Another reason for the disagreement was that the system
engineers tended to view the safety system at a high level as having a simple overall function,
and the software engineers tended to think of the system as lines of code which is analogous to
the level of resistors and capacitors for systems engineers. The software engineers also tended
to assume that the simple analog systems would be replaced by more complex equipment that
would perform more functions for the operator. Others argued that while this added functionality
might theoretically improve safety, the problems of certifying that the more complex software
was accurate made the additional functionality no longer cost-effective.
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While most speakers accepted conversion of NPPs to digital systems as a given, others felt that
the conversion would not produce safer plants and would not be cost-effective. The speakers and
audience agreed that all upgrades were costly. Specially fabricated analog parts would be far
more costly then buying off-the-shelf digital equipment; however, the hidden costs of digital
equipment were a major concern. The nuclear industry needs to know how the digital hardware
and software can be certified for use and what the cost of this certification will be. The digital
hardware and software used in the upgrades may still have to be custom designed and built. In
addition, the nuclear plants will have to retrain their work force on the new equipment.
What the discussion illustrated was the need for systems engineers who understand the nuclear
industry's application needs and the software engineers who know how to embed reliable
software in systems to agree on a common vocabulary. The systems engineers or applications
experts and the software engineers were frequently talking about the same problem, but from
different perspectives. These different perspectives tended to confuse the issues under discussion.
NRC Closing Remarks
At the close of the meeting, Mr. Franklin Coffman (Chief, Human Factors Branch, Office of
Nuclear Regulatory Research) and Dr. Cecil Thomas (Deputy Director, Division of Reactor
Controls and Human Factors, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation) summarized the workshop
issues.
Mr. Coffman provided the following, tentative list of issues that resulted from the conference.
1.

The means to obtain a complete and precise translation of a using organization's
needs into design specifications. This included the issues surrounding the role of
formal methods for specification capture and analysis.

2.

The question of allocating the requirements between the hardware and the
software while defining the interface requirements between the digital system, the
driving software, the human operators and maintainers, the plant systems, and the
power conversion phenomena. Yet it is the total system that is to be evaluated
including the consequences of software failure on the total-system's performance.

3.

The issues surrounding the role of hazard analysis for defining the level of detail
at which fault-tolerance is required.

4.

Questions on doing common-mode-error analysis and questions on the technical
basis for criteria to invoke diversity as a defensive measure. The questions
include considerations of the net-benefit of diversity.

5.

The question of adequate reliability metrics for important systems' properties like
complexity, and the relationships of the metrics to the degree of safety obtained.
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6.

The potential for a response-time hazard in digital systems because they are
incremental (in contrast with the continuous nature of analog-hardwired systems).

7.

The issue of the role of specification-based
acceptance criteria.

8.

The acceptance or certification of Commercial Off-The-Shelf software for safetycritical applications.

9.

The issues associated with the transition from analog to digital including
10CFR50.59 reviews and Unreviewed Safety Questions.

10.

The issues associated with the net benefits to a system's reliability from
developing software using structured processes and structured languages, and
improved languages.

11.

The questions associated with the use of CASE tools for design specifications,
testing design, and safety reviews.

12.

The role of V&V and the degree to which different techniques assure reliable
software, and the degree to which the V&V must be independent of the designer.

13.

The issue of standards or conventions for controlling software configurations.

14.

Questions concerning
systems.

15.

Questions of adequate isolation of non-safety related software from safety-related
software.

16.

Questions on the degree of domain knowledge needed by developers of software
for nuclear applications.

17.

Generally, the need for a comprehensive framework/outline for the scope and
content of the technical basis and acceptance criteria for digital I&C systems.

18.

The question of the need for further research and subsequent workshops on topics
such as hardware and human factors.

19.

Interest in the possibility of the NRC initiating a process where error experience
is collected, analyzed, characterized, and distributed.

20.

The impact of the trend toward the use of blocks of experienced code versus the
conventional development of code.

and statistical testing requirements and

the need to qualify or certify compilers and operating
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Summary and Conclusions
Many speakers reinforced the need for a technical basis for regulatory requirements. Speakers
in the technical sessions agreed on the need for defining software requirements in the context of
system requirements and for the traceability of those requirements across the entire software
lifecycle. While there was some debate among the speakers and audience about the degree of
complexity inherent in safety systems, the speakers agreed that systems engineers need to clearly
state the requirements, constraints, and assumptions for the safety system. One difficulty in
communicating the requirements is that the terminology of the nuclear systems and software
engineering communities are different. These differences can lead to miscommunications about
the requirements which may have a safety impact. For example, in system development, the
design phase includes the development of the software requirements and the software design.
In the nuclear industry, design specifications could be system design specifications, the software
requirements specification, and functions allocated to the operator. This problem is evident in
the study of standards and guidelines conducted by NIST for the NRC [NUREG5930]. Another
problem identified in that study and discussed by speakers in this workshop is the requirement
for CM because most of the guidance documents did not invoke CM during the entire life cycle,
nor was the impact on SCM clear. ,
Several speakers emphasized the importance of precise specifications which are traceable and
maintainable throughout the development process. Dr. Knight introduced the subject by stressing
the importance of systems and application engineers completely specifying the software
requirements, and that software engineers are not qualified to make decisions about the system.
Dr. McHugh, Mr. Poston, and Mr. Berlack all discussed the means for systems and software
engineers to specify nonambiguously the requirements and maintain the traceability of those
requirements through the software development process. Dr. McHugh endorsed formal methods
as a precise means of specifying requirements. Mr. Poston agreed that formal methods were a
good choice, but advocated the use of tools to make the process easier and permit traceability
between the tests and the requirements. Mr. Berlack stressed CM as a mechanism for precise
continuing communication between the systems and software engineers. The CM method can
allow the systems engineer to see how the software engineers allocated the requirements. Dr.
Hanes also stressed the importance of mainta'ining the requirements allocation. Dr. Cuthill
discussed maintaining traceability of the requirements through the design and coding phases. Mr.
Fujii emphasized that software V&V had to refer back to the system specifications and involve
system engineers. Finally, Ms. Scheper discussed the need for maintaining the system context
for software components kept in a reuse library so that they can be included in future systems
appropriately. Her approach for certifying software components and making them available for
reuse in other systems could reduce the aggregate cost of software certification.
Another theme of all the technical sessions was the need for better acceptance and V&V testing.
Mr. Fujii emphasized that software V&V can make a significant contribution to analyzing the
allocation of functions, early in the system development.
Mr. Poston, Ms. Lapassat and
Dr. Everett stressed the need to automate testing. Measuring the reliability of software is a nontrivial problem but a measure of reliability is important for assuring safety.
Mr. Rone,
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Dr. Everett and Dr. Royce proposed partial solutions to the problem including incorporating
specification-based testing and statistical testing. Dr. Royce also cited the value of a structured
process and structured process language for effecting reliability.
Other major issues discussed by the speakers concerned the need for (system and software)
hazard analysis requirements, fault tolerant requirements, and common mode error and diversity
requirements.
Tables 1, 2, and 3 present a summary of the issues addressed from another perspective. This
summary divides the topics discussed into the problems that the speakers identified, the
theoretical solutions they proposed and any experience based solutions offered. These topics are
further grouped by life cycle process. Table 1 contains topics raised in the software requirements
and design processes. Table 2 contains topi :s for the processes of implementation and integration
and installation, operations, and maintenr.nce. Table 3 includes topics in the V&V and quality
assurance areas.
While the speakers generally agreed on the importance of these issues, there was, at times, a
discrepancy between what the speakers believed to be the issues facing the nuclear industry and
what the audience (nuclear industry and regulatory personnel) believed to be the important issues.
i
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Table 1. Requirements

and Design

''']1 Requirements
Problems
Identified

Lifecycle

Phases

,,,,, Design

Dr.Knight
• Incompkate
specifications
• Formal
methods
notenough
• Software
engineers
notqualified
todealwith
systems
issues

Dr.Royce
• Fewtools
• Systemtoocomplex
tounderstand

Dr.McHuoh
• Useformal,
precise
specifications

Dr.Cuthlll
• OODispotentially
useful

Mr.Poston
• Usetoolstogenerate
specification
&testcases

Dr.Miller
• Allocate
functions
tooperators

Mr.Joannou
• Formalspecification
(Parnas)
• Defined
process
• Developed
OASESFramework
• Toolsforconsistency
checking

Mr.Joannou
• Failsafeandselfcheckfeatures
• Defined
process

Theoretical
Solutions

Application
Experience

'=

Mr.Blauw
• Standard
IEEEP.7-4.3.2
• NUMARC
DigitalUpgrade
Guideline

Table 2. Implementation/Integration

Mr.Rone
• System
toocomplex

Mr.Sudduth
• Probabilistic
RiskAssessmunt
• Alternate
faulttolerant
architectures
• FaulttreeandFailureModesandEffects
Analysis
(FMEA)
• Markov
Models

and Operation/Maintenance

Litecycle Phases

Implementation
&Integration

Installation/Operation/Maintenance

Problems
Identified

Dr.Royce
• Noerrormeasurement
• Languages
notdesigned
forsafety

Dr.Hanes
• Noguidelines
forreviewing
humaninterfaces
• Defineextentofautomation

Theoretical
Solutions

Dr.Cuthill
• C++ispotentially
useful

Dr.Cuthill
• (30 &C++simplify
maintenance

Ms.Scheper
• Levelsofcriticality
assurance
forreusable
software
artifacts

Mr. Russell
• Self-diagnostics
andtesting

,,,

Dr.Hanes
• Intelligent
displays
andaids
• Computerized
procedures
Application
Experience

Mr.Berlack
• Software
Configuration
Management

Mr. Berlack
• Software
Configuration
Management
Mr. Joannou
• Defined
acceptance
criteria
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Table 3.
,

Verification/Validation

Assurance
,,, ,

,!iVa, =,on

Oua,,,ssuran

, ,,,

_

Problem
Identification
T_omtical
Solutions

and Quality

,

, ,,

....

Dr.Royce
• Nopeoplecertification
• Noorganization
certification
Mr.Proton
• Toolgenerated
testsfromrequirements
Dr.Miller
• Faultspecific
verification
• Costbenefit
tradeoff
forV&V
• Automation
ofV&Vmethods

Mr.Rone& Ms.OIimn
• Definedevelopment
process
• Develop
quality
plan
• Usecost,schedule
&errordetection
models
• Configuration
management
Ms.Scheper
• Levels
ofcertification
forreusable
s/w
,,

Application
Experience

Mr.Joannou
• Software
hazard
analysis
(Leveson)
• Guided
inspection
ofsoftware

Mr. Berlack
• Configuration
&change
management
• Statusaccounting
andauditing
• Subcontractor
control

Mr.Fujli
• Estimation
ofV&Vnecessary
• Process
toselectV&Vmethods

Mr. Fujii. • System
safetyframework

Mr.Sudduth- • Simulation
ofsystem
for
testing

Mr.Joannou
• Trainpersonnel
inmethodologies
andretrain
as
necessary

Dr.Everett-• Isolation
ofsafety-critical
components
fortestacceleration

Mr.Sudduth
• Useprovencomponents

Ms.Lapassat
• Toolsforindependent
verification
• Software
simulation
&modeling
tools

Ms.Lapassat
• Toolsforindependent
auditing
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The speakers and audience seemed to disagree on the following:
1.

The degree to which software may be a safety concern.

2.

Simplicity versus complexity of the software needed in digital systems.

3.

The perceived cost of assuring software versus the cost affordable by the nuclear
industry.

The speakers and audience seemed to agree on the following:
1.

Standards and criteria should develop from a defined technical basis, which is not
currently available.

2.

There are plenty of benefits from using digital systems, such as self-diagnostics
and less chance of human error, but operators must remain in charge.

3.

There are opportunities to make improvements
(omitted function, unintended function).

4,

A definition of diversity for software is needed.

5.

Future workshops should address other components of NPPs (e.g., hardware,
human operators).

6.

The software engineering concepts presented at the workshop were not strongly
connected to the problems faced by the nuclear industry, i.e., their vendors would
be more suitable to deal with these issues.

in some known failure classes

The aggregate of technical presentations and issue perspectives leads to the conclusion overall
that many of the management and technical problems of digital systems are not sufficiently
mature for regulation. Research to define technical solutions and research into existing solutions
in other industries is necessary.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Digital Systems Reliability and Nuclear Safety Workshop was held on September 13-14,
1993, in Rockville, Maryland. This workshop, sponsored by the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in cooperation with the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), was co-chaired by Mr. Leo Beltracchi of the NRC and
Ms. Dolores R. Wallace of NIST. The workshop provided a forum for the exchange of
information among experts within the nuclear industry, experts' from other industries, regulators
and academia.
The 263 participants came from the District of Columbia, 30 states within the United States, and
10 other countries. While most participants represented nuclear industry vendors, utilities, or the
NRC, many came from other power industries (e.g., fossil power) national laboratories, and other
U.S. government agencies.
This workshop was designed to respond to the need for a forum on the conversion of nuclear
power plant (NPP) safety systems to digital technologies. Many analog hard-wired process
control systems and safety systems within NPPs are wearing out and frequently are being
replaced with systems using digital technology. There are unique design and safety issues in the
development and assurance of safety systems within digital instrumentation and control (I&C)
systems. The NRC is developing regulations and guidelines to address these safety issues.
This workshop continued an in-depth exposure of the NRC staff and the nuclear industry to
digital systems design safety issues, and also provided feedback to the NRC from outside experts
regarding identified safety issues, proposed regulatory positions, and intended research associated
with the use of digital systems in NPPs. While this workshop principally addressed the software
engineering issues for safety-critical digital systems, the opening speakers provided a system
overview and perspective, to promote an understanding of the broader issues of safety systems
and of the relationship between digital system design issues and the overall development and
assurance of safety syrtems. The intention is that future workshops will focus on the hardware
and the human operation components of these systems. The final workshop in the series will
provide a forum to discuss a total framework for the development and assurance of all
components of digital safety systems for NPPs.
The workshop began with welcoming remarks from Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers (NRC),
Mr. Eric S. Beckjord (Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) and
Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins, Jr. (Chairman, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, NRC). These
speakers identified the benefits of using digital technology in safety systems while acknowledging
the risks and the need for regulation and guidance from the NRC.
The next
upgrades.
Office of
Beltracchi

set of speakers provided regulatory, research, and industry perspectives on digital
Mr. William T. Russell (Associate Director for Inspection and Technical Assessment,
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC) presented the regulatory perspective. Mr. Leo
(Senior Project Manager,! Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) stated the

research perspective. Mr. Richard J. Blauw (Commonwealth Edison Company) and Mr. Paul K.
Joannou (Ontario Hydro) provided the industry perspective.
Three technical sessions followed the opening sessions. The first technical session gave an
overview of the state of practice and' research in the three major components of digital safety
systems: hardware, software and human operations. The second technical session focused on
the software engineering issues inherent in developing high integrity systems. The third technical
session focused on the methods for reducing risks in the software development process.
The final workshop session was a panel presentation followed by an open question and discussion
period. The panel consisted of academic and industry experts on the risks of safety-critical
digital technology. The NRC asked the.experts to address these four questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the proper issues being addressed?
What other issues need to be addressed?
Are proposed NRC regulatory positions complete and correct?
What are the considerations for further' research?

Following the panel, the audience asked questions, challenged the panelists' positions, and
provided their own opinions. The result was a valuable dialogue on the future use of digital
technology within the nuclear industry, and the open regulatory and technical issues.
At the close of the meeting, Mr. Robert Mullens presented a short position paper written by
Mr. Wayne Glidden (Duquesne Light Company) on behalf of the Nuclear Utilities Software
Management Group (NUSMG). Mr. Franklin Coffman (Chief, Human Factors Branch, Office
of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC) and Dr. Cecil Thomas (Deputy Director, Division of
Reactor Controls & Human Factors, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC) summarized
the workshop issues.
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THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION
COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

AND

THE

ADVISORY

In the opening session, Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers (NRC), Mr. Eric S. Beckjord (Director,
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC), and Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins, Jr. (Chairman,
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, NRC) welcomed participants to the conference.
Commissioaer Rogers observed that while the use of digital technology in I&C systems has
proliferated, the existing NRC criteria for analog systems are inappropriate for digital technology.
Regulators and industry must apply knowledge from other industries' experiences and from
academia about digital I&C systems to the nuclear industry. The nuclear industry has been slow
to adopt digital technology, compared with other industries (e.g., avionics, chemical,
transportation, and defense). Commissioner Rogers encouraged the nuclear industry to propose
and implement, subject to NRC approval, new digital I&C systems. He ended by suggesting that
the NRC may have delayed use of digital technology by not having standards and acceptance
criteria in place.
Mr. Beckjord called on the NRC to address the public safety issues, form complete and proper
regulatory positions, and undertake appropriate research as these digital upgrades occur. While
digital systems may be more reliable and perform more functions than analog systems, the
purpose of using digital systems is to improve operator performance. Specifically, the use of
digital technology should help in I&C systems by reducing the false trip rate, improving process
control, and improving the man-machine interface. For example, digital systems have the ability
to present information in a more clear and coherent manner, which may help the operator make
a quicker and more reliable decision. Some of the techniques used to ensure analog safety
systems are inappropriate or need adaptation for digital systems. For example, the principle of
diversity as used in analog systems is based on the belief that the elimination of common-mode
failure is not possible by quality alone. For software, the effectiveness of diversity is hard to
measure and may affect more than the design. Software testing, configuration control, security
control, and formal methods need more study and use in the design of digital safety systems.
Dr. Ernest J. Wilkins, Jr. (Chairman, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, NRC) has been
interested in utilization of digital technology for some time and has commented to the NRC on
the obvious advantages and disadvantages of digital technology for I&C systems. Dr. Wilkim"
position is that the regulations developed before the electronic revolution are inappropriate to the
regulation of computerized functions in NPPs. Currently, there is no standard review plan or
guide that could help both the Commission and the industry know what is expected of them. Dr.
Wilkins affirmed a need for a method to assure correctness of the specification and advocated
the use of formal verification and validation (V&V) procedures. Formal V&V procedures assure
the correctness of the implementation of the "correct" specification.
Dr. Wilkins proposed
continuing recruitment by the NRC of additional staff with appropriate digital I&C background
to augment current staff capabilities.

2.1

Welcome:

Commissioner

Kenneth C. Rogers

WELCOMING ADDRESS
COMMISSIONER KENNETH C. ROGERS
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
DIGITAL SYSTEMS RELIABILITY AND
NUCLEAR SAFETY WORKSHOP
ROCKVILLE CROWNE PLAZA HOTEL
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
SEPTEMBER 13, 1993
I

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of the NRC Commissioners and our staff, I am
pleased and honored to welcome you this morning to this two day workshop on Digital Systems
Reliability and Nuclear Safety. We are pleased to sponsor this workshop in cooperation with the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
This joint cooperation is quite
appropriate in view of the long history of NIST initiatives with industry and government related
to the development of digital computer systems.
As you know, the primary concern of the NRC is the protection of the public health and safety.
A major component of the NRC's defense-in-depth philosophy is the control and safety systems
associated with nuclear reactors. Until quite recently, these instrumentation and control (I&C)
systems have all been analog systems, and I must say that for several reasons the nuclear industry
in the U.S. has been slow in adopting the new digital technology in their plants. However, in
part due to lack of available replacement parts for old systems, and in part due to the
overwhelming advantages of digital over analog systems, that can no longer be ignored, the
regulated community is starting to move toward digitization of nuclear power plant I&C systems
at an escalating pace.
With the immediate prospect of increased proliferation of the use of digital technology for these
I&C systems, it is essential that suitable performance criteria and standards applicable to these
systems be developed and promulgated as soon as possible.
The existing criteria, while
appropriate for analog systems, are not entirely adequate for digital systems. The sooner new
criteria for the digital systems are developed, the sooner we will all have assurance that these
systems will perform their designed functions reliably. NRC will then have confidence to
approve and license these systems for use and, finally, broader implementation will take place
of digital technology in the nuclear industry with concomitant benefits.
There already exists a vast storehouse of information on digital computer systems that can be
applied to design issues by the nuclear industry and it behooves the regulators and the industry
to fully call upon that knowledge.
NRC has co-sponsored this workshop to facilitate the

dissemination and exchange of relevant digital technology information between outside experts
and the NRC staff and the nuclear industry. I am pleased to note that representatives of the
nuclear, communications and computer industries, academe, national laboratories and the
international community, as well as NRC staff members are participating in this workshop and
will share their knowledge and expertise with us. I look forward to learning what you have to
say.
I do not want to leave you with the impression that the NRC has not been actively involved with
these digital I&C issues for some time. We have. NRC has staff with many years of experience
in working with and designing digital I&C systems, serving on national and international
standards committees, and writing regulatory guides and standards. They have concentrated on
specific design questions and issues as they have arisen. I also know that there are many in the
U.S. nuclear industry who have taken positive steps toward integrating digital technology into
their I&C systems. Some nuclear plants have begun to install digital control systems, such as
the Eagle 21, and we hope and expect this usage to accelerate. NUMARC has been developing
guidelines to be used by licensees in evaluating I&C digital system upgrades, and NUMARC
staff members have been discussing the guidelines with the NRC staff and NRC's Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards. However, those actions have not been sufficient. It is up
to those in the nuclear industry, where the ultimate nuclear safety responsibilities lie, to propose
and, subject to NRC approval, implement the new digital I&C designs that will carry their plants
forward into the next century.
Of course we have witnessed the benefits of digital systems in the nuclear industry for many
years through the use of full-scope control room simulators. While the first simulators may have
relied on analog technology, these devices have evolved over the years to highly complex digital
systems that have proven invaluable for operator training and qualification as well as for
permitting plant design engineers to test the effects of proposed modifications prior to their actual
implementation.
However, compared to the chemical, aviation, transportation, and
communication industries, and the military, the nuclear industry has been slow in adapting digital
technology to its plants.
The potential benefits that can be achieved with digital technology very likely go far beyond
what we have been able to see to date. People are beginning to design control systems using
fuzzy logic, expert systems, neural networks, and other intelligent technologies. These intelligent
control systems can complement the human intelligence of the operators, significantly easing the
burden of the operators and improving the safety of nuclear plants. There may eventually be
proposed a control system with so sophisticated a human and computer interface that it could
result in a kind of symbiosis resulting in a new control partnership between man and machine.
Regulators of today would have a great deal of difficulty accepting such a system, but in time,
with demonstrated performance, it could be found acceptable.
The Department of Energy (DOE) is supporting research atthe Idaho National Energy Laboratory
(INEL) on various issues related to advanced digital control technology, and the NRC is doing
the same at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The NRC is also participating with the

Organization of Economic Development (OECD) in the Halden Reactor Project in the areas of
man-machine interface and advanced I&C systems. It is unfortunate that we do not presently
have in the U.S. more man-machine laboratories of the same caliber as exists at Halden. The
NRC staff is studying possible ways to enhance U.S. capability in this important area.
NRC itself may have delayed the implementation of digital technology in nuclear plants by not
being sufficiently aggressive in developing comprehensive, well established, standards and
acceptance criteria that are applicable to digital systems. We intend to improve our performance
in this regard. This workshop could be another important step in developing these standards and
criteria. That is why you are all here. This meeting should provide an excellent opportunity for
the exchange of the latest information relevant to the application of digital technology to the I&C
systems used in nuclear reactors. I am pleased to see that we are taking this important step
together toward realizing the long overdue benefits of this challenging technology.
Again, welcome.

May you have a very fruitful meeting.

2.2

Welcome and Opening Statement:

Mr. Eric S. Beckjord

Welcome and Opening Statement
Eric S. Beckjord, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
Good morning. I am pleased to add my welcome to this Workshop on Digital Systems and
Nuclear Safety. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in cooperation with the National Institute
of Standards and Technology is sponsoring the Workshop. In my introduction I will touch on
3 topics: the purpose of the meeting, the opportunities and problems associated with digital
control technology for NPPs and finally a fable that I think speaks to this Workshop.
The purpose of the Workshop is to discuss the application of advanced digital systems technology
to operations and control of nuclear power plants, now and in the future, in ways that will
enhance safety. In particular the NRC expects to hear from experts outside of NRC on safety
issues and R&D related to state-of-the-art digital systems in NPPs. In preparation for this
Workshop, the NRC has provided staff draft technical position papers on regulatory review of
digital systems for replacement of original control systems in operating plants, and in proposed
advanced NPPs. We welcome your comment on these papers in the course of the meeting, and
we intend to take account of your comments, and the important ideas that arise at the meeting,
in making the draft papers final.
The people at this Workshop are internationally recognized experts. You are developers, users,
and researchers of digital I&C. You are applying digital I&C in the nuclear industry and other
industries including aerospace, telecommunications,
defense, software engineering, and
universities.
The Workshop provides the opportunity to talk about the introduction of advanced digital systems
in future nuclear power plants and the retrofitting of advanced digital systems into currently
operating plants. We seek to verify that:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the proper public safety issues are being addressed,
the anticipated regulatory positions are complete and proper, and
the appropriate research needs are being considered.

Whatever the NPP instrumentation and control functions, I believe that digital technology today
can do better than the analog technology employed in operating plants. I do not rule out hybrid
approaches, and economics will be a factor in making the choices. But there are also realms of
application that analog systems cannot enter such as expert systems, fuzzy logic, and neural
networks. There are obvious opportunities for these, and many not yet thought of. The question

is whether these opportunities can be realized so that safety will be maintained or enhanced along
with the other potential operational advantages. I hope this Workshop will stimulate thinking and
dialogue in this direction.
My own view of running nuclear reactors is that the operator must always be it, charge as well
as responsible for all activities including safety. Accordingly the developments yet to evolve
should help the operator to do the job better, as a consequence of the better control and
appropriate information being organized and made evident to the operator in real time. One
concern that I have, having experienced a catastrophic hard disk deletion on my own PC, is the
equivalent, someday, in a high digital technology control room. In the incident I experienced all
that was at stake was a few hours of learning how to put programs and files back in place: not
a bad learning experience, but certainly not the kind of training tolerable in the NPP.
I turn now to discuss some specific opportunities and problems in application of digital I&C to
NPPs. Examples of opportunities include:
1.

False trip rate reduction
Testing of independent reactor protection system channels is necessary to assure proper
function and reliability. I&C technicians performed this task in original equipment of
operating NPPs. Although a simple task in principle, the chance of error is significant
in practice, and the result was a high incidence of false trips. Computer controlled testing
readily solves the problem and can eliminate false trips from this cause.

2.

Improved process control
Water level control in reactor vessels and steam generators can be unstable and cause
trips, especially at low power. When water le_el falls, intuition says to increase feedwater
flow. The paradox is that increased feedwater flow increases subcooling, decreases the
steaming rate, and can actually cause water level to fall even further. Computer control
of water level, by means of thermal-hydraulic models in combination with the usual
process variables can provide much more accurate control, and maintain water content
within required limits much better than the original analog signal controllers.

3.

Improved person-machine interface
Digital computer systems have introduced the concept of "chunking" wherein important
process variables are integrated into information and displays to make interpretation
clearer and quicker. Chunking does that by collecting and formatting variables to a
higher, abstract level, and presenting the information to the operator already, in effect,
interpreted. The B&W Pressure-Temperature plot for monitoring operation of the primary
coolant system and heat-transfer to the steam generator is an example of chunking.
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Examples of problems include the following:
1.

Diversity
The elimination of common-mode failure in a safety function is an important goal that
system quality alone can not achieve. Diversity together with quality can do so.
However, diversity in safety functions is expensive, and I know of no generally accepted
measure for the effectiveness of added diversity. The value of diversity in digital systems
is more of a problem than in analog systems, because the range of opportunities for
employing it is broader, through language, programming, the use of models, etc. I see
a need for more attention to the question of how to measure the effectiveness of added
diversity.

2.

Software Program Testing
Software program testing is necessary to establish that control and advisory functions are
performed according to specifications. There are several classes of failure to consider.
One is simply the failure to perform a safety function.
This is easy to test, by
establishing the conditions that require the safety function, and observing the response.
A second, and much more difficult class to test for is the unintended function that could
cause an unprotected safety problem. The failure of the AT&T telephone system several
years ago is an example of an unintended function. A modification of the original
program, thought to be minor at the time, introduced the error, and when the specific
combination of conditions occurred that activated the fault, the system collapsed.

3.

Configuration Control
It is reasonable to expect that there will be modifications from time to time, as a result
of experience with early software versions, or a new requirement, or the discovery of an
improvement. Configuration control should be exercised to assure that errors will not be
introduced as a result of changes. There is also the possibility of discovery of a software
logic problem, but that the corrective action is lost or forgotten. The Bruce Unit 4
refueling machine accident was such a case: the end result, some of you may know, was
that the program instructed the refueling machine to move down 3 feet while the brakes
were engaged. It did move, broke a pipe and caused a small break loss-of-coolant
accident which was brought under control. However, such an experience is not welcome.

The security of control programs is an important aspect of configuration control. Obviously it
is necessary to preclude the possibility that any person or organization could modify control and
protection system programs with malicious intent.
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4.

Formal Methods
Another concern is that deviations from the design specifications might occur duringthe
development of the software. Procedures are needed to verify that each step of the
development is compatible with the intent of the specification. One approach is to
employ the mathematical methods to verify and validate software. These methods are
formal and have the potential to prove theoretically that the final product is coincident
with the design specification.

It is my hope that the opportunities and problems of applying digital I&C technology to NPPs
nok, and in the future will enter the discussions in very productive ways at this Workshop.
I will close with a reading of Aesop's fable about the crow and the pitcher which I think is a
story about technological innovation, written about 2500 years ago:
A crow, on the verge of dying with thirst, spied a pitcher in the distance and flew
to it with joy. But when he arrived, he discovered to his grief it contained so
little water that he could not possibly get at it, despite all his efforts. At one point
he decided to turn the pitcher over and break it. However, he was not strong
enough to succeed. At last, seeing some small pebbles nearby, he gathered them
and dropped them into the pitcher one by one. By this means the water gradually
rose to the brim, and he could quench his thirst with ease.
At the risk of using an analog at a digital I&C workshop, I suggest that the living water in the
pitcher is the opportunity for introducing digital instrumentation and control in NPPs.
Imagination, expressed by Aesop in terms of the crow using the pebbles, is what we need to
realize the opportunity.
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2.3

Welcome and ACRS Perspective:

Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins, Jr.

WELCOME AND ACRS PERSPECTIVE
DR. J. ERNEST WILKINS, JR.3
Chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
[as edited from transcript]
Almost exactly one year ago ACRS sent a report to the Chairman of the NRC in which it
commented on some of the obvious advantages and disadvantages of digital technology for
instrumentation and/or control systems, with particular reference to their implications for nuclear
industry regulators. The Committee observed that the NRC staff had, at that time "concentrated
its attention on the vulnerability of digital systems to certain kinds of common-mode failures,
principally through programming errors introduced into the software."
The Committee
recommended that the NRC staff revisit some of the less desirable proposed regulatory
requirements, augment staff capabilities in the digital technology area, and look at other industries
which have dealt with similar problems.'
In November of 1992, the Committee responded to the staff's research program defining the
environmental qualification requirements needed for digital instrumentation and control systems.
Although this research program would ultimately study several environmental features, such as
temperature, moisture, and smoke, the staff initially concentrated on electromagnetic radio
frequency interference. The Committee recommended that, "The direction of the program be
reassessed to account for some kind of risk ordering of a suite of likely stressors," and repeated
its earlier recommendation that the staff look for relevant industry experience.
The Committee wrote its most significant letter in this area to the NRC Chairman on March 18,
1993. This letter was the outcome of a series of meetings conducted by the ACRS Subcommittee
on Computers and Nuclear Power Plant Operations to explore the regulatory and _afety
implications of the trends toward, digital technology in both existing and proposed nuclear
reactors. In these meetings the subcommittee sampled views of industry, the staff, nuclear
vendors, and others, both within and outside the nuclear community. Some of the observations
contained in that letter follow:
"It is important not to develop a tabloid mentality about new technology."

_Thistalk gaveDr.Wilkins'personalopinionof the positionof the NuclearRegulatoryCommission'sAdvisory
Committeeon ReactorS',ffeguards(ACRS). ACRShas been interestedin the utilizationof digital technologyin
nuclearpowerplants includingthe specifictopicsdiscussedin this workshop.
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"One should not regard the various horror stories about catastrophic failures of major
computer systems as the norm."
"Computerization provides an opportunity, not a threat."
"It is misleading to bandy failure probabilities about as if they have the same meaning
as they do for familiar mechanical and electrical components."
i

"Formal verification and validation procedures can assure that the code correctly expresses
the specifications."
The NRC must be "sure of the requirement, in order to generate verifiable software, for
precise no-nonsense attention to the specification of the functions to bc implemented."
"The gist of our concerns is that the regulatory procedures developed during the decades
preceding the electronic revolution are inappropriate to the regulation of computerized
functions in nuclear power plants."
"Neither the staff, nor the Commission, has established what could be described as a
standard review plan, or even a regulatory guide, that could help both the staff and the
industry know what is expected of them."
"Our recommendation is that a workshop and study with the charter to produce such a
plan be commissioned to be done by the National Academics of Science and
Engineering."
These are several of the remarks, observations and recommendations of the ACRS over the past
year. It is frequently the fate of advice from advisory groups to be received with great applause
and then quietly deposited on a shelf to gather dust. ACRS is more fortunate in this regard. The
staff and the Commission have made sincere efforts to respond to some of the ACRS suggestions.
This is not a sycophantic acceptance; the staff has changed its views on appropriate regulations
in significant ways. Ultimately, th, taft may propose rules and regulations that the Committee
can enthusiastically endorse to the ,..ommission.
The staff has tried to recruit new employees who have a suitable background in digital
technology instrumentation and control for the purpose of augmenting the staff's capabilities in
these areas. This effort has not been as successful as ACRS wished, partly because individuals
with a background in this area are in great demand everywhere and partly because the financial
exigencies facing Government agencies have made recruiting difficult.
Finally, the staff has endeavored to solicit assistance and information from external sources. It
has had meetings with its regulatory counterparts in other countries and has benefitted from the
exchanged of information.
It also holds frequent discussions with the nuclear industry,
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particularly with Nuclear Utilities Management and Research Council (NUMARC) and to some
extent the staff has sought information from individuals outside the nuclear industry.
Although the staff did not follow the Committee's advice to commission the National Academies
to hold a workshop, it did organize the present workshop in cooperation with the National
Institute of Standards and Technology and has asse,abled in this room a significant group of
outside experts. Because the purposes of the present workshop are less ambitious in comparison
with the interests and concerns of the Committee, the attendees need to keep the larger picture
in mind also.
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3

ISSUE PERSPECTIVES

FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

In this session, Mr. William T. Russell (Associate Director for Inspection and Technical
Assessment, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC), Mr. Leo Beltracchi (Senior Project
Manager, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, NRC), Mr. Richard J. Blauw (Commonwealth
Edison Company), and Mr. Paul K. Joannou (Ontario Hydro) provided regulatory, research, and
industry perspectives on digital upgrades.
Mr. Russell covered highlights of NRC positions intended to facilitate ongoing reviews. The
reviews include those for the advanced boiling water reactors, the Combustion Engineering
System 80+, and retrofits on operating reactors. He provided a basis for evolving positions on
quality and diversity, he and described a block approach for performing diversity assessments.
The NRC staff recognizes the potential for enhanced safety and reliability that digital systems
bring to the nuclear industry. The staff also recognizes the challenges to safety that are unique
to digital systems implementation. An item used in the process for assessing quality of advanced
reactors is the Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC). The NRC specifies top-level system
requirements and a detailed design process from system performance requirements through V&V.
The process is broadly based on IEC 880 [IEC880]. This covers the approval of the design
proce:,s, not the approval of the actual design of the system.
The four major elements, according to Mr. Russell, of the NRC's diversity position are the
folilowing:
1.

The applicant shall assess the defense-in-depth and diversity of the proposed I&C
system to demonstrate that vulnerabilities to common-mode failures have been
adequately addressed.

2.

In performing the assessment, the vendor or applicant shall analyze each
postulated event in the analysis section of the safety analysis report (SAR) using
best estimate methods. The vendor or applicant shall demonstrate adequate
diversity within the design for each of these events.

3.

If a postulated common-mode failure could disable a safety function, then a
di,erse means, with documented bases that the diverse means is unlikely to be
subject to the same common-mode failure, shall be required to perform either the
same function or a different function. The diverse or different function may be
performed by a non-safety system if the system is of sufficient quality to perform
the necessary function under the associated event conditions.

4.

A set of controls located in the main control room shall be provided for system
level actuation and control of critical safety functions. The displays and controls
shall be independent and diverse from the safety c_',mputer system identified in
Items 1 and 3.
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Mr. Beltracchi presented an overview of the NRC research activities and stressed the need to
define a technical basis for digital system requirements. A technical basis comprises the
following:
1.

A requirement has been clearly coupled to safe operations.

2.

The scope of the requirement is clearly defined.

3.

A substantive body of knowledge exists and the preponderance
supports a technical conclusion.

4.

A repeatable
performance.

5.

A threshold for acceptance can be established.

method

exists

for correlating

relevant

of evidence

characteristics

with

Mr. Beltracchi led the audience through the history of NRC's regulations, which included an
analysis of standards used within the nuclear industry. Only two standards cite digital systems.
Mr. Beltracchi also identified two major regulatory areas of digital upgrades for the NRC to
address: the diversity requirements for safety algorithms and computer unique requirements. He
presented an outline for a framework for an NPP safety system.
When completed, this
framework would provide guidance in organizing the digital system requirements for the
hardware, software and the human operator components.
Mr. Blauw voiced a concern in his presentation that while the top-level view or design of digital
systems may appear simplistic, the implementation of safety regulations is complex. The nuclear
industry must look at other industries for process control and monitoring. He will be working on
the revision of American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) standard on Nuclear Quality
Assurance (NQA), Part 2.7 [ASMENQA2] to explain differences between design verification and
V&V, differences between configuration control and configuration management (CM), and
documentation issues. Mr. Blauw described his experiences with implementing digital systems
in which the concern was the cost-effectiveness of providing the necessary assurance of the safety
of these systems. Mr. Biauw then described the IEEE Standard 7-4.3.2 "Standard Criteria for
Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations" [IEEE7432]; utilities
were involved in developing this standard 4. This standard is intended to be used with IEEE
Standard 603 "Standard Criteria for Safe.ty Systems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"
[IEEE603].
He also indicated that the Nuclear Utilities Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) will
publish a digital upgrade guideline which recommends a licensing approach, and that the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) will publish other guidelines. The standards and guidelines

4ThisstandardwasofficiaUyapprovedby the IEEEStandardsBoardat theirmeetingon September15, 1993.
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address some principal issues for system design models including project management,
configuration control, failure and error analysis management, and independent review. Currently,
a major problem is that plant drawings and other forms of design documentation are not under
configuration control and are frequently incorrect with respect to the current plant configuration.
Ontario Hydro of Canada has vast experience in applying digital system technology in a NPP.
Mr. Joannou described some of the issues encountered while licensing the Darlington Reactor
Station, which used a fully computerized shutdown system. One problem was lack of a widelyaccepted definition of "good enough" software; the deficiency led to joint development between
Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL) of a family of software engineering
standards, guidelines and procedures for NPP protective, control, and monitoring software. Major
issues addressed by AECL and Ontario Hydro include the reviewability of the software, safety
functions, ambiguities in requirements specifications, software reliability and software
maintainability. One of the problems is that the use of software analysis techniques, such as
reengineering and hazard analyses, is costly. The industry needs to develop cost-effective
analysis methods. The new standards and guidelines developed during this experience provide
rules for documentation, test types (statistically valid, trajectory-based random tests, systematic
tests), software CM (SCM), audits, qualifications of personnel and independent V&V.
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3.1

Presentation on NRC Regulatory Positions and Guidelines:

Mr. William T. Russell

REGULATORY PERSPECTIVE ON DIGITAL
INSTRUMENTATION AND
CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS

William T, Russell
Associate Director for
Inspection & Technical Assessment

The NRC staff recognizes the
potential for enhani_ed safety and
reliability that digital systems
bring to the nuclear industry.
The staff also recognizes the
challenges
to safety that are
unique to digital systems
implementation.
I
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COMMON

MODE FAILURE

• Identical hardware/software
redundant channels

in

• Software reliability cannot be quantified
• Software errors may result in a common
mode failure
• Compensated by quality and diversity

REGULATORY REVIEW BASES
FOR ADVANCED REACTORS
• Existing regulatory

requirements

• Hardware/software

quality and diversity

• EPRI Utility Requirements Document
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DIVERSITY
Requirement for diversity based on:
• Discussions with experts
N. Leveson (University of Washington)
B. Llttlewood (City University, London)
- D. Parnas (Queen's University, Canada)
- J. Rushby (SRI International)
• Discussions with outside organizations
- NASA, NIST, IBM, CSC, TRW, SEI, Siemens
• Discussions with foreign regulatory agencies
- Nil (United Kingdom), AECB (Canada),
DSlN/IPSN (France)
• NRC Digital System Reliability Workshop

QUALITY
• Hardware/software integrated
development process -industry
standards
and EPRI requirements
• Addresses hardware/software
change process over life of plant
• Top level design and process
requirements subject to NRC
inspection
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DIVERSITY POSITION
1.

The applicant shall assess the
defense-In-depth and diversity of the
proposed instrumentation and
control system to demonstrate that
vulnerabllitles to common mode
failures have been adequately
addressed.

DIVERSITY POSITION (cont'd)
2.

In performing the assessment, the
vendor or applicant, shall analyze
each postulated
event that is in the
analysis section of the safety analysis
report (SAR) usinq best-estimate
methods. The vendor or applicant
shall demonstrate
adequate
diversity
within the design for each of these
events.
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DIGITAL RETROFITS
•

Reactor trip systems
- Eagle 21 (Westinghouse)
. Spec 200 micro (Foxboro)

•

Radiation monitoring systems
- NUMAC (GE)
- Others under 10 CFR 50.59

•

Diesel generator load ,sequencers
- PLC-based (Allen Bradley)

•

Auxiliary feedwater control system
- Woodward

•

Plant safety monitoring system
- Westinahouse

OPERATING REACTOR
DIVERSITY
• Assessed based on Items 1, 2, and 3
of advanced reactor position
• Applied to RPS and ESF retrofits
• Example- Reliance on ATWS
mitigation system to handle loss of
RPS
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HOW IS DIVERSITY ASSESSMENT
PERFORMED?
• Analyze I&C system function in design basis
events
• Identify common functional elements (blocks)
• Postulate failure of similar blocks
• Evaluate system response using best-estimate
methods

WHAT ARE BLOCKS FOR
PURPOSES OF DIVERSITY
ANALYSIS?
A

D

• A to D Converter- Not considered a
block in diversity analysis when:
- Single input/output
- Simple, can be fully tested
- E_tensive operational history
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• Considered a block for diversity
analysis when:

- Multiple Inputs / multiple outputs
- Complex, cannot be fully tested
- Limited operational history
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O
A

from each

DIVERSITY EVALUATION
• Review scope
- Software language
- Hardware
- Function
- Signal
- Design (including design team)
• Diverse if:
. All above are different
- Different function with same software
language and same vendor
- Different vendor with same function
• Case-by-case review for other implementations
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3.2

NRC Research Activities:

Mr. Leo Beltracchi

NRC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Leo Beltracchi
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
I

1.0 ABSTRACT
This paper identifies and describes safety issues related to the design, development, and
qualification of reliable digital computer systems for nuclear power plants. It also describes the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's research program on these issues. The paper discusses
an evaluation of the initial standards for hard-wired based safety systems. The lessons learned
in developing these standards provides guidance in the design and use of digital technology in
nuclear power plants. Also, this evaluation discusses how the content of the standards should
lead to a framework of design criteria and the related acceptance criteria that can be used for
computer-based safety systems. The opinions and viewpoints expressed herein are the author's
personal ones and they do not necessarily reflect the criteria, requirements, and guidelines of the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Analog, hard-wired technology is the dominant technology for nuclear power plant
instrumentation and control systems and safety systems within the United States. The design,
development, and qualification of safety systems is governed by General Design Criteria (10 CFR
50, Appendix A), published by the NRC, and by industry developed standards (See Section 6.1,
Standards). The General Design Criteria present top level requirements and are generally
independent of implementation technology. However, the standards amplify these top level
requirements and contain requirements and guidelines reflective of safety issues associated with
the use of hard-wired technology. Digital technology will replace ageing hard-wired technology
in nuclear power plant safety systems; standards should be revised to reflect safety issues
associated with the use of digital technology. This paper describes several of the safety issues
associated with the design and development of computer-based, safety systems.
There are many unique design and safety issues for digital systems. For example, digital systems
operate in a discrete fashion whereas analog systems operate in a time-continuous fashion when
executing a function. Thus, software execution time in computing a safety function is an
important design performance issue for digital systems. Also, computer programs are more
difficult to test than analog hard-wired systems. For example, tracing a sensor signal through a
computer program is usually more difficult than signal tracing through hard-wired syqems.
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Furthermore, the loss of a safety function by common cause failure due to environmental factors
must also be considered.
Because of the difficulty in establishing reliable stored logic, digital systems are usually more
complex than analog systems. Much of this difficulty stems from the lack of a systems
engineering approach in the design of digital systems. Leveson and Turner's (1993) analysis of
the Therac-25 Accidents concluded:
"Accidents are seldom simple - they usually involve a complex web of interacting
events with multiple contributing technical, human, and organizational factors."
"The problem of accidents in complex systems must be approached from a system
engineering point of view and all possible contributing factors considered and
handed."
The safety concern is that an inadequate design process can lead to errors in the final product,
which may lead to the loss of a safety function.
A computer-based, safety system consists of hardware and software to implement the desired
safety functions. There are also human interfaces from which humans monitor operation and
perform maintenance on the system. Several of these elements are discussed next in the context
of a need for a framework of design criteria for computer-based, safety systems.
3.0 DISCUSSION
3.1 Standards
A standard encodes a body of knowledge and accepted practices. The development of industry
standards for the design of nuclear power plant safety systems first began about the time the
NRC published General Design Criteria (10 CFR 50, Appendix A). S.ection III, "Protection and
Reactivity Control Systems," Appendix A, 10 CFR 50 identifies ten criteria for the design of
protection safety systems. These criteria identify the basic performance requirements and design
principles for a protection system and are generally independent of the implementation
technology. In order to expand on the General Design Criteria and identify specific design
requirements, the nuclear industry developed standards, such as IEEE Standard 279-1971 and
IEEE Standard 308-1971 (R1980). See Section 6.1, Standards, for the title of each of these
standards and subsequent standards defined in this paper. IEEE 279 defines specific requirements
for the design of protection systems, while IEEE 308 defines specific design requirements for
Class 1E electrical systems. A reliable source of electrical power is necessary to operate the
protection system.
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In reviewing these standards, it is important to understand the definitions used for terms in these
documents. IEEE Standard 308-2980 identifies a safety system as follows:
"Those systems (the reactor trip system and an engineered safety feature, or both,
including all their auxiliary supporting features) which provide a safety function."
While this appears to be a reasonable definition, it is incomplete. A human system is also
necessary as part of the safety system. Operators and maintainers are key elements of the human
system necessary to manually initiate a safety action, monitor, adjust, and maintain a safety
system. The data in Table A-2.5, Reactor Scram Signals, (NUREG1272, 1992) indicates
operators are significant initiators of manual reactor scrams. No safety system is able to operate
for the life of the plant without the support of a human system. A better definition of a safety
system is then:
Those systems (the reactor trip system and an engineered safety feature, or both
including all their auxiliary supporting systems and a human system) which
provide a safety function.
The author reviewed IEEE Standard 279-1971, IEEE Standard 308-1971, and ANSI N 18.8-1973.
ANSI N 18.8 identifies requirements for the preparation of a design basis for systems that perform
protective functions; however, it was never published as a standard. Furthermore, it appears to
be an overview type of standard for the design of a plant. In fact, ANSI N 18.8 was developed
after (in 1973) the aforementioned standards. Concerning design basis, ANSI N18.8 states
that:
".._safety systems and their auxiliary systems shall be adequate to assure that events
caused by a station transient, a failure, an act of nature, or accidental act do not produce
effects that will prevent the degree of control over the containment or movement of
radioactive material that is deemed acceptable for the event."
Clearly, the safety system must be tolerant of hazards to ensure the successful operation of the
safety function.
While ANSI N18.8 was never published as a standard, its contents were integrated into earlier
versions of ANSI/ANS 51.1-1988 and ANSI/ANS 52.1-1988. Consideration of design basis
accidents is necessary prior to the design of a reactor trip system. Analysis of the design basis
accidents is necessary to establish the performance requirements of the reactor trip system to
maintain safety functions.
Thus, ANSI N18.8-1973 logically should have preceded IEEE
Standard 279-1971. This is a lesson learned from the review of previous standards; that is
standards should include a top-down prescription. Another lesson learned is the need to specify
the role of the human system as part of the safety system in the design process.
ANSI/ANS 50.1-Draft 6 is a draft standard that will eventually replace both ANSI/ANS 51.11988 and ANSI/ANS 52.1-1988. The new elements in the draft standard reflect an increment
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in the knowledge base when compared to ANSI N18.8. ANSI/ANS 50.l-Draft 6 sets design
requirements for safety grade and non-safety grade equipment. In addressing the overall safety
design criteria, the document discusses six elements:
1) a general approach,
2) deterministic analysis,
3) probabilistic risk analysis,
4) industry codes and standards,
5) safety analyses, and
6) design criteria for specific plant systems.
These elements form the start of a framework for design criteria. However, the framework does
not address the use of digital computers and it barely addresses the human system.
The six elements in ANSI/ANS 50.1-Draft 6 define a two step approach to design. The first five
elements define potential safety issues and a design basis for the plant. The sixth element, design
criteria for specific plant systems, defines unique requirements for plant systems such as the
reactor protection system and these requirements define the second step in the design process.
The requirements are stated in the form of a standard. IEEE Standard 603-1980, which replaces
IEEE Standard 279-1971, identifies requirements necessary to design a reactor protection system.
A short discussion of some of the safety issues associated with the design of computer based,
safety systems in the context of ANSI/ANS 50.l-Draft 6 type of standard elements follows next.
These issues include: a possible need to identify diverse means of achieving a safety function,
time response requirements of the safety system, and fault tolerance requirements.
A highly likely source of a common software error is a poor design process (Neumann, 1992).
The most challenging part of the design process is to specify a complete set of requirements for
a system. The problem becomes, what is the acceptance criterion for a complete set? A possible
acceptance criteria is the operating history of the developed and installed system. However, this
represents trial and error, which is unacceptable for nuclear safety. The most likely acceptance
criterion for the completeness of a set of requirements is engineering judgment.
Leveson (1993) advocates the use of hazard analysis as part of the system design process in the
use of digital computers for high integrity applications. System hazard analyses should be
conducted at the start of the design process. The goal of hazard analysis is to identify the weak
points in the system design and then to specify fault tolerant response(s) for implementation in
the computer system. The hazards analysis serves an important role to identify threats to and
potential failures of the safety system. Also, a hazard analysis may be a preliminary step to a
probabilistic risk analysis (PRA). Furthermore, hazard analyses and PRA have a common goal
in detecting and responding to potential operational faults.
One form of risk that is difficult to assess is the adequacy of the system design process. How
does a designer measure the completeness of the set of design requirements to meet the stated
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goals of the safety system? The omission of a key design requirement for a safety system may
result in the loss of a safety function. In an on-going NRC sponsored study (Personal
communication with Mr. Carl Johnson, NRC) on common cause failure event cause, it was found
that 54 percent of these failures of plant hardware components were due to design or installation
faults. Another 30 percent of the causes were due to test and maintenance faults.

I

In an unrelated study, Mr. Fujii (1993) reports that for small systems, 53 percent of the software
errors were caused by an improper understanding of the interaction between the system and the
software design. Furthermore, for large systems, the number jumps to 63 percent. These figures
resulted from the analysis and examination of software errors in complex command and control,
avionics, and critical medical control systems. Although these errors were identified from
diverse, non-nuclear applications, the results of this study are very similar to the result from the
on-going NRC sponsored study discussed earlier. An important lesson from these studies is the
need for a systematic, rigorous effort in establishing design requirements to minimize errors in
the final product.
In summary, fault tolerance requirements for a computer-based, safety system should be
developed from hazard analyses and PRA studies. Also, to minimize the risk of design error, a
systematic, rigorous effort is necessary in establishing and verifying design requirements.
The use of digital technology in safety systems provides an opportunity to compute safety
functions directly from monitored plant parameters. For example, one critical safety function is
to maintain a cool reactor core. A cooled core maintains the geometry of the core and of the
passageways for the insertion of control rods. Insertion of the control rods are necessary to shut
down the reactor upon threat to a critical safety function. A measure of core cooling is the
Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR). An algorithm for DNBR would include coolant
temperature, pressure, coolant flow, and reactor power as input data. A trip set point is also
necessary.
A functionally diverse measure of core cooling would be hot leg subcooling. The subcooling of
the hot leg coolant is determined from coolant temperature, pressure, and saturation temperature,
which is a function of pressure. A subcooling trip set point and response time must also be
specified through scenario analysis to establish the limiting design basis event. The use of a
functionally diverse means of achieving a safety function should reduce the risk to a common
cause design error; however quantifying the risk reduction may be difficult.
A framework of design criteria for a computer-based, safety system should contain a time
response performance requirement. A time response requirement is necessary because a computer
requires a finite amount of time to process stored safety logic but the system must react in
sufficient time to maintain the safety function. The analysis of limiting design basis events
develops important performance data for each safety function in the design of computer-based,
safety systems.
The limiting design basis events help to determine the time response
requirements of a safety system. The time response of the safety system must then be divided
and allocated to sensor response time, computer response time to calculate the safety algorithm,
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and the response time of the actuator. The specification of computer response time is an
important parameter for the performance of the processor. The processor must complete the
execution of the program within the allotted time.
In summary, deterministic analyses are necessary to identify and document each safety function,
diverse means of achieving a safety function, time response of the safety system, and the sensor
data necessary to implement each function.
ANS-50.1-Draft 6 identifies basic design requirements for a nuclear power plant; it does not
identify des'ign requirements for plant systems. However, it does identify other standards that
contain requirements for the design of plant systems. For plant safety systems, it identifies IEEE
Standard 603-1980 and IEEE Standard 308-1980 as standards containing system specific
requirements. These standards do not contain requirements for computer-based safety systems.
One standard that addresses application criteria for computer-based safety systems is IEEE-74.3.2-1993. This standard was developed to augment IEEE Standard 603-1980 because of the
uniqueness of software in computer systems. The standard contains requirements for software
development, hardware-software integration, computer system validation, and verification. IEEE7-4.3.2 also identifies criteria in specifying requirements for computers used as part of a safety
system. Moreover, it specifies computer specific requirements to meet the criteria of IEEE
Standard 603-1991. IEEE Standard 603-1991, IEEE Standard Criteria for Safety Systems for
Nuclear Power Generating Stations, provides system level hardware criteria for safety systems.
IEEE 7-4.3.2 endorses the use of IEEE software standards. One purpose of these software
standards is to control the development process and thereby minimize the potential for error in
the application software. In developing software for a safety application, a designer should select
and use standards to cover all elements of the development process such as requirements analysis,
design, and test. Furthermore, project type standards for quality assurance, verification and
validation, and configuration control are also identified and should be used to minimize the
potential for error in the final product.
ANSI/ANS 58.8(Draft, Revision of 1984 Standard) establishes time response design criteria for
safety-related operator actions. The criteria are used to determine the minimum response time
intervals for safety-related operator actions, such as manually initiated reactor trip. The draft
standard also contains general guidance for instrumentation and controls necessary to support
safety-related operator actions. However, this draft standard is not directly linked to safety
system design standards, e.g. IEEE Standard 603-1980 and ANSI/ANS 50.1, Draft 6.
i

The human system is not included in the plant system in ANS 50.1-Draft 6. One reason for not
identifying this system may be because the human system is one of the most flexible systems in
the plant. However, the human system is an important support system necessary for the
successful operation of the plant's safety system. Much of the information necessary to generate
emergency operation procedures comes from the design analyses for safety systems. Safetyrelated operator actions for interacting with safety systems must be specified during the design
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proce_.s as part of the effort in establishing requirements for safety systems. ANSI/ANS 58.8
(Draft, Revision of 1984 Standard) is a first step in this direction, but it must be integrated with
the appropriate design standards for safety systems.
In summary, Figure 1 shows the relationship among the major standards for the design of safety
systems. ANSI N18.8(1973, no longer valid), ANSI/ANS 51.1-1988, ANSI/ANS 52.1-1988, and
ANSI/ANS 50.1, Draft 6 define requirements for the design basis of safety systems. IEEE
Standard 308-1972(R1980) defines requirements for Class 1E electrical systems necessary to
operate safety systems. ANSI/ANS 58.8(Draft, November, 1992) establishes time response
design criteria for safety related operator actions. However, this standard is not integrated with
and cross referenced to the other standards identified in Figure 1. Finally, IEEE Standard 6031980 identifies requirements necessary to design a reactor protection system. ANSI/IEEE-ANS
7-4.3.2-1982 and its successor IEEE Standard 7-4.3.2-1993 is the only standards that identify
design requirements for the use of digital computers in safety systems. However, these standards
do not identify all of the requirements necessary for the design of a computer-based, safety
system. Based on NUREG/CR-5930 and the review of ANSI/ANS 50.1- Draft 6, it appears that
standards for the design of safety systems need to include computer unique design requirements.
Because many standards and disciplines are involved it is important to establish a framework of
design criteria to ensure a reasonable degree of completeness in the specifications.
3.2 Outline Of A Framework Of Design Criteria
The outline of a framework of design criteria for a computer-based, safety system in Figure 2
is based on the review of standards and lessons learned. This outline is a functional version of
the standards presented in Figure 1, with some additional detail. The goal of the example system
identified in Figure 2, the reactor trip system, is to operate the NPP safely. The design basis
must identify all functions performed by the safety system. These functions must then be
allocated to the individual systems within the safety system. Furthermore, deterministic analyses
would be performed to identify the limiting design basis events.
Plant design basis events would also be identified, analyzed, and documented. The plant events
analyzed could include system and component failures as well as challenges from environmental
hazards. Also, emphasis could be placed on identifying vulnerabilities and environmental
limitations to develop acceptance criteria for qualifying the hardware of digital systems. The
susceptibility of digital systems to electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio-frequency
interference (RFI) is a major concem. Furthermore, the operational history of safety systems and
the challenges to safety systems could also be considered (NUREG 1272, 1992). In summary,
a plant hazard analysis and then a probabilistic risk analysis identify threats to safe operation.
Fault tolerance and response requirements to hazards could be determined and specified as part
of the design basis.
Figure 3 presents a conceptual model of a system design and development life cycle based on
the discussions in this paper. Once system requirements and functions have been established,
they must then be allocated to hardware, software, and humans. After completion of this step,
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the next efforts for software development could be detailed design, coding, unit tests, and unit
integration followed by software test and validation. Similar efforts could also be done for
hardware development and for the human system. Environmental qualification of the hardware
could be an important step in the development process. The design requirements for the human
interface will impact the software design and the hardware design, and this relationship is not
illustrated in Figure 3. The integration of the hardware, software, and human interfaces could
be necessary to construct the system. Once assembled, the system could be then subjected to test
and validation in response to pre-established system requirements.
Not shown in Figure 3 are the verification activities for the various steps in the design and
development life cycle. Effective verification activities early in the design and development life
cycle minimizes the resources that would be needed to detect and correct problems later in the
life cycle. Furthermore, the lessons learned from the verification and validation activities provide
important information for updating the standards and guidelines used in the design and
development process.
In summary, the design and development process for digital systems consists of many activities
and the use of many standards. To minimize the potential for errors in these activities,
consideration could be given to the development of an overview standard.
4.0 RESEARCH
i

PROGRAMS

4.1 Hardware Programs
i

Most operating plants in the U.S. contain instrumentation and control (I&C) systems that were
designed over 25 years ago. As these systems age, maintenance and support costs increase,due
to obsolescence, lack of original equipment support, and increased testing requirements. On the
other hand, major advances in the electronic industries have produced products that were never
envisioned during the original design process of nuclear power plants. In order to benefit from
these evolving technologies, the NRC initiated two research programs to perform confirmatory
research, and develop a technical basis for acceptance criteria for hardware qualification of digital
I&C systems which will be used in existing nuclear power plants and in the proposed new plants.
First, under the auspices of the NRC, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) is conducting
a study with a view to identify functional and environmental issues arising from the application
of new technologies to the instrumentation comprising the next generation of nuclear power
plants. The purpose of this program is to develop an understanding of the technical issues
involved in evaluating long-term properties of advanced digital instrumentation and control
systems, Emphasis has been placed on identifying vulnerabilities and environmental limitations
that could be imposed on microprocessor-based systems in nuclear environments.
Second, ORNL is developing a technical basis for evaluating the susceptibility of digital systems
to electromagnetic interterence (EMI) and radio frequency interference (RFI). IEEE Standard
1050-1989 was found for the most part to do an adequate job of specifying electromagnetic
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compatibility design and installation practices that are applicable to nuclear power plant
environments. Relevant military standards are MIL-STD-461C and MIL-STD-462. These
standards were found to be reasonable starting points from which to begin an evaluation of
relevant test criteria and methods for nuclear power plant applications. The results from this
study are currently under internal review.
In summary, the objectives of these programs are to:
* To develop regulatory guidance on susceptibility to EMI and RFI,
* To develop regulatory guidance on the qualification of digital I&C hardware.
4.2 Software Programs

i

clear need exists for standards and a technical basis for acceptance criteria for the use of
digital computers in safety systems. There is not yet however, a clear consensus on the safety
issues and the technical basis for their resolution in the area of digital technology. Generally,
a technical basis exists when:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The topic has been clearly coupled to safe operations.
The scope of the topic is clearly defined.
A substantive body of knowledge exists and the preponderance of the evidence
supports a technical conclusion.
A repeatable method to correlate relevant characteristics with performance exists.
A threshold for acceptance can be established.

Establishing a technical basis for the use of computer-based systems could be a significant, time
consuming and expensive effort.
One means by which part of the technical bases are being developed is by the NRC's
participation in the Organization for 'Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) Halden
Reactor Project. The OECD Halden Reactor Project is one of Europe's largest experimental
laboratories conducting research on fuels, materials, man-machine interfaces, aa_d advanced
instrumentation and control systems. One area of interest to the staff is the Halden Project's
research on the use of formal methods and theorem provers for the design of computer-based
safety systems. Another area of interest is the research on the effectiveness of various software
test techniques (Dahll, Barnes, and Bishop, 1990).
The NRC is also conducting other research to establish the technical basis for guidelines and
acceptance criteria on the use of digital computers in nuclear power plant safety systems. The
objectives of some of these programs are as follows:
*

To identify and document the positive and negative attributes resulting from the use of
standards and computer aided software engineering (CASE) tools when used in the
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design, development, evaluation, and certification of high integrity software for nuclear
power plant safety systems,
*

To evaluate the feasibility of (Phase A) and develop and test (Phase B) a prototype CASE
tool for assessing the degree of functional diversity within software safety systems,

*

To independently evaluate, test, and improve guidelines for use in the audit of computerbased, safety systems,

*

To develop system classification guidelines and qualitative reliability measures,

_'

To develop and document guidelines for verifying and validating expert systems,

*

To review and assess software languages for use in nuclear power plant safety systems,

*

To assess how digital technology changes human actions and error rates, systems
unavailability, and core damage frequency; and to improve methods for analyzing this
human performance in PRAs.

These programs are starting to produce useful products.
A survey and assessment of
conventional software verification and validation methods has been published (NUREG/CR6018). Also, an assessment of standards and guidelines for high integrity software has been
published (NUREG/CR-5930).
The results from these studies are helping to identify a need to
clarify the "safety system" versus "software" issues and to establish a framework of design
criteria for computer-based, safety systems. The NRC is now in the process of formulating
additional research with the objective of identifying and documenting a framework of design
criteria. The first step in this direction is the integration of research products to develop the
technical basis for regulatory positions on software. This .effort will survey the existing research
programs within the NRC and other industries and integrate the relevant products into a matrix
of requirements versus technical basis. The end product will be to develop and document the
technical basis for regulatory use. A second step is necessary to refine the technical basis for
computer-based, safety systems.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The design and use of digital computers to perform safety functions within nuclear power plants
must be guided by guidelines, standards, and acceptance criteria. While the existing set of
standards provide useful information, they do not provide all of the requirements necessary for
the use of digital computers. While some effort exists to revise standards, such as the effort that
resulted in IEEE 7-4.3.2 Standard Criteria for Digital Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear
Power Generating Stations being updated in 1993, additional effort could be needed to revise
existing standards to incorporate the use of digital computers. To ensure a comprehensive
approach to the development of standards and regulatory guidelines, a need exists for a
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framework of design criteria. The framework could include a requirement for a systematic
_tpproach to define, classify, and allocate functions to hardware, software, and humans. Finally,
a technical basis could also be necessary for the computer unique requirements and guidelines
to support the framework and to provide acceptance criteria.
i
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Abstract
Nuclear utilities face the need to upgrade aging and obsolete safety related and other critical
equipment.
This is the result of operation and maintenance concerns for reliability and
maintainability. Digital technology is an option for these upgrades.
A number of utilities have attempted exercising the digital option. The regulatory licensing
results have been inconsistent and have raised a variety of issues. These issues and the
subsequent licensing uncertainties have caused some utilities to temporarily drop digital
tgchnology as an upgrade option.
Resolution of these issues and the need for regulatory stability is driving the development of
industry standards and guidelines. These will provide guidance to support consistent design and
implementation of digital upgrades. Successful completion of these documents is necessary for
renewed consideration of the use of digital technology.
This paper will present a utility perspective on how project management, configuration control,
and a rigorous design process can serve to address the present regulatory issues. These issues
include commercial grade dedication, reliability, electromagnetic interference, and failure and
error management. This perspective is consistent with the standards and guidelines development
effort.
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working group chose to replicate
the IEEE Std

presentissues.These issuesincludecommercial

603-1991formatin P-7-4.3.2. Thisprovideda

grade dedication,
reliability,
electromagnetic
in-

framework to maintainfocuson existing
safety

terference,
and failure
and errormanagement,

systemdesigncriteria.
The workinggroup chose

This perspective

to provide amplification

is consistent

guidelines development

with standards

and

efforts,

design

Most of thisinformationis based upon experiences gainedthrough the development of proposed revisionsto Institute
of Electrical
and
Electronics
Engineers(IEEE) P- 7- 4.3.2,
Amer.
ican National
Digital

Standard,

Computers

Power Generating

Standard

in Safety Systems

Criteria for
of Nuclear

Stations.
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issues

which

P-7-4.3.2
This was

for those safety system
are unique

or perceived

uniquetocomputer hardware,software,
or firmware. Itshouldbe clearly
understoodthatwhen
acomputeristobe usedasa component ofa safety
system,
bot_...hh
IEEE Std603and P- 7-4.3.2should
be used todefine'all
ofthedesigncriteria.

Much of the revisioneffortwas focusedon the

In recognition
of the industrywide impact of

following
safetysystem criteria:
quality,
equip-

current regulatorydigitalupgrade concerns,

ment qualification,
system integrity,
indepen-

NUMARC

dence,and reliability.
In addition,
electromagnet-

tryposition
on thissubject.
Thiseffort
isdirected

icenvironmentissueswere addressedunder the

toward delineation
of a digitalupgrade design

safetysystemdesignbasis,

process.
Thiswill
include
definingfailure
modes,
and recommendationsto minimize theiraffect

It should also be understoodthat IEEE

Std

hasinitiated
developmentofan indus-

upon nuclearplantsafety.
Thisguideline
will
also

603-1991and IEEE P-74.3.2usageofthe phrase

provideplant data based recommendations to

"safety system" is consistent with the
10CFR50.49 usage of the phrase "safety related

electromagnetic
related
issues.These defmtions
and recommendations
will be embodied within a

electric equipment".

structured

There is, therefore, a one-

for-one relationship

between the standards

and

regulation,

approach

to system

design.

This

guideline will help to fill the void identified during
the IEEE P-7-4.3.2 development.

NUMARC
Guideline

Digital

Upgrade

With Nuclear Regulatory
volvement,

No consensus

in clarifica-

which presents

tion of an appropriate digital upgrade design and
licensing methodology. Completion of this guide-

based digital systems.

In work efforts associated

line is critical to utility digital upgrade efforts.

with the development

of IEEE P-7-4.3.2, this was

identified

exists

this effort should result

staff in.

guidance to a design approach for microprocessor

informally

document

Commission

as a future

There are many existing standards
requirements

and

design

effort item.
for specific

techniques.

provide overall digital system

development

None
ap-

proach recommendations.
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System

Design

The issues of concern

Model

(e.g., commercial

dedication, electromagnetic

interference,

grade
reliabil-

based upon a safety related system

ity, verification and validation) may be addressed
through project management,
trois, and a systematic

configuration

working to define software design activities levels
rization.

con-

approach to the design

process.

In addition to scope and roles definition, digital
upgrade configuration
baseline establishment
should be performed.

Project Management
and
Configuration
Control

This should

be accom-

pushed through verification of existing plant information including, wiring diagrams, schematic

At the onset of system design and implementa-

drawings, equipment

tion, project scope and roles should

be clearly

setpoints,

defined.

task is a

calculations

This project

sub-catego-

management

and system alarm and trip

and any other applicable engineering
and assumptions.

This verification

cornerstone for successful completion of a safety

eliminates

related system digital upgrade. This task should

formation uncertainty.

include def'mition of the methods for configura-

foundation of the entire design, installation,

tion control of the configuration

testing effort.

during design and implementation

items produced
activities, and

subsequent operation and maintenance activities
should be identified. Procedures and standards

Design

nuclear plant digital upgrade base inThis information

is the
and

Process

A rigorous design process should exist for the

should be identified to support the design process,

development ofsafety related digital upgrades. As

These procedures and standards should address

stated

design verification activities to be performed and

standards

by whom. Finally, it should also provide delinea-

process.

tion of any required commercial grade dedication
efforts,

and requirements to be met. None offer guidance
in the steps which should be performed.
The
developing NUMARC Digital Upgrade Guideline

The level of design verification

should help address

grade item dedication

and commercial

activities might be based

upon a sub-categorization

of safety related sys-

in the introduction,
de/me
Numerous

a system

no currently

used

level development

standards delineate

criteria

this void. This guideline will

delineate how current

issues of concern can be

dear with during safety related system design.

terns. This graded approach would allow emphasis to be placed upon those safety related systems

An inherent element of the design process should

for which a failure

be the identification

would have a significant

and resolution of Abnormal

impact upon safety (e.g., the Reactor Protection

Conditions

System and Engineering

potential to defeat the safety related function.
ACEs include external events as well as condi-

Safety Feature Actuatio-

n Systems),and a lower levelofemphasis upon

and Events (ACEs) which have the

systemsforwhich a failure
would have a reduced

tions internalto the computer hardware or

impacton safety.
A jointElectric
Power Research
Institute
(EPRI)/Utility
working group dealing
withissues
ofVerification
and Validation
(V&V) is

software. P-7.4.3.2providesdetailsof ACEs
which couldbe introduced
duringspecific
activitiesofthedesignprocess.
ACEs consideration
is
necessary
toprovideassurance
thatthecomputer

5O

i

,i

i

and the remaining
related

system

i

components

will respond

of the

safety

when exposed

to

address computer
non-computer

realistic normal and abnormal situations, includ-

This information

ing potential common mode failures.

Design verification
ing completion

Analysis techniques,

hardware

hardware

and software,
failure

becomes

and

possibilities.

input to the design.

should be performed

follow-

of design and implementation.

such as Fsilure Modes and

Effects Analysis (FMF__) or Fault Tree Analysis

Computer hardware and software design verifica-

(FTA), are among the methods recommended

tion testing

identify ACEs requiring attention.
ses

should

consideration
design

be of sufficient
of utilized

should be performed
results.

detail

software.

and implementation,

appropriate.

should

to include
During the

periodic

to confirm

The analysis

to

These anzdy-

reviews

the analysis

be updated

as

This periodic review provides assu-

is intended to provide confidence of

the correct applicable requirements

implementa-

tion_ It can be accomplished through one of three
approaches.

The first approach would include

design verificationofthe
test results

test plans, test cases, and

to provide confidence

that the test

developer has considered both normal and abnormal situations

in assuring that the non-computer

rance that identified failure modes are properly

hardware,

addressed,
thusminimizingdesignerrors,

softwarecomponents performcorrectly.
In this

computer

hardware,

and computer

approach,the designerwould be ableto be the
Specificrequirementsshould existfor design

preparerof thetestplansand cases,
theexecutor

verification
throughoutthedesignprocess,
from

ofthetests,
and thereporter
ofthetestresults.
A

requirements
del_miti°ntoinstallati°nandcheck"second approach would have an independent
out of the l'malproduct. P-7-4.3.2 provides
party develop the testplans,and testcases,
considerations
supporting
an integrated
verifica- executethe tests,
and reporton theresults.A
tionapproach,

thirdapproach would includedesignverification

FigureA depictsa view of an example design

of the testplans and testcases,designverifier
executionand reportingof the testsand test

process.At the onset of safetyrelatedsystem
design,requirementsareallocated
tonon-computerhardwareand tothecomputer.A secondary
allocation
ismade of computer requirementsto
computer hardwareand software,and theirintegration.
Designverification
shouldbe perfor-

results,
respectively.
The emphasishereisdesign
verification
shouldnotbe a duplication
ofdocumented work performed,so longas therequirements forverifier
independencearemet.
Computer hardware and softwareintegration

med attheconclusion
ofrequirementsallocation, activities
shouldbe performedfollowing
compleThis verification
providesconfidencethat appropriateallocation
of requirementshas been

tionof applicable
design,implementation,
and

made.

testingactivities
to satisfy
the designerthatall

During requirements allocation,
the

FMEA/FTA

couldbe initiated
toaddresssystem

level
failure
concerns,

testactivities.
This integration
may include
softwarerequirementswhich were dependent
upon computer hardwareand thecomputerhard-

The nextactivity
ofthisdesignmodelisthedesign

ware requirementswhich were dependentupon

and implementationof non-computerhardware,

softwarehave been met. In addition,
testing

computerhardware,and computersoftware.
The

shouldconfirmthecomputerhardwareand software failure
detection
and responsemechanisms

system levelFMEA/FTA

shouldbe amplifiedto
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JSafety System
I]
DesiRnRequirements
Basis

I

Hardware Req

',

Computer Requirements

' Hardware Re

Ho_dw_e
& bes,,,,

:

Implement

I

SoOware Req

t

t

Computer Hardware J

'

"':

[Software Design, J

lntNration

i

I

System
Testing
(Factory
Acceptance
Testing)

I
[ SileAcceptance Testing

J

I
Figure A
function properly.

Design verification

of these

played out to assess the ability of the computer

activities should be performed,

and the non-computer
hardware to respond in
an appropriate manner. Design verification for

As is practical and feasible, testing of the integration of the computer with a portion of the

factory acceptance testing can be accomplished in

hardware

design

factory acceptance

should be performed
testing.

This testing

one of the three approaches previously described.

during
should

Upon completion

of the factory acceptance

test-

begin to cord'rrm that the original requirements

ing, site acceptance

have been implemented.
However, this testing
should not be based only upon requirements,

to conf'rrm the correct implementation of requirements which were not tested during factory

Realistic scenarios such as loss ofpower, failure of

acceptance

components, loss of commuv.ications,
and other
failures identified in the FMEA/FTA should be

intended to confirm that the system is compatible
with the plant and to provide assurance that no
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testing.

testing should be performed

Site acceptance

testing

is

shipment or installation damage occurred. This
should include testing of field instrumentation
output thru to the safety related system output.
The three design verification approaches described previously would be applicable for site
acceptance testing.
This example of a design process approach inherently has the level of independent reviews and
tests (i.e., V&V) necessary to produce a system
which has a high quality level and assurance of
proper and correct operation. No additional
independent activities should be necessary. This
is to say that no additional activities are necessary
to address what is known as V&V.
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Design

Process

Issues

Through a systematic
approachtodesign,
current

such as productmaturity,
productstability
and

issuescan be addressedin a plannedand orderly

operatingexperiencein a similarapplication

manner. These issuesincludecommercialgrade

(ProgrammableLogicController
opening valves

dedication,

or starting pumps in a refinery), may serve as an

reliability,

electromagnetic

once, and common cause failures.

interfer-

These issues

offset in those situations where documentation

shouldbe address during the course of safety

is

lacking,

related system design from a system engineering
perspective. As stated earlier, this is the current
direction of the efforts associated with the devel-

Another compensating
product stability.

factor may be evidence of

An established

configuration

opment of the NUMARC Digital Upgrade Guideline.

control process and error notification will help
provide the necessary evidence of (or lack of)
product stability. No one type of compensating

Commercial

factor should be used in lieu of a documented

Grade Dedication

One key commercial grade dedication area which

design process.

requires attention is commercial vendors develop-

rience, configuration control, and error notification may give an appropriate confidence level in

ment and control process. Believing that one can
completely test the commercial grade computer in
a manner similar to what has been done for other
commercial

grade items is inaccurate.

are beginning

Utilities

to develop and implement

cesses for understanding

pro-

the internal structure

of

Combinations

the overall quality
The utility

of operating expe-

of the commercial

needs proper

evidence

product.

to support

commercial dedication. The fact exists that as a
result of this detailed dedication effort, a vendor's
product might be eliminated

from consideration

such items as pipes and valves (e.g., non-destructire examination). In the same manner, a dedica-

for safety related purposes.

tor needs to understand the internal structure of
the computer, including the software, upon which

should be def'Lued. These levels might be based

a particular application is built. This means that
an evaluation

based upon nuclear industry stan-

Acceptance

levels

upon safety related

for

compensating

system

sub-categorization.

This might also include definition
grade dedication activities

factors

of commercial

which axe and are not

dardsmust be performedon thevendor'scomputer hardwareand soRware developmentand con-

acceptable.

figuration
controlprocesses.

The dedicator
shouldtesttheproductforacceptability
with safetyrelatedsystem requirements.

Many vendorshave proceduralcontrolof their
designprocess. In some casesthisresultsin

This testingis in additionto the previously
described
vendorevaluation.
A document,detafl-

documentationconsistent
withnon-nuclearcorn-

ingthefunctional
and performancerequirements

puterstandards.This documentationshouldbe

whicl_thecomputer must be able to satisfy
to

reviewedand evaluated
by technically
knowledgeablepeoplerepresenting
theutilityThis review

perform itssafetyrelatedfunction,should be

couldserveas an offsetforlackof independent
reviewsby the vendor. Compensating factors,
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preparedand approved. This document should
serveas thebasisforcommercialcomputer test
development,acceptance,and execution. The

results
shouldbe summarized and approved.The

suggestedby IEEE Std 603-1991foraddressing

level
oftesting
shouldbe commensurate withthe

reliability.
Our focusshouldbe on the design

sub-categorization,

process,
identification
ofACEs, and testing,
not
on sostronglyupon generating
a PRA number.

The commercial dedicationprocessshould be
dewed assupplementingcommercialdocumenta-

Whiletheprobabilistic
approachmay have merit

tion and not as a design controlavoidance

forthedesignof thenextgeneration
of reactors,

mechanism. In pointof fact,the utility
must

itisnot an approachconsistently
used forup-

shoulderallresponsibility
forthe installed
pro-

gradestoexisting
nuclearplantsystems.

duct,including
any reporting
requirements.
Electromagnetic

Reliability

Electromagnetic

The need for a quantitative
dependent

reliability estimate is

upon the design approach employed -

probabilistic

or deterministic.

based upon a

The former

is

Interference

Interference
Interference/Radio

(EMI/RFI) and other electromagnet-

ic cgncerns have received a significant
attention.

F_ecluency

P-7-4.3.2

states

amount of

that the computer

Probabilistic
Risk Assessment

must be ableto functionin theenvironmentto

(PRA) resulting
insystemreliability
goalsusedas

which it willbe exposed. This environment

an inputtothedesignprocess.Itshouldbe noted

includeselectromagnetic
fields.A jointEPRI/

that the PRA

Utility
groupeffort
ispresently
workingtodefine

processfocus for existingUS

reactors
isidentification
ofpotential
vulnerabili-

a processfor meetingthisrequirement.Final

ties.Itisnotnecessarily
forthedetermination
of

recommendationswillbe consensusstandards

systemreliability
goalsforuseas designinput,

and plantdatabased.

The draftSupplement to International
Electro-

Initial
attemptsto addressthisissuehave in-

technical
Committee (IEC)880,SoftwareImpor-

cludeddevelopmentof an EMI/RFI map, repres-

ranttoSafetyforNuclearPower Plants,
indicates

entingboth the atypicaland a "worst case"

thatundercertain
conditions,
a 10-4probability
of

transient
environment.This approachattempts

revealedfailure
can be predicted.A reliability todemonstratethatthemapped emissionslevels
rangingbetween 10-3and 10-5may be achievable

aresufficiently
lessthan thesusceptibility
levels

basedupon arigorous
designprocess
and dynamic

forwhich the equipment was tested.However,

testing.
Theseestimates
arepredicated
upon good

IEEE

design practice and product testing,

mended Practice on Surge Voltages in Low.Volt-

Std C62.41-1991,ANSI/IEEE

Recom-

age AC Power Circuits, states that "While shortSystem designistypically
performedin a procedurally
oriented,
ordeterministic
manner. There-

term monitoringofan individual
siteoftengives
some usefulinformation,
theenvironmentisso

fore,a qualitative
view of reliability
is more
appropriate.
Emphasis shouldbe placedupon a

dynamic thattheanalysis
ofa briefperiodmay

Events (ACEs) throughout system design or

Itwouldseem thatwhilemapping may havesome

througha FailureModes and EffectsAnalysis

limited
value,focusshouldbe upon properdesign

(FMEA) or FaultTree Analysis(FTA) shouldbe

techniques,
installation
techniques,
and testing.

considered.The use of an FMEA

Proper equipment shieldingand grounding

notgivea good prediction
ofthe futureenvironrigorousdesign processto achieve reliability, rnent."
Identification
of Abnormal Conditions
and
l

or FTA is
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should serve to protect both the computer
surrounding

equipment.

should be executed
these actions,

Appropriate

and

conversion,

or voting.

tests

that these are design related issues and should be

to conftrm the adequacy of

dealt with at that level. Two methods which may
address common cause failure concerns are the
separation of design

Component

It should be recognized

and system

test evidence

strongly

indicates that some of the analog components

teams and analysis of the

signal trajectory path through the software.

in

analysis, as detailed

a digital upgrade (e.g., analog power supplies)

IEC 880, is used to confirm

may be more susceptible to EMI than the digital

common

components.

common took.

Licensee

Event

Reports

provide

modules

or software

provides

has been a contributing factor in plant transients
for many years. It should be understood that the

traje_'mrles.

EMI/RFI ksue pertains to both analog and digital

IEEE Std 379-1988,

systems;

common

it is not unique

Subcommittee

to digital

system_,

6 (SC-6) of IEEE's Nuclear Power

Engineering Committee

has agreed, in principle,

additional

cause

independence
developed

Draft Supplement

evidence that EMI (i.e., RFI from walkle talkies)

This

in the Draft Supplement

detail

of
with

to IEC 880

regarding

software

section 5.5, indicates

failures

to

not subject

that

to single

failure analysis include those that can result from
design

deficiencies

or manufacturing

errors.

to deal with this as a system requirements issue.
This effort will be initiated at the SC-6 Fall 1993

Design qualification and quality assurance programs are intended to afford protection from

meeting,

design deficiencies and manufacturing
errors.
This guidance should be equally applicable to

Managing

Failures

and Errors

digital and analog system design. Therefore, for

Safety related system failu_ and error management is a design issue which requires attention,

analysis purposes, the assumption that a software
common mode failure could occur should not be

Determination

required.

of Abnormal

Conditions

and

Events (ACEs) through the use of a Failure Modes
and

Effects

Tree

However, if one must assume the potential of a

for this

common mode failure due to software, the focus

effort. Design decisions can be made to address
the failures identified. Use of an analysis tech-

should be on the successful completion of a safety
function, not on the necessary completion of a

nique allows the emphasis to be on the cause of
failures and errors instead of the effect (e.g.,

safety related task. Recognitionofthe existence of
backup systems should be given (e.g., BWR core

software common mode failures),

injection at low pressure using either LPCI or
core spray, manual actions in leu of automatic

Software common cause failures are the result of

ones).

design deficiencies.
These may in turn lead to
common mode failures. Common cause failures

foundation ofplant safety. Common cause failure
concern should be limited to those situations

may be the result ofcommon

when the safety

Analysis

Analysis

(FMEA)

(FTA) is a practical

or components;

or Fault
method

hardware,

common personnel,

tools; common documentation
internal interface

software

languages

or

practices; similar

points, such as voting system

inputs, or input interfaces; common processes
such as detection of states, algorithms,
signal
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These echelons

of defense have been a

function

may not be accom-

plished, not when one level of a defense echelon
may be lost.

Overemphasis

on common cause/

common mode failures at the software component
level has overshadowed

the design proces_s

and

techniques which can serve to minimize failure
and error potential,
Through performance of an FMEA or I_I'A,
system level management of failure and errors
can be emphasized. Use of various design techniques such as watchdog and deadman timers can
be employed to identl£y a failure and provide an
acceptable response (e.g., warn, alarm, or placement in the appropriate preferred failed mode).

'

t
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In addition, a design process similar to the model
described earlier should be followed. This is
consistent with the guidance provided in IEEE
Std379-1988. Emphasis should be placed upon
the design process which addresses failure and
error identification, and testing to provide assurance that the implemented design can identity
and respond correctly.

Recommendations
As statedearlier,
useofa rigorousdesignprocess

Anotherrecommendationisuseofanalysis
tech-

with appropriatelevelsof design verification

niquessuch as FMEA

should be acceptableto address concerns for
common cause failures,
soRware reliability,
and

realConditionsand Events,and toaddressboth
safetyrelatedsystem reliability
and the single

EMI.

failure
criterion.
Itshouldbe understoodthatfor

Successfulcompletionof the NUMARC

Digital Upgrade

Guideline

provide consistency

is a key element

to

in the design of digital upgra-

des. With any process, improvements

can always

these

to accurately

or FTA to identify
Abnor-

reflect

system and all its components,

the safety related
one must consider

the affect of the computer.

be made. One such potential area ofimprovement
is delineation

of requirements.

Finally, EPRI and EPRI/Utility
addressing
commercial
grade

Studies have shown that the majority

of design

Logic Controllers

groups efforts
Programmable

(PLCs) usage, Verification

and

problemsassociated
withsoftwareoccuras speci-

Validation,
and EMI shouldbe encouragedand

fication
faults.In particular
thisoccursin the

expeditiously
completed.

Englishlanguagetranslation
of requirementsto
a designedcomputer program. Industrystandards(e.g.,
IEEE P-7-4.3.2,
IEEE Std 1012-1986,
NQA

2a-1990 Part 2.7)place emphasis upon

stating
competeand unambiguous requirements.
Thisisa basisforassuringthatthef'mal
validated
systemcomplieswith the requirements.Attentionshouldbe givento techniqueswhich would
facilitate
specifying
of requirementsand design
verification
processes.Combinationsoftextand
graphical
techniques
(e.g.,
SAMA

logic
diagrams,

statetransition
diagrams,truthtables)
may be a
vehicle
tominimizethepotential
forspecification
faults.
Some ofthesetechniques
areused todayin
thecomputerand control
systemmarkets.
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Closing
The currentuncertaintyin thelicensing
arena

depthanalysis
was conducted.In supportofthis

hashad asignificant
impactupon Commonwealth

analysis,extensivesimulatorscenarioswere

Edisonincluding
the cancellation
and deferment

executed,and a detailed
reviewof normal and

of safety related digital system implementations,

abnormal

These actions resulted directly from the licensing

quirement for this effort did not seem to be based

experiencesfor Zion Nuclear Power Station's

upon any documented _cal

digital

staff position.

protection

system

upgrade,

and other

utility licensing attempts,

procedures

was performed.

Complying

The re-

basisor NRC

with these

require-

ments was not without financial, scheduling

and

manpower impact.

Eagle.21TM

Digital

Protection

Reactor

System

One key point should be clearly understood.

The design approach used in the Zion Station

DESIGN

Reactor Protection

result of these additional efforts. This serves as a

System (RPS) replacement

compatible with the systematic
presented.

This replacement

is

design approach
employed Westing-

CHANGES

WERE REQUIRED

NO
as a

successful validation ofthe design approach presented.

house Electric Company's Eagle-21TM product.

The defense in depth analysis took credit for the

During Commonwealth

existence of the Anticipated Transient Without
Scram (ATWS) system. As a result, the NRC

plementation

Edison's design and ira-

efforts, EMI mapping of the area

where Eagle-21TM was to be installed
ducted.
testing

Based

upon analysis

documentation,

was con-

of Westinghouse

Commonwealth

Edison

believed that Eagle-21TM would be suitable for the
environment.
In addition
suitability, the Westinghouse

to environmental
Design and V&V

encouraged

Commonwealth

Administrative

Technical

Emergency

Diesel Generator

_ignificant

prove the reliability

was performed to identifyunaddressedissues.
None were found. The conclusionwas reached
that Eagle-21TM was a qualifiedsystem for
Commonwealth Edison use.

on this

Control

and Monitoring

acceptable.

NRC concernsfrom otherutility
digital
upgrades

Specification

Balance of Plant system.

pro_ss, and test results were evaluated and found
Additionally, a review of documented

Edison to place an

efforts have been undertaken

to im-

of Zion Station's eme-_ncy

diesel
generators.Thisincluded
theimplementation of a safetyrelatedProgrammable Logic
Controller
(PLC)based emergencydieselgenerator controlsystem and a non-safetyrelated
Distributed
ControlSystem fordata acq:
fisition
and performancemonitoring.

Thisreplacementwas subjected
to an extremely
detailed
NRC

audit. As a resultof the audit,

Commonwealth Edison was requiredto perform
additional
EMI mapping and testing.No new
EMI related
concernswere identified.
Additional
analysis
was alsorequiredto addresstheconcern
ofcommon causefailure.
An extensive
defensein
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PriortoEagle-21VMlicensingefforts,
a widerange
of available
options,from relayrack to PLC to
Versa Module Eurocard(VME) bus architecture,
were considered.Emphasis was directed
toward
the two latteroptions,both digital
based. No
evidenceofpreviousNRC reviewofaVME

based

system existed. However, evidence of NRC review
and approval of PLC based digital upgrades did
exist. Believing that this familiarity would facilirate licensing efforts, the conservative non stateof-the-art PLC option was selected. However, as
a result of the Eagle-21TM licensing effort, the
decision was made to utilize 1960s hardwir_

utilities adopting a "wait and see" attitude. Only
with the adoption of a consistent practical digital
upgrade approval process, will the utilities realize
these benefits.

relay _ology.
This method has allowed Commonwealth Edison to proceed with the imple-

safety? Based upon the tack of documented,
quantifiable evidence, it is doubtful.

mentation under 10CFR50.59 and avoid the
uncertainties associated with NRC approval of a
distal system.

Confrfbut/o_

Even though the digital control system was
dropped, Commonwealth Edison is moving forward with the implementation of the non.safety
rekt_ DCS. This action was taken due to the
distinct need for data to assist in improving the
reliability of the diesels.

Has all the attention which has been given to
digital upgrades resulted in improvements to
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It is believed that elimination of moving parts Js
a key element of overall improved system reli_il.
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ity. A PLC implements relay ladder logic with
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ABSTRACT
Digital systems have been integral to CANDU nuclear power plants from their inception 25
years ago. The four most recently commissioned CANDU generating units at our Darlington
Nuclear Generating Station have the highest degree of incorporation of digital systems of the
20 units operated by Ontario Hydro. Darlington was the first CANDU plant to use digital
systems for the complete safety shutdown function. The use of digital systems in the
shutdown systems at Darlington led to some licensing issues that required a substantial effort
by Ontario Hydro and Atomic Energy Canada Limited (AECL), the designers of the shutdown
systems, to address. Our years of experience with digital systef_s and our experience in
addressing the Darlington licensing issues were used to develop an approach to engineering
,digital systems for nuclearpower plants. The approach is documented in a family of
standards, procedures and guidelines. This paper det'mesthe licensing issues that needed to
be addressed for Darlington shutdown _'
_,defines the expectations of the regulator and
the utility with respect to the approac_
_s the approachitself, describes the issues that
still require further work, and describe_
as of the work program that is in place at
Ontario Hydro and AF_L to address out_.....,_tngissues and continually improve the approach.
BACKGROUND
Ontario Hydro and AECL have a long history of successful application of digital systems
within CANDU nuclear power plants. Our first plant was the single unit Douglas Point
Nuclear Generating Station that was commissioned in 1968. This station used a digital
system for process monitoring. The station was owned and designed by Atomic Energy
Canada Limited (AECL) and Was operated by OntarioHydro. In each subsequent station the
use of digital systems has increased. The Picketing A Nuclear Generating Station is a four
unit 540 MW per unit station commissioned from 1971 to 1973. It made use of dual
redundant digital control computers to control reactorneutron flux, as well as other major
control tasks. It provided process monitoring of both analog and contact inputs. Each of the
subsequent four unit stations Bruce A, Picketing B and Bruce B made evolutionary
improvements on the use of digital systems. Increased number of process inputs and outputs
were added as more control and monitoring functions were added. Evolutionary
improvements to the operator interface_ were also made with improved usage of colour ClOTs.
Digital systems are also used for control of fuel handling machines, operator information
systems and in various othercontrol and protective applications.
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The design expertise for the major digital systems has been provided by AECL, General
Electric Canada and Ontario Hydro. The performance of our nuclear stations routinely scores
in the top ten of the world's reactors and the digital systems are credited as one of the
contributors to this success.
Our most recent station, Darlington, makes more use of digital systems than any of its
predecessors.
Some of the key areas of increased usage were the use of an Ontario Hydro
designed programable logic controller (PLC) for nuclear system discrete logic that had been
implemented using relays in previous stations, and the use of digital systems for both reactor
shutdown systems.
The use of digital systems to implement the reactor shutdown function in both shutdown
systems led to licensing difficulties with our regulator, the Atomic Energy Control Board
(AECB). AECL, the designer of the shutdown systems, had developed prototype digital
shutdown systems around 1980 to determine their feasability. Feedback from the AECB at
that time indicated that there was no inherent problem with the use of digital technology in
the shutdown systems. A rigorous software quality assurance program was put into place, and
development was started in the early 1980s. An AECB audit of the project in the late 1980s
resulted in some audit findings that ultimately left the AECB with a lack of confidence in the
software. The AECB hired an external consultant, Dr. David Parnas, to provide an expert
opinion on the adequacy of the software. Dr. Parnas' report identified several areas for
improvement in the software. Over a two year period Ontario Hydro and AECL expended
substantial effort making changes to the software to try to address identified areas of concern
expressed by the AECB and Dr. Parnas. Ultimately, the confidence of the AECB was gained
and they were convinced that the software was safe and that Darlington could be licensed, but
by this time the delay in getting a license contributed to several months of delay in
commissioning the station. Several months delay translated to many tens of millions of
dollars when interest charges and replacement energy costs were taken into account.
One of the key problems during the two year period was that there was no widely accepted
definition of what constituted good enough for software used in safety critical applications
such as shutdown systems. Available standards did not provide the measurable acceptance
criteria that was needed. As a result of our two years of effort to convince the regulator of
the acceptability of the software a license was granted to Darlington. The license was only
granted for the short term though. In the medium term, the AECB wanted the software
redesigned to make it more easily reviewable and modifiable, so that the effort required to regain confidence each time a change is made to the software, will not be as great as for the
initial version. The AECB also required that agreement be reached on the standard that will
be used as the basis of the re-design.
This led directly to the strategy by AECL and Ontario Hydro to jointly develop a family of
standards, procedures and guidelines that document the acceptable practices for software
engineering of software used in nuclear power plant protective, control and monitoring
applications. This joint program has been coordinated by a committee called the Ontario
Hydro / AECL Software Engineering and Standards (OASES) committee. The OASES work
program has resulted in a scheme for categorization of software applications with respect to
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nuclear safety, a high level standard defining the methodology independent requirements for
each software category and detailed procedures documenting specific methodologies that we
have developed for some of the processes where adequate methods were not readily available.
The standard for safety critical software and its associaWxi procedures are being applied by
Ontario Hydro for the development of a digital trip meter to replace an obsolete analog trip
meter at our Picketing Nuclear Generating Station. They are also being applied by AECL for
the development of two shutdown systems for the South Korean Wolsong 2 Nuclear
Generating Station. The experience gained in applying them will be used to update them
before their application to the Darlington shutdown system software re-design project.

DARLINGTON

SHUTDOWN

SYSTEM LICENSING ISSUES

During the two year period that we tried to convince the AECB of the acceptability of the
software various issues were raised that needed to be addressed. Below the issues are
described along with the actions that were taken to address each issue. The issues have been
grouped into the areas of reviewability issues, safety issues, functionality issues, reliability
issues and maintainability issues.

Reviewability

Issues

One of the key issues was the reviewability of the software. Review of the software is one of
the methods by which the regulator gains confidence in the software. In order to be
reviewable, a design documentation organization must be used that describes the design in
increasing levels of detail, or decreasing levels of abstractions, so that a reviewer may fully
understand the intended functionality of the software, then understand the partitioning of the
software into design modules along with their interactions, and finally to understand the code
that implements each module. At each step, the documentation must be organized to facilitate
third party review.
The reviewability of the software is also affected by the structure of the software design.
Most designs are sufficiently complex that a reviewer cannot review the whole system at
once, but rather must review the design on a per module or group of modules basis. If the
design has not resulted in loosely coupled modules with high cohesion, then to gain an
understanding of the functionality of an individual module is difficult since the reviewer must
concurrently understand the relevant interactions with other modules.
For the initial version of the Darlington shutdown system trip computer software, the AECB
and it consultant felt that the software design and documentation were not adequate to allow
sufficient review of the software. In response to these issues, the software was restructured to
increase its reviewability, the software design documentation was improved and the code
commentary was improved.
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Safety Issues
Gaining confidence that the behaviour of the software would be predictableover time and
safe in the presence of failures were other issues of concern to the AECB. The issue of
predictable behaviour had been addressed in the original design by having a very simple
control flow structureto the software design. The software in each trip computer consists of
initialization code that ran upon startup,followed by an infinite loop that repetitively called
the same sequence of routines on each pass of the loop. One change that was introduced to
address the issue of predictable behaviour was to ensure thateach variable in the software
was initialized to a known state at the beginning of the main programloop, to the maximum
degree possible ( some variables needed to retain state informationbetween program passes to
implement the trip computer,functionality and hence could not be initialized at the beginning
of each pass _. The initial value of each variable was chosen to be a value that would result
in safe behaviour of the software in the presence of expected failures, eg flags used to track
the trip state of e_h trip parameter were initialized to the "tripped"state and therefore would
have to be written to by each_trip module to set them to the "untripped"state.
Self checking software was included in the initial version of the trip computer software to
detect hardware and software failures, and to then put the system into a safe state. One issue
centered about the rationale for the degree of self checking software. The self checking
software adds complexity to the software design and hence there is a tradeoff between adding
self check software to increase the ability of the system to behave safely in the presence of
failures verses decreasing the reviewability and reliability of the software through increased
complexity. In response to this issue a review was done of the extent of self checking
software which resulted in a smaller set of self checks that were balanced the degree of self
check verses complexity equation.

Functionality Issues
Another concern raised was that of ambiguities within the requirementsspecification
documents. The AECB found instances where they felt that the requirements specification
was ambiguous and therefore they could not be confident that the software implementers
actually interpretedthe requirements in the same manner that the system designer, that
produced the specification, intended.
To addressthis issue a more formal requirement specification was added to the document
hierarchy between the textual requirements specification and the software design description
documents. The more formal requirements specification was written using a notation that Dr.
Parnas had used to specify the requirements for the A-7 aircraftwhile he was working at the
Naval Research Laboratories. The formal notation was useful in producing a requirements
specification that was uniquely interpretable.
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Reliability Issues
Demonstrating to the AECB that the software was adequatelyreliable required more rigorous
unit, system and validation testing than was originally established. An independent consultant
was hired to review the adequacy of the testing performed and to recommend additional test
cases.

The degree of diversity between the software within the trip computers of each shutdown
system was also an issue. Diversity between the two shutdown systems is a regulatory
requirementwhich had been addressed by using different hardwareplatforms (General
Automation verses DEC), different implementationlanguages ( Fortranand GA-assembler vs
Pascal and DEC-assembler), and independent design teams for each of the shutdown systems.
To address the concern an mialysis was done of all Software Change Requests generated for
each shutdown system trip computer during development and verification in order to
demonstrate that no SCRs from the different trip computer designs would have resulted in a
common mode error.
The reliability concern was also addressed by performing statistically valid, trajectory-based
random tests to demonstrate that the probability of failure of the software was less than the
1O"4failures per demand that was required of it. The reliability demonstration was done by
performing 7000 test cases, where each test case was randomly chosen to model one of six
accident scenarios that the shutdown systems are designed to protect against.

Maintainability Issues
The AECB also had concerns with the ability to maintain the level of confidence in the
software after changes are made to the software during its in-service period. The issues were
associated with the adequacy of the design trails thatdocumented the traceability of high level
safety requirements through the design documentation into the software implementation, and
the degree of understanding of the design rationale for the design decisions made during the
design process. The concern was that without adequatedocumentation of these aspects of the
design, future maintainers may make design change decisions that are inconsistent with the
design decisions that were the basis of the original design. To address this issue the design
principles that were the basis of the design decisions were documented, and supplementary
design notes produced to document specific analyses that were done as a basis of some key
design decisions.
Another related issue was with respect to the degree to which the development procedures
would allow future maintainers to reliably make changes to the software with sufficient
configuration control and re-verification. All project procedures were reviewed, and improved
where deemed necessary.
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EXPECTATIONS

ON THE USE OF DIGITAL SYSTEMS

As the designers and operators of nuclear power plants, AECL and Ontario Hydro have
expectations that the following benefits will be realised from the use of digital systems:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

higher system reliability
higher availability because of self-annunciation of failures
increased safety due to higher availability of safety systems
increased production due to higher reliability, availability and better algorithms to
avoid spurious trips
improved human-machine interfaces
more reliable, quicker design changes
lower cost solutions
integration of data with other plant control and monitoring systems

As the regulators, the AECB's expectations on digital systems used in safety related
applications within nuclear power plants seem to be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

adherence to an appropriate standard for the engineering of the digital system
explicit criteria to decide if software is acceptable
use of well defined and appropriate production processes
design and construction consistency
design and production rigour
confirmation that requirements are correct and complete
independent verification that requirements are fully satisfied
adequate testing
reliability estimation
third party reviewable documentation
maintenance at low risk

•
•

coherent, rationale structure consistent
use of competent, well qualified staff

OASES FAMILY

OF STANDARDS,

with design principles

PROCEDURES

AND GUIDELINES

The experience gained in developing and licensing the software for the Darlington shutdown
systems, along with our common needs, led directly to formulating a joint Ontario Hydro and
AECL strategy for developing a set of standards, procedures and guidelines for software
engineering.
The joint approach made sense from many perspectives. The highly specialized skills
required for safety critical software development were scarce and hence required a pooling of
the small number of software engineers at AECL or Ontario Hydro who had the background
to carry out such work. The effort to address the problems was significant and the joint
approach allowed pooling of limited funds. Both companies had to interface to the same
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regulatory body, the AECB. The activities to address the problems are being coordinated by
a joint committee called OASES f.Qntario Hydro/AECL Software Engineering and _.tandards).
The first task we worked on together was a high level standard for software engineering of
safety critical software. As discussed in the previous sections, we felt that there was no agreed
upon measurable definition of acceptability for the engineering of safety critical software.
Until such a standard existed we felt that the licensing of future designs with the AECB
would not be practical. A working group of AECL CANDU and Ontario Hydro staff prepared
the Stmtdard For Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software that was issued for trial
use in _mber
of 1990.
This standard defines the software engineering process, the outputs from the process and the
requirements to be met by each output. The requirements are expressed in methodology
independent terms so that various techniques for software engineering may be used to meet
the requirements of the standard. This allows the standard to be used to assess the
acceptability of various proposed techniques and allows for techniques to evolve without
requiring changes to the standard.
This high level standard is intended as part of a framework of standards which consists of the
following components:
i)

a guideline, defining the procedure for categorizing software with respect to the effect
of its failure on nuclear safety (with safety critical as the most stringent category).

ii)

a high level standard addressing the overall software engineering process for each
category.

iii)

for each category, sets of standards, procedures, and guidelines to be used to perform
specific activities within the software engineering process.

iv)

a guideline defining how to qualify pre-developed t software for use in each category.

The high level standards for software engineering define the requirements on the software
engineering process, the outputs from the process, and the requirements that must be met by
each output. The requirements are specified to be as measurable as possible, but do not
unnecessarily constrain the methodology used to produce the output. For example, in the
standard for safety critical software the requirements on the software requirements
specification output specify that the specification must define the required behaviour of the
software using mathematical functions but does not specify which notation or format should
be used.
A set of specific standards, procedures, and guidelines are then developed for each of the
categories. These specify the detailed methodology to be used in producing the outputs

'pre-developedsoftwarerefersto softwarethat hasbeen procuredor developedfor a previousproject;i.e. alreadyexistingsoftware
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specified by the corresponding high level standard for the category.
Any of the specific standards, procedures, and guidelines may consist of or reference
industrial and international standards provided that they conform with the appropriate high
level standard.
The majority of our work to-date has been with safety critical software engineering. Over the
last 2 years, we have used the high level standard as the basis for developing the detailed
methodologies to be used in all phases of the software development cycle. Detailed
procedures and tools to support the methodologies have been produced. Both AECL and OH
are in the middle of projects that implement these methodologies for the first time. Ontario
Hydro is designing a digital trip meter for retrofit to the Picketing B station while AECL is
using these new methodologies in the new Wolsong units 2,3,&4 (in Korea) for the safety
shutdown systems.
We have applied this framework concept for software in the lower categories of safety
criticality as well. Our categorisation guideline assumes 4 categories of software criticality
from category 1 (safety critical) to category 4 (no safety impact). To date we have prepared
high level standards for categories 2 and 3. These standards are aimed at the more complex
systems that typically comprise category 2 and 3 systems in the station, such as reactor
control (category 2) and plant display systems (category 3).
One area that is quickly emerging is that of qualification of pre-developed software. As the
software industry evolves, it is becoming clear that for the future, we will be using
commercial off-the-shelf software more and more. Since we are putting such emphasis on the
software engineering processes for our developed software we must also determine what
constitutes adequate quality for pre-developed software. It seems that although this area is one
of interest to many groups, very little consensus on how to accomplish the task has been
attained within the community. In the interim, to support projects such as the Bruce
Rehabilitation Project, we are issuing a guideline for trial use that suggests techniques for
selection of pre-developed software as well as describing qualification criteria such as strong
usage history, fitness for use, maintainability, etc. Currently we are gaining experience in the
application of the guideline with the intent of updating the guideline to reflect our experience
gained. It is hoped that over time a standard for qualification of pre-developed software can
be produced that provides objective acceptance criteria, but this has proven difficult to attain
to date.
In order to achieve a national approach for software engineering in the nuclear industry, we
have initiated a Canadian Standards Association (CSA) committee to produce a set of CSA
standards under the N290.14 grouping. Participants include all the nuclear utilities, AECL
CANDU, the AECB, GE Canada, and other interested parties such as nuclear industry
software consulting companies. Several meetings have already been held and it has been
decided to wait until the second revision of each OASES standard is produced before issuing
them as CSA standards.
Participation

in OASES has evolved from our beginnitlgs with just AECL CANDU and
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Ontario Hydro to now include AECL Research at the Chalk River Labs which plays a major
role in the development and maintenance of our software development tools as well as taking
a leading role in areas such as reliability testing. Other companies such as GE Canada have
also been involvedin OASES due to their involvement with the fuel handling control
computers and retubing projects.

ENGINEERING

OF SAFETY CRITICAL SOFTWARE

The high level standard for safety critical software, category 1, documents our approach to
engineering of safety critical software. One of the main purposes of producing the standard
was to document a set of acceptance criteria for safety critical software, so that we could
reach consensus between ourselves and the AECB on what con sistituted "good enough".
AECB comments on drafts of the standard were addressed and the AECB has accepted
revision 0 of the standard as the basis for development of the safety critical software for the
Picketing Digital Trip Meter project within Ontario Hydro.
The fundamental principles which were the basis of the requirements in the high level
standard for safety critical software are described below.
A planned and
lifecycle of the
as an integral,
same degree of

systematic Software Engineering Process must be followed over the entire
software. Both the original development and any revisions must be treated
continuous and interactive process. Any changes must be verified to the
rigour as the original development.

In order for software to be "engineered" it must be developed according to a planned and
systematic process that has been designed to produce software of the required quality. In
order to maintain the quality, all revisions made to the software until its retirement should
also be performed according to a planned and systematic process.
The plan must adopt a specific model for the software engineering process breaking it down
into well defined activities, the inputs they require, and outputs they produce. The scope of
work for each activity must be unambiguou_y described. The plan must also specify the
approach and methodologies to be used for the activities. Detailed standards and procedures
must be in place before work can commence.
The plan must specify suitable facilities, tools, and aids to be used for the software
engineering process and identify the necessary support personnel required to maintain and
manage the facilities.
The plan must be revised when there are major changes to either the software scope of work
or to the organizational structure.
Periodic audits must be performed to verify that the software engineering
conformed to and that the product is of acceptable quality.
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process is being

Documentation
must be prepared to clearly describe the required behaviour of th# softweN
using mathematical functions written in a notation which has a well defined syntax and
semantics.
Mathematical functions provide a mechanism for completely, precisely and unambiguously
specifying the required behaviour of the software.
By having the behaviour of the outputs specified by mathematical functions the following
advantages are achieved:
i)

the requirements will be more complete since input domain coverage can be checked
to determine if the required behaviour of the outputs has been specified for the
complete, valid range of each input and for all combinations of inputs that affect each
output

ii)

the requirements can be uniquely interpreted since the notation has a well defined
syntax and semantics. This will avoid misinterpretation of the requirements by the
various users of the requirements specification; i.e. the specifier, the designer, the
verifier, the validator, and the auditor.

iii)

the mathematical representation facilitates the use of mathematical verifica*ion
techniques that allow the design to be transformed into a mathematical function form
for direct comparison with the requirements. This provides an effective mechanism for
demonstrating that the software conforms to its requirements.

The outputs from each development process must be reviewed to verify that they comply
with the requirements specified in the inputs to that process.
In particular, those outputs
written using mathematical functions must be systematically verified against the inputs
using mathematical
ver_f'wation techniques or rigorous arguments of correctness.
Stepwise refinement is an in_portant concept not only because it allows the developer to
tackle several more manageable problems instead of one large one, but also because it allows
the verifier to more effectively perform review. It is very difficult to review software listings
to determine if they represent a solution to the right problem. It is much more manageable to
first verify that the requirements are correct, then verify that the design description correctly
satisfies the software requirements, and then, finally, verify that the code satisfies the design
description.
As mentioned earlier, mathematical verification provides an effective mechanism for
demonstrating conformance to specifications. Mathematical verification is x,_ost effective
when it is integrated into the design process.
This means that the requirements specification uses mathematical functions to specify the
required behaviour of the software system in terms of system inputs and outputs, the design
description uses mathematical functions to specify the required behaviour of each program in
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terms of its program inputs and outputs and that the code provides a representation of a
mathematical function of the program outputs in terms of program inputs.
The design description can therefore be mathematically verified _gainst the requirements
Sl_'iflcaflon and the code can be mathematically verified against the design description.

TIw sWmaure of the software must be based on "Information

Hiding"

concepts.

Infmmation hiding is a software design technique in which the interface to each software
module is designed to reveal as little as possible about the module's inner workings. It was
developed by Dr. D.L. Parnas in 1972 and is described in reference [3]. In this way, ff it is
neeemary to change the functions internal to one module, the resulting propagation of changes
to o_er modules is minimized. This results in modules that are loosely coupled or
indq_adeut of each other as much as possible.
Loomly coupled modules are easier to review since the reviewer can focus on the module
under review instead of the dependencies between several modules. Also, loosely coupled
modules mean less interaction between various software developers which results in higher

produvity.
i

Those functions of the system which are most likely to change and the form those changes
are likely to take should be identified by the engineer responsible for preparing the system
requirements. Based on this information the software engineer designs software to localize
and isolate these functions to facilitate the potential changes.

Both systematic and random testing must be performed

to ensure adequate

test coverage.

Testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. Errors may
consist of non-conformance with the requirements specification or the design description, or
incorrect object code produced by the compiler or assembler. It is impractical to exhaustively
test the software because the number of test cases to provide every input combination
(exhaustive input testing) or to cause every path through the software to be executed
(exhaustive path testing) is too large. The question is therefore "What set of tests, less than
exhaustive tests, constitutes an adequate set of tests?".
Adequate test coverage must be accomplished through a combination of systematic white-box
and black-box test cases along with randomly generated test cases. The design of the blackbox and white-box test cases should be such that a predefined coverage is accomplished that
should uncover many of the most common errors. The purpose of the random test cases is to
improve the effectiveness of the test cases by compensating for false assumptions and biases
of the tester.
Testing must be composed of different overlapping activities which use the code, the design
description, the software requirements and the system requirements as a basis for establishing
t
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test cases and reviewing test results. Test reports are required to demonstrate that adequate
test coverage has been achieved successfully.

Reliability
of thescfetycritical
softwaremust be demonstratedusingstatistically
valid,
_,¢]ectory.based,
random testing.
As discussed
above,itisnotpractical
toexhaustively
testsoftware.As a result
thesoftware
will be placed in service with the knowledge that it may encounter a combination of input
conditions never tested for and for which the software may fail to meet its requirements. It is
essential that this degree of uncertainty be quantified so that it can be shown to be consistent
with the reliability requirements of the overall system.
It is possible to use random testing as a means of determining the probability that a software
product will encounter an input sequence that will lead to errors. From this it is possible to
determine the number of random test cases required to demonstrate a specific reliability value.

[2]
To use random testing _s a means of measuring software reliability it must be trajectory based
and statistically valid. To this end the following requirements must be met:
i)

For each test case, the initial values of the test inputs must be randomly selected from
the set of input values for which the system does not take action (i.e. the test starts in
a normal system state).

ii)

For each test case, the, final values of the test inputs must correspond to values for
which the system must take some action (i.e. the test ends with the system in an
accident scenario state).

iii)

The time period of the each test case must be sufficiently long to ensure that the
effects of the retained memory of the software do not invalidate the statistical validity
of the tests.

iv)

The behaviour of the test inputs over the test period must be defined by a time-related
function which corresponds to the function that the input would assume during an
accident scenario. The function must include the effects of instrument response times,
signal noise, and any other characteristics that are known about the inputs.

v)

The initial values, final values, and dme related function must be consistent with what
the software would experience during an actual accident scenario.
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Configuration management must be maintained throughout the entire life of the software to
ensure up-to.date and consistent software and documentation.
The objective of Configuration management is to identify the configuration of a software
system at discrete points in time for the purposesof systematically controlling changes to the
configuration and mmntaining the integrity and traceability of the configuration over the entire
lifecycle of the software. Configuration management of the outputs of the processes must be
maintained to ensure that the correct version of each output is being used at any point in time.
The objective is also to control all changes made to the software. Software engineering is
iterative in nature since changes to requirements,design, code, and verification procedures
occur at many points during the process. Change requests must be formally documented and
reviewed to assess the impact of the change requested, to approve or reject the request, and in
the event of approval, to decide on the scope-of the change to be made, and to issue an
approved change request to the appropriatepersonnel for action.
Configuration management also provides an ongoing analysis of encountered errors which is
used as input to the continuous improvement of the standards and procedures.

Audits must be performed periodically to ensure that the software and all developmentrelated processes conform to standards and procedures.
To provide assurance that the plar_ned,systematic software engineering process is being
followed, periodic audits must be performed. This is important both with respect to
improving the development process and with respect to demonstrating to a licensing authority
that the software was developed using a disciplined software development process.
Deficiencies and non-conformances must be followed up in a timely manner.

Ongoing training must be undertaken to ensure that personnel have the skills required to
perform their jobs.
Since software engineering is a relatively new field, there is not yet a definition of the
minimum set of skills that a software engineer must possess. This problem is also
complicated by the fact that software is being introduced in areas where personnel are not
familiar with the specialist techniques required to develop safety critical software.
Therefore it is necessary that the skills required to perform the various software engineering
processes be identified and compared with the skills of the individuals performing the
processes. Training must be undertaken to make up for any deficiencies and be tailored to
the various software engineering roles (e.g. designer, verifier, validator, auditor).
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VerOr'wation of the software must be carried out throughout its entire life.
an output must be ver_ffcd in the same way as the original output.

All changes

to

Between the time software is first released for use and its final retirement it undergoes
changes to correct detected errors and to respond to modifications and enhancements in
requirements. To ensure that the software does not degrade over time, the level of
verification must be maintained. The verification of changes must therefore be performed in
the same manner and to the same degree of rigour as changes would be verified during initial
development.

Independence of design and vein
unbiased vein
proc_ss_

personnel must be maintained

to help ensure an

The effectiveness of the verification process is greatly enhanced when personnel other than
the designers perform the verification. Independence of the verifiers provides a perspective.to
the verification that is not biased by the design of the software but is strictly based on the
available documentation.
Because verifiers will become intimately involved in the internals of the design and code
during the course of performing their work, it is necessary that they not be involved in the
fmal validation of the software against the original system requhements. For this work to be
performed objectively, it is necessary that it be carried out by an independent validator whose
perspective is strictly from the requirements.
Betides the designer, verifier, and validator, it is necessary to identify a fourth independent
role to act as an overseer of the entire software engineering process. This role, known as
auditor, will ensure that all standards, procedures, _nd guidelines established for the project
are being followed correctly.

Analyses must be performed to identify and evaluate safety hazards associated with the
computer system with the aim of either eliminating them or assisting in the reduction of
any associated risks to an acceptable level
To provide adequate confidence that the safety critical software will operate in a safe manner
at all times an analysis must be performed whose purpose is to identify any failure modes that
may lead to an unsafe action, and the_ either eliminate them or, where possible, ensure that
the failure mode can be detected and the system put into a safe state.
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EXPERIENCE

TO DATE WITH THE FRAMEWORK

To date the framework has been successful in meeting many of its objectives.
One of the biggest concerns after the Darlington shutdown system software problems was that
the regulatory risk associated With using digital technology in safety systems would be too
great to allow their use in future projects. This would have been unfortunate since digital
technology offers some real benefits. Having reached initial consensus on the standards and
procedures, by virtue of ongoing review by the AF_B, has alleviated concerns to the point
that the Picketing Trip Meter project and the Darlington Re-design project have received
management approval within Ontario Hydro. AECL CANDU is proceeding with the
development of two shutdown systems for the Wolsong 2 stations. Without the OASES
framework, it is questionable if the risk associated with any of these projects would have been
acceptable.
We have found that the use of mathematical functiom in a talmlar format to be of great value
in our specifications. One of the major concerns with their use was their degree of
undentandability for safety, system and human factors designers who would have to review
them. Experience has shown that the reviewers have found them to be reviewable and an
effective way _o capture requirements. Several areas have been noted for improvement in this
area and are being investigated for incorporation in the next revision of the procedures.
The specifications have been useful in finding areas of incompleteness in the higher level
specifications and for assisting in identifying areas of complexity. The tools have proved
useful in automating a number of consistency and completeness checks that can be performed
on the specifications.
Since most of the issues for Darlington had been centred on the software, our concentration
has been on software engineering. We have found that more of our emphasis needs to be
placed in the area of systems engineering. AECB expectations in this area are focused on
ensuring that the safety and system requirements are accurately captured, and that the system
engineering process adequately demonstrates that they have been met. Another area of
concern is the adequate incorporation of human factors engineering in the system level
engineering process.
AECL CANDU has also found that the framework can also be applied to systems that use a
block function language. One of the two Wolsong 2 shutdown systems is based upon an
ABB platform that is programmed in a block function language.
The framework has also been applied to form the basis of the Software Quality Management
and Assurance program for our Bruce A station, which is currently undergoing a major
rehabilitation. The framework has provided a common, rationale basis for the degree of
rigour being applied to software in the various applications covered by the rehabilitation.
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CHALLENGES

AHEAD

We have made considerable progress since OASES started; however, there are a number of
challenges that need continued attention. The fact that software engineering is a relatively new
frontier with advances being made constantly requires we keep abreast of these activities and
integrate them into our methodologies on a selective and practical time frame.
Secondly,
tended to
promising
judgments

we need to be able to address evolving regulatory requirements. The AECB have
make strong suggestions about software engineering techniques that appear
and we need to be aware of these approaches and make informed defendable
about their practicality, and suitability for our applications.

Thirdly, we must ensure that our methodologies are cost effective. A lot of the newer
requirements are aimed at achieving a higher degree of demonstrability of having produced
high reliability software. We must ensure that any techniques applied significantly add to the
achieved safety/reliability of the system, or significantly add to the degree of assurance of
having achieved safety/reliability. If the processes that we must use for safety critical
software are not cost effective, the utilities will end up substituting non-appropriate
technology as a misguided means of risk avoidance, and possibly missing opportunities of
increasing the safety of systems.
We believe that through the OASES or team appro.ach across members of the nuclear
engineering community, we are able to meet the above challenges. Our concept of a
framework of standards has been accepted as the basis for developing a set of N290.14
standards for the CSA. The OASES Standard For Software Engineering of Safety Critical
Software has been received positively by international organisations such as the National
Institute Of Science and Technology in the United States. Our methodologies, procedures,
guidelines, and tools are being applied in projects within Ontario Hydro and AECL. We have
been keeping abreast of international developments in software engineering and maintain
contacts with key gurus in Canada, the United States, and Europe. By trying promising
approaches we are able to select appropriate techniques and discard unsuitable ones. The
biggest benefit of the team approach is that the costs axe shared. Software engineering for
safety critical systems has too big a price tag for one group alone. By working together, we
have been able to keep our individual costs reasonable, and have been able to reach a
consensus on an industry approach to software engineering.

CONCLUSIONS
Software has unique problems associated with its use in systems requiring high reliability.
The problems are not unique to the nuclear industry. Ontario Hydro and AECL have applied
their knowledge and experience in the design of computer systems for control to address these
new issues by forming a joint group called OASES. The OASES group has created a
framework of standards covering all categories of safety criticality. As we move forward
towards our goal_, we face a number of formidable challenges which we feel we can
overcome througll the team approach we have adopted across the nuclear industry.
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3.4.1

Questions:

Mr. Paul K. Joannou

QUESTION: GORDON HUGHES (Nuclear Electric): What reliability values are associated
with your software categories? What is the combined non-reliable claim for the two diverse
systems on Darlington for the most critical fault?
MR. JOANNOU: We have a guideline for categorizing the reliability value associated with the
software. For a system in the safety-critical software category, the associated system reliability
requirement is 103, plus having the most significant category of consequence of error. We try
to demonstrate that the software has a reliability of 10.4 and hence is not a major contributor to
system unreliability of 10s. I guess the answer is 104.
MR. HUGHES:

Does that have units? 104 what?

MR. JOANNOU: Well, that's a probability of error upon demand.
This is combined reliability shown for the two diverse systems. I've tried to get this
answer and I keep getting different answers from different safety analysts. One c,f the questions
is whether or not you claim that the systems are so diverse that you can just get a 10.6 system
out of two 10s systems?
The requirement for the two shutdown systems together is 10 .6 reliability. We've tried
to demonstrate that the software is 10_ in each one. I guess nobody sat down and showed me
_tvery clear analytical equation that maps that, but I guess the overall reliability for the two
shutdown systems is 10.6.
QUESTION: DR. LANCE A. MILLER (SAIC): I understand that you set your threshold at
104. How do you assess the reliability of some component of new software? If you have a
module, what do you do? Do you use a MUSA model or some other kind of software reliability
model to estimate the reliability of the new software module, that you don't have data on?
MR. JOANNOU: We don't try to assess the reliability of a module of software. All we try to
establish is for something like a trip system what is the system reliability requirement and then
given the role of the software what's the equivalent software reliability requirement on the
software within that system. In terms of the degree of rigor we apply, we use the reliability plus
the consequence of error to determine what degree of rigor to apply, a Category I standard of
rigor, or Category II, et cetera. Within Category I we have a particular activity which tries to
demonstrate the achievement of a particular software reliability target in terms of this trajectorybased random testing. But it's not done on a per-module basis; it's done on a software system
basis.
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4

DIGITAL SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Mr. A.L. Sudduth (Duke Power), Dr. John C. Cherniavsky (National Science Foundation (NSF)),
and Dr. Lewis F. Hanes (nuclear industry independent consultant) discussed the problem of
replacing an analog with a digital control system in a NPP from the different perspectives of
hardware, software, and human factors. These differelit views of the problem resulted in different
definitions of the problem and led to different approache._ to solving the defined problem.
Mr. Sudduth provided a hardware view of replacing an anr2og with a digital system from the
perspective of a senior engineer involved in digital upgrades for control systems in fossil fuel
plants. His concerns are to maintain or improve the level of safety available from the new
system, but also to minimize the downtime for the plant. Mr. Sudduth proposed several alternate
hardware designs using proven components to improve safety. To minimize plant downtime,
Duke Power used a complete control-room simulator to speed up the process of testing the new
system in a setting which closely approximates the actual control room and for training personnel
to work with that new system. Digital upgrades for Duke Power now require only three months
of downtime.
Dr. Cherniavsky provided a software view of the problem of installing a digital upgrade of an
analog system from a research perspective. He discussed the research supported at NSF in the
High Performance Computing Communications Initiatives and placed that within the larger
context of NSF software research support. The NSF has a continuing interest in topics related
to safety-critical software. In the past, NSF has funded formal methods research and, in the
future, may develop a Center for Software Safety studies.
Dr. Hanes provided a human factors view of the problem of converting a control system from
analog to digital displays. Dr. Hanes raised issues across the entire system lifecycle including
new requirements that might be imposed on these systems, a better understanding of
anthropometrics and biomechanics, designing these systems to provide the information the
operator needs when he or she needs it, and intelligent aids to support the operator's decision
making after the system is in operation. Dr. Hanes drew on experience in other industries to
identify ways that a digital system can improve crew performance, enhance plant safety, and
avoid problems encountered in those industries.
Each speaker's discussion of methods for addressing the problems reflect their experience and
expertise in a specific technology. Mr. Sudduth viewed the conversion of control systems as
essentially a solved problem from a hardware perspective. The hardware is available and in use
in fossil plants which have an established conversion process. The use of digital control systems
has supplied substantial data on the human factors issues in converting plants, but these issues
are not entirely resolved and still require more research according to Dr. Hanes. In contrast,
software engineers are just beginning to grapple with some of the issues in developing safetycritical systems according to Dr. Cherniavsky.
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Hardware
Control

Aspects
Systems:

_ardware
Aspects
of
Digital Computer Based
and Control Systems
,

of Safety-Critical

Digital

Computer

Based

Instrumentation

and

Mr. A.L. Sudduth
Safety
Critical
Instrumentation

A. L Sudduth, Engineering Consultant
Duke Power Company
Charlotte, NC

portions of process control, the reactor
protection
systems,
were
generally
of
electronic analog design. Examples include the
Westinghouse 7300 series and the Bailey 860
series. Both of these architectures were used in
industrial process control and in fossil fueled
power stations as well as nuclear stations. Ti_z
safety related portions of sequential control
(such as diesel generator load sequencing) was
implemented almost universally with relay
logic, using discrete relay devices hardwired
together. In addition, the non critical portion of
the control in most stations was originally
analog, and pneumatic for the most part,
particularly
for stations constructed in the
1960's and early 1970's. Digital computers in
nuclear
stations
were used solely
for
monitoring
purposes
(the
Operator
Aid
Computer, or OAC) or for control of specialized
systems st_=has the main turbine. Though there
were
limited
exceptions,
such as the
Combustion Engineering Reactor Protection
Computer system, digital systems were not used
for any important control functions in nuclear
power stations in the US.

,

INTRODUCTION
During the last 20 years, instrumentation and
control systems based on digital computer
techr_iogy have come to be used widely
throughout industry. Included are applicatior_
that are of a safety critical nature - that i_
where the consequences of failure of a device .
system could have substantial adverse impact on
the public. The successful application of digital
comp_.er technology in the aerospace and
process industries for monitoring and control,
and the benefits that this technology offers when
compared to the analog technology of 25 years
ago, require that consideration be given to the
more widespread application of digital computer
technology in US nuclear stations as obsolete
monitoring and control systems are replaced,

For the non critical portions of nuclear station
control, particularly for closed loop control of
secondary systems, that situation is changing
rapidly, as pneumatic instrumentation and
control are being replaced by distributed digital
systems such as the Bailey Net-90 and
Westinghouse WDPF. Digital systems are also
beginning to be applied in systems that are
"important to safety," such as the control of
feedwater in both PWR's and BWR's. The two
areas of nuclear station control that have been
least affected by modernization are the safety
critical systems, such as Reactor Protection and
relay based sequential control, and the operator
interface in the control room, which remains a
benchboard and vertical board system with hard
controls and indicators.

The purpose of this paper is to examine
hardware aspects of safety critical digital
control and instrumentation systems.
It will
discuss how to achieve adequate measures of
system reliability and how to ensure that the
required level of reliability is achieved,
Special techniques for design of the hardware
architecture of a digital computer based
monitoring and control system that are able to
make the system single or even dOuble failure
proof are discussed. Examples of hardware
architectures which achieve high reliability
are given, including those currently in use in
US nuclear stations or expected to be applied in
the future.

This section will examine some of the major
hardware differences between analog and digital
implementations of process control
and
monitoringsystems, and some of the differences
between a digital computer based process
control system and more common computing
devices, such as desktop computers. Of course,
the underlying difference between analog and
digital technologies is in the manner in which
physical variables (process
states)
are

COMPARISON BETWEEN
ANALOG
AND
DIGITAL
MONITORING
AND
CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Nuclear stations in the US were constructed
with process control systems based on analog
hardware. In particular, the safety critical
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represented in the system. In an analog system,
these variables appear as voltage levels or
current levels, with values in electrical units
directly proportional to the quantities they
represent. Thus a process temperature might
have a range of 0-500 OF, and appear in the
system as a value between 0 and 5 volts.
In
contrast,
digital
quantities
are
encoded
nurnber_ The analog value is converted to a
digital value by a sampling system, and the
digital value is represented as a binary
number, as are all values in a digital computing
device. Rather than varying smoothly over a
range,
digital representations
of
process
variables are discontinuous,
In the
earlier
days of
cornptCJn_ the
representation of analog quantities by digital
numbers using sampling was of concern because
of errors due to quantization and roundoff,
Because of
industry
experience
in the
repr_-oentation of numbers in digital form, such
as the standards for floating point numbers
developed by IEEE, and the rapidly advancing
use of 32 and 64
bit architectures
in
inexpensive digital systems, problems with
issues such as quantization error or roundoff
are practically non-existence in current digital
systems.
Another area of concern, that of
adequate sampling rates to avoid aliasing
errors, while it may apply in certain aerospace
applications, is not a problem in power stations

Control strategy appears in firmware
and
software programming of a typical digital
processor.
Rather than performing a single
functio_ as do most analog hardware modules, a
digital processor performs many hundreds of
arithmetic
operations
involving
tens
rio
hundreds of separate variables or process
states. To determine the function of a digital
processor module, it is necessary to examine
the software programming (applications code)
for that module. Digital systems also have much
more interprocessor communications than did
typical analog systerr_ Or_=.consequence of the
interp_rocess communications feature is that
much more complex ,strategies may
be
irnplemented in a digital system, such as
multivariate control of a process. MulUvadate
control is seldom used in analogsystern_ The
tradeoff in the additional capability available in
digital systems is a significant increase in
system
complexity.
It
apparently
this
complexity exceeds the comfort level of many
regulators, as the difficulties in acceptance of
digital technology in nuclear stations indicate.
A typical hardware architecture for a digital
control system processing channel is shown in
Figure 1. The input and output connections to
the process sensors and actuators are handled
by the I/0 processing module. In this module,
such tasks as engineering unit conversion,

because underlying rates of cha.ncje of process
states are not rapid enough to require unusually
fast sampling rates.

signal validation, and simple filtering
and
compensation are carded out. The data from the
I/O processor appears on the I/O bus, which is
generally implemented as a standard hardware
bus. The processor module receives input from
two sources - the I/O bus and the data
highway, processes those inputs as dictated by
its application software programming using its
local memory storage as a conventional
computer does, and places its output on the data
highway and on the local I/O bus, where
applicable.
The data highway controller
connects the processor to
the
highway,
providing the required protocol conversions,
since the data highway is generally a Local Area
Network. Not shown in this picture are support
systems such as power supplies.
A typical
system
consists of I0
or 20 of these
subsystems, all identical in hardware.
When
configured into a system, additional hardware
functions are added, such as special interfaces
to hardware devices (such as serial data links

A more significant distinction in architecture
involves
modularization
issues,
including
intermodular communication.
If we look
carefully at a typical analog control system, we
would find that even though the system is
basically modular, almost every module has
been customized in some way. This is because
the application programming and tuning of such
a system are explicit in the design of the analog
circuit. Thus by looking at the schematic of an
analog control module, we can tell its function
exactly. In contrast, a typical digital control
system consists of many modules of only a few
types.
If we examine the schematic of one of
these modules, we would have no clue as to its
specific function in the control strategy of the
process,
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or connections to Logic Controllers), additional
computing support for off-line (not real time)
functions, and the human-computer interface
connections for operators and management
personnel.
A typical layout of such an
integrated system is shownin Figure 2.

operator performance, while retaining a degree
of adaptability far greater than that of current
nuclear station control rooms.
We may compare a digital control system to a
network of desktop computers. Within each
system, each processor receivesa set of inputs,
processesthese into a set of ,Jutputs, and uses
data storage, such as RAM merno_j. In both
systems, the processor executes two software
programs - an operating system program and
an application program. Generally we think of
the application program as being under the
control of the operating system program. One
of the most obvious hardware differences
between networked desktop computers and a
distributed digital control system is the need
for a real time information interfac_
The
collection of inputs and outputs is gathered
together into a communication or data highway.
The structure of this highway may be
completelyhardwired, such as a hardware bus,
or it may be implemented using a computer
network through the addition of a suitable
network interface and an extension of the
operating system.
Data must pass among
processors connected to this highway in a
predictable manner, so that real time operation
can be assured.

Intermodule communicationin analog systems
is carded over wires, with one wire per
variable. Using an electrical meter, one may
measure the electrical anaiog value on any of
these wires and thus the value of the variable
being carried by the wire.
In contrast,
intermodularcommunication in digital systems
is handledby hardware bus architectures, such
as MultiBus, and data highways carrying
computer network traffic, such as Ethemet or
Token Bus. The communication busses and
highways cany multiple variables; indeed a
typical data highway (single wire) carries all
of the input-output values that any of the
modules in the control system needs to do its
work, perhaps as many as 10000 variables,
There is a difference in the manner in which
analog and digital systems interface with the
real world. Instruments and actuating devices
are for the most part still analog devices, thus
the interface to an analog system is more
natural. To talk to these devices a digital
system must use analog to digital conversion
(A/D or sampling) for its inputs and digital to
analog (D/A) systems for its outputs. Thus
digital systems add additional levels of
complexity in the signal path. The opposite is
true of the human interface. It is much easier
and cheaper to create a well-engineered
operator interface for a digital system than to
develop a well-engineered analog interface
using discrete hardware devices. The discrete
devicesthat make up a typical nuclear station
benchboard require too much physical area to
be as effective in conveying information as a
well-designedinterface based on CRT screens.
Despite considerableeffort in human factors
engineering over the years since the TMI
incident, deficiencies in control room design
noted by the Kemeny Commissionhave been
addressedbut not eliminateddue to the lack of
flexibilitycreated by the dependenceon discrete
devices. The CRTscreen, and a pointing device
such as a touchscreenor mouse, has proven to
be very effective in providing an innovative
human interface that contributes to improved

Asecondneededhardwarechange is an upgraded
clock which operates at the system level.
Because monitoring and control wstems are
real time computingsystems,and the actionsof
distributed processors must be synchronized
among the processors, the clock is much more
important in these systems than in desktop
computers. If we were to place a priority on
the tasksthat must be accomplishedin order for
our system to maintain operability, ensuring
the integrity of the real time clock would be at
the top of the list.
The third neededchange is the addition of more
sophisticated hardware interrupt capability.
Hardware interrupts are used in many desktop
computer systems, but generally only to
service peripheral equipment, such as disk
drives, or to indicate irreparable errors in
processing, such as division by zero. In our
monitoring and control system, we need some
hardware interrupts which can be used to
change the task or missionof the system when
required by external influences. For example,
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if a system failure caused a previously standby
controller
to take over for the
primary
controller, it would be accomplished in many
architectures
through the use of hardware
interrupts.
At the system
level,
if an
emergency condition were detected, a hardware
interrupt could be used to guarantee that
processors switch to the tasks required to
respond to the emergency.

might be the initiation of an
control action or the failure
required action.
Our overall
achieving high reliability
is the
failures.
It is obvious that it is
design electronic
circuitry
that
from faults.

Our ability to achieve the
uninterrupted
monitoring and control of a process involves a
combination of fault avoidance techniques and
the achievement of the required degree of fault
tolerance. The next section will discuss these
twin aspects of reliable hardware systems.

There are other changes that we might include
in order to speed up the processing in our
system, some of which are beginning to appear
in high end desktop computers. The inputs and
_outputs could have caches and buffers to adjust
for their slow speed. We might add additional
reliability features such as parity checked
memory (not used on all desktop computers) or
multiple processors. But in the end, the basic
architecture of a distributed digital system for
monitodng and control is not significantly
different from the architecture used in today's
networked desktop computer systern_
The
microprocessors are generally the same (Intel
80X86 or Motorola 680X0), communications
channels are the same (RS-Z32, IEEE 802.4),
and peripherals are similar (floppy and hard
disk drives).
Most of these systems provide
interfaces to commonly used minicomputers,
such as the VAX family, or to the newer RISC
based
processors,
such
as
the
Sun
SPARCStation. In summary, there is nothing
exotic or unusual in the basic digital control
system hardware architecture, nor does it take
extraordinary skill or effort to configure or
maintain these systems. A detailed discussion of
digital hardware architecture is contained in
Williams (1984).

ASPECTS OF HIGHLY
H A RDW A RE

RELIABLE

inappropriate
to initiate
a
objective
in
avoidance of
impossible to
will be free

FAULT AVOIDANCE
Fault avoidance is important for digital systems
as it was for analog. There is a need to achieve
the highest level of reliability of individual
compcx_nts and assemblies to minimize the
challenges to fault tolerance features.
The techniques for achieving satisfactory levels
of hardware reliability in digital systems are
similar to those used for high reliability analog
systems. These techniques include:
1. Selection of high reliability components - digital components are available with certified
levels of reliability based on sample testing.
However, the specification of high reliability
components for digital systems is made more
complex by the complexity
of individual
components themselves. If VLSI is used in the
fabrication of certain components, testing for
quality assurance is more difficult than it was
for commonly used analog components. There
are many standard VLSI components on the
market, such as the established microprocessor
families
and
their
associated
support
microcircuits,
for
which
high
reliability
versions may be obtained.
Thus at the
component level, the use of custom fabricated
components should be minimized, and a quality
assurance
program
established
for
all
components. Techniques commonly applied to
analog components, such as required burn-in
periods, are applicable.

DIGITAL

High
reliability
implies
that
equipment
operates free of faults and failures. We use the
term fault to refer to a point type of failure
occurring in a localized area of a larger system,
An example would be the failure of a specific
component on a circuit board that renders the
board incapable of performing its function.
A
failure is the consequence of a fault -- some
aspect of the digital system is unable to
complete its mission, resulting in a possible
adverse impact on the controlled Drocess. This

The r_quirement of high reliability components
for digital systems must be carefully evaluated
as part of the overall reliability
program in
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order to avoid unnecessary costs.
If fault
tolerant architecture is to be used, then part of
the incentive, and part of the benefit, for using
expensive high reliability components is
eliminated. Analyticaltechniquesthat establish
quantitative measures of system reliability
should be appliedto ensure that the additional
cost of high reliability electronic components
can be justified by a measurably significant
improvement in system reliability,

hardware reliability
is discussed.
Failure
modesof digital systems vary, depending on the
architecture (e.g., typical failure modes of TTL
logic are not the same as those of CMOS).
Though digital components tend to follow the
first part of the classic failure curve (Figure
3), it is not clear that there is a wear-out
period as in the classicalsense. Obsolescence
appears in most cases prior to true wear-out
responseof digital hardware.

2. Application of components suitable for the
operating environment here again the
techniquesof highlyreliable design are similar
to those usedfor analogdevices. Standardshave
b_en establishedfor the operating environments
to which electroniccomponents and assemblies
are subjected,and establishedstandardsrequire
that
appropriate qualification testing be
performed. Qualification of digital systems for
environment must include all relevant adverse
environmental
conditions,
including
interference from electromagnetic fields,

FAULT TOLERANCE
In spite of all of the best design and testing
techniquesapplied for high reliability, the long
term operation of the system fault-free cannot
be achieved. The system must therefore be
designedto be tolerant of hardware faults. The
design of fault tolerant digital hardware has
been an active research issue for many years,
and this paper will provide only an overview of
some of the latest work. Papers by Rennels
(1984) and Siewiorek (1991), and the book
by Lala (1985).

3. Testing of components, subassemblies,and
integrated systems -in addition t_
qualification testing of components described
previously, integrated system level testing is
required for digital systems because of the
integrated nature of the digital architecture,
The modular nature of digital systems, the
distribution of operations and functionality, the
complex nature of interprocess communication,
and the interaction between hardware and
software all dictate that an integrated test of the
system is required,

Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to
experience some type of fault, to avoid having
that fault propagate into a system failure, and _o
be able to achieve its mission in spite of the
fault. Thus the fault tolerance required for a
system is very much a function of the mission
and the nature of the faults expected, as well as
the accessibility of the system for repair. For
applications in power stations, we can restrict
our discussion to real time process monitoring
and control systems, whose mission is to
protect the health and safety of the public and
the investment of the owners, and which is
reasonably accessible for repair. In that case,
we c_,ndescribe the following required features
of a fault tolerant system to be used in a safety
critical application:

4. Establishment of installation procedures -the routing of system cables and establishment
of proper system grounding are crucial to the
integrity of the system and avoidance of common
rhodefaults. There are differences between the
typical vendor test floor and the environment of
a power station. This need is i_est met by a
carefully designed installation that is described
in detail for the organization that will do the
installation. The provision of highly reliable
auxiliary systems, such as uninterruptable
power and cooling, has the same importance for
digital control systems as they did for analog
systems,

1. The system must provide complete coverage
for hardware faults - Coverage is defined as
the fraction of all pos.--!51efaults to which the
system may be. subjected for which the system
is able to continue to carry out its mission
following occurrence of the fault.
Complete
coverage implies that the mission continues for
any hardware fault occurring independently and
randomly of any other fault.

i

There are some unique features of digital
systems which should be considered when
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2. The system must provide effective fault
masking and recovery
-- A fault will
eventually have an effect on the system,
necessitating somecombination of masking and
recovery. Fault recovery is the process of
ensuring the continuation of the system
mission;fault masking involves preventing the
effects of the fault from propagating in a
manner that affects the controlled process,
Complete masking implies thatno recovery is
necessary,but if the fault cannot be completely
masked, fault recovery, which requires some
amount of time, must be perf_
by the
systerR The time available to recover from a
fault vades from application to application. If
the system is controlling a loop with very fast
dynamics,the loss of control for a few hundred
milliseconds may be enough to produce
catastrophic
results. Luckily, power staUon
systemsdo not have such fast dynamics,and a
delay of a few secondsis not generallycritical,
However, avoidanceof unnecessaryalarms and
transients would dictate that fault masking is
preferable to fault recovery, the fault masking
scheme should be as effective as possible
cor_istent with costs, and the time for recovery
shouldbe kept short.

5. The system must be repairable without
compromising the mission -- the need for
continued performance of the safety critical
functionsof the station, as well as the need for
continued production, dictate that repairs be
achievedwhileoperating. The system must then
provide for the graceful reintegration of the
repaired unit into the process and the reestablishment of the previously unfaulted
condition.

3.
The system must provide unambiguous
diagnostics- since the effects of faults will be
masked from the process or contravened by
recovery actions initiated by the fault tolerant
features, there must be some way to informthe
operator of the occurrence of _i fault so that
repairs may be initiated,

We previously discussed fault avoidance as a
techniqueto improve the reliability of a digital
system and listedsomeof the desiredfeatures of
a fault tolerant system - wide coverage,
minimal recovery time, hot repairs, etc.. We
will now look at hardware architectures which
implement fault tolerance.
The important
aspects of fault tolerance for which this
architecture must be designed include fault
detection,
diagnosis,
assessment,
reconfiguration, repair, and return to service.

4.
The system must provide graceful
degradation - since the time to repair a fault
will not generally be zero, the system will be
operated for periods of time in a faulted
coc¢lition. The degree of reliability of the
system in a faulted condition must be adequate to
ensure that its mission is not compromised. It
is also highly desirable from the owner's
standpoint that the system be able to continue
normal productive operation during this time,
as the economic consequences of shutdown, and
the plant degradation associated with frequent
shutdowns, are to be avoided.
A desirable
feature would be the continued performance of
'the mission, though perhaps with degraded
reliability,
after the occurrence of two
independent faults,

Thesefeaturesof the fault tolerant system have
been achievedthough the work of a ntmnberof
researchers, and successful fault tolerant
systems have been _ed
for real time
process contrd and rnonitodr_ A subsequent
section will review several of these systems two classicalsystems developed from research
with hardware based fault tolerance, and two
systems currently in use or under development
by utilities for power stations - after more
background information on fault tolerant
architectures is discussed.
HARDWARE ARCHITECTURES FOR FAULT
TOLERANCE

In a fault
tolerant
architecture,
faulty
information
processing channels must be
detected before they cause or contribute to a
system failure. One method for detecting faults
is to augment the application program or
operating system so that the processor executed
some form of self testing program periodically.
Such features are implemented in a very
limited way on a typical desktop computer, we
would need a more sophisticated program in a
control and monitoring system processor. For
example, we might devote a small fraction of
every cycle to the execution of a limited self
checking program that could verify the
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integrity of memory and the status of
communication channels. Indeed, just the
ability to execute the operating system ar¢l
application program over and over within the
time allocated for each cycle is itself a test of
system integrity, and a special circuit called a
watchdog timer has been used in some
applications for this purpose.. A module of a
digital control system that executes some form
of self diagnosis pedoo,cally is called a Scdf
Checking(SC) module,

There are several variations of the basic dual
redundant architecture. Some of these are
shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7.
If the two
processorsare running synchronously (that is,
usingthe same clock) thPn it is possibleto have
a third unit that compares the outputs. Upon
detectionof a discrepancybetween the outputs,
both processors are ordered to execute
diagnosticsoftware. The arbitrating unit then
selects which processor to use and sends a
messageto the systemthat a processor failure
has occurred. Compadsmlmay also be done by
routingthe output of each processorto the input
of the other processor, letting them detect any
discrepancie_ The processors may then freeze
their outputs rnomentadly while executing
diagnostic software, then the processor that
decidesthat it is operable may proceec[ Other
variations are given in the literature cited in
the references.

The problem with a channel containing only a
singleself checking mockjleis that if the module
fails the test, indicating that it contains a
potential fault, the.re is nothing with which to
replace it. Such a system is not fault tolerar_
the best we can hope is that it quits trying to
influence the processonce it determinesthat it
is faulty and turns corm_ over to the operator,
We alsohave the problem with a single
that its failure mode may not lead _o a dear
decisionon its integrity. It may be so fau_
that it thinks it is OK and continues to try to
execute. The result could be'inappropriate
control action or failure to take a neededaction,
It is obvious therefore that to achieve hardware
fault tolerance, we must provide some form of
hardware redundancy. There are many methods
for achievingfauit tolerance through hardware
redundancy. This paper will examine four of
the mostcomrnor_

All of
the
dual
redundant
hardware
architlectures have key features in comrrv_.
Such systems are limited in their ability to
mask the effects of the fault. The degree to
wl,!chthe processis affected by a fault depends
on the ability of the system to identify the
faulty processorand switch in the output of the
operable processor quickly, ar_l to dispose
successfullyof any processingwork that fails to
be completedwhile the switchover is going on.
This makes the system susceptible to some
situations in which it will not 'be single failure
proof. For example, if the fault is transient or
intermittent, self diagnostic software may not
detect the presence of the fault and
identificationof the operable processormay not
be possible. When control is transferred from
a faulted processor to an unfaulted one, there
may be a transient created in the system while
the previouslybypassedprocessor is integrated
intothe system. If an external arbitrating unit
is responsible for initiating diagnostics or
causing a transfer between processors, it
becomesacommonmode failure point. Finally,
during the time that the faulty processor is
being identified and disabled and the second
processor is taking over, certain critical
actions may fail to occur. Though they may
execute successfullyin the next cycle, the fault
may propagateinto a failure.

Dual Redundancy
Dual redundancyimpliesthe addition of a second
processor to a control channel. The second
processor provides the backupneededto ensure
fault tolerance if one of the processors fails,
There are several ways of configuring such a
system. One commonlyemployedmethod is to
(Jse two self checking processors, one
consideredto be the master and one the slave,
Both processors run identical application and
operating system programs. The output of the
master processor is normally accepted by
downstream units.
Periodically both
processors run their self checking diagnostic
programs; if the master fails the diagnosis,
thenthe slavetakes over. The basicidea of dual
redundancyis shown in Figure 4.

Triple
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Modular

Redundant

that faulty processors are identified by some
auxiliary means.

Triple redundant system (also called tdple
modular redundant or TMR) use three identical
processor channels running in parallel. This is
a very common form of hardware redundant
system and is widely used in safety critical
digital control and monitoring systems in
aerospace application_
In analog form, it
appears commonly in current nuclear station
protection systems. The use of triple systems
is becomingmore widespread as the cost of
computing hardware has decreased. The basic
ideaof TMR is shown in Figure 8.

A TMR system may also provide for graceful
degradationby configuring itself into a dual
redundantsystem onceone of the processors has
been determined to be faulted.
This
reconfigurationcould be done by having the
processorsbegin to execute some type of self
checkingcode that can arbitrate operability if
their outputs beginto deviate significantly.
Quad Redundancy

In a TMR system, three processors runningthe
same application program (tl_
not
necessarilythe same software) in parallel each
generate outputs which should be nearly
identical under unfaulted conditions. These
outputs are compared by a voting or
auctioneedng circuit and a single (me of the
outputsisselectedto be passedon to subsequent
units. If one of the processors begins to deliver
outputs which are different from the other two
due to the presence of a fault, the arbitrating
circuit will select one of the two unfaulted
signalsto pass on. The effects of the faulted
processorare thus masked from the rest of the
system, and the mission continues with no
discontinuity. One of the simplest of these
auctioneedng circuits is called a medianselect,
because it picks the processor output in the
middleas beingthe unfaulted one.
.The advantagesof TMR over dual redundant
_ystems were studied in a research project
sponsoredby EPRI(Kisner and Battle, 1992).
The results of this study are summarized in
Table 1. Since the arbitrating circuit selects
from among three signals, under a single fault
assumption it will always be able to select the
output from an operable processor. Thus a TMR
system is truly single fault proof.
Since a
previously bypassed processor does not have tD
be integrated into the system when one
processor becomes faulty, there is no potential
system transient created by the occurrence of a
fault. It is not necessary that any self testing
software be run in any of the processors
because there is no dependence on diagnostic
software to detect a fault. This design is so
effective at masking a processor fault that
attention must be paid in the design to ensure

An even higher degree of reliability may be
obtained through the use of four processors.
O.uadredundancy comes in two forms - one
that is an extension of dual redundant systems
(a sort of doubleddual redundant system called
dynamic quad redundant) and one that is an
extensionof TMR(called static quad redundant).
The disadvantageof suchsystems is the increase
in cost and complexity of supplying four
channelsand the associated auxiliary units that
handlemodulecheckingand reconfiguration.
A dynamicquadredundant system uses a pair of
dual non-self checking redundant processors.
All four processors are running identical
programs, so that comparisons may be may
between the outputs of each pair. As long as
both outputs of a pair are in agreement, that
pair is considered operable and its output may
be passedto downstreamunits. When there is
disagreement,the pair is considered faulty, and
the redundant pair takes over. Note that upon
the occurrence of the first failure, it is not
necessary that the specific faulty processor be
identified, only that the pair that contains the
fault be isolated and identified -- a more simple
determination to make. In a variation of this
scheme, self checking processors are used, but
the self checking feature is not used unless one
pair of processors is found to be faulty through
a disagreement in their outputs. The remaining
pair then continues to operate, but with self
checking enabled and one of the processors
becoming themaster.
In a static quad redundant system, an additional
processor is added to a TMR system. Once a
faulty processor has been identified by a
significant deviation in its output from that of
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the other two processors,the apparently faulty
processoris disabled and the fourth processor
is substituted for the faulty one. This restores
that TMRconfigurationof the system,
'
Note that quad redundant systems have the
capability to retain some degree of fault
tolerance in the face of the occurrence of a
single fault, though the effects of the second
fault may not be as effectively masked as the
first one was. In the case of static quad
redundantsystems,the degree of fault tolerance
is not degradedby the occtaTenceof the first
processor fault; therefore the #(atic quad
system may be considered double fault proof,
Anotheradvantageis that the time available for
repair of the first fault is greatly increased
over that of the TMR system without affecting
system reliability,

highly dependent on the ability of software to
arbitrate faulted and unfaulted behavior,
anotl_errather nightmarish problem. It was
concluded that if one could accomplish the
requirement to arbitrate behavior by simply
comparing results of application programs in
hardware, am ore robustsystemwouldemerge.

The next section of the report will discuss
examples of fault tolerant architectures that
have been developed and implemented - two
pioneeringresearchefforts sponsoredby NASA,
and two applicationsthat are currently being
usedor proposedfor nuclearstation control,

Interrnodule communication is handled by two
levels of redundant highway. The lowest level
consistsof a memory highway, wh_h permits
interprocessor communication by shared
memory. Eachmodulecontains private or cache
memory that buffers the communication with
the memory highwaywhile providing for local
storage. The upper level highway provides for
interfacingof processormodulesto higher'level
management functions, such
as
data
input/output,
operator
interface,
and
configuration control.
Each processor is
connected to the highways by bus isolation
circuits that prevent the propagation of low
level module faults throughthe highways.

EXAMPLE
FAULT
ARCHITECTURES
Fault

Tolerant

Multiprocessor

The FTMP consists of multiple modules,
arranged in triples for redundant calculation; a
set of sparemoclulesthatmaybe substituted for
a faulted member of a triple; and the associated
managementsoftwareand h_rdware. A triple
maybe assignedto any of the system tasks, and
may be dynamically reassigned if conditions
require. The members of a triple operate
synchronously,so that voting may be done on a
bit-by-bit basis. The basic architecture is
shown in Figure9.

TOLERANT

(FTMP)

An extensive research program over many
years produced a fault tolerant central
computerdesignthat could be used for control
in safety critical situations (Hopkins, Smith,
and Lala, 1978). FTMP was developed under
the sponsorshipof NASA Langley, with much of
the work performed at Draper Labs.
The
predicted performance of this system was an
overall failure rate of 10" 9 failures per hour.

Software
(SIFT)

Implemented

Faumt Tolerance

The SIFT programwas another effort by NASA,
Langley, to study and develop a hardware
architecture for a fault tolerant computer
system for aircraft control (Wensley, et. al.,
1978). The majority of the development work
was done by SRI International of Menlo Park.
This system depended on hardware for the
isolation of faulted processors, which were
detected by software programs designed
specifically to monitor the health of the
processors. The basic architecture of SIFT is
shown in Figure 10.

The objective of FTMP was to produce a fault
tolerant architecturenot dependent on software
for managementof the fault tolerant features of
the design. It was recognizedthat imbeddingthe
fault management features in the operating
system or in the applicationsoftware (it had to
go one placeor the other)created nightmares in
the validation of the system.
In addition,
software based fault tolerant schemes are
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An important advance in thinking about digital
system reliability was precipitated by the work
on SIFT, Up to that time, researchershad been
concemed with failuremodes-that
is, trying
to iEllmteandcharacterize the manner in which
digital hardware failed. It was thought that if
m=chlow level failure modes could be identified
¢M_zed,
techniquesfor identifying the
could be made more effective. The SIFT
researchersrecognizedthat the specific
of hardware failures was less
k_t
from a reliability standpoint than the
level effects that suchfailures produced,
Accordingly, the emphasis was on identifying
processors which were not producing correct
results at the system level, and the isolationof
these failures from influencingthe behavior of
the controlledsystem.

scheme,and there was no associated recovery
time.
Other important aspects of high reliability
digital schemes examined in the SIFT project
includesynchronousvs. asynchronousoperation
of the processors. It was found that exact
synchronizationof tasks was not necessary, but
periodic resynchronizationof processors clocks
was required. This might be characterized as
"closely asynchronous " operation. It was
recognizedthat synchronous systems introduce
additionalcommonmodefailuresassociatedwith
maintaining a master clock for the system, but
truly asynchronoussystemscould, for a variety
of reasor_ get so far out of cinch that incorrect
resultscouldbe produced.
Using a Markov reliability model for the
system, its failure rate was predicted at less
than 10"9 per hour. Assuminga double fault,
with reconfiguration, the failure probability
was calculatedto be lessthan 10"10 per hour.

1The general method of fault isolation was
through the use of private memory. Each
processor was provided with a section of
private memory into which its results were
placed. Thus no processorfailurecould corrupt
at the system level; at worst, the failure
created problems only in that processors
private memory. It was not necessanj to
determine the specific hardware origin of the
incorrect results in private memory - it could
be processor failure or memory failure - only
that the results in a particular private memory
were faulty,

Anattempt was madeto commercializethe SIFT
design (Wensley, 1987, and Wensley and
Harclerone, 1982), and a series of research
projects sponsored by EPRI looked at this
architecture for possible applications in
nuclear stations. It is a commentary on the
demand for such products at the time that the
commercializationwas unsuccessful,thoughthe
system itself had manydesirablefeatures which
should be considered seriously in future fault
tolerant hardwaredesigns.

The manner of determination of faulty results
was through the use of triple redundant
processors for each critical task. The results of
three processors (the contents of their private
memories) were passedto the system through
redundant highwaysand compared by software
based voters, and the voters selected a nonfaulty set of results to be passed to the system
as the control demands and indications
necessary for accomplishmentof the system
leveltasks. Once the voter had made a selection,
it had also in effect provided diagnostic
information, becausethe signalsfrom the nonselectedprocessorswere now suspect. Further
software based checkingwas used to identify a
failed processor unit, and the system had the
capability to reconfigure itself to replace a
faulty unit and restore full redundant operation,
The effects of a faulty processorwere masked
from the system by this triple redundant

Westinghouse

Digital

Feedwater

Control

The Westinghouse Digital Feedwater Control
System has been installed at
several
Westinghouse PWR plants.
The following
discussion relates
specifically to
the
installation at the Catawba Nuclear Station. A
detailed discussionof the design of this system
is contained in Eastman,et. al. (1987).
Early operation at Catawba 2 indicated that the
control of feedwater (steam generator level)
was particular difficult for both the operator in
manual control and for the analog feedwater
control system. These difficulties are related to
the designof the steam generatorin this unit. It
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became apparent that the algorithms for control
which had been adequate traditionally in the
industry would result in unsatisfactory levels
of reliability,

plant must be much more tightly integrated
than
is
necessary in
systems
using
recirculating steam generators.
The B&W
plants came equippedwith a _stem called the
Integrated Control System (ICS) which is very
similar to the coordinatedcontrol system,used
on supercritical fossil stations. The ICS was
implemented in various vintages of Bailey
analog control hardware.

In order to increasethe effectivenessof control,
the feedwater at Catawba2, which consisted of
Westinghouse7300 based analog control, was
replaced with a digital system using
Westinghouse WDPF digital hardware.
The
result has been greatly improved feedwater
control by the automatic system, and enhanced
reliability of the station when compared to the
analog control systent
The Westinghouse
system is discussedin detail in other documents
- this paper will deal specifically with tl_e
hardware design of the system and the
reliability experience.

Recognizingthat the Bailey ICS systems were
becomingobsolete,and that designproblems in
these systems had led to several incidents of
improper control system behavior in these
stations, the B&W Owners Group initiated a
researchand development program to deliver a
digital control system which could replace the
ICS and eliminate the
potential
for
inappropriate interactions between tfm controls
and the power station systems. This extensive
program, carded out over a number of years
and involving many technical personnel at the
affected utilities, has resulted in the
develolxnent of the Advanced Control System
(ACS), a distributed digital system which
replacesthe ICS.

The Westinghouse WDPF system is a dual
redundant asynchronous systemL
The
architecture of this system is shown in detail in
Figure 11. Each processorexecutes software
which performs self-checking
functions,
including watchdog timing.
Should the self
checking features determine that the master
processor is producing potentially faulty
results, control is transferred to the backup
processor. The operator is notified that sucha
transfer has occurred.
Due to the time
constantsassociatedwith the feedwater control,
the time delay for transfer from the primary to
the backup processor does not affect system
dynamic response. There have been several
successful instances at Catawba Z where a
master processor failure has caused a transfer
to the backup processor. There has been a
single hardware related system failure, caused
by incorrect spare parts being used to effect a
processor replacement. Overall experience has
shown a significant improvement in feedwater
system reliability through the use of the digital
feedwater control system, and plant personnel
are pleased with the system,
Foxboro/B&W
Owners
Control System

Group

The reliability of the ACS is assured by the
extensive of TMR architecture.
All critical
system instrumentation and the associated
processors are triplicated, as are the voters
whichselect the control demandsto sendto the
plant.
The system is implemented using
hardware from the
Foxboro Intelligent
Automation (I/A)series, which itself provides
a number of fault tolerant features, including
the ability to remove from service and replace
almost all system hardware components while
the system is operating without an effect on
system output.
Oneof the features of the development effort on
this project was a careful analysis of the
hardware related failures which had caused
problems in the ICS, then incorporating
specific design features in the ACS which would
ensure that these problems would not recur.
Another innovation was the construction of an
integrated test facility in which the actual
hardware and software to be installed in a
station was tested using a high fidelity
simulation.
This integrated test facility is
discussed in more detail in a later section.

Advanced

Control of the B&W PWR plants has from the
beginning been more complex than that of
Westinghouse or CE PWR plants.
The Once
through steam generator in these designs
dictates that control of the reactor and the steam
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HARDWARE
FAILURES

BASED

COMMON

The input-output
bus is responsible for
communication between the input and output
devices (and their signal conditioning and
sampling circuitry) and the processors.
Becausedata fromall of the sensorscormectedto
a particular processor channel is required by
all of the redundant processors in a subsystem,
it isplacedon a hardware bus that is accessible
to allof the processors. A significant hardware
problemon the I/0 bus would therefore disable
all of the redundantprocessors.

MODE

A common mode failure disables the fault
tolerant features of a system. Therefore it is
necessary to analyze hardware designs for
possiblecommon modes failure points, then
take appropriateaction to eliminate therrL The
three major hardwaresourcesof common mode
failures are the sensors and final control
devices, the input-output bus, the power
st_cdies,and the data highway,
Sensors and final control devices may be
supplied with the same level of redundancy as
processors, but this is done only for the most
critical channels. It is more common to have
only a single sensor associated with a process
measurementand a single final control device,
such as a valve. If all redundant processors
receive signals from a common sensor or
supply output to a common device, then a fault
in the input-output system could represent a
common mode failure. This is a common mode
failure in analog control architectures as well,
but digital control systems provide more
capability to avoid adverse effects of sensor
failures. It is common for all input channelsto
be providedwith some form of signal validation
capabilityand a set of active limits on the value
passedto the processor. For example, if a
sensor is expected to provide a signal that
ranges from 4 to 20 ma, the input channel is
designedto recognize an input outside of this
range and to reject the sensor signal as
defective. The channelmay then be frozen at the
last value considered to be valid, and the
operator notified of a sensor failure.
More
sophisticated signal validation features, such as
rate of change checking or
analytical
redundancy, are also possible with digital
systems.

Power supplies are another possible
mode failure point, though the problem here is
almost identical to the power supply problem
involvedin analogcontrol system architectures.
One additional complicating factor in digital
control systems is the
distribution of
processorsthroughoutthe station, asopposedto
the centralized nature of analog systems. It is
necessary to ensure that a highly reliable
power source is available at all locations of
processor cabinets. =t is standard practice to
provide this power through rectifier-inverter
combinations, with battery backup.
Within
individual processor cabinets, redundant power
supplies are installed, and it is possible to
deenergize,remove,and replacea power supply
without interruption of service in that cabinet.
One of the most critical points in the system for
_
modefailures if the data highway. The
data highwayis a computer network, and it is
shared among all of the processors in the
system,
those
which
perform
control
calculations and those which provide interface
to the operator. Thus if a data highway becomes
inoperable, the system loses all communication
capability and all control and monitoring
functionality is lost. Recognizing the critical
nature of
an operable
data
highway,
manufacturers have provided features to ensure
its integrity.
The data highway is almost always redundant.
Processor output is isolated from the highway
by highway controllers that provide protection
for the processor in the event that one of the
redundant data highways becomes inoperable.
The system is designedto switch transparently
from one highway to the other. Highways are
also protected against external problems. The
redundant highways may be routed so that they

On the output side, the digital to analog
converter that supplies signals to actuators and
final control devices may also be supplied as a
redundant design. A self checking feature,
which consists of a sampler and comparison
circuit, may order the swapover from one D/A
to another if the master circuit appears to be
producing an inconsistent output,
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are separated, except when they come together
at a cabinet. If external magnetic or electric
fields may be a problem, it is possible to use
fiber optic cables for the highway that are
unaffected by external fields. It should be
possible to break or short one channel of the
redundanthighwaywithout affecting the system
operation.

understand these methods, some basic ideasand
definitions are required.
The probability of system failure F(t) is the
probability that the system will fail sometime
between time 0 and time t, given that it was
operable at time t. The reliability R(t) is 1 F(t). The failure density function f(t) is the
derivative of F(t) with respect to time., and the
hazard function is

One final possible source of _
mode
failures needs to be discussed. If there is an
error in system hardware design, then that

z(t) =

error will appear in all modules. Such a
structural weaknesshas the potential to create
a common mode failure,since all modules would
be affected the same way under identical
concttJor_ The best defense against a faulty
design is an extensive operating history of a
particular design in the field, under a variety of
conditions and controlling a variety of
processes. This is why the most logicalcourse
of action in adopting digital control and
monitoringsystems in nuclear stations is to use

have been shown to be successful 'for a number
of challenges. To undertake or require a custom
development for nuclear applications is an
invitation to an unsuccessful program that will
significantly hinder the ability of utilities to
take advantage of the many improvements
possible through the application of digital
systems in nuclear stations,

Hardware

THE

LEVEL

OF

f(t)

F(t)

It is the hazardfunctionthat is most often used
to describethe performanceof a system, since
it has units of failures/unit time. If we plot the
hazard function versus time for typical
electronic components,it producesthe famous
"bathtub curve." In eady stages of operation,
an electronic system suffers from so-called
"infant mortality" as weak parts fail early
under normal operational stresses. This early
period is followed by a long period of constant
failure rate, called the useful life period. The
end of the useful life period is marked by an
increase in failures due to componentsreaching
the end of life.

the widely applied offerings from commercial
vendors. These systems have thousands of
processor-years of application experience,
active users groups that work to share
information and improve the product, and a
large number of well trained and experienced
application engineers and technicians available,
The fault tolerant features of these systems

ESTABLISHING
RELIABILITY

'1

Specific steps are taken during manufacture and
factory test to eliminate the early failures, so
that we may assumethat equipment placed into
plant service is operating in its useful life
period. If we take the constant failure rate
during that period to be equal to I, then we get
the following equations for our three important
constants

f(t)=;_e-,_

SYSTEM

F(t) = 1 - e-_t

Analysis

Quantitative methods are available that can be
usedto assessthe reliability of safety critical
digital systems and perform comparative
analyses of various fault tolerant options.
These methodsare basedon the developmentof
various models of the system. In order to

R(t) = e-_
This constant failure rate, _., is what is
documented in MIL-HDBK-217D for many
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electronic parts. Such an assumptionmay not
necessarily hold for certain types of VLSI
circuits, and alternative techniques of assessing
individual component reliability may be
necessary.

Further discussion of the use cf reliability
modeling of fault tolerant digital systems may
be found in Mathur (1971)
and Ng and
Avizienis (1980).

Mean time to failure (MTTF) is the expected
value of the reliability, R(t).
Mean time to
repair (MTTR) is the expected value of the
repair time for the system. Mean time between
failuresisthe sumof thesetwo expectedvalues:

Integrated

Testing

of System

Reliability

The compactrmssand modularity of digital
control and monitoring systems make possible
the construction of integrated system testing
facilities that were not possible with analog
systerr_ The basic architecture of such testing
facilities involves control and monitoring
hardwareidentical to that installed in the plant_
interconnected with a simulation model of the
plant process. Sucha facility has multiple uses
in ensuring the operability and reliability of
theplant_

MTBF= MTTF + MTTR

Finally, system availability A(t)
is the
probability that a system is operational at time
t. If a system is unrepairable, then A(t) =
R(t). If a system can be repaired and kept in
service, the limit of A(t) as t gets very large is
a constant,A, whichhasthe value

1. The facility may be used to test and verify
allof the software to be installedin the system.
This includes the application software and the
graphics software that provides the operator
interface. There is a significantcost advar_
in reducing the length of a startup by ensuring
that software is essentiallycorrect.

MTTF

A = M_F + MTTR
Oneof the most commonmethods for modeling
the reliability of a system and performing a
quantitative assessmentis through the use of
Markov models. A Markov model consists of a
set of mutually exclusive states that represent
the possible conditions of the system with
respectto the operability of its componentsand
subsystems, along with a set of transitional
probabilities that represent the probability of
state transitions.
Markov models are
particularly useful for evaluating the relative
reliability of various redundancy schemes,
When Markov modeling of reliability iis
combined with the other aspects of the
objectives of system reliability, such as the
necessity for fault masking vs. a penalty for
recovery time for unmasked faults, it is
possibleto arrive at a reasonableassessmentof
whether the reliability of a particular system
is adequate to meet the needs of the critical
application. For example, it is possibleto show
whether a particular digital computer based
replacementc_fan analog controllable leads to
greater or less reliability,

2. All of the fault tolerant features of the
system may be tested by imposing various
hardware faults on the system and assessing
their effects. This includesimposingfailures at
all system inputs and outputs, faults on the
processorboards themselves, and faults in the
power supplies. The capability of the system to
be repaired on line without adverse effects on
system operabilitycan alsobe tested.
The importanceof this type is testing cannot be
overemphasized. A Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis (FEMA) can never be as good as an
actual hardware test. Such testing in the past
has been prohibitively expensive or only
partially complete. With the declining cost of
hardware and
the
modularization
standardizationprovided by digital systems, it
is now a feasible measureto provide assurance
that the system will perform as required by the
specifications.
3. The facility may be used as a training
simulator for plant operators. By duplicating
the human-machineinterface to be used in the
control room, as well as the actual inputs and
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outputs of the control system, a simulator that
is much more complete and realistic than any
currently in use in the industry can be provided
at a much lowercost.

In this facility, the I/0 processing channels are
not present, and the interface takes place at the
I/0 bus level, this is, at the output of the I/0
circuitry. The same basic architecture may be
used to c_
a system that includes the
complete I/0 channelsas well as the processors.

4. An integrated test facility is a research and
development laboratory for tall types of
advancedtechndogi_ These new technologies
indude computer based operator aids using AI,
advanced control strategies and methods, new
ways of integrating facility management and
plant operation, and the development of
predictive maintenance programs,

T,_ B&W Owners Group test facility at the
Davis Beese nuclear station training center is
an additional application of an integrated test
facility for digital control and monitoring
systems. This facility uses a Foxboro I/A
digitalcontrol system interfaced to a simulation
model devdcCx_ as a training model for the
RanchoSeco _r
station. Special hardware
interface equipment has been constructed to
convertthe outputs of the simulation model to
the phil
signalsthat would be expected from
the plant (e.g., 4-20 ma) and the outputs from
the control system are converted to a digital
demandsignalfor input to the simulation model.
Thus the entire digital control
system,
includingall of its !/0 equipment, the processor
channels,the operator interface, and the power
connectionsand other terminals are duplicated
in the test facility. The software used in the
test facility is identicalto that to be installed in
the B&W Advanced Control System when it is
implementedat a station.

Two such facilities have been recently
completedand will be describedbelow,
The Duke/EPRI Mobile Simulation Facility was
developedto integrate a Westi_
WD_
control and monitoring system with
a
simulationmodelthat could be used for training
station operators at several plants in the Duke
Power system. This facility _
of two
mobile units containing a complete WDPF
control system, including operator consoles and
processors,and a set of networked 486 based
computers that run a simulation rnc¢_ of the
plant for which training is desired.
The
interface between the simulation model and the
control system takes place at the I/0 bus level
through the use of common memory. The
Westinghouse hardware consists of processor
and memory units, as well as power supplies
and cabinets, identical to those installed in
powerstations. The software that is run on the
WDPF equipment is identical to the software
run in the power station, and the operator
interface screens are also the same as in the
plant. The hardware layout of the mobile
simulator facility is shown in Figure 1Z.

For this facility, a comprehensive testing
program to assessthe fault tolerant features of
the control system is being performed.
A
complete hardware Failure Modes and Effects
test is also being performed. Combined with a
software validation effort, a high degree of
assurancewill be obtained that the level of
reliability of the system is adequateto meet its
specification requirements.
Both of the described facilities are fully
operationalnow. One of their great advantages
is that the basic architecture of digital control
systems enables facilities like these to be used
for a variety of power stations. Developmentof
a simulation model of the particular facility is
necessary, but
a
modular
simulation
development system is being used to simplify
this step.
The control system application
softwareis identical to that used (or to be used)
in the power plant. The basic architecture may
be usedwith control systems manufactured by
Westinghouse,Bailey, Foxboro, and Fomey.

This facility has been used for the development
of the control application software for a
supercritical fossil station with about 3500
I/O points, and is currently being used to train
the operators for this facility. Feedback from
the operators and from the control designers
has been very positive. Becausethis is a fc_sil
station application, there is not a systematic
program for the assessment of failure modes
nor testing of fault tolerant features of the
system, but if this were a requirenlent, the
facility would perform these tasks very well.
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4.1.1

Questions'

Mr. A.L. Sudduth

QUESTION: GREG CHISHOLM (Argonne National Lab): Is there any ongoing work directed
towards developing a fault tolerant platform that will be qualified for use in nuclear reactor
protection systems, that is a network architecture in this process, or independent, and that
supports a general scheme of failure detection, isolation, and reconfiguration?
t

MR. SUDDUTH: I don't know of any work like that going on today. If you look back at the
work that NASA sponsored in the late 1970s at SRI and NASA-Langley, you find that people
proposed these things. In the case of SIFT, somebody actually went out and tried to build one
and sell it. Basically what we do is we go to vendors. We go to the Baileys and the Foxboros
and the Westinghouse guys and we say, "What are you building and how well does it work?"
I think if the nuclear industry undertakes a process whereby they decide to custom develop
something for themselves, I0 years from now you'll still be sitting in this room talking about
how are we going to make it work. So, you've got to do the same thing. You're going to have
to go to the people who are selling these things in the commercial arena, look at what they offer,
perhaps you could influence their design by saying, "Look, you know, if you just tweaked it here
and tweaked it there you could make it better and you could sell one to us." But you're not
really going to be able to go out and develop something unique to this industry, nor do I really
think that's necessary, because what we have now from our vendors is perfectly adequate for the
uses we're going to put it to.
QUESTION: BRIAN TOLLEFSON (BG&E Calvert Cliffs): When installing the Westinghouse
system, how long did it take, in general, to fine tune the system, and during that time period how
many trips occurred and what were the nature of the problems?
MR. SUDDUTH: Boy! When we first started this work back in the mid-1980s we really didn't
know what we were doing and we had a really hard time. It was a difficult effort. We were
helped by the fact that the plants that we initially started installing this equipment on were in
extended shutdowns, that is they were taken out of service for two or three year periods of time
in which complete renovation of the whole plant was going on. The digital system would go in
6 months to a year before the station was returned to service and then the operators and
everybody would have a chance to play with it for a while.
That worked pretty well and generally we were able to get the systems back up and
running. But, of course, you never actually finish one, and we're still tending some systems that
have been in service for 5-6 years now.
Our new approach, which is the simulator-based approach, we hope will alleviate that.
For the plant I'm currently working on, there is a 12-week outage from the time the unit comes
off the line until it comes back with a complete digital system. The system has to work basically
the first time that it's plugged in. The way we're going to guarantee that it does is that we test
it in the simulator, and the simulator test probably has been going on almost a year. There is a
very good possibility--we've got our fingers crossed anyway--that the number of errors in the
system will be very low when it actually goes into the working plant, but it's a good question.
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The real answer is these _ystems have a real steep learning curve. It's very difficult to
learn how to implement them properly, to get the software right, and to get the hardware installed
correctly, so that you don't have problems. We have, finally, after almost 8 years, learned how
to do the Westinghouse system right, and so we have a lot of confidence that we'll be able to
install it in the future with extremely short outages.
OUESTION: MIKE ENGINEER (Fluor Daniel/M&O): What kind of data highway failures
have you experienced? During transience have you experienced saturation of data highway
communication? Have there been any problems with data collisions or mysterious false-trips?
MR. SUDDUTH: I assume due to data highway problems?
We have had only one major catastrophic highway problem, and that happened when a
worker struck an arc on the highway conduit with a welding machine. That caused such a
disruption in the system that the whole world went down. Somebody asked me, "Well, how can
you run a plant if you don't have any hard panels? What does the operator do when the
computer goes away?" Well, it's a relatively simple question. In the fossil station we look
around and decide what position everything in the plant ought to be in, in order to make the plant
safe, and then if the computer goes away everything goes to those positions. Now, if there's
something that we can't set that way we do have to put it on a hard panel. There are a certain
limited number of controls--as I mentioned, maybe a 2-foot square hard panel--which we give
the operators, but basically that's not been a problem.
I guess I should mention, we did have one other highway problem that occurred at our
Catawba Nuclear Plant. There they have the Westinghouse Eagle Digital Control System and
the problem there was a configuration management problem. When they did a repair to the
system and plugged in a new processor board that board did not have the right hardware rev
level. Before the board was even energized it corrupted both highways and brought the system
into a big transient. The operator was then able to recover a B-water level, or a steam generator
level, and the plant was tripped. So, you've got to be careful about a lot of things.
We've not had any problems with data collisions because the Westinghouse System uses
the Token Bus architecture so there are no questions. However, you can saturate a highway--not
from a transient state--because the highway basically passes the same amount of information
regardless whether you've got a transient or not. It's really all the same. Every variable gets
passed on the highway every time, all the time, regardless of what's going on in the plant. But
eventually you can get so much stuff on the highway that you can't make the highway work any
more, and then you have to do this tremendously boring task called splitting the highway which
takes about 3 months and is real difficult to do.
No mysterious false trips in the system that we know of. We know exactly what's caused
all the problems in the digital system.
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Software Aspects for Safety.Critical Systems
Dr. John Cherniavsky
National Science Foundation
[as edited from transcript]
Dr. Chemiavsky represented the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the other government
agencies outside of the NRC and NIST which are interested in the use of high integrity systems.
NSF is an independent agency of the Federal Government established about 40 years ago to
promote and advance scientific progress. It only sponsors research; it does not conduct any
research. Last year, NSF received 57,000 proposals and made 20,000 awards for a total of about
$2.3 billion. Since NSF only has 1,200 employees, it makes extensive use of advisory groups
and used 60,000 outside reviewers to make 200,000 reviews last year. NSF makes awards to
academic, industrial, non-profit and Government recipients. NSF also works with other agencies,
particularly ARPA, the Department of Energy and NASA.
NSF contains seven directorates. The Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE)
Directorate funds the work of interest to this group. CISE has a budget of $230 million. CISE
contains six divisions. The Computer Computation Research (CCR) division supports software
engineering among other areas. CCR has a budget of $46 million. The software engineering
program has a budget of $4.36 million. This is the home of most of the computer science
research, software research, and research in software V&V.
This funding primarily goes to support university-based research though a small amount goes to
small business via the Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) Grants. They typical size of
a grant is $50,000-$60,000 per year.
There have been some other opportunities in the software engineering area. Three or four years
ago, there was a Formal Methods Initiative which attracted at least 60 proposals of which four
¢,verefunded. NSF has also supported the Center for Research in Real-time Intelligent Complex
Computing Systems at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and the ARCADIA project.
,,

NSF has also provided some limited software safety support. There is not a large universitybased research community in this area, and NSF would like to encourage the development of
such a community. NSF has supported
•
•
•
•

individual researchers like Nancy Leveson and John Knight
the early formal methods, and temporal logics work
mutation analysis tool development at Purdue
research in the underlying mathematics necessary in assuring the correctness of systems
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This last may be the most important in the long term.
NSF has had discussions with other organizations including NIST, Mitre, and Argonne to identify
targets of opportunity to strengthen research in high integrity systems. One proposed project was
a Center for Software Safety Studies funded at a level of $2-$4 million a year over the long term.
Another proposal was to fund postdoctoral support for software safety researchers in real
environments where they can get their hands on real system problem. NSF will continue
pursuing joint agency initiatives in this area with NRC, NASA, the Department of Energy and
NIST.
One current initiative is the High Performance Computing Communications Initiative. This has
identified grand challenge problems (for example, weather prediction, vision research,
computational fluid dynamics, and urban flow problems). The CCR division would like to look
at grand challenges in the complex systems area. It is just as important to build complex systems
as it is to be able to build systems that will solve grand challenge problems. Some examples of
complex systems are aircraft control systems, the space station, multimedia interactive
telecommunications networks, banking and stock systems, and automated factories. These
systems share many characteristics. They are large, real-time, and interactive, and the failure of
these systems has serious financial and safety consequences. NSF is currently investigating an
initiative that would ask for proposals for the underlying science that would help us build these
systems correctly.
Dr. Cherniavsky can be reached on EGOS. His email is jcc@nsf.gov, and his phone is (202)
357-7349. Please call or write if you have any questions or suggestions for NSF in this area.
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ABSTRACT
This report
addresses
crew,
i.e., human,
aspects
of the
widespread
introduction
of digital
technology
into nuclear
power
plant
control
rooms.
Such changes
as increased
levels
of
automation,
intelligent
electronic
displays,
and compact
work
stations
influence
crew situation
awareness,
workload,
etc.
The
overall
impact
is expected
tc be enhanced
safety,
although
such
challenges
as automation
complacency
and access
to information
in
,multi-dimensional
space
must be handled.
In considering
design
certification
for safety,
it is desirable
that guidelines
be
available.
Since
digital
technology
is developing
more rapidly
than accepted
guidelines,
regulatory
emphasis
is placed
on the
design
process
and verification
and validation.
The lack of
adequate
guidance
creates
a need to assess
knowledge
from other
applications
already
experienced
with digital
technology
(e.g.,
foreign
nuclear
and fossil
plant upgrades,
commercial
aviation),
and to perform
application
research
on such topics
as automation
and information
management.
INTRODUCTION
Digital
technology
is having
a major
impact
on the design
of
upgrades
for existing
nuclear
power
plant
(NPP) control
rooms,
and advanced
control
rooms
for evolutionary
and passive
plants.
Control
room hardware,
software,
and crew roles
and tasks
are
being
affected.
This document
is concerned
with the crew,
i.e.,
human,
aspects
of these design
changes.
Exhibit
1 provides
an overview
of the topics
presented
in this
report.
Changes
caused
by digital
technology
impacting
on crew
roles and tasks are described.
These changes
affect
factors
influencing
the crew as it performs
required
tasks.
Based
on
these changes,
safety
is enhanced,
but also,
challenges
to safety
must be addressed.
In reviewing
the design
changes
due to
digital
technology,
the Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission
(NRC)
utilizes
guidance
documents.
Regulatory
positions
are influenced
by the availability
and applicability
of such documents.
The
nuclear
power
industry
has limited
experience
with the effects
of
digital
technology
on human performance,
and the guidance
I09

documents
transfer
priority

are not complete.
Therefore,
it
knowledge
from related
applications
applications
research.

EXHIBIT

1.

Document

is

important
to
and to perform

high

Overview.

* Changes
with Digital
Technology
* Factors
Influencing
Task Performance
Potential
Safety
Issues
* Regulatory
Positions
* Research
Needs

CHANGES

ATTRIBUTABLE

TOMODERN

TECHNOLOGY

Important
changes
in crew roles
and tasks,
and human-system
interfaces
(HSI) are occurring
in advanced
control
room designs.
A review
of upgrades,
plants
recently
becoming
operational,
and
advanced
control
rooms
under design
reveals
some of the changes
(references
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,
and 8).
These
changes
are presented
in Exhibit
2.

EXHIBIT

2.

Representative

Changes

with

Digital

* Increased
Levels
of Automation
* Intelligent
Electronic
Displays
Providing
- Integrated
& Graphical
Information
- Operator
Aids & Advice
- Computerized
Procedures
Integrated
with
- Alarms
that are Prioritized
& Filtered
- On-Line
Access
to Extensive
Stored
Data
* "Soft"
Controls
on Displays
* Large Dynamic
OverSiew
Displays
* Compact
Work Stations

Technology.

Plant

Data

AUTOMATION
Automation
is used extensively
in operating
not involved
directly
in many control
tasks
more reliably
by automatic
control
systems.
room designs
incorporate
even higher
levels
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NPPs.
The crew is
that can be handled
New advanced
control
of automation.
For

example,
control

some advanced
plants
are being
designed
of startup,
power
level change
and shut

for
down

automatic
(8).

Three
types
of automation
can be described:
control,
information
and management
(9). Control
automation
involves
"closed-loop"
operation
of NPP components
and subsystems.
An initializing
event
causes
control
actions
to occur
without
operator
_articipation.
Information
automation
involves
providing
the crew with
information
about
the state of the NPP, the process,
systems,
subsystems,
etc. Information
automation
can involve
at least
two
situations.
System
designers
determine
what information
should
be available
for display
depending
on plant
and process
state.
This information
is formatted
and presented
to the crew
automatically
when certain
plant
and process
conditions
exist.
For example,
alarm
information
is presented
on annunciator
displays
when an alarm
set point
is exceeded.
In a second
situation,
a crew member
requests
that information
be displayed.
The process
of collecting
the requested
information,
formatting
it, and presenting
it may be performed
automatically.
Management
automation
directs
control
automation
in the
performance
of the requested
change.
The crew establishes
goals
which
are accomplished
by automated
systems.
An example
is
automatic
power
level
change.
An operator
communicates
that
power
should
be increased
from 78% to 85%.
The management
automation
system
commands
automated
control
systems
to take
appropriate
actions.
The information
automation
system
provides
the crew with the information
needed
to monitor
progress
of the
power
change.

INTELLIGENT

ELECTRONIC

DISPLAYS

Electronic
information
and display
capabilities
are being
incorporated
in upgrades
(1), new control
room designs
(2,3,4,5,6,7),
and have been included
in operating
plants,
such
as Toshiba
plants
in Japan
(8).
Electronic
information
and
display
capabilities
are made possible
by modern
computers,
electronic
display
devices,
electronic
data bases,
high speed
data communications
networks,
intelligent
software
_nd
logic,
graphic
display
hardware
and software,
etc.
When configured
properly,
these
technological
capabilities
provide
major
changes
in the form of data and information
provided
crew members.
Hard-wired
indicators
in conventional
NPP control
rooms can show
only the sensed
data to which
they are connected.
Since
there
are many sensors
and parameters
of importance
to the crew during
the various
phases
of plant
operations,
,large control
boards
are
filled
with indicators.
The reconfigurable
(soft)
electronic
displays
permit
the sensor
and parameter
values
to be presented
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0nly when required
by the crew.
The number
of indicators
can be
reduced
dramatically.
In fact,
the Nuplex
80+ Advanced
Control
Complex
is being
designed
to provide
70% few indicators
and 60%
fewer alarms
for the crew members
to handle
as compared
to
earlier
Combustion
Engineering
control
complexes
(5).
This
reduction
in display
devices
provides
the opportunity
to design
much more compact
work stations.
The display
configuration
in many conventional
control
rooms
requires
crew members
to move physically
around
the control
center,
locate
and read many indicators
sequentially;
to remember
these display
values;
to recall
from human memory
and/or
reference
documents
additional
data;
and to integrate
and analyze
these data mentally
to create
information
upon which
to act.
It
is impressive
how well trained
crew members
can perform
this
activity.
With information
automation,
however,
the needed
data
are collected,
integrated
and analyzed,
and presented
in a
unified
textual,
graphical,
or combined
form with little
or no
crew involvement.
There
have been numerous
efforts
to design
and provide
intelligent
operator
aids and advisors
(e.g.,
8,10,11).
These
devices
are intended
to provide
crew members
with diagnostic,
problem
solving,
and response
planning
support.
Another
electronic
information
and display
feature
that provides
an opportunity
for improved
crew performance
is electronically
displayed
procedures
that are integrated
with operating
plant
data.
There
are situations
in a conventional
control
room when many
events
are occurring
simultaneously
and in rapid
succession.
An
example
is during
the onset
of a scram.
Visual
and auditory
alarms,
flashing
displays,
and similar
kinds of events
pepper
the
crew with data.
A well-designed
electronic
information
and
display
unit draws
attention
to events
that are important,
but
suppress
data that interfere
with crew task performance.
Much
work has been devoted
to developing
alarm system
guidelines
(12)
and new alarm
systems
(I, 13).
The availability
of data
stored
electronically
in local data
bases
or available
over communications
networks
may enhance
the
quality
of crew performance.
Improved
crew performance
can
occur,
of course,
only when the crew member's
task can benefit
from access
to the data,
the data can be obtained
and used in a
timely
manner,
and the process
of obtaining
the data does not
interfere
with the other
tasks
being
performed.

"SOFT"
Advanced

CONTROLS
control

rooms

are

being

designed
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with

touch

screens

(e.g.,
the French
EdF N4 control
room, reference
14).
These
panels
are easy to use for selecting
menu options,
and for
pointing
at objects
of interest.
Touch
controls
are "soft"
in
the sense
that a given
control
surface
area can represent
different
controlled
variables
depending
on state of the process
and plant.
In conventional
plants
controls
are each dedicated
to
one function.
The capability
provided
by "soft"
controls
to
reduce
the total number
of controls
in an advanced
control
room
facilitates
the use of compact
work stations.
LARGE

OVERVIEW

DISPLAYS

Large display
panels
that can be seen throughout
the control
room
are being
included
innew
control
room Resigns
(e.g.,
4,5; and
6).
These displays
typically
provide
an integrated
plant
overview
and high level
alarms.
These displays
should
facilitate
crew discussions
of the overall
state of the plant
and process.
In addition,
the large
displays
should
permit
non-crew
members
to
become
familiar
with and monitor
plant status
without
interfering
with the operating
crew.
COMPACT

WORK

STATIONS

Electronic
displays
and "soft"
controls
are being
incorporated
into compact
work stations
(e.g.,
3,4,5,
and 6).
These
work
stations
typically
permit
a seated
operator
to access
extensive
information
about
the plant
and process,
and to control
those
elements
of the plant
that he or she is authorized
to control.
The work stations
contain
several
electronic
displays
and input
devices,
such as the mouse,
trackball
and touch
screen.
Compact
work stations
eliminate
the travel
time required
with
conventional
control
rooms
for the crew members
to move between
displays
and controls
on the instrument
boards.
Relationships
between
displayed
parameters
and controls
may be more obvious
because
of the proximity
made possible
by the work stations.
Conversely,
the shift
supervisor
and other crew members
cannot
observe
from a distance
the physical
location
of a worker
at the
instrument
board
and know the part of the plant/process
being
attended.
CREW

ROLE

AND

FACTORS

INFLUENCING

TASK

PERFORMANCE

The control
room crew will continue
to be an integral
part of
upgraded
and new NPP systems
(e.g.,
see 1,2,3,4,5,6,7
and 8).
The plant will not be designed
for fully autonomous
control,
in
which
the crew has no role in operation,
monitoring
is limited
to
fault detection,
system
goals
are self-defined,
and the crew
normally
has no reason
to interfere
(see 9).
The role of the
crew,
in fact, will continue
to involve
monitoring,
supervising,
and backing-up
automated
systems.
The upgraded
and new designs,
however,
w]]l require
less manual
control.
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The crew role,
as described
above,
requires
the crew to perform
a
variety
of tasks.
The nature
of these
tasks will be impacted
by
the application
of digital
technology.
For example,
higher
levels
of control
automation
with associated
integrated
graphical
display
presentations
may make the crew's
task primarily
one of
monitoring
and detecting
deviations
from plan.
In contrast,
the
crew's
task associated
with the same plant state
with
conventional
control
and display
may be more response
planning
and execution
of control
actions.
Performance
of the crew is influenced
by the nature
of the tasks
and the methods
by which
modern
technology
is incorporated
into
the human-system
interfaces.
Some of the factors
influencing
task performance
that are affected
by digita_
technology
are
listed
in Exhibit
3.

EXHIBIT
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

3.

Some

Factors

Influencing

Task

Performance.

Situation
Awareness
Workload
Attention
Alertness
Crew Skill & Coordination
Anthropometrics
& Biomechanics
Physical
Environment
External
Communications
& Structure

Situation
awareness
is concerned
with maintaining
within
the crew
knowledge
of the state-of-affairs
of special
or critical
significance
in the context
of ongoing
activities.
Knowledge
of
importance
may relate
to systems
and process
status
and trends,
ongoing
tasks being
performed,
the interactions
between
states,
trends,
and tasks,
and all within
the immediate
past, present,
and near-future
time frames
(see 15 and 16).
The use of digital
technology
to provide
integrated
graphic
displays
in which
data
from a variety
of sources
are combined
in a meaningful
manner
may
enhance
crew situation
awareness.
Workload
involves
the mental
and physical
activities
of the crew
with regard
to its capabilities.
Highly
automated
control
systems
may result
in a very low workload,
possibly
causing
alertness
problems.
Conversely,
failure
of an automated
control
system
may result
in a workload
level
that exceeds
the crew's
capability
to respond
properly.
The result
may be a crew
per£ormance
problem,
possibly
impacting
on safety.
Attention

is concerned

with

the

crew
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concentrating

on one

aspect

of the current
situation
when that aspect
involves
information
that should
be known
at that point
in time.
As an example,
advances
in alarm prioritization
and filtering
should
help direct
crew attention
to relevant
elements
of the situation
(12 and 13).
Alertness

involves

maintaining

in

the

crew

a wide-awake

attitude.

Crew skill is concerned
with proficiency
in performing
required
tasks.
Crew coordination
deals
with providing
capabilities
for
the crew members
to act in a harmonious
combination,
when
required,
and to perform
tasks
and activities
in an acceptable
and timely
fashion.
Coordination
may involve
communications,
leadership,
interpersonal
and group
climate,
conflict
resolution,
and decision-making.
The commercial
airline
industry
program
in
cockpit
resource
management
has been successful
in improving
crew
coordination
(e.g.,
17 and 18).
Anthro_ometrics
and biomechanics
involve
human body dimensions
and movement
patterns,
respectively.
Such dimensions
are
important
in the design
of compact
work station.
Improper
work
station
configuration
may result
in fatigue
and difficult-to-seeand-reach
displays
and controls.
The physical
environment
of an advanced
control
room must be
designed
so that room lighting
does not cause glare
and
reflections
from display
surfaces.
Noise
levels
must be
controlled
so that the crew members
are able to communicate
verbally
(important
for crew coordination).
Ambient
temperature,
air flow, and other
factors
may influence
the level of alertness,
especially
during
night
shifts
(19).
External
communications
and structure
is concerned
with the
support
capabilities
available
and the methods
by which
information
is communicated
to the crew.
Technical
support
centers
and emergency
operating
facilities
are examples
of
support
and information
sources.
An issue with digital
technology
is the method
by which
information
is communicated
the crew.
Will voice
communication
be the primary
method,
or
will the information
be delivered
on display
surfaces?
POTENTIAL

SAFETY

to

ISSUES

Changes
in crew tasks and the human-system
interfaces
in upgraded
and advanced
control
rooms
are expected
to impact
on plant
safety.
The prediction
is that overall
impact
will be positive,
based
in Dart on the experiences
in other
industries
(e._.,
commercial
air transport,
see references
9 and 20).
It is
important
to consider
both enhanced
safety
and challeng_s
to
safety
resulting
from the application
of modern
techno],_gy.
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ENHANCED
SAFETY
Exhibit
4 lists
capabilities
have the potential
to enhance

provided
safety.

by

EXHIBIT

Issues:

Enhanced

4.

Potential

Safety

digital

technology

that

Safety.

* Automation
Reduces
Workload
& Error
Opportunities
* Intelligent
Displays
- Direct
Attention
& Support
Situation
Awareness
* Intelligent
Aids
- Support
Problem
Solving
& Decision
Making
- * Computerized
Procedures
Reduce
Workload
& Errors
* Large
Displays
& Compact
Work Centers
- Support
Crew Coordination

Higher
levels
of automation
create
opportunities
for improved
performance.
With control
automation
the number
of human
execution
errors
should
be reduced.
Control
actions
and
sequences
of control
actions
performed
automatically
are no
longer
performed
by crew members.
Thus,
opportunities
for human
errors
of execution
are eliminated.
Automation
should
reduce
the crew workload.
In the case of
control
automation,
the operator's
role becomes
one of monitoring
the progress
of the control
sequence,
as contrasted
with the
efforts
required
for manual
control.
Information
automation
has
the potential
of reducing
workload,
also.
Presentation
of
appropriate
information
on the displays
with minimum
thought
or
action
by the crew reduces
workload
and provides
a high level of
interface
transparency.
Three
potential
advantages
of reduced
workload
include
the following.
* Shifts
the emphasis
of the crew members
from being
equipment
operators
to being
system
managers.
The
crew members
will have more workload
capacity
available
to develop
and maintain
an overall
perspective
on the
plant
and process
(situation
awareness),
and to implement
decisions
through
the management
automation
system.
* Improves
crew situation
awareness
by having
available
appropriate
information
provided
by the information
automation
system,
and spare mental
capacity
resulting
from reduced
workload
to place
information
in proper
perspective.
* Reduces
the number
of crew members
required
to control
the plant safely
through
the reduced
workload,
although
regulatory
requirements
may not permit
this advantage
to be implemented.
In this regardthe
Electric
Power
Research
Institute's
(EPR1)
Advanced
Light
Water
Reactors
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(ALWR)
man-machine
requirements
specify
the main control
room design
be such that a single
reactor
operator
can
handle
normal
operations
(7).
A well-designed
intelligent
display
system
should
enhance
the
level of situation
awareness
within
the crew members.
For
example,
important
relationships
between
data can be shown
graphically.
Explicit
rendition
of these
relationships
may make
obvious
the overall
situation
and the events
occurring
in that
situation.
This overall
view supports
the role of the crew in
managing
and directing
operations.
Intelligent
display
systems
can provide
information
that might
otherwise
by_ignored.
Information
automation
can retrieve
and
present
relevant
data
that the crew might
not have time to access
or knowledge
of availability
with conventional
display.
The intelligent
display
systems
may direct
crew attention
to
information
of importance.
Color
and other
coding
cues can be
used to highlight
the information
of importance.
Information
that does not need to be attended
to at that point
in time can
suppressed.

be

Intelligent
operator
aids and advisors
have the potential
to
reduce
the mental
workload
by performing
faster
data collection,
analysis
and interpretation
activities.
Crew members
may have a
better
understanding
of the situation
because
of the increased
ability
to monitor
ongoing
events.
The crew should
not need to
be involved
in details
being
handled
by the electronic
capabilities.
In addition,
crew performance
quality
should
be
improved.
The operator
aids and advisors
should
provide
the crew
with the best possible
information
upon which
to take actions.
The crew,
because
of lack of knowledge
or under
the stress
of the
situation,
may not develop
information
of equivalent
quality.
Computerized
procedures
provide
the potential
to reduce
workload
and errors.
It is sometimes
difficult
for a crew member
to
identify
and locate
the _orrect
procedure
in a paper
manual.
Another
problem
is that _
is difficult
to move between
several
procedures
in multiple
event
situations.
Computer
control
and
presentation
of procedural
information
should
reduce
the
Opportunity
for human
error
because
the wrong
procedural
step is
not displayed
when an action
is required.
The mental
workload
should
be reduced
because
the crew member
has to attend
only
to
the procedure
of importance
at that point
in time.
Large
overview
displays
and compact
work stations
should
support
crew coordination.
The crew may be in close
proximity
to each
other
because
of the small
sizes of the compact
work stations.
This arrangement
should
facilitate
communication.
In addition,
the overview
display
vjewable
by all crew members
provides
a
common
view of the plant
and process
states.
This should
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facilitate
knowledge.

decision-making

CHALLENGES

TO SAFETY

Exhibit

5 lists

EXHIBIT

5.

issues

Potential

in

that

Safety

which

may

all

present

Issues:

crew

members

challenges

Challenges

contribute

to

to

safety.

Safety.

* Increased
Isolation
of Crew from Plant
& Process
* Automation
Complacency
* Access
to Information
in Multi-Dimensional
Space
- High Workload
to Obtain
Needed
Information
- Keyhole
Effect
& Fixation
Errors
- Display
Thrashing
& Navigation
Difficulties
* Human
Errors
with Automated
Systems

The higher
level of automation
with the associated
increase
in
monitoring
activities
may cause
the crew to be more
isolated
from
the plant
and on-going
process
then with conventional
control
rooms.
The crew may be less involved
mentally
with plant
and
proces
state and transitions.
This should
not be a problem
if
adequate
situation
awareness
and alerting
mechanisms
are
provided.
However,
if technology
is not utilized
properly
to
provide
this information
to the crew,
then crew performance
problems
are possible
in event
of an emergency.
Automation
complacency
_s closely
discussed
above.
Complacency
may
state
that induces
it to over-rely
provocative
discussion
of some of
experienced
in the commercial
air
in reference
21.

related
to the isolation
issue
involve
lulling
a crew into a
on the automation
system.
A
the problems
with automation
transport
industry
is contained

Automation
may create
additional
problems
for crew members.
It
is stated
in a report
on automated
air transport
cockpits
that,
"Pilots
who fly the glass, cockpit
often
say that they have never
been busier,
even though
automated
cockpits
are supposed
to
relieve
workload.
As it turns
out, the new cockpits
realign
work
more than relieve
it,"
(18, p.50).
Billings
(9), in an extensive
evaluation
of aircraft
automation,
provides
similar
findings.
John K. Lauber,
a member
of the National
Transportation
Safety
Board,
is quoted
in reference
21 (p. 67) as saying,
"We have left
some gapsand
run ahead
of our ability
to teach humans"
how to
use sophisticated
cockpit
equipment
such as flight
management
and
flight
director
systems
properly.
Although
the technology
and
l-e]_ability
of automated
systems
are impressive
and have
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benefited
the airlines,
and guidelines
defining
and the humans
who must

"what is missing
the relationships
operate
it."

are principles,
between
that

rules
technology

It should
be emphasized
that NPP control
rooms and aircraft
cockpits,
and the control
responsibilities
of control
room crews
and cockpit
crews,
differ
in many ways.
For example,
high
workloads
occur
in automated
cockpits
when air traffic
control
reroutes
the flight
or alters
the runway
assignment
in the final
few minutes
prior
to landing.
Although
an analogous
situation
in
NPPs is not obvious,
other
situations
can be described
in which
crew workload
could
be higher
than in conventional
control
rooms.
For example,
the crew may need information
not currently
provided
by the display
system.
The crew may need to -think about where
the information
is stored,
how to retrieve
it, and operate
numerous
controls
to display
the desired
information.
In
contrast,
the desired
information
may be on the display
board
in
a convenient
location
with the conventional
control
room.
Another
potential
problem
with automation
is that crew members
may not have the necessary
skills
to perform
manual
actions
if
the automated
system
malfunctions
or fails.
Of course,
training,
procedures
and operator
aids can provide
the knowledge
required
if manual
intervention
is required.
High levels
of automation
may create
a problem
related
to low
workload
and operator
alertness.
In fact, the levels
of
automation
currently
in use in NPPs result
in extended
periods
of
time during
which crew workload
is low.
A survey
at five Swedish
N_Ps showed
that control
room operators
estimate
their major
task
to be purely
passive
monitoring
(22).
Overall,
the operators
estimated
that 55% to 68% of working
hours
involved
this task,
while
controlling
the process
required
only about
5% of their
time.
The operators
reported
an even higher
proportion
of time
during
the night
shift
being
devoted
to passive
monitoring
(between
63% and 73%).
With increased
levels
of automation
being
incorporated
into advanced
control
room designs,
unless
meaningful
operator
activities
are planned,
passive
monitoring
will occupy
an even larger
percentage
of operating
crew work
time.
A low workload
level is associated
with reduced
levels
of
alertness.
Workers
who are not alert,
given
the opportunity,
tend to make more errors,
and be more accident-prone
(19).
In
fact, a low workload
level
occurring
during
the night
shift may
increase
the probability
of operators
dozing
on the job (e.g.,
the occurrence
of sleep
recorded
through
EEG-measurements
among
Swedish
NPP operators)
(22).
Digital
technology
tremendous
amounts
a timely
fashion,

capabilities
open the window
to the crew for
of information.
Access
to this information
in
however,
may present
challenges
to the crew.
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Some questions
have been
and display
capabilities
include:

reported
(23, 24,

in using
and 25).

electronic
Examples

information
of problems

* Inability
to access
desired
displays
and controls,
and/or
excessively
long selection
paths
to get to the desired
display
(the interfaces
to the data are not transparent,
causing
increased
mental
workload).
* High mental
workload
related
to display
selection
and
window
management.
* Crew members
getting
"lost"
in the.display
structure.
* Display
"thrashing,"
where
relevant
plant
parameters
and
controls
are disZributed
across
multiple
displays
forcing
- crew members
repeatedly
to switch
among displays
to accomplish
a given
task.
* Tunnel
vision
and keyhole
effects
where
the crew member
becomes
narrowly
focussed
and loses situation
awareness.
* Mode errors,
where a display
is misinterpreted
and an
unintended
action
is taken.
* Fixation
errors,
where an incorrect
situation
assessment
is formed
based
on incomplete
information.
Human
errors
are of concern
with conventional
and with upgraded
and advanced
control
rooms.
The key, of course,
is the
consequences
of human
error.
Some types of error
are mentioned
above.
Many human
errors
associated
with operating
controls
to
display
desired
information
would
have limited
consequences.
The
error can be corrected.
Errors
occurring
in response
to an
emergency
plant
condition,
however,
may have more severe
consequences
and corrections
may be more difficult.
For example,
crew actions
based
on erroneous
expectations
of automatic
system
sequences
could
have an impact
on safety.
As with the commercial
aviation
industry,
the nuclear
power
industry
must be concerned
about
potential
human
errors
caused
by higher
levels
of
automation
and information
access.

REGULATORY

POSITIONS

The process
by which
advanced
control
room designs
are being
reviewed
and certified
by the NRC is very different
from the
control
room reviews
performed
following
the Three
Mile
Island
Unit 2 accident
(26).
The NRC Action
Plan developed
in response
to that accident
required
NPP licensees
and license
applicants
to
perform
detailed
control
room design
reviews
(DCRDRs)
to identify
and correct
design
deficiencies
(27).
The NRC issued
guidelines
for use by utilities
in conducting
DCRDRs
(NUREG-0700).
This
document
consists
of human
factors
guidelines
adapted
to NPP
control
rooms,
and additional
guidelines
as required.
Exhibit
control

6 identifies
room design

some of the
certification.

factors
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involved

in

advanced

EXHIBIT

6.

Regulatory
Positions:
Advanced
Room Design
Certification.

Control

* Human-System
Interfaces
(HSI) Not Designed
* NRC Reviewing
Design
Process
& Results
* Guidance
Documents
- NRC NUREGs
- DoD Standards
& Specifications
- EPRI Guidelines
- IEEE,
IEC, & ANSI Guidelines
& Standards
- NASA Guidelines

Detailed
control
room and human-system
interface
designs
are not
yet available
for the new evolutionary
and passive
reactor
plants.
This is creating
problems
for the NRC and the nuclear
power
industry.
NUREG-0700
does not contain
adequate
guidance
with regard
to higher
levels
of automation
and electronic
information
management
and display.
Other NRC and industry
consensus
standards
and guidelines
are limited
in applicability.
The human-system
interface
technology
is advancing
rapidly,
and
the human
factors
guidance
documents
have not kept pace.
The NRC has adopted
a control
room design
certification
process
that involves
evaluation
of the preliminary
design
and the
implementation
plan
that describes
the human
factors
program
elements
required
to develop
a detailed
design
specification
(26).
The design
elements
addressed
in this review
process
include:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Human
factors
engineering
(HFE) program
management.
Operating
experience
review.
Systems
functional
requirements
analysis.
Allocation
of functions.
Task analysis.
HSI design.
Plant and emergency
operating
procedures.
HFE verification
and validation.

There
are some guidance
documents
available
that are useful.
These
documents
include
NRC NUREGs
(e.g., 0700 and 0800),
military
standards
(e.g.,
AR 602-2,
MIL-STD-46855
and MIL-STD1472D),
EPRI guidelines
(e.g.,
NP-3659
and NP-3701),
IEEE
guidelines
(e.g.,
1023),
international
guidelines
(e.g.,
IEC
964),
ANSI standards
(e.g.,
ANSI HFS-100),
and NASA standards
(e.g., NASA-STD-3000).
This list of guidance
documents
is not
intended
to be complete.
Rather,
the list demonstrates
that some
guidance
is available,
but that the guidance
has not been
synthesized.
The control
room designers
and NRC reviewers
do not
have a document
equivalent
to NUREG-0700,
although
Brookhaven
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National
Laboratory
is preparing
a NUREG document
to provide
guidance.
A problem
with this proposed
NUREG
is that only
limited
guidance
is included
about
automation
and electronic
display
and information
management.
Guidance
documents
are
for three of the design

Guidance

available
process

to provide
reasonable
elements
(see Exhibit

EXHIBIT
7.
Regulatory
Positions:
Document
Applicability
to Design
Process

* Reasonable-Guidance
- Human
Factors
Engineering
(HFE) Program
- Operating
Experience
Review
- System
Functional
Requirements
Analysis

guidance
7).
Even

Elements.

Management

* Limited
Guidance
(Areas
Not Fully Addressed)
- Allocation
of Functions
(Automation
Trade-offs)
- Task Analysis
(Cognitive
& Decision
Tasks)
- HSI Design
(Limited
Technology
Experience)
- Plant
& Emergency
Operating
Procedures
(Computerized)
- HFE Verification
& Validation
(Measurement
& Extent)

through
technology
impacting
on automation
level and the humansystem
interface
is changing
rapidly,
the HFE program
management
process
and methods
for system
functional
requirements
analysis
are reasonably
robust.
The available
guidance
has been applied
in many different
system
development
efforts
in a variety
of
application
areas,
including
military
systems
incorporating
modern
technology.
The process
and methods
have been found
to
somewhat
insensitive
to detailed
technology
concerns.
The operating
experience
review
element
is not impacted
significantly
by digital
technology.
This element
involves
review
of the literature
and operator
interviews.
Methods
reviews
and interviews
are known,
and not complicated.

be

for

Only limited
guidance
is available
for the remaining
design
process
elements
(see Exhibit
7).
The functions
allocated
to
the crew are influenced
by automation
decisions.
There
is
continuing
research
by NASA
(18,28,
and 29) and the Germans
(30},
among others,
related
to automation
effects.
Billings
(9) has
developed
limited
guidelines
for human-centered
automation,
but
these are under
review.
Although
task analysis
has
years,
it is only recently
into existence.
Cognitive

been
that
task

part of the HFE field for many
cognitive
task analysis
has come
analysis
is especially
useful
in
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describing
experience
available.

decision-making
with cognitive

activities.
task analysis

Because
of limited
only limited
guidance

is

Guidance
in the HSI design
and operating
procedures
elements
is
limited
because
of rapid
technological
changes.
Adequate
guidance
documents
have not been developed
to reflect
fully
such
features
as intelligent
operator
aids and computerized
procedures
integrated
with plant
process
data.
Because
of the limited
guidance
available,
the nuclear
power
industry
and the NRC are placing
great
importance
on the HFE
verification
and validation
(V&V) element.
Since guidance
for
some of the other design
process
elements
is somewhat
limited,
V&V provides
an opportunity
to determine
if the system
design
is
safe.
Two of the important
limitations
in guidance
available
for
V&V relate
to measurement
and extent
of the evaluation.
Many
different
human and system
parameters
may be measured
during
the
V&V activity.
A key question
not answered
completely
in guidance
documents
is, What should
be measured?
It is very expensive
to
collect,
analyze,
and interpret
measurement
data on complex
systems,
such as control
rooms.
The evaluator
needs guidance
on
important
performance
indicators,
especially
as related
to
automation
and modern
HSIs.
A related
issue is the extent
of the V&V.
The possible
conditions
that can be tested
are many.
It is not feasible
to
evaluate
every possible
'condition
and scenario.
Only limited
guidance
is available
on how to select
those conditions
and
scenarios
that should
be subjected
to V&V.
RESEARCH

AND

OTHER

ACTIVITIES

It is clear
from the discussion
above
that modern
technology
is
going
to have a major
impact
on the crew's
tasks,
and on the
human-machine
interfaces
in the control
room.
Technological
innovations
in automation,
electronic
information
and display,
and compact
work stations
clearly
provide
the opportunity
for the
crew to concentrate
on managing
and directing
plant operations.
The crew need not be as directly
involved
in detailed
control
activities
as in the past.
The crew members
should
have a
greater
awareness
of the state
of the plant
and process
at all
times,
be supported
by electronic
aids when difficult
problemsolving
and decision-making
are 'required,
and have adequate
workload
capacity
to devote
to high priority
issues.
Thus,
the
performance
of the crew and the entire
NPP system
has the
potential
of being much better
than with conventional
NPPs.
These desirable
performance
results,
however,
will not occur
if
the nuclear
power
industry
introduces
these technology
features
without
adequate
concern
for the needs
and wants of the various
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types of people
who will be operating
the plants.
For example,
news stories
describe
an airline
crash
in which
a mode error may
have occurred.
It is suggested
that the flight
crew thought
the
autopilot
was in one mode when,
in fact,
it was in another
mode
(31).
These
observations
about problems
with technological
features
should
not be viewed
as pessimistic.
Other
related
activities,
such as fossil
fuel power plants,
electronic
dispatch
control
centers,
process
control
plants,
military
aircraft,
and
commercial
airliners
have been upgraded
successfully.
Although
some human
performance
problems
have been encountered,
the
overall
results
have been positive.
For example,
a recent
report
(20) states
that no commercial
airline
aircraft
loss has
occurred,
to date,
from a fully coupled,
automatic
landing.
It
seems reasonable
that the nuclear
power
industry
should
be even
more successful
in its move to new control
room technology.
There
are several
research
and other
activities
that should
be
considered
in making
the transition
to upgraded
and new control
rooms.
Accomplishing
these
efforts
and incorporating
the results
into control
rooms will increase
the likelihood
of successful
operations.
Exhibit
8 contains
a list of some of these
efforts.

EXHIBIT
8.
Research
to Support
Transition

and Activities
Needed
to Digital
Technology.

* Knowledge
Transfer
(Lessons
Learned)
- Foreign
Nuclear
& Fossil
Plant
Upgrades
- Commercial
Aviation,
DoD & NASA
* Automation:
Crew Involvement
& Skill Maintenance
* Information
Management,
Presentation
& Control
* Situation
Awareness
& De_ision
Making
* Human
Errors
in Design
Process
* Verification
& Validation

A large amount
of relevant
knowledge
applicable
to NPP control
room upgrades
and new designs
is available.
It is important
to
review,
access,
and document
relevant
experiences,
lessons
learned,
opportunities
for enhanced
performance,
and
problems
related
to human
performance
in nuclear
power
and other
industries
Jn which
modern
technology
is in
use or in test.
Examples
of information
sources
include:
nuclear
- EdF N4, Japanese
Swiss
experience
with the
handling
system.

ACR designs,
CANDU,
Sizewell
AWARE
computerized
alarm
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B,

* Commercial
aviation
- 747-400,
MD-11,
A320.
* U.S. Navy - Tactical
Decision
Making
Under
Stress
project
which
was created
in response
to the USS
Vincennes
incident
in which
the ship's
crew
accidently
shot down a commercial
airliner.
* NASA - programs
dealing
with automation.
* U.S. Air Force
- Pilot's
Associate
program.
The knowledge
available
is of importance
to all planned
control
room upgrades
and new designs.
Therefore,
it may be desirable
for several
elements
of the nuclear
power
industry
and concerned
government
agencies
to work together
to develop
the lessons
learned
and knowledge
transfer.
Research
is needed
to develop
guidance
and guidelines
on how to
keep the crew alert,
knowledgeable
about
system
goals,
aware
of
plant
and process
state
and availability
of resources
to handle
abnormal
and accident
conditions
at all tlmes.
This activity
is
needed
because
high levels
of control
automation
may adversely
affect
the potential
for acceptable
human
performance.
In
addition,
guidance
and guidelines
are needed
on maintaining
crew
skills
so that in situations
of automated
system
failure,
the
crew can intervene
successfully.
Guidance
and guidelines
are needed
on how crew members
should
control
information
displays
and access
needed
information.
This
activity
is important
because
crew members
should
not be
distracted
from their primary
tasks by the need to think
about
and operate
controls
concerned
with data access
and presentation.
Situation
awareness
is important
with increased
levels
of
automation.
A problem
is that clear
guidance
on how to provide
such awareness
is not available
for NPP applications.
Similarly,
operator
aids to support
decision
making
are feasible
technically.
Guidelines
are needed
on their use.
Guidance
and guidelines
are needed
on how to detect
and reduce
human
errors
in the design
process.
With control
and information
automation,
some opportunities
for human
errors
may be displaced
from control
room operators
to automated
system
and electronics
information
and display
designers.
A meaningful
evaluation
program
to verify
and validate
the
upgraded
and new control
rooms
is needed.
The industry
needs
to
be sure that the challe'nges
have been handled
successfully.
As
with the knowledge
transfer
activity,
it may be desirable
for
several
elements
of the nuclear
power
industry
and the government
to work together
to develop
and implement
a V&V program.
Important
changes
in control
room design
caused
by technological
advances
in automation,
information
management
and control,
"soft"
control,
compact
work stations,
and large overview
displays
ave not unique
to any one advanced
control
room design.
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Some of
Because
approach

the V&V issues
are generic
of the potentia_
magnitude
is worth
consideration.

to
of

nearly
all designs.
the V&V effort,
a common

CONCLUSION
Modern
technology
is being
introduced
into NPP control
rooms.
The capabilities
provided
by this technology
will enhance
crew
performance,
resultlng
in increased
plant
safety,
reliability
and
availability.
Challenges
to crew performance
exist,
however,
because
of the important
shift
in the crew's
tasks,
and methods
for communicating
with the remainder
of the system.
The nuclear
power
industry
should
learn from relevant
experiences
in and out
of the industry.
The industry
should
also support
development
of
guidance
on the especially
challenglng
issues
facing
the
introduction
of modern
technology.
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4.3.1

Questions:

Dr. Lewis F. Hanes

QUESTION: FRED PAULITZ (NRC): What is being done to separate information that
maintenance should have and that may be different from what the operator needs regarding both
system and component failures?
DR. HANES: I can't really respond as to exactly what is being done, but I can comment on
what should be done. Certainly there should be a task analysis of the operator information needs
with regard to the maintenance, to the status of systems, and to the status of components. Where
there is a need for the operating crew to have this information available, it should be made
available.
With regard to the maintenance people, again, there ought to be a task analysis of what
the information needs are of the maintenance people and where there is an overlap, there should
be some consolidation. People should address how the information is being presented to make
_ure that there aren't any conflicts, that both people share the information, and that access to that
information, control of that information, is handled in a proper manner. So, really task analysis
and then evaluation of the results of those analyses is the way, in my judgement, that it should
be handled. I really can't speak to how the various vendors are handling this.
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5

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

FOR HIGH INTEGRITY SYSTEMS

The technical session on software engineering focused on techniques for improving the software
development process. The premise of all the speakers in this session was that software developed
using the methods generally in use today does not meet the needs of high integrity systems. The
speakers identified two general areas of concern. The first two speakers focused on the need to
provide accurate specifications. The last two speakers moved the discussion into the need to
design, implement, and test systems to meet the specifications.
Dr. John Knight (University of Virginia) focused on the need to separate the functions of systems
and software engineers, and to ensure an effective interface between them. His point was that
software engineers do not have the system or application knowledge to make decisions about the
behavior of the full system. Deciding what the system should do under each set of circumstances
is the job of the systems engineer. Software engineers need to receive a precise system
specification including all the assumptions and constraints that the systems engineer expects the
software to maintain.
Dr. John McHugh (Portland State University) focused on the need to provide a non-ambiguous
communication mechanism for the systems and software engineers. This mechanism should be
some form of formal specification understandable both to system and software engineers.
Dr. McHugh acknowledged the difficulty of learning forma.l specification languages and
understanding formal specifications. While the use of explanatory text can mitigate some of
these problems, it introduces a new problem in defining which of the two specifications, the
formal or the English language one, controls.
Mr. Robert M. Poston (Interactive Development Environments) focused on the need for and
benefits of providing tool support for developing a formal specification. Developing a fomaal
specification is difficult and labor intensive. Mr. Poston discussed the use of tools that make the
process less "user-hostile" by allowing the developer to create the specification in diagrams which
the tool can transform into an easily understood notation. The developer can then check the
produced specification. Another advantage of a formal specification in a defined notation is that
a test generation tool can take that specification and produce test cases.
Dr. Barbara B. Cuthill (NIST) moved the discussion from the requirements specification to the
design and implementation portions of the software lifecycle. Specifically, she discussed general
features of object-oriented design (OOD) and C++ development. Dr. Cuthill enumerated risks
and benefits of using OOD and C++ with respect to specific criteria important to safety-critical
systems such as functional diversity. While she did not form a final conclusion, she presented
many of the issues that need to be addressed as OOD and C++ become more widely used in
industry.
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The need for traceability of the requirements, design, code and test cases back to a set of nonambiguous specifications provided a common thread that all the speakers identified as important
and discussed in some form. Dr. Knight began by discussing the need for systems engineers to
establish complete specifications. Dr. McHugh continued by discussing how systems engineers
can provide non-ambiguous specifications. Mr. Poston discussed the methods for generating test
cases traceable to the specifications while Dr. Cuthill discussed methods for designing and coding
the software while maintaining traceability. While each of the speakers also addressed other
important issues in the development of safety-critical systems, each one returned to this theme
of traceability and maintaining the link between the phases of the software development lifecycle.
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5.1

Interaction Between Systems and Software Engineering in Safety.Critical
Dr. John Knight

Systems:

Interaction Between Systems and Software
Engineering in Safety-Critical Systems
John Knight
University of Virginia
[as edited from transcripts]
There are three areas of concern:
1.

When is software to be considered safe?

2.

What, exactly, is the role of the software engineer?

3.

How do systems, or sometimes applications, engineers and software engineers
interact with each other?

My views in this area are different from many others. He thinks that we are experiencing some
loss of reliability or dependability because important details tend to be forgotten.
One problem is that the definition of software safety is intuitive; software is safe if it does no
harm. The problem with this definition is that software engineers need to know precisely what
software safety is and what is expected. Software engineers have to know when software is good
enough and when it is not good enough. Others such as regulatory agencies and the legal system
also need to know what to require and how to respond to accidents to lessen the chance of
reoccurrence. It is very important that we have a clear, precise definition of software safety.
Software operates in a complete system, and, like most components of a complex system, is
never a hazard in isolation. This does not mean that software safety can only be defined in the
context of system safety as others have said. Software engineers are not qualified to deal with
systems engineering issues such as defining the nuances of the safety actions required for nuclear
power systems. Software engineers should not decide the actions a system will take for
unspecified inputs. The terms "hazard" and "risk' are inappropriate for software specifications
for a safety-critical system; the specification should contain the required treatment of the hazard.
To prevent software engineers making these decisions, they need a clear, precise delineation of
responsibility. The systems engineer should decide what the software has to do. The software
engineer should decide how to implement it.
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Unfortunately, many software engineers do not receive complete or useful functional or nonfunctional specifications. For example, in the aerospace industry, there are requirements that the
probability of failure be less than 10 -9 per hour. Sometimes the software engineers receive
precise probabilities like this and sometimes they do not. The systems engineers determine these
requirements; however, it is impossible to demonstrate that software meets a failure rate this
small. Verifiable levels of quality should appear in more safety-critical specifications.
The specification should support distinguishing responsibilities. The specification should include
desired system behavior and undesired events. Components of the specified system should have
required assurance levels which may differ by component. In the resulting system, an undesired
event should be traceable to a defect in the implementation which is the software engineer's
responsibility or a defect in the specification which is the systems engineer's responsibility.
The use of a specification that will require and associate with it various assurance levels will
provide a better specification of a safety-critical system. It is not enough to use the system's
history to tell if it is safe, because knowing after an undesired event is not good enough. Instead,
the software must meet the specification with a certain probability, and the software engineer has
to verify that. These are two distinguishable activities: the implementation activity yielding the
software and the verification activity assuring the software's conformance to the functional and
non-functional specifications. If safety is the satisfactory completion of that verification, then
there is a criteria for formally judging software to be safe. It seems reasonable to ask that
software be subjected to appropriate analyses like other engineered artifacts.
The clear, precise specification is the communication mechanism between the application and the
software engineers. Software engineers should not keep quiet if they see a problem, but society
should not depend on software engineers to find functional deficiencies. Application engineers
who are concerned with hazards and the ensuing risks, have a responsibility to build complete,
formal, unambiguous specifications including all the functional and non-functional requirements.
One problem with this approach comes if the specification pushes the non-functional
requirements such as the dependability levels up to this 10"8-10 .9 per hour figure. There is no
dependable development technology for, no way to guarantee and no way to demonstrate this
level of dependability.
Another problem is verifying that the specification itself is adequate.
We need better
specification capture techniques and better specification analysis techniques. At Virginia, we are
trying to deal with these issues. We have defined the notion of a specification capture process.
There is a great opportunity for progress in this area because specification capture is typically
non-rigorous. We would like to define a process for capturing specifications that is rigorous and
dependable, repeatable, and sufficiently rigorous for mathematical analysis. We want to separate
software safety issues of concern to the software engineer and specification safety issues of
concern to the systems engineer. The introduction of formal specifications has introduced formal
analysis techniques but without constraints on the requirements, yet. We want to push rigor into
the specifications capture process to have greater confidence in the specifications.
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We tried to build a formal specification for a safety-critical system of some magnitude and we
started with systems engineering techniques like fault trees and failure analysis, and we found
this very difficult. For example, getting software elements into a fault tree caused 2 or 3 major
revisions in the specifications which should not have happened, but it did point out the need for
more rigorous specifications. One useful technique we found was information flow modeling.
Many safety analysis techniques rely on energy flow; therefore, its appropriate that computerbased systems use information-flow. By tracing information flow paths from a source to a sink,
the engineer can find all the potential places that information can be distorted and these locations
dictate the specifications on the software needed to react to that distortion.
In, conclusion, there _e serious safety requirements in more and more applications. Software
engineers are not tied to any particular industry and may have to deal with safety issues in any
of them. It is very hard to build software well, and building safety-critical software is even
harder. We are trying to formalize some elements of this so that we know exactly what we are
supposed to build. The major concern is that the software engineer is only qualified to deal with
software engineering issues and should not have the responsibility to define systems issues. It
is also time to think about licensing software engineers if they are going to build software for
safety-critical applications. Finally, formal specification is the right thing to do.
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5.1.1

Questions: Dr. John Knight

OUESTION:
MARK SERHAL (Wolf Creek Nuclear Oper.): In principle, what is the
difference between software specifications developed by application engineers and other
specifications developed for hardware components?
DR. KNIGHT: In principle, I don't think there is any difference there. That's actually a very
helpful question. One of the things that has been occurring is that there is quite a lot of
opposition to formal specification of software because some of it involves mathematics, and a
lot of people feel that that's not appropriate. Yet, when it comes to hardware specification it
seems to me that engineers in many industries are quite happy with the mathematics of electrical
circuits. They're quite happy with the formalness of specifying things using many different kinds
of mathematical notation, and software engineering has really, I think, been somewhat behind in
that.
So, in response to that question, I think that's exactly the point; there really shouldn't be
any difference. The applications engineers understand what they want from any component and
specifying it in a manner that is mathematically complete is all that I'm really asking for.
QUESTION: DR. LANCE A. MILLER (SAIC): There is a flaw in your argument. V&Ver's
only can do testing, not systems engineering. You say that system engineers are not qualified
to assess software for problems.
DR. KNIGHT:
the application.

No. I said that software engineers were not qualified to make decisions at/out
I have no comment about the systems engineers because I don't know that field.

DR. MILLER:
My point is that the V&Vers are the only ones qualified to look for risks and
hazards in software. The systems engineers are not qualified to do that.
DR. KNIGHT: Well, the role of verification and validation is really to provide the confidence
that you require between the implementation and the specification. The validation step is, of
necessity, informal because you can't be sure that what you're looking at is what you wanted.
Validation, the process of showing that what you have is what you really want, by definition is
informal, and you're stuck at that point. The systems engineer has to look at it and make,
basically, a very educated guess about what's going on.
When it comes to verification, we're trying to show that the implementation does what
the specification said, and that could be undertaken by basically anybody who understands both
sides, the implementation and the specifications.
OUESTION:
RAY DiSANDRO (Philadelphia Electric Co.): Prior to licensing a software
engineer, what assurance does the customer and the regulator have that a software vendor
copstructed their software modules in the safest way, i.e., no nested do loops, a qualified math
package, and so on?
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DR. KNIGHT: Well, I'm not a vendor of software, but I do have an opinion about that. I think
it's really quite depressing that software comes with no warranty whatsoever. When you
purchase it, you usually have to purchase some sort of maintenance contract with it, and the
software industry has somehow gotten away with this. I don't think any other engineering
discipline has managed to do that. If other people were to manufacture products and sell them
with the degree of quality that the software _ndustrydoes, and without a warranty, they'd go out
of business.
It's quite remarkable that this continues and that the community puts up with it, and I
have no response to this question other than that we should all demand better.
OUESTION: WILLIAM D. GHRIST (Westinghouse Electric) If the software of a large system
is to consist of a number of loosely coupled modules, rather than monolithic blocks of code, then
many of these modules will have functions that are related to the computer system design rather
than to the application domain, for example, I/O processing software. Who is responsible for'the
functional specification of these functions and how does this relate to the separation of
responsibilities?
DR. KNIGHT: Another great question. That really is a topic that I should have addressed, but
it would have taken a little too long. I will try and encapsulate it here. That really raises the
difficulty of trying to get a point over in a rather closed fashion when it's a much more elaborate
point than that.
The issue is really the difference between specification, design, and implementation. The
question is addressing the problem of a large system, in which we have perhaps many separate
processes running which are connected over a network and in which the distinction between the
implementation, the design and the specification is rather blurred. The specification then
becomes something that is sort of mired in with the design. There are elements of such a system
for which we want a formal specification like the interface between the I/O subsystem and
something which uses it.
Now, is that part of the design? Well, some would say it is. Is it just specification?
Well, no, clearly it isn't. But really it comes down to the central argument that I think we've
been trying to make here this afternoon that what we want is a vehicle of communication
between those responsible for different elements. If somebody is building an I/O subsystem and
they are going to provide that interface to other developers, then what we're arguing for is a
formal specification of what that interface is; therefore, applying these kinds of ideas in sort of
a tecursive way. This gentleman clearly understood what I was getting at and nailed me right
to the mast on that one, and that was a great question. Thank you. I hope I answered it.
QUESTION: JIM DUKELOW (Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs): You have lifted a burden
from the software engineer and placed it on the system engineer. Are they qualified? Will they
understand software well enough to write good specs? Should they, the systems engineers, be
licensed to build safety-critical systems.
DR. KNIGHT: Well, I don't like to think of this as having lifted any burdens. I like to think
of it as having defined some new ones. We're asking for more formalism on everybody's part.
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The software engineer has to analyze the specification. The applications engineer and other kinds
of engineers, given the previous question, have to be prepared both to read, write and analyze
these kinds of things. So, it's not really a case of moving a burden. It's a case of perhaps
defining a burden, that we were thinking of subconsciously or ignoring before, a little more
precisely. I don't think that the systems engineer or the applications engineer are being dumped
on or given some new kind of responsibility that they are not really trained for. It's really a case
of making them think more carefully about what their role is.
And in dealing with the question of interaction, all we're really asking for is that the
applications engineer be able to comprehend these specifications and understand the limitations
of what's going on. It's not a tremendous imposition to understand some formal notation
sufficiently well to communicate. It's not the case here that we're demanding that applications
engineers understand all the nuances of software. That's precisely what we're trying to avoid.
OUESTION: You said a reliability requirement in commercial aviation for events that must be
extremely improbable indicated a failure probability of less than 10 "9. Under what protocol or
reliability model does the FAA accept such a claim?
DR. KNIGHT" The requirement is an imposed requirement at the digital system level. It's not
a software requirement. And nothing is said about how it's going to be demonstrated. It's up
to the manufacturer to do that. Currently, I don't think any of them are doing anything other
than claiming that they meet it. Everybody knows that it's very hard to demonstrate; so, there's
very little that can be done.
On the regulator's side, it's a statement that this is what is supposed to be met, and on
the developer's side, there's generally frank admission that it's just not possible to demonstrate
t.hat kind of number. I hope that answered the question.
DR. NASER: If I could add just one more thing, because I asked the same question of one of
tho aerospace developers of how you do this, in part it is a sort of a consensus process. They've
agreed that if I go through a certain process then that satisfies the requirement and then that's
as far as it goes.
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of proof

is understanding;

1993

the purpose

of specification

is com-

Abstract
The role of formal requirements specifications is discussed under the premise that
the primary purpo_ of such specifications is to facilitate clear and unambiguous communications among the communities of interest for a given project. An example is
presented in which the failure to reach such an understanding resulted in an accident
at a chemical plant. Following the example, specification languages based on logical
formalisms and notations are considered These are rejected as failing to serve the cornmunieations needs of diverse communities. The notion of a specification as a surrogate
for a program is also considered and rejected. The paper ends with a discussion of tile
type of formal notation that will serve the communications role and several encouraging
developments are noted.

1

Introduction

Any useful complex system is the concern of a number of diverse communities.
Parnas identifies the reviewers required for each phase of the development
of nuclear

In [6],
power

plant computer systems.
In almost every phase, the reviewers are drawn from more than
one discipline.
For these reviewers to evaluate a common work product, the product must
be represented

in a way that

is comprehensible

must reach the same understanding
example which is based on an actual
controls.
The specification

for the plant

to all the parties.

In axtdition,

each party

of the meaning of the product. Consider the following
incident [5] from the early days of computerized
process
read, in part:

"In case of an alarm,

hold the variables

constant and call the system operator. _ The relevant portions of the system are shown are
shown in figure 1. The computer controls valves that admit catalyst into the reactor vessel
and cooling

water into the condenser.

The computer

can receive alarm

signals

from various

components
of the system,
including the low oil level alarm shown as coming from oup of
the gear boxes in the system.
When the system was first put into operation, it failed with the following scenario:
1. The Teactor

was charged

*Tektronix Professor, Computer Science Department, Portland State IJniversity, Portland, OR
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Figure 1: Fragment of a Chemical Plant
2. The catalyst valve was opened to start the reaction
3. The cooling valve was closed to allow the reaction to reach operating temperature
4. A low oil alarm was sensed. This later turned out to be a spurious condition.
5. The valves were held as indicated, the catalyst valve open and the cooling water valve
closed, while the operator was notified of the (spurious) low oil condition.
6. The reaction proceeded unchecked.
7. The reactor overheated and vented its contents.
The proximate cause of the mishap was the failure of the chemical engineer who designed
the system and the programmer who implemented it to reach a common understanding of
the term "variable" as used in the specification fragment. To the engineer, the variables
of the system are the temperature and pressure in the reaction vessel. To the programmer
the variables were the valve positions under the control of the program. The two views
are linked by the control laws of the reactor system and the chemistry of the particular
reaction under control, but these were not part of the specification.
While this story
appears to exhibit an almost unbelievable lack of understanding on the part of both the
engineer and the programmer, many developers of specification languages, especially those
in purely acaxlemic settings seem determined to create languages that can easily lead to
similar situations.
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2

Standards

IE(_ Standard

for Requirements-

Does

Formalism

Fit?

_80 [1] says, in part,

A2.9.1 The software functional requirements shall be presented in a manner
which is easy to understand for all user groups. The presentation shall be sufficiently detailed, free from contradiction, and non-redundant
as far as possible.
The document shall be free of implementation
details, complete, consistent, and
up-to-date.
A2.9.3 The software requirements document is intended to be used by:
• its authors,

i.e. plant specialists;

• the customer, client, or final user;
• the software system development

team;

• the software system verification team;
• assessors and licensing personnel;
These mete requirements or requirements on requirements emphasize the communications role by explicitly calling for a representation that is understandable
by all parties to
the system design and evaluation and by explicitly naming a diverse set of user groups.
The additional mete requirements; freedom from contradiction,
completeness, etc. are
characteristics that we usually ascribe to what computer scientists refer to as "Formal
Specifications." These specifications are typically couched in languages based on predicate
calculus, set theory, or possibly a higher order logic. While precise and supporting; analyses
based on theorem proving, the formal specification languages of the computer scientist often
fail to satisfy the communications role that is the primary concern of IE(; _X0 and similar
standards. The reasons for this situation are not COlupletely clear. A contributing factor
is that the background of luany of the melnbers of the formal methods Colnmunity is in
matb,'matics and logic rather than in engineering. This seems to create a bias towards notations based on predicate calculus and other terse symbologies. This is unfortunate since
even most programmers' eyes tend to glaze over when confronted with an 3 or a _' and
while many in the reviewing community have substantial mathematical backgrounds, their
mathematics is not directly based in logic. The result is that notation hinders communication rather than facilitating it. Languages such as "Z" which is particularly rich in notation
have achieved limited success, especially in Britain and Europe, primar!!y through extensive
educational efforts. Even with Jthese efforts, it appears that relatively few potential users
who have taken a "Z" course actually adopt the notation.
Interspersing formal language with informal prose is a substantial aid to improving
the readability and understandability
of a formal description, especially a terse or highly
symbolic one. Indeed, much of the success that "Z" has had may be due to the practice
of embedding "Z" specifications in expository material. It has been suggested that parallel
formal and informal specification or requirements documents be developed and maintained.
This brings to mind the adage:
r

Never go to sea with two chronometers;
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take one or three.

If we have both prose _u,d formal definitions, one must b_ col_sid,,rf,d t(, I)e th_ ,_taudard.
Typically, prose is not completely unambiguous. If the prose version is considered to be the
standard, it is likely that the formal version represents one (of possibly many) _llowable
interpretations.
On the other hand, if the formal language is the standar(I, it is iu('uml)_nt
on all users to understand it so as to avoid reaching an understanding of the prose that is
at odds with the formal language. In this case, the prose can, at best serve az illumination,
rationale, and example material. In either case, we must allow for errors in translation and
be prepared to appeal top the primary standard in order to resolve any problems that arise.
The precise semantics associated with formal specification languages is a specific antidote for ambiguity. In addition to avoiding ambiguity, we would like requirements specifications to be consistent and complete. By consistency, we mean that the specifications do
not contain any contradictory requirements.
Completeness is more subtle. Intuitively, a
set of requirements is complete if it covers all possibilities that might arise in the operation
of any system built to satisfy the requirements.
Failing to specify the behavior for some
portion of an input range can be detected by analysis of the requirements, but possible situations that are not reflected at all in the requirements set cannot be detected by formally
analyzing the set. For example, if the requirements state that a system must operate over a
given range of temperatures, but do not say what its behavior should be outside that range,
analysis of the requirements should be able to identify the omission. On the other hand,
if the requirements make no mention of a need for the system to operate in a corrosive
atmosphere, no amount of analysis of the requirements will detect the omission. Formal
specification languages do not automatically ensure either consistency or completeness, but
they often provide ways in which a given set of requirements can be analyzed to ensure
that it is consistent or complete in the sense of specifying a total behavior.
A formal specification that contains a contradiction is said to be unsound. The logician's
concern is that the contradiction could be used to generate a false hypothesis which, in turn
could be used to prove any desired proposition using the property of logical implication that
says that FALSE implies Anything.
As a consequence of this fear, some theorem prover
based systems require an extreme form of completeness that leads to over specification.
In developing requirements we are usually careful to avoid specifying a solution to the
problem• We want to leave the discovery of an appropriate implementation
to a later
time and, usually, to a group of designers who are closer to the details of the particular
components that are available to work with• At the requirements level, we are willing to
take the risk that there is no way to realize a particular function and do not feel the need
to explicitly demonstrate that this risk is unfounded by including in the requirements the
details of one way to realize the function. Tools that enforce this level of detail are of little
use in formalizing requirements since it makes us specify in great detail precisely those
things about which we care least. Since there is no way within the formalism to indicate
which portions of the specification are critical and which ones are not, the immaterial
becomes an essential part of the system to be preserved as the system evolves or is moved
to a new host.
An extreme case of over specification is the t_se of an existing implementation
as a
de facto formal specification for a new mlplementatmn.
Brooks [4, Ch. 6] discusses the
consequenees of this approach in some detail, noting that in emulating the IBM 1401 on
the IBM 360 it was necessary to preserve undocumented flmctionality as much of the 1401
•

.

.
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Synthesis

Many developers of formal specification languages provide facilities for executing their specifications, either directly (animation) or by the mech ,nical production of executable code
from the specification.
In either case, this is not approp:i._te at the requirements level as
it necessitates a high degree of over specification because the specification must embody a
complete solution to the requirements.
Even at the design specification level, this approach
is dubious for safety critical systems with real-time constraints as it is unlikely that either
the animator or the synthesizer will be able to meet non-functional requirements for performance, robustness, etc. In the case of synthesis, the synthesizer may contain additional
domain specific knowledge that will be embodied in the resulting program, but is not easily
available for examination and review. David Parn_ makes an interesting observation about
the execution of specifications in a recent paper [7]. In the paper, he discusses the role of
mathematics in programming,
taking the engineering viewpoint that design is a creative
activity and that mathematics is primary useful to analyze and validate designs.
Program derivation from.requirements
appears analogous to deriving a bridge
from a description of the river and _he expected traffic. Refining a formal specification to a program would appear to be like refining a blueprint to produce
a bridge. Engineers always make a distinction between the product and the
description of it. This seems to be lost in the computer science literature on
programming and software engineering.
I

4

What

do we really

need?

If we believe that the primary goal of specification is improved communication
among
designers, customers, users, developers, and regulators, then it is clear that some form of
mathematically based specification and requirements representation is useful. Only a mathematically based notation can ensure freedom from ambiguity and only an unambiguous
notation can be successfully analyzed for properties such as completeness and consistency.
As we have seen, the mathematical jargon usually associated with specification languages
directly rooted in a formal logic seems to hinder communication rather than facilitate it.
Fortunately, there are Mternatives.
Parnas uses formal mathematical specifications in his work, but he attempts to cast
them in a form that facilitates communication.
His tabular specification forln has been
used successfully in the design of the shutdown system for the nuclear power plant at
Darlington. Ontario [2, pp 46-69]. Leveson has developed a highly readable notation for
specifying the requirements for complex systelns. This notation has been used to develop
the requirements specification for a collision avoidance system for the FAA [2, pp 150-162].
The same study [3] gives other examples, some succ_sful and others not, of the use of
formal specifications in the development of computer systems. This study is interesting in
that it points out the role of non technical factors in the apl)lication of formal methods to
a variety of projects. The successful projects seem to have a high level of organizational
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vision and a willingness to experiment with untried techniques as well as a maliza,tion that
business as usual will not produce the needed results.
The study provides evidence that formal specifications can serve the primary role of
facilitating precise communications that we have outlined. The IE(: X_0 meta requirements
that requirements specifications be free from implementation
details and that they be up
to date are subjective and can only be met through suitable administrative and managerial
procedures.
The meta requirements that specifications be complete and consistent can
largely be met by analyzing formally represented requirements with suitable tools.

5

Conclusions

Formalism for its own sake is useless. The formal methods community has often been its
own worst enemy, placing emphasis on issues that are of little importance to its customers.
Ignoring the communications aspect of specifications will, at best result in software that
does the wrong thing perfectly.
Determining what software ought to do seems to be the most difficult part of the
development process. The precision of formally based specifications can aid in this process.
Once a suitable requirements specification has been developed and agreed upon, the ability
to analyze formal specifications and to show that implementations
are consistent with them
offers added advantages.
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$.2.1

Questions:

Dr. John McHugh

QUESTION: DORELLE RAWLINGS (Sorrento Electronics): Why can't both prose and
formal definitions be the standard? The intended meaning must be consistent with both forms
of specification so the two forms provide constraints on the meanings of the specification.
DR. McHUGH: In principle, yes; in practice it usually doesn't work that way. Every time that
I have seen an attempt to maintain both definitions as joint standards the question of this doesn't
say the same thing as that arises at some level of detail or subtlety, and ultimately you wind up
having to decide which one is right and which one has to change. It's often a much more
difficult process to do it in practice.
QUESTION: Nuclear power safety systems are simple. Do you really need formal methods?
DR. McHUGH: Okay. First of all, I'd like to point out that the existence of this question is
the counter-example to Bob Poston's statement that everybody agrees that formal methods and
formal specs for these systems are desirable. I can only offer the evidence that for a conference
that has a fairly strong emphasis on the formal aspects, at least 200+ people showed up to discuss
it. I have never built a nuclear reactor safety control system. If they are all that simple I don't
understand why it takes years to license them and years to evaluate them.
QUESTION: I have a question I'd like to address because I have been involved in the building
of a nuclear reactor protection system using digital methods, and I think maybe the problem is
that nuclear reactor protection, the actual nuclear reactor protection functionality, is not all that
complicated, but that doesn't mean that the systems arer,_'t.
DR. McHUGH:

Right.

QUESTION: What you find if you actually get out into the real world and try to do this stuff
is that the complexity is not in implementing the protection functions. The complexity is in
implementing software that supports the architecture of the system itself, things like input/output
processing and that sort of thing, which are not domain-specific but are specific to the system.
DR. McHUGH: I think that addresses it in a very good way. I mean, if I were to give this
programming, as an example, in an introductory computer science class, the students would come
up with a very naive view of the problem solvable in some tens of lines of code. But, in fact,
if you tried to demonstrate that the system would work in the real world with the real sensors,
the timing constraints, the possibility of failures in various components and so on that you have
to deal with, the protection of that simple concept becomes a much more complex one. Once
it starts to get more complex, you start running the risk of getting it wrong and getting something
that will not work when you need it to, or work when you don't need it to, or all of the other
things. While conceptually we're dealing with something which is very simple--let the man with
the ax cut the ropes so the rods drop in at the right time--in fact we're dealing with something
that is much more difficult to realize than that.
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QUESTION: There are many formal methods, (e.g., VDM, Z). Which one is the most costeffective, reliable and practical? How much does the formal method buy you for system
reliability in the practical world? Can you provide some real-world examples?
DR. McHUGH: Okay. I'll take those in reverse order. For the real-world examples what you
should do is you should obtain the study published at NIST, An International Survey oflndustrial
Applications of Formal Methods, NIST GCR 93/626. Dan Craigen (ORA Canada), Susan Gerhart
(Applied Formal Methods) and Ted Ralston (Ralston Research Associates) conducted this study.
They looked at applications of formal methods in a variety of commercial and semi-commercial
projects and have written a rather nice report that I've seen abstracts of and presentations from,
and I suggest you get a hold of that. That will give you an idea of the scope of some of the
things that have been done.
The best figures that we have on quantitative improvements in reliability come out of
some of the cleanroom experiments that have been done at IBM Federal Systems Division and
by a facility at the University of Maryland. They typically see an order of magnitude decrease
in errors that manifest themselves at the system level compared to the previous techniques that
IBM had been using for those kinds of developments at a marginal increase in system
development cost. I mean not a statistically significant increase, but right in the same ball park
as business as usual. Why everybody doesn't go for that order of magnitude I've never been able
to understand.
As far as effectiveness and cost-effectiveness, give me a break. We don't know the
answer to that question for any kind of software development methodology. Nobody is willing
to put up the money required to develop enough replicates of large-scale systems using different
methodologies and comparing the results. I mean we've got lots of anecdotal evidence that lots
of things seem to provide some improvement, but I can't give you solid comparisons. I wish I
could. If somebody wants to help me develop a dozen 2-million line systems as replicates of
each other to get some firm measurements on, I'd love to do it. I haven't been able to figure out
anybody who is willing to pay for that kind of thing, and it's really hard to do controlled
experiments in this area. Things don't scale. Everything works pretty well for a 100 line or a
200 line program. And when you go up into the few hundred thousand lines it's hard to get
comparisons because they cost too much to do two of them, or three of them, or 200 of them,
to get control on the experiments.
So, there is a bit of literature emerging, but not a whole lot, in those areas. The people
who are using them seem to be happy. Read the report that Dan and Susan and Ted put together.
QUESTION: GUSTAV DHALL (OECD Halden Reactor Project): To show the safety of a
spec, would it then be necessary to model the process in the same formal language as the spec?
In this way one can prove the safety assertion on the specification.
DR. McHUGH:
That would be a nice luxury. Typically you don't have it. But, yes, what
you'd really like would be a model of the environment to play your model of the system against
and prove the properties of them. The trouble is that we don't speak the same language when
we talk about modeling the physical system. I don't know how to represent, in the kinds of
specifications that I use for programming language logic, the physics of the system that is being
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controlled by the process control. Typically what we do is abstract from some other kind of
model of the exterior system some input/output behaviors and then verify that our model
specification of the system control behavior matches the output behavior that we think we ought
to have given the input behavior. But there is the Oracle problem. If we're not real sure about
what it ought to do, or what the answers ought to be exactly, it's very hard to validate it that
way, and that's part of the requirements capture problem. Since we don't have a complete
understanding of the universe that the program is supposed to interact with, the expected results
come down to a lot of peoples' best judgement, a lot of discussion and a lot of careful educated
guesses at the very top level of this thing. Lower down it's easier.
QUESTION: STEVE HARPER (SAIC): To what extent do the suites of ADA-9X address the
wrong language portion of [Dr Royce's] presentation, especially if I believe one is developed for
a safety-critical system7
DR. McHUGH: As the co-author of the safety and security annex for ADA-9X, I can give a
little bit of background on that. In the early requirements phase for ADA-9X the requirement
that the language have a formal semantic definition, which was a requirement in the original
ADA requirements and not met by ADA-83, was reiterated. The distinguished reviewer panel,
which was basically in control of what got in and what didn't, soundly defeated that on the
grounds that it was useless and impossible and that they had done very well without it in the past
and they would continue to do very well without it in the future.
There was some work that led to what was called the ADA-9X language precision team
which did some formal studies--Dan Craigen was part of that team, I was part of that team--to
look at specific issues, and I think that made some very useful contributions to the development
of the ADA-9X language.
The concept of annexes came along later. The ground rules for annexes were fairly
stringent. They could not change the meaning of anything in the base language. Most of the
annexes were added in terms of particular packages, which is not an appropriate mechanism for
safety or security where what we're really looking at is assurance. The best thing that has come
out in the annex as it stands now is an ability to cause certain features of the language not to
have to be supported for some applications. There is a pragma that basically will allow you to
say that, "My program isn't going to use tasking, so you don't have to provide any tasking
support." Now, exactly how this is going to be validated remains up in the air and the language
lawyers are having a field day with some of the things. But the things that are in the current
annex are directed more towards providing predictable execution and better assurance for the runtime behavior of ADA-9X programs than they are to new features in the language.
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also has a serious limitation. No one of these meth-

Software testing should begin with a written
requirements specification. A specification states
how software is expected to behave and describes
operationalcharacteristics (performance, reliability,
etc.) of the software.A specificationservesas a
reference or base to test against, giving rise to the
name, _ecificafion-based testing. Should analysts
or designers fail to write a specification, then testers
me obliged to write their own specification to test
against. Specifications written by testers may be
called test plans or test objectives.

ods, by itself, can produce test cases that demonstra_ whether or not software works as specified.
Using these methods without a specification will
lead to inconclusive testing. Only when combined
with specification-based testing do these methods

For a long time, we in the software industry
tried to avoid writing specifications. We wanted to
code without taking &ne to write any description
of how software was supposed to behave. Today
we realize that we cannot develop software m that
will work as expected m without a written spedfication. Not only do testers need specified-behavior information in order to detect deviations from
expectations, but other software practitioners must
have that information, too. Designers must know
how software is expected to behave when they need
to change or repair designs; programmers must understand what programs are supposed to do, so they
can write code that performs as expected and so
on. In a well-planned software project, specifiedbehavior information is not left to float around in
people's heads. Rather, the information is recorded
systematically and made available to all who need
it in a requirements specification from the first day
of develoi:_nent to the last day of maintenance. The
written specification then becomes the definitive

perform functions that were never intended? Only
by referring to a specification will testers know that
software works as specified.
Most testing experts advising our industry today, whether advocates of specification-based testing or not, say that a requirements specification is
necessary for testing (and of course, for developing) software. John Musa, a leading proponent of
software reliability testing, stresses that testing
should start with an operational profile. An operational profile is a description of inputs to software
under test. The speed, volume, and probabilistic
distribution of inputs are defined in the profile. All
this information comes from a requirements spedfication.
William Howden, well-known spokesman for
functional testing, says that functional testing depends on a test oracle. An oracle is a person or tool
that judges if software passes or fails a given test.
To make this judgment the oracle must be familiar
with the requirements specification.

reference for software development and testing.

prove useful.
Consider code-based testing, for example.
What good is it to test code against itself? Codebased testing merely shows that code is exercised.
But does the code work the way it is supposed to?
Have any functions been omitted, or does the code

Tom McCabe, an early supporter of control
flow or complexity-based testing, tells his clients
Other Testing References
that tests should be derived for the purpose of exSome experts believe that software testing ercising every statement, branch, and control flow
should be based on code. Others think it should be path in the code. McCabe 'also says that in order
based on .profiles of the software under test or on to judge whether or not software pas_d a test, teststatistics about the software. Code-based, profile- ers must know what the software is expected to do.
based, and statistically-based testing all have ad- Testers must have a requirements specification to
vantages. However, each of thc.sc tcsti1_g metllods test against.
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The list of testing experts whose techniques depend on requirements specifications goes on and

How do we get a correct and testable
requirements
specification?

on: Elaine Weyuker championing data flow testing
Correct and testable requirements information
and Richard DeMillo advancing mutation testing, is unambiguous, consistent, and complete. A word
etc. The message here is thatno matter what school
in a requirements specification
is unambiguous
if
of testing or software development we follow, we it has one, and only one, definition. A requirements
need a specification,
specification
is said to be consistent ff each of its
words is used in one, and only one, way. Consider
Specification-Based
Testing
for example, the word "report." In a requirements
Since the specification is the definitive refer- specification "report" must be used either as a noun
ence for software testing, many practitioners are or a verb. To use "report" as both a name and an
moving to specification-based testing. Increasingly, action would make the specification inconsistent.
developers and testers are asking about the speci- Completeness from a tester's point of view means
fi_tion-_
testing process and how to automate that requirements contain necessary and sufficient
each step in the process,
information for testing. Every statement must have
a defined input, function, and output.
What is the testing process?
The testing process is easy to remember. Start,
as illustrated in Figure 1, with a well-written requirements specification that carefully describes
how software is supposed to behave. Create test
cases directly from the specification. Run or execute the test cases. Then evaluate the test cases to
make sure they have covered all*functions,inputs,
outputs, and structures of the software under test.
Create, execute, evaluate!

Figure

I

I

We once faced two big jobs when developing
a requirementsspecification. First, we had to figure
out what the requirements were during a problem
or needs analysis. Then we had to record correct
requirements in a way understandable to other people or tools. We had to know what to write about
and then we had to write carefully what we knew:
both difficult tasks.
Today we can cut the work of recording requirements dramatically through the use of auto-
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(TQ) and
Software
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mated tools. But we still need to know what to specification itself are informal, because neither adrecord. If we do not understand what a software heres to semantic rules.
product is supposed to do, no tool can provide that
Informal specifications may appeal to developunderstanding for us. nl-conceived requirements ers and end users who are not familiar with formal
are still the number one cause of unfinished or sel- languages. If the natural language of developers
dora-used softwa_ products, and that problem can- and users is English, they will need no training to
not be automated away.
read an informal specification written in English.
On a brighter note, as soon we have an idea of On the other hand, these people may have difficulty
what our requirements will be, tools can help us reading a formal-language specification without
organize our ideas and prevent gaps in our thinking, training.
As we record requirements information in tools,
Unhappily,the benefit of easy-to-read informal
they can verify correctness and testability. There- specifl_tions is outweighed by a major disadvanfore,peoplewho useautomatedtoolsduringre- tage.
An informal
specification
doesnotincoflJoquirements specification are more likely to produce rate semantic rules, yet automated verifiers as well
correct, testable requirements than those who de- as tools such as design, code, and test generators
veiop requirements manually,
depend on semantic rules to parse and verify infor(Note: From here on, varto_ kinds of auto- marion.The information in an informal specif_amated tools will be discussed. The superscript, TD tion, then, cannot be checked by tools for
that appears after certain tool names or types in- correx_ess. Neither can that information be procdlcates that more information about these tools/s essed automatically for Outputto other tools. Inforlisted in the Tool Directory at the end of this paper.) real specifications
condemn us to manual
verification, testing, and development.
How do we record requirements
with
tools'?.
Requirements information can be captured by
tools in one of two ways: textual!y or graphically,
We can write the information in sentences and paragraphs, or we can draw the information in pictures
and diagrams. In either the textual or graphical
method, we can record information informally
without rules or formally according to rules. Discussed next are tools that enable analysts to capture
requirements information textually or graphically,
with or without rules,

Recording textual requirements formally
We need not reject text editors and word processors for specification writing, however. We can
use those tools successfully for capturing specifications in English, ff we apply a few simple semantic rules to our writing. Once we write the
specification in rule-restricted English, we can eraploy a tool called a language verifier 1I) to check
that the content of the specification conforms to the
rules. By applying semantic rules to specification
writing, we begin to formalize the specification,
making it ever more tool usable.

Recording textual requirements informally
The most common computerized requirements
recorders are the text editor and word processor. In
workplaces where people use text editors or word
processors to write specifications, requirements
usually are recorded in a natural language such as
English. The only rules applied to the writing are
the syntactic or grammar-and-punctuation rules of
the natural language; semantic rules that restrict
meanings and use of meanings, such a word may
have only one meaning or a word may be used in
only way, are not applied. So we say the natural
language used in the specification as well as the

An easy way to apply semantic rules to our
writingis to use a formal, textual specification language called the Semantic Transfer Language
(STL) that appears in IEEE Standard 1175, 1991.1
The STL is immediately familiar and comfortable
to anyone who reads English. A sample STL sen-
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fence appears in Figure 2. The STL's greatest advantage lies in its expressive power, but we also
notice right away how simple and efficient the STL
syntax is. An STL sentence begins with a capitalizcd keyword and ends with a period. Action is the
keyword in the sentence in Figure 2. STL sentences
may contain any number of clauses in any order.
Clauses start with a keyphrase and end with a ,semi-

colon. Keyphrases are italicized for easy identification in Figure 2. Commas separate items or
words in a list as seen in the "uses" clause. These
are the only syntactic rules specifiers need to know
to write STL sentences,
......
'
,

Rgure

2. Sample STL Sentence

expressed. Ideally for software developers and testers, a formal language would have a large enough
vocabulary for specifiers to say anything necessary
about so'ftwarebehavior. Then developers and testera could draw on a formal-language specification
for complete behavioral information. But tool developers cannotbuildbigenoughscannersand
parsers (yet) to accommodate unlimited
vocabularies. Therefore, formal languages processed by tools
are restrictedin vocabulary size.

Action
/s a/k_d/n state
race/mseveMlem
_wm/Is _

A01
nonnM;
waming_intemJpt
;
mfe(y_ac_l ;

uses din/tom
data/_
hasduraJ_nh_ne_m_rn
has _
_ un/t

With vocabulary limitations in mind, the creators of the STL designed a tool-manageable leaguage with a large enough vocabulary to enable
requirementswriters to describe soRwar¢ behavior
thoroughly. As shown in Figure3, writers candescribe actions, information (which includes data
andrelationships among data), logic, states, events,
and connection paths with the S'K,. Other formal
languages are available in our industry, but none is
as well-suited to automated, specification-based development and testing as the STL.

vmtef_tem__mad_,
Rter_tempemt_e_base;
eefMLac_jepo_ ;
3 ;
"maul.

Whereas syntactic rules concem the form and
Recording graphical requirements
structure of a language, we know that semantic
informally
rules bear on the meanings a language conveys. VoBubbles and lines started to fill thousands of
cabulary is the vehicle through which meanings are CASE-tool (Computer-Aided Software Engineer-

Figure 3. STL Concepts
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ing-tool) screens in the mid-1980s, when many of languages with greater expressive power were
us first realized we could tool draw attractive pic- needed.
tures of our specifications, instead of writing them
in boring old text. Graphical specification was a
fresh, fun-to-practice idea, but as with many things
new, we had to work out some kinks in our impiementatlon of the idea.
Intheir
e_lydaysofinexpericno_,
mostCASE
tool users recorded graphical specifications inforreally. With little regard for formal technique, they
started to draw data flow diagrams. The diagrams
containedabstractor logical representations but no

By the late 1980s the software industry was
inundatedwith popularized graphical languageseach targeted at a specification niche. For example,
the decision tree was offered as a diagram language
tohelpspecifiers
express logic.
The state
transition
md eventtrace
diagmn gavespecifiers
a way to
record information about context (i.e., states) and
time (i.e., events). Entity relationship and entity
history diagrams were niche graphical languages
good for specifyingrelmionshtps
amongunitsof

explicitdescriptions
of softwarebehavior
oropera- data.
tion. With data flow diagrams, software practitioUnfommately, each niche language was created
ners could see processes and data flow dearly as in isolation from the others with no common sewell cznnecfivity among processes. But it was dif- mmic rides m govem meanings among the lanflcult to build or testsoftware(thatwould work as guages. The result was compartmentalized
expected) from these diagrammed specifications, languages in which a piece ofdatacould mean one
because they did not oontain detailed behaviodal thing in one kind of diagram such as a decision
or operational information. Specifically, the dia- tree and something entirely different in another
grams did not contain data definitions that I_,rovide kind such as a state transition or entity relationship
information about structure, relationships, and val- diagram. Sharing information across niche lanues of data. Neither did the diagrams contain the guages was difficult.
condition (logic), event, timing, state, performance,
or error handling information that software develIn the 1990s, another crop of graphical lanopers need. CASE tool users and developers had guages came to industry attention. This time they
to stop and rethink where they were going with were the object languages: Object-Oriented Analygraphical specification,
sis; Object-OrientedStructureDesign; Object-Modeling Technique, etc. These languages are
Recording graphical requirements
composites of the niche languages. Although seformally
mantic rules do not prevail among the composite
Tool users and developers have arrived now at languages, each composite, usually containing two
a better understanding of how _o specify require- to five niche languages, is fairly self-complete and
ments graphically. To gain this understanding,users is overlaid by a set of semantic rules. These rules
and developers first had to re-examine the data flow make the composite, object languages quite formal,
diagram. In the data flow diagram, a process could verifiable, and tool usable.
be represented with a circle, a unitof data in motion
with an arrow, and data retained over time with a
pair of Lines.The circle, arrow, and line-pair symbols (i.e., the graphical vocabulary), and what these
symbols could represent, comprised a simple
graphical language called the data flow language,
The language could be supplemented with process
specifications and data dictionaries. But the data
flow language, even when augmented with process
specifications and data dictionaries, was so vocabulary-limited that it permitted only partial specification of software behavior. Other grap'hical
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In light of tool-processable object languages,
many specifiers are looking at graphical specffication anew. Specifiers now can create a testable,
graphical specification with a CASE tool that utilizes an object language.TD They can draw pictures
of software to be built and supplement the pictures
with textual descriptions according to the semantic
rules of an object language. Once specifiers have
recordedrequirementsin a tool, they can direct the
tool to produce a specification in either a text-andpicture hard copy ready for distribution and review
or a text-only f'de suitable for processing by tools.
At least two CASE tools offer push-button test ca_

generation directly from processcd specification in- enable the project manager to cut time from the
formation.TD
development schedule. Yet, the tester finds more
time to design high quality test cases, because testHow are test cases created from a
ing activities were started early.
specification?
Until the advent of powerful in_formation-capturing tools in the late 1980s, most professionals
tested software after it was defined, designed, and
coded. They exercised a more or less finished product to see if its major parts would work. When peopie accustomed to this test-after-coding approach
first come to specification-based testing, they may
be confused by the idea that testing should start by
creating test cases from a specification at the front
end of software development before a product is
designed. Indeed, specification-based
testing
changes the way we view the software life cycle
and how the testing process fits into the cycle,
Test execution (i.e., running test cases) and test
evaluation still have to begin after sot_ware is developed. However, by shifting the creative work of
planning,designing, and preparing for testing to the
front end of the software development life cycle,
test cases can be developed as software is develo_d. (See Figure 4.) The parallel activities usually

Figure

This front-end testing approach.,_loesnot work
without a test case generation tool '_', however. In
the days before this tool was available, if we had
developed test cases against _rements
too soon
in the development life cycle, requirements would
have changed (as they invariably do) and rendered
the test cases invalid. All the work that went into
designing, generating, documenting, and tracing
test cases probably would have been lost with the
change of a requirement.Either we wcg_d'have had
to discard the cases and start from scratch to develop them again in accordance with the changed
requirement,or we would have started a painstaking effort to try to modify the test cases.
Then came the automated test case generator.
(A test case suitable for automatic pro(_ssing is described in Figure 5.) The test case generator takes
formally-recorded specification information, treats
it as though it were a knowledge base or data base,
and applies test design rifles to this base to create
test cases automatically. A test case generator is
often compared to a compiler. Much as a compiler
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1.54

will create a product that will pass its test cases.
With automated generators and front-end development, reliable test cases can be available as soon
asinformation
isspecified.
So fn_ntheoutset
of
their work, designers can use those cases as refer-

Figure 5. Test Case Definition
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test cases

be run?

reads and analyzes source code, a test case getterator reads and analyzes specification information,
A compiler uses algorithms (i.e., rules) to produce
object code; a test case generator uses rules to ereate test cases. Functional testing, boundary value
analysis, cause-effect graphing, and state- and
event-directed testing are among the groups of rules
or test design techniques that a test case generator
incorporates.Complex manipulations of data go on
inside a test case generator, then, but the user sees
very little of such goings-on. The user just inputs
specification information, pushes a couple of keys,
and awaits an output of test cases.
Automation makes large productivity and quality gains possible during test case generation. Industry statistician, Capers Jones, reports in his 1991
book titled Applied Software Measurement' that
software testers in the United States producean average of 30 to 300 test cases per staff month.2
And, as Jones points out in his book, the quality
of manually-developed test cases is questionable,
(Are such test cases complete? Are they redundant?
Are they even worth running?) In contrast, a good
test case generator will produce 300, very reliable
test cases in less than 30 seconds without any human intervention. TD

To run or ©xecutetestcases,
we invoke softwareunder test and apply inim_ (documented in
_cstcases) to the software. When the software processes the inputs, it will produceoutputs
known as
actual outputs. We compare the actual ouqmts to
expected outputs to see if software passes or fails
its test cases. We may expect to see certain outputs,
because we have seen such results when similar
software ranin the past. We may use a mathematical calculationor a scientific method to predict outputs the sot_war¢ will produce. When actual and
expected outputs from one test case are equal or
are within allowed tolerances, we say software
passes thattest case. When actual and expected outputs from one test case are not equal or close to
each other, the software fails to pass that test case.
Test execution is an important activity that
lends itself to automation. Automated test execution is particularlyuseful for running old tests on
new or changed code to see if new or changed code
affects old code (regression testing).
The following scenario shows how testers
benefit by moving from manual to automated test
execution. Suppose a tester needs to test a function
in a data base containing a mailing list. For the
function to delete an entry, data must be available
to delete. The tester normally prepares to test the
delete function by adding a particular name such
as David Jones to the data base. By entering the
name, David Jones, into the data base, the tester

Finding errors early has long been considered
a good idea in the software development community. Specification-based test case generators have
taken that idea one step further into error prevendon. If people know how a product will be tested
before the), start to build the product, they usually

has set up the initial data state for testing the delete
function. The tester has changed the data base from
its original or reference data state. Then the tester
must set up the function state for "delete" by getting
to the screen where the delete function is accessible. This setup or initialization effort is necessary
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before a test case for the delete function can be
run.
Now the tester is ready to exercise a test
for the delele fimction. The tester executes the delete function by pressing a key. The name, David
Xx_ digg_ars from the screen. The test case has
been exerc_d,

gression testing tools TD, will record setup, execution, and cleanup commands in scripts for automatic replay. Working from scripts, automated test
execution tools can run thousands of lest cases
without intervention from the tester. Even be_r,
outputs from test case generators can now be execured automatically by cag_reYreplay tools. In one
button push we can get integrmd tools to create
testcases4_1 runthem for us whilewe havea cup
of coffee.'"

However, the testershouldhave questionsat
liMspoint.Did the delc2efunctionremovethename,
DavidJones,fromthe screenbutnot from thedata
base?Did thedelelefunctionerase'all Jonesesfrom How do we evaluate
test cases?
the data base?Did it delete the entire data base?
Did deleting David Jones interfere with other
Once we run test cases, we must find out if all
names in the data base? To-answer these que_ons, the test cases woddng together did an adequatejob
_e tester must clean up.
of testing. This brings us to the final activity in the
Cleanup in test execution involves two activides: checking side effects or confirming results and
returning the software under test to its original
state. When te_aerscheck for side effects, they find
answers to the questions just asked. By querying
the data base for the name, David Jones, the tester
ean confirm that David Jones is no longer present
in the data base. By comparing (usually with a
comparatorprogram)the data base as it existed before test execution to the data base after execution,
the tester can detect any unintentional changes in
the data base.

Qes_g process labeled in Figure I as "Evaluate Test
Quality and Software Quality."
Evaluating one test case is easy. Software either
passes or fails the test case. But how do we know
that the test cases we ran satisfied the purpose of
specification-based testing? Did the test cases demonstrate requirements, find failures, and exercise
code?
To measure how well test cases demonstrate requirements, testers often complete four actions.
First, they count how many requirements must be
demonstrated. This count may be labeled TR for

After checking for side effects, the tester returns the data base to its reference or original data
state. Most testers return to the reference data state
by reversing any changes made during test execution. Had the tester found, for example, that all the
Jonses were deleted during test execution, the tester
would have to re.enter all Jonses that were in the
original data base. Another way to return to the
reference data state is to restore the data base by
copying it from off-line to on-line storage,

total requirements to be demonstrated. Next, testers
trace each requirement to all test cases which exercise that requirement. Then they count all test
cases that sofv;are has processed correctly (i.e.,
passed test ca, :s). When all test cases which exercise one requ,rement pass, the requirement passes.
The count of all passed requirements is called PR.
Finally, to report how well requirements were coyered, testers may calculate a requirements coverage
factor by dividing PR by TR. This four-step procedure yields an objective measurement of how

Manual execution of one test case has just been
described in three steps" setup, exercise, and thoroughly requirements are demonstrated.
cleanup. Some testers exercise test cases in a preA little more work is needed to measure how
scribed sequence so that one test case sets up for well test cases find failures. While most testers
the next one or cleans up after the previous one. count failures, many do not know how many failRunning test cases in a planned sequence mini- ures were in software before testing began. When
mizes execution work but does not eliminate it.
testers do not how many failures were pre_nt to
Any way we approach it, manual test execution begin
with, they
cannot
an accurate
as_ssment
of how
well make
they not
havemake
probed
for failis hard work. It also is expensive, inefficient, and ures. Neither do most testers know how many failunnecessary. Most commercially-available test exe- ures were left in software to be passed on to
cution tools, commonly called capture/replay or re-
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customers. If testers cannot predict how many failures customers will find, testers cannot evaluate test
quality in terms of failure coverage. To assess accurately how well test cases cover failures, testers
axe beginning to apply software reliability theory,
John Musa and m-authors, Anthony lannino and
KazuhiraOkumoto, enlighten testers about this theory in their book called Software Reliability. 3
The last type of test quality evaluation that
many testers perform is called code coverage me,as-

measure requirementscoverage; TD Reliability Predictors to help measure and predict failure coverage; TD a_d Analyzers to help measure code
mverage." These tools are for sale from commercial suppliers. Some are offered free of charge from
selected vendors and educational institutions.
In Figure 1 the activities in the specificationbased testing process are shown without tool support. Illustrated in Figure 6 is the same testing
process improved by automation. A separate tool

urement. In _r_ effort testers use tools call_ instrumentors
and dynamic analyzers
to
measure which su_temcnts, branches, and paths in
the code were and were not exercised by test cases,
Any code not exert.seal by specification-based test
cases is called extra code.

is available to back every testing activity shown in
Wtgure6. Our industry's job for the future is to
mate each tool perform its function more effectively and to make all these tools work together
more efficiently throughout specification-based
testing.

To help us evaluate testing, our industry offers
three important automated tools: Tracers to help
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are examples of particular types or cate-

gorie_ of tools mentioned in this paper. In most categothere are other similar tools available in the software

industry.

800-228-9922
C_ptu_eptty ToolsIntegratedwtm Tm Gumm_

V_mers
I.T
Inten_tive Development Environments
595 Mmket Sueet, 10th Floor
Stun _aacim:o. CA 94105
800-888-4331

1. XRurater
Menmry Imenc_e
3333 Oetaviw Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054
408-982-0100

2. SoftTest
Bender & Ammcimes
p.o. Box 849
_,
CA 04939
415-92A-9196

2. CAPBAK
Softwm¢ _
Inc.
625 Thixd Sueet
San _,
CA'94107
800-942-7638

CASE Tools U_

Object languages

RequlremMts Covenqle

I. SoftwareeueushPimu_ (S_
laten_tiveDeve_
Envkomnen_
595 lVlmk_Sueet.10thFloor
SanFvan_m, CA 94105

1.
lnw_tive Dev_
Fawimmnents
595_
Street,10th
Sin F.rm:ism,CA 94105

800-888-4331

800-888-4331

2. Eac,elerate¢
IN'IERSOLV
3200 Tower Oaks Blvd.
Rockvillc, IV_ 20852
301-230-3200

2. TeamwoA/RqT
Cadre T_hnologies
222 Richmond _,a-ee,t
Providence, RI 02903
401-351-5950

CASE Tools with Test Case Generation Capabilities

Reliability Prediction Tools

1. Software through Pictures (StP)
Interactive Development Environments
595 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
800-888-4331

1..SQA Manager
Software Quality Automation
1 Parker Street
Lawrence, MA 01843
508-689-0182

2. Teamwork
Cadre Technologies
222 Richmond Street
Providence, RI 02903
40 1-351-5950

2. RELIA
Free Software Foundation, Inc,
675 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-876-3296

Test Case Generators
1. T
Interactive Development Environments
595 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
800-888-4331

Code Coverage Tools
1. Toov
Free Software Foundation, Inc.
675 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
617-876-3296

2. SoftTest
Bendcz & Associates
p.o. Box 849
Larkspur, CA 94939
415:924-9196

2.TCAT-PATH
Software Research Inc.
625 Third Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
800-942-7638

Capture/Replay or Regression Testing Tools
1. AutoTester
AutoTcster Inc.
8150 North Central Expressway
Dallas, TX 75206
214-363-6181
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2. QA Robot
Softw_e Quality Ammaazion
1_
Seeet
Lawrence. MA 01843
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5.3.1

Questions:

Mr. Robert M. Poston

QUESTION: A.L. SUDDUTH (Duke Power): Could a logic diagram in standard format linking
blocks of elements from a standard library be considered a software specification7 If not, what
additional features would be required of a standard logic diagram in order to make it a
specification? Can we take advantage of domain-specific knowledge in producing a formal
specification methodology, or must formal specifications be generic to the domains?
e

MR. POSTON: Yes! Okay, "Could a logic diagram in standard format linking blocks of
elements from a standard library be considered a software specification?"
If that logic diagram were expressed in a formal syntax the answer is yes, because that
boils down to a subset of predicate calculus and that boils down to basic decision tables. So, it
would have to be formatted rigorously, but then it could be considered a specification. Decision
trees work. They're not the best, but decision trees do work.
"If not, what additional features could be required of a standardized logic diagram in order
to make it a specification?"
First, express it in a formal language, or translate it. Hopefully your decision tables are
in trees, or your logic diagrams are in magnetic form. If they're not, then this is wrong. If they
are, reformat them into a table format, put them into a decision table, and hopefully add a little
more. You know, those upside-down A's and those backward L's, they're really not that
dangerous, particularly for people that deal with logic diagrams. You're only adding a few
constructs. So, move them to a formal language.
"Could we take advantage of domain-specific knowledge?"
Well, yes. Domain-specific knowledge usually comes out in how the logical equations
are expressed. You express things like temperature range (e.g., in this area, below this, above
that, that's a safe area) and you've already put domain-specific knowledge into that decision tree.
Whether or not you could apply domain-specific knowledge using an AI tool to help you express
that knowledge, that's a completely different subject. It's a much more powerful subject. And
there is a lot of research going on in that area.
QUESTION:
GREG MILLER (EG&G Falcho):
You're using software to generate
specifications, create test cases and so on. How do you justify the adequate reliability of this
host of tools? Must you also validate the tools on a case-by-case basis and, is this done
manually?
MR. POSTON: I am a tool vendor. I will sell you a tool if you're not careful. Given that as
background, never trust the tool. Always check it.
.QUESTION: WILLIAM D. GHRIST (Westinghouse Electric): If we could produce a tool that
would take a specification and produce test cases that guarantee that the code conforms to the
spec, shouldn't we be able to produce a tool that would generate code that is guaranteed to
conform to the spec?
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MR. POSTON: No. They're nowhere near the same. Code generation has got a thousand and
two trade-offs that test cases dori't. Well, take a simple sort routine. How fast is it7 How much
memory does it take up? Test cases don't have that problem. Generating test cases is infinitely
easier than generating code for the general purpose applications. They are nowhere near the
same.
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Applicability of Object-Oriented Design Methods and C++ to Safety-critical Systems:
Dr. Barbara B. Cuthill
Applicability of Object-Oriented Design Methods and C.+
to Safety-critical Systems
Barbara B. Cuthill
National Institute of Standards and Technology
September, 1993

Abstract
This paper reports on a study identifying risks and benefits of using a software development
methodology containing object-oriented design (OOD) techniques and using C++ as a
programming language relative to selected features of safety-critical systems development. These
features are modularity, functional diversity, removing ambiguous code, traceability, and real-time
performance.
1 Introduction
This paper reports the results of a preliminary study identifying risks and benefits of applying
object-oriented design (OOD) and C++ relative to selected key features of safety-critical systems
development. Safety-critical systems are typically real-time systems for which the failure to
operate correctly could result in loss of life or substantial property damage. The features
important to the design, implementation and testing of such systems include modularity,
functional diversity, removing ambiguous code, traceability, and real-time performance. OOD
and C++ can provide benefits to developing systems with these features but can also introduce
new risks to incorporating these features if not used carefully.
The IEEE's Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology [54] defines object-oriented design
as "a software development technique in which a system or component is expressed in terms of
objects and connections between those objects." It defines an object as "an encapsulation of data
and services that manipulate that data" and encapsulation as the "technique of isolating a system
function within a module and providing a precise specification for the module" 1541. OOD is
ultimately a simple but powerful paradigm of creating types for objects or classes consisting of
narrow well-defined interfaces to blocks of data structures and functions operating on those data
structures. These interfaces limit access to the data and functions of a class and define its
external behavior.
OOD should improve the readability, quality and maintainability of software. A domain expert
should find OO designs and programs easier to understand because OOD can incorporate domain
models, such as those developed as part of a domain analysis, into the design. For example,
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OOD can model real-world objects such as sensors and hardware controllers as separate software
components with defined behavior. OOD should improve the quality of software because
developers can reuse encapsulated portions of the analysis, design or tested code in new systems.
Since the interface to an object should be the only means of accessing the object, module
interfaces should be simpler making component integration easier. Easier component integration
allows for the easier extension and maintenance of an OO system by limiting module interaction.
OOD is only one part of the software development life cycle. Without programming language
support for OOD, programmers will have difficulty maintaining the OOD restrictions on system
design. There are several general purpose languages with OO features (i.e., C++, ADA) and
special purpose OO languages (i.e., SMALLTALK, CLOS, EIFFEL). This study focuses on C++
because it is an extension of a language popular for safety-critical systems development. C++
[4, 5] extends C with constructs for the creation and-manipulation of objects and classes.
2 Key features of Object-Oriented
2.1 Background in Object.Oriented

Design and C++
Development

The design phase of the software development life cycle starts with products of the requirements
analysis for the target system and develops a design through several transformations from a
sketchy design meeting the requirements into an easily codeable form. OOD, if part of an overall
OO development methodology, begins with the results of an object-oriented analysis (OOA) of
the system requirements and, after several refinements, provides the design for implementing the
system as an object-oriented program (OOP). (See Figure 1) OOA, OOD and OOP should flow
smoothly. A good analysis can become the initial design. Similarly, with programming language
support, the final design should be trivial to code. With compatible methods, tools, languages
and notations, the process of going from analysis through design to code should not have
boundaries. Unfortunately, the actual transitions are rarely smooth since there are few OO
methodologies supporting more than a small part of the lifecycle [27].
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Figure 1: Connections among OOA, OOD, and OOP.
De Champeaux et al. [28] created a template for OOD methods describing the most common
elements of those methods. De Champeaux's template decomposes OOD into three interleaved
phases, a class design phase, a system design phase and a program design phase. The class
design phase is a bottom up process of defining the system's objects and classes, describing their
internal and external behavior and composing complex objects from simple objects. Objects and
classes may mimic real-world objects (e.g., hardware controllers) or represent and manipulate
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collections of data in the domain (e.g., lists, queues). The system design phase is a top-down
process of defining partitions of the system according to control information supplied by the
requirements, and needed class interactions. This phase also defines the resource management
facilities required. The program design phase applies performance and resource constraints to
the design. The program design streamlines resource use and communication requirements and
replaces poorly performing components. Replacement can include combining classes or partitions
or revising the operations required in a class or partition. Figure 2 illustrates these design phases
and how each effects the design. While an ODD method should contain all three phases, each
method interleaves these phases differently, even interleaving the design phase with parts of the
OOA or OOP phases.
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I

Program
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I. I. I
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Figure 2: Phases of Object-Oriented

rll

Design.

Good ODD interleaves the design phases to develop pieces of the design in a bottom-up fashion
using knowledge of the overall requirements to put those pieces together into subsystems or the
final system. ODD provides the opportunity for a structured mix of bottom-up and top-down
methods. This combination better captures the information in typical requirements documents
which mix abstract and detailed information. Lubars, Potts and Richter [63] present a case-study
using ODD methods for designing the mission planning subsystem of the Tomahawk Weapons
Control System [TWCSI. This exercise applied OOA and ODD methods to a system with a large
set of requirements (approx. 500 pages). The study used bottom up techniques to develop the
individual classes from the data and low-level requirements and top-down techniques to partition
the system and organize the classes into subsystems from the high-level and control requirements.
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This study illustrated the usefulness of OOD for combining the two techniques in a large realtime system with complex requirements.
2.2 Current Limitations on the use of OOD and C++
While OOD and C++ can enhance software development, they are not cost free and cannot
enforce or replace good software development practices. Developers will not use any difficult
methodology consistently unless they see advantages to using and receive support for doing so.
Because generating a good, consistent OOD is difficult, a developer could ignore or deliberately
bypass OOD and C++ constraints. As with any substantial technological advance, organizational
adoption of OOD requires substantial investment in training in the chosen methodology and the
tools to use thas methodology.
Developers with experience in starting new object-oriented
projects strongly endorse extensive training in OO methodology as well as in specific OO
languages and tools [1, 2, 45, 71]. Software tools for generating and browsing through classes
substantially aid the OOD process, but selecting a set of compatible tools appropriate to an OOD
method and learning to use the tools well requires considerable time and effort. One expert in
the area recommends 6 months of immersion in OOD training [2]. As with any adoption of new
technology, management must commit to the change and be willing to accept failure on the first
projects using the methodology [30, 701. In addition, OOD does not reduce the need for careful
design reviews and a quality assurance program to enforce the use of good development
practices.
One potential problem in moving an organization to using OO development methods is the
proliferation of such methods, notations and languages. Many OO methods provide only sketchy
explanations of how to use the method and none cover the full lifecycle [27]. Consequently, each
OOD method has its own notation and object model providing slightly different characteristics
and default operations for objects. These differences may become very important especially
when developers need to change or compare models or notations [731. Many surveys of object
models and OOD methods are available [e.g., 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 311. A study submitted to the
International Standards Organization (ISO) [56] surveys the OO notations. This paper focuses
on selected fundamental features of OOD but does not provide details about any particular OOD
method.
Like OOD methods, there is no standard C++ yet. Consequently each C++ compiler accepts a
slightly different version of the language; however, the variations are minor with most developers
accepting Stroustrop's definition [4].
Unfortunately, many C++ compilers are actually
preprocessers producing C code giving a C programmer the opportunity to bypass the C++
language constraints completely. This study describes C++ features which are broadly agreed
on and does not discuss the details of what one compiler will accept and another will not. This
study also examines only the C++ code and does not consider the C or assembly code produced
during compilation.
This study examines key features of OOD and C++ on which there is broad agreement. The
OOD features are common to almost all t.K)D methods. Most C++ compilers implement the C++
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features; however, the C++ features are specific to C++ and do not generalize to other O0
languages.
2.3 Key Features of Object-Oriented

Design

Most OOD methods support the creation of an OOD consisting of the definition of groups of
class hierarchies and objects and controlling software for manipulating the objects using the
provided interfaces [e.g., 2, 9, 11, 12, 20, 26, 28, 29, 31]. The classes, objects and controlling
software should be traceable to the requirements and specific elements of the code There is
general agreement that the following features define significant characteristics which as a group
differentiate OOD from non-OOD methods:
Encapsulation - A mechanism for limiting the accessibility of a data structure or group
of data structures to a set of operations manipulating the data and a set of operations
providing a well-defined interface to that data. The data and the operations accessing the
data are treated as a single unit.
Abstraction - A mechanism for recognizing and representing the underlying similarity
of objects and operations in a given domain. Class and hierarchy definitions typically
provide data abstraction in an OOD.
Inheritance - A mechanism for deriving new specialized definitions from existing,
general definitions by incorporating the general definition and extending or adding detail
to it.
Refinement - The process of adding detail to an object-oriented description of a system
without altering the basic form of the description.
Polymorphism - This is the ability to reference instances of more than one class via a
single function call or operation. A base class and its derived classes can all provide
different definitions of a single function. A function call using a parameter of the base
class could apply any of the derived functions depending on the exact type of the
parameter.
While the details of each OOD method are slightly different and each implements these features
differently, most OOD methods encourage the production of designs with all of these features.
2.4 Key features of C++
Stroustrop [4, 5] designed C++ to extend C to support the key features of OOD and OOP. While
ihere are a number of languages explicitly supporting OO features (e.g., SMALLTALK), C++
has the advantages of general acceptance and compatibility with C for relative ease of learning
and use. While an OOD can theoretically be implemented in any language (e.g., X windows
toolkit, an OOP, is implemented in C), consistently maintaining OO features with no
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programming language support requires disciplined programmers to maintain OO restrictions
themselves. It also requires that programmers duplicate or reimplement features that the language
could provide. The important extensions provided in C++ to support OOD and OOP follow:
Classes - These are named aggregates of data elements and operations (termed methods).
Classes define types of objects.
In.Line Functions - The compiler expands these functions at compile time directly
inserting them into the body of the code. This process is very similar to macro
expansion; however, depending on the implementation, the compiler may generate short,
uncomplicated functions in-line automatically.
Templates - These are class or function definitions which the developer can customize
for parameters of specific data types.
Call by reference - Functions can contain reference parameters creating implicit pointers
to the calling arguments avoiding the explicit passing or explicit selection of variable's
addresses. While many other programming languages have call by reference (e.g.,
FORTRAN, PASCAL), C does not possess this important feature.
Type-Safe Linkages (or strong typing) - The arguments of a function call must match,
directly or through inheritance, the number and type of parameters in the function
definition unless the function has specified optional parameters with de_'_ult values.
Classes are the central mechanism for encapsulating, abstracting and inheriting information and
for defining types of objects. Support for classes is an important feature of OOD, OOP and C++.
C++ provides a number of options for defining access to the elements of classes, manipulating
classes and for supporting class inheritance. C++ features for class definition follow:
Public elements or methods - This is a definition of a data structure or function within
a class which is accessible by any routine inside or outside the class. Public elements and
methods define the interface for the class.
Private elements or methods - This is a definition of a data structure or function within
a class which is only accessible from routines defined within the class or to specifically
declared friend classes and functions.
Protected elements or methods - This is a definition of a data structure or function
withia a class which is accessible only to members of the class and to members of any
classes derived from that class.
F," .rid functions or classes - Friend functions and classes can access protected and
pr:vate data and methods. A class definition can include friend declarations.
!
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Derived Classes - These classes inl_eritfrom other classes.
Base Classes - These classes supply data and methods for derived classes to inherit.
Function and Operator Overloading - The same function or operator name can refer
to several alternative definitions provided each function definition has a different
signature (i.e., different sequence of parameter definitions).
Dynamic Run.Time Binding - For overloaded functions, the selection of the correct
function definition is held until the types of the calling parameters is identified at runtime.
Mandatory Methods - These are functions in a base class which all derived classes must
inherit and may not redefine.
Virtual Functions - These are functions in a base class which all derived classes must
inherit but may redefine.
Pure Virtual Functions - These are function signatures in a base class which all derived
classes must supply.
2.5 Relationship

of key features of C++ to OOD

Since Stroustrop designed C++ to support OOD, it is not surprising that key features of C++
support key features of OOD. Table 1 illustrates this correspondence. C++ programmers can
_mplement abstractions of the central features of objects or functions through classes or templates.
Classes in C++ correspond to classes in OOD. Templates allow developers to define general
classes and functions which they can later tailor with specific type definitions; however, not all
C,++ compilers support templates.
C++ support for inheritance includes support for function and operator inheritance and for
tailoring the inherited information. The base class specifies functions and data structures that the
derived classes inherit and any access restrictions on that information. The base class can also
include requirements on what functions the derived classes must contain. For example, a base
class can require the derived class to supply a definition for a function (pure virtual function),
provide default functions that a derived class can change (virtual functions), or require a derived
class te use specific functions (mandatory methods). The base class also controls which data
elemei,,s are inherited by declaring those data elements protected or public. C++ supports
polymorphic function call_ allowing several classes derived from a common base class to each
provide a definition for the same function name.
C++ support for polymorphism includes type checking function calls to select the correct copy
of the function, function and operator overloading and dynamic run-time binding. The linker
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Table 1: Relationship between OOD and C++ Features
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must resolve overloaded function or operator calls at run-time since the specific type of the
parameters may not be known until run-time. For example, if the base class animal has derived
classes dog and cat, all three classes could define versions of the polymorphic function likesfood. When the program invokes this function with a parameter of type animal, the linker cannot
choose the correct version of the function to use until the exact type of the calling parameter
(dog, cat or some other animal) is available. If a function call contains arguments that do not
match any signature for that function name, the linker should not select a particular version. This
restriction requires C++ to use type-safe linkages.
C++ support for encapsulation is primarily support for classes and for access restrictions on
information within classes. Classes can have public, protected and private data and functions.
These different restrictions allow the developer to define an appropriate interface for accessing
the data by only declaring as public those functions which should be part of the interface. The
developer can use these restrictions to control access to the data and functions within the class
definition. C++ requires the declaration of all access restrictions within the class definition. C++
also supports inline functions allowing the encapsulation of small blocks of code without
performance penalties.
C++ supports refinement through very general mechanisms for implementing object models. C++
notation has also been used as a design notation. The flexibility of C++ allows for the
implementation of designs developed using a variety of OOD methods.
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300D

and C++ Reinforcing Features of Safety.critical Software

This study examines how OOD methods effect four software design principles, generally
applicable to good software development but especially important for safety-critical software
systems.
Modularity - A good system should consist of logically separate, defined components
with defined interactions and limited access to data.
Functional diversity - A safety-critical system requires multiple, provably separate
sequences of functions to provide independent checks on the data produced.
Traceability - An auditor should be able to map user requirements, statements in the
analysis, elements of the design and lines of code to each other.
Removal of ambiguity - Safety-critical systems should not have ambiguous code or code
that may not always have predictable effects.
This section contains four subsections, one on each of the above software development principles.
Each subsection contains four parts. The first part is on the OOD features which support the
incorporation of the design principle. The second part is on the support C++ provides for
implementing designs incorporating the principle. The third part is on the potential risks OOD
and C++ bring to incorporating the design principle. The fourth is a summary of the advantages
and disadvantages of OOD and C++ with respect to the design principle.
3.1 Modularity
OOD Features Supporting Information hiding through encapsulation is central to OOD. Encapsulation is a mechanism for
encoding abstract data types by packaging the data structures with the functions manipulating
those data structures. Encapsulation requires narrow well-defined interfaces to data structures
and the operations for those data structures providing more support for modular design and
information hiding than traditional structural design methods. Since in a consistent OOD data
are only accessible through defined interfaces and only functions encapsulated with the data can
manipulate it, consistent use of OOD encourages and even enforces modular programming.
OOD also supports modularity through abstraction. By abstracting common elements of the
design into classes and creating inheritance hierarchies with the common features of these classes,
OOD reinforces the development of modular systems.
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C+ + Features Supporting C++ supports encapsulation and abstraction by defining classes as a programming language
construct. C++ classes can encapsulate data structures by allowing the user to narrowly define
the interface to those structures through the use of private and protected data structures and
functions within classes. Private or protected data in a class are only available using functions
_lefined within the class or its derived classes. The developer can keep the interface to the data
narrow by defining a minimal number of the class functions public (i.e., available outside the
class). To improve the efficiency of using functions to examine data structures rather than
examining the data structures directly, inline functions allow the definition of small blocks of
code as functions without performance penalty.
Risks The definition and use of classes in OOD and C++ for developing more modular programs can
pose risks for safety-critical systems. One problem identified in [261 is the problem of creating
too many classes and objects so that the system becomes unmanageable or has severe
performance penalties [63, 71]. Because creating classes is a bottom-up process, it is easy to
generate a large number of classes without creating manageable groups of classes. An accurate
representation of the domain may include a large number of classes which are unnecessary for
addressing the immediate problem. Askit and Bergmans [261 discuss the tendency of developers
to create elaborate class hierarchies for reuse when only a small number of those classes are
necessary for the current application. While the investment in creating an accurate, complex
class hierarchy to represent a domain may pay off in its reusability in future projects, for a
particular project, the effort may require a substantial investment including more testing and
result in a performance penalty. The performance penalty can be substantial and effect the
usefulness of real-time systems (e.g., [71]).
The problem of managing a large number of classes is similar to the general problem of
managing a large design; however, top-down structured design methods have evolved to meet this
need. Developers using OO methods can mitigate the risk by partitioning or grouping class
definitions. Developers have proposed a variety of methods for grouping classes (e.g. ensembles
[291, clusters [211 or class categories [91) or partitioning the design (e.g., into subsystems [9, 10,
291 or layers [44, 52]), Since OOD is still evolving and each of these methods uses a slightly
different rationale for creating groups of classes, no one method has universal acceptance. The
only consensus is that good OOD practice for large system design alternates between top-down
system partitioning and bottom-up class definition to mitigate the risks of either creating an
unmanageable collection of clas_es or a system partition which does not reflect class interaction
[26, 63].
One example of an OOD method attempting to mitigate these risks in
is the European Space Agency's Hierarchical Object-Oriented Design
15, 16] which was explicitly developed for large, complex, real-time,
HOOD methodology provides guidelines for decomposing abstract
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detailed child objects for representing subsystems and developing an OO class hierarchy from
the domain objects. There are available toolkits supporting the HOOD method (e.g., IPSYS
HOOD Toolset).
Alternatively, Yamazaki, Kajihara, Ito and Yasuhara [44, 52] developed an in-house OOD method
for a large telecommunications company that they are now publicizing to also address the need
for better OOD methods for large systems. Their approach creates a layered architecture (e.g.,
hardware, subsystem, function) and associates entities in the requirements with specific layers.
The developer then positions objects corresponding to the entities found during requirements
analysis in the appropriate layer.
Another potential problem for developing modular designs is that arbitrary inheritance schemes
or overuse of the friend declaration can bypass the development of good modular designs. The
friend declaration bypasses normal access restrictions on class information. Inherited methods
which add to the interface for accessing a class of objects make defining that interface more
difficult. A developer can create abstractions of classes which capture important common
information to develop the inheritance hierarchy providing a more modular design and reuse of
common data and functions within the system; however, inherited data structures and functions
make defining what an individual class does or can access more difficult. There is no good
mechanism, and few auditing tools, for collecting all of the inherited information applicable to
a class into a single location for purposes of examining the full definition of what an object does
and which other objects can access its information.
Summary While there are potential risks to using OOD and C++, both provide strong support for
modularity. Encapsulation is a mechanism for information hiding, and information hiding is a
large part of why modular designs are desirable in large systems including safety-critical systems.
C++ provides constructs supporting encapsulation and allows for the easy conversion of class
access constraints into code. A major benefit of OOD and C++ is the explicit support of modular
design and information hiding in the methodology. This support encourages the development of
modular designs and their conversion into modular programs.
For OOD and C++ to support modularity, developers must make consistent use of their features.
No design method or language choice alone will force developers to write modular programs.
Developers still need a good software development process including design reviews and a
quality assurance process to reinforce the use of OOD encapsulation and the accurate translation
of class definitions into C++.
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3.2 Functional Diversity/Redundant

Software Components

OOD Features Supporting OOD supports functional diversity primarily through encapsulation. Encapsulation is a product
of the object model which is central to OOD. Conceptually, the object model contains
independent objects which exchange messages as needed. The actual operations and data
necessary for the operations are hidden from every other object. The object model supports
multiple objects or classes of objects which perform the same or similar functions but are
completely independent of each other. Encapsulation, by providing a mechanism for limiting
access to both functions and data within classes supports functional diversity.
For example, a system can include a pressure sensor class of objects and a temperature sensor
class of objects with instances representing the actual states of pressure and temperature sensors.
In Figure 3a, these two classes are completely independent of each other. The functions
contained in the pressure sensor object cannot access the data or functions contained in the
temperature sensor object except through the designated interface functions. In Figure 3a, the
only interface functions are the display-pressure and display-temperature functions. Calculations
made within the pressure sensor'object would be completely independent of and provide a check
on calculations made within the temperature sensor object.
C+ + Features Supporting C++ supports encapsulation by providing class definitions as discussed in the previous section.
By defining data as private or protected within a class definition, the programmer can limit access
to that data from functions outside the class definition or from derived classes inheriting from
that class definition.
C++ class definitions also include an inheritance mechanism allowing base classes to force the
creation of new operations in a derived class. If a function is a pure virtual function in a base
class, each derived class inheriting from that base class must include a separate implementation
of that function. This enforced function creation reinforces functional diversity since a pure
virtual function definition requires separate function definitions to exist in each class derived
from that base class. For example, in Figure 3b, there is a base class, sensor, with a pure virtual
function, test-value. This declaration requires the derived classes pressure and temperature sensor
to each provide a separate implementation of test-value. These functions would be polymorphic,
possessing the same name but operating on .different classes derived from the same base class.
Risks While private and protected restrictions within classes and pure virtual functions forcing the
creation of new functions support functional diversity, inheritance can also allow unintended
connections between ft_nctions and data. Classes can inherit data structures and functions from
one or more base clas:,es directly and from additional base classes indirectly. Since a class can
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inherit from a series of classes through a hierarchy, a careless developer may not be aware of all
the data and functions inherited by a new derived class. Overuse of inheritance mechanisms,
especially multiple inheritance, and the use of friend declarations can create risks for enforcing
both modularity and functional diversity requirements on systems if the developer does not
explicitly watch for unintended connections among all the classes.
Summary Encapsulation by limiting access to data supports the creation of alternate methods from different
classes accessing different data. C++ implements encapsulation through classes which can have
private and protected data and functions limiting both access to and inheritance of that
information. C++ class definitions can also require the creation of separate functions in derived
classes through the definition of pure virtual functions. Alternatively, inheritance and friend
declarations can create risks because these create unintended connections between classes and
hide those connections in complex class hierarchies.
3.3 Traceability of Requirements to Design and to Code
OOD Features Supporting OOD should bridge the gap between the requirements and the code without performing
translations or radical transformations of the design. The results of an OOA (object-oriented
requirements analysis) should become the basis of the OOD which should become the OOP
through a process of refinement and the addition of detail to the original design. There should
be no sharp breaks or translations between phases of the lifecycle [21, 28]. To support
traceability and the reusability of designs, there is a consensus among researchers that decisions
forcing a particular implementation for any part of the design should be delayed as long as
possible to make the gap between design and code narrower [44]. A more general design can
also be available for reuse early in the design process of a subsequent system [68].
OOA provides the requirements analysis and initial design supporting traceability of the
requirements, requirements analysis and initial design for OOD methods. OOA provides this
traceability because it mixes bottom-up and top-down techniques just as requirements documents
mix abstract and detailed requirements.
Some methods [e.g., 14, 62] suggest collecting the
significant terms in the requirements and turning the nouns into objects and the verbs into
functions. While this approach is simplistic and impractical for large requirements documents,
it does provide traceability and is useful for small problems or components of large systems. For
large systems and requirements documents, abstract information is useful for organizing classes
and breaking the problem into subsystems. The large OOA example mentioned in Section 2.2
[63] also showed the flexibility and traceability of OOA methods because the organization of the
analysis as well as the details of the initial classes could be traced to specific requirements.
The OOD method should maintain the traceability of the design to the initial requirements
through each refinement of the design to the actual code. Coplien [3] defines the isomorphic
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structure principle as a goal for OOD methods. This principle states that the implementation
structure and design abstractions should be parallel and easy to relate throughout the development
process. The preferred method for maintaining this relationship is to refine the design throughout
design development rather than radically changing the design. Coplien uses this principle as a
criteria for analyzing OOD methods. He also defines a non-sequential series of steps for an OOD
refinement process preserving the underlying data model. These steps follow:
Identify the entities in your application domain
Identify behaviors of the entities
Identify relationships between entities, particularly subtypes
Create a C++ design structure from the entities
Implement
Fine-tune
Test
The developer should iterate through the steps to arrive at the final system; however, different
portions of the target system may be at different points in the design process.
Coplien's approach is similar to other approaches in OOD [3]. One of the typical reasons cited
for using OOD methods is the traceability of the requirements, design and code to each other
[e.g., 3, 63].
C++ Features Supporting C++ supports OOD traceability by providing programming language structures for classes and
objects and enforcing a variety of restrictions on class construction. C++ has been very popular
for OOD because it is flexible enough to allow for the implementation of many of the object
models assumed by the OOD methods. Those features of the language identified in Table 1 as
supporting the various features of OOD also support the traceability of OOD elements into C++
constructs.
Risks A significant handicap to traceability is the lack of OO methods or tools for the full software
lifecycle. Most OO methods cover, at most, only one portion of the life cycle [27] typically only
the requirements analysis or design portion. This partitioning requires the use of multiple
methods, tools and processes at different stages of the software lifecycle. If the developer does
not choose the methodologies for his development process carefully, not all the selected methods,
tools and processes may be compatible or support OO development.
Even when developers are only working with OO methods, these methods could be based on
different object models with different properties for classes and objects. There may be minor or
extreme differences among notations, languages, and CASE tools, in the default restrictions on
classes, the/unctions performed on or with objects, and the limitations on inheritance. If the
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developer is using tools or methods incorporating two or more different object models, the
developer must translate between the two. This translation requires a defined mapping between
the object models potentially changing the design or system in the process. This translation also
makes tracing a requirement through its incarnations in the OOA, OOD and OOP more difficult
since changes in the available properties of objects and classes may change how the design and
program incorporate a requirement.
Thompson [73] proposed an object lifecycle scenario in which an object undergoes a number of
transformations in the course of its development and use to illustrate the problem of incompatible
object models. For example, a developer can use an object definition tool to develop a class, use
a simulation tool to simulate the behavior of the class, store the class definition in a database or
repository and use a coding tool to develop a C++ definition of the class. All of these tools and
storage mechanisms can use different object models. These different models require multiple
translations corrupting the original class and object definitions. This scenario reflects the current
state of object technology with multiple competing object models embodied in the available tools
and proposed in current standards.
Selecting tools, methods, and notations which have
incompatible object models prevents easy traceability in different phases of the lifecycle.
Summary Ideally, OOD supports traceability because it is a process of gradual refinement of the design
details without major transformations and it is much easier to trace requirements through a design
if the process involves refinement rather than translation. The requirements analysis and design
documents should more closely map to the original requirements and domain analysis documents
allowing the customer to understand the design better. There have been a number of successful
examples of using these techniques to provide traceability. (e.g., [63])
To achieve traceability, the notation, tools, and implementation language must support
compatible, if not identical object models. It is very easy to select incompatible tools or methods
and have to translate among them. Developers must consider this issue when establishing the
development process and selecting the methods, notations and tools to support that process.
3.4 Removal of Ambiguity
OOD Features Supporting This is a problem with C coding somewhat mitigated by C++.
problem.
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OOD is not relevant to this

C + + Features Supporting C++ eliminates some of the sources of ambiguity present in C while introducing others. The
sources of ambiguity problems from C that C++ mitigates follow in Table 2. Primarily, C++
offers type checking features and methods of avoiding explicit identification of addresses or use
of pointers.
Table 2: Features Mitigating Ambiguity
Source of Ambiguity in C

C++ Features Mitigating Problem

Easy implicit conversions

Conversions not allowed
Operator overloading

Incompatible function calls and
signatures allowed

Type-safe linkages (parameter
checking)
Operator overloading

All calls by value, passing pointers

Explicit memory management
functions (ex. constructors,
destructors, copy constructors, new,
delete)
Call by reference

One of the major sources of confusion in C programs was the explicit use of address-of (&)
operators and the use and nesting of contents-of (*) operations. These operations were essential
because C only supported the passing of parameters by value. C++ supports the use of reference
parameters allowing the programmer to eliminate the explicit use of pointers under some
circumstances. C++ also allows the creation of constant references or parameters that cannot
change during function execution which C did not support prior to the adoption of ANSI C.
Memory management has generally been simplified and hidden from the programmer. The
simplification allows the programmer to avoid explicitly allocating and deallocating specific
blocks of memory and eliminates some sources of errors since the programmer does not need to
calculate the size of a memory block. Explicit unrestricted use of pointers and memory features
makes program tracing, auditing and understanding more difficult.
Risks Even though C++ mitigates some problems, it introduces some new ones primarily through its
support for inheritance, polymorphism and operator overloading through dynamic or run-time
linking. If there are several polymorphic versions of functions (i.e., several functions with the
same name operating on different types), the linker will have to choose among them or indicate
the possible choices depending on the types of the arguments involved. Since the types of the
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arguments may not be available until run-time, the version of the function used may not be
known until runtime. This is true if the program declares the arguments to be instances of the
base class to which all the versions of a polymorphic function apply rather than the derived
classes used in the function signatures.
Essentially all polymorphic or overloaded functions are hidden branching statements in the
program which an auditor inspecting the code may find difficult to trace. ",he options for
polymorphic function calls and overloaded operators may be buried in several different classes
scattered throughout the system. This scattering would make it difficult for the auditor to
identify and collect the different options and all the possible branches the linker has available at
any one point. If the options are too scattered, the auditor may not even be aware that an
operator or function is overloaded.
4 O0 and Real.time systems
I

Most safety-critical systems are real-time systems, and real-time systems have specific temporal
requirements.
Real-time systems include temporal characteristics associated with distributed
components which may vary over time. A real-time control system must classify and encapsulate
the behavior of these characteristics [34]. Classification is important for identifying the
characteristics, and encapsulation is important for associating the characteristics with the correct
components. A real-time system must use these temporal characteristics to recognize changes
in the environment and adapt its control algorithms to these changes.
4.1 Advantages

!

Object models, as used in OOD methods, show promise for modeling the behavior of real-time
distributed systems because object models consist of independent objects exchanging messages
which require the receiver to take some action. One definition of OOD is "a design and
implementation methodology which attempts as much as possible to compose the software of
software objects which correspond to or encapsulate 'real' or 'physical' objects [34]." This
definition comes from researchers who view OOD principally as a tool for the development of
real-time systems. In many real-time domains, the environment that the system controls or
mimics consists of controllers acting independently tither serially or asynchronously to
accomplish a goal. An actual process may require hundreds of separate controllers each having
limited knowledge of the overall system and may require that the system have the ability to
dynamically reconfigure itself. OOD can provide better models of the actual controllers and
other interacting hardware components in a real-time domain than traditional data models.
Encapsulated objects are a direct model for software controllers since each object can have a
narrow interface and tightly controlled interaction with the other objects (software controllers).
Changes internal to an object should have only a limited effect on the other objects in the system.
This is analogous to changes internal to one controller having a limited effect on other
controllers. Similarly, the reconfiguration of objects or controllers should have only a minimal
effect on other objects or software controllers in the system [46].
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The instability of the temporal characteristics of many real-time domains is another reason for
choosing OOD over traditional software development methods [34].
Because temporal
characteristics may not remain static over the life of the system and may not even be known until
run-time, a real-time system must implement adaption algorithms for entities which minimize the
impact of temporal changes on other entities. Objects by encapsulating temporal characteristics
and behavior provide a mechanism for isolating those characteristics and behaviors to only those
elements or objects directly effected.
_here are several examples of deployed real-time systems developed using OOD methods [34,
46]. One example is in Kotchev et al. [46] which describes control software for a manufacturing
process. This process consists of distinct phases with different types of activities conducted in
each phase. The control software is an OOP supporting the deployment of independent
controllers transferring control at established points in a process. Another example is the
telecommunications software described in [34].
4.2 Problems

encountered

The primary problems encountered with OOD in real-time systems relate to performance. Large,
complex class hierarchies can produce very slow programs in part because over use of
encapsulation and inheritance can add to the overhead in running C++ programs both from
additional function calls and the need to dynamically locate the correct version of a polymorphic
function. Performance must be taken into account at all phases of the development of real-time
object-oriented systems [ 1, 2, 71].
5 Long Term Advantages

of OOD

There are potential long-term advantages to OOD, discussed by a number of researchers, in
addition to those cited in support of specific features of safety-critical systems. These long term
advantages include the potential reusability of object-oriented code both within projects through
inheritance hierarchies and between projects, the reduced cost and effort of maintaining code and
the reduced cost of extending the code as the environment changes. These long term advantages
should increase software development productivity and software product quality.
5.1 Reusability

of Verified Code

One method of improving software productivity and quality and potentially reducing development
costs is the reuse of verified software development artifacts in the creation of new systems.
Software development artifacts include components of the design, code, and analysis of a system.
Rubin [68] identifies problems with the implementation of indexing schemes to identify specific
items for reuse that the use of OOD methodologies can mitigate and some OOD can exacerbate.
He identifies as a fundamental indexing problem the development of a representation for reusable
artifacts. The lack of a standard notation or representation has hindered reuse efforts, but the
definition of a nat'row interface to objects as OOD methods provide has made the problem of
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defining a representation "tractable" [68]. Further, a narrow interface m the objects simplifies
the generation of queries and reasoning about the capabilities of objects. However, inheritance
]chemes by hiding some of the interface can complicate the representation and reasoning process.
Rubin [68] also identified two qualities of software development artifacts which effect the
mrtif_t's reusability. The qualities an-, the abstraction level and the complexity of the object.
The abstraction level is the extent to which the artifact is dependant on a particular domain or
implementation. By encouraging the development of abstract designs and the identification of
common features of designs cutting across domains, OOD encourages the production of abstract,
therefore, highly reusable components. The use of abstraction at the design or analysis level
early in the software development process can potentially provide the greatest long term savings
from reuse.
The second quality, the complexity of the software artifacts, is important because as the
complexity of the artifacts increases, they become more difficut_ to understand and reuse. OOD
through the encapsulation of data and operations in objects encourages modular development and
information hiding. The developer intending to reuse, the artifact need only understand its
interface to know if a selected object is appropriate for a new application.
Stark [71] is less optimistic about the possibilities of general reuse of common artifacts, but
emphasizes the benefits of reusing artifacts within a single domain. Using the experiences of
NASA-Goddard's Software Engineering laboratory (SEL), Stark cites an increase in the reuse
of code from a baseline of 20-30% of new systems to 75-80% of new systems in a single domain
over a seven year period in SEL projects using OO methods. Reuse of artifacts in projects
outside the specific domain was much less common.
Stark credits the difference to the
developers understanding of the system artifacts associated with their domain and the difficulty
of capturing that information for other developers. Stark and SEL conclude that OO methods
promote reuse by proving a means to generate designs that accurately reflect the domain. Stark
did cite, as a cost of reuse, OOD's neglect of other important issues especially run-time
efficiency.
$.2 Ease of maintenance
Maintenance "is the performance of those activities required to keep a software system
operational and responsive after it is accepted and placed into production." [55] Using OOD can
significantly decrease the effort required to perform all three functions.
OOD tends to isolate faults by encapsulating data and functions within a single object or class.
Since objects and classes have narrow interfaces, only changes to these interfaces will effect other
classes. Changes within a class will only effect that class. Encapsulation generally limits the
scope of errors and the scope of fixes to those errors.
Encapsulation also simplifies isolated improvements to the system. An OO system can, for
example, change representation schemes or searching algorithms without effecting parts of the
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system outside the class containing the scheme or searching algorithm. Substitution of poorly
performing components is easier with only a narrow interface to those components.
5.3 Extensibility
Similarly, developers can easily enhance a system by adding new classes of objects especially
if those classes are derived from existing base classes. For example, if the system has a base
class sensor and derived classes temperature- sensor and pressure-sensor, it should be easy to
add a new class humidity-sensor also derived from sensor. Any functions which accept sensors
will accept humidity-sensors. The new class would have a similar interface to the other derived
classes including specific polymorphic functions which would have to be defined for all three
classes.
Traditional methods of development do not easily accommodate the evolution of a software
system to encompass new features or changes in the environment.
OOD potentially can
accommodate new objects or variations on e::isting objects in a given environment, and since
good OOD encapsulates the functions operating on a given structure in an object, the effects of
changes to that structure should be hidden within the object.
6 Conclusions
OOD is a valuable design methodology for real-time safety-critical systems because it can
provide a more direct model of the domain than traditional design methods and can reinforce the
use of development principles important to safety-critical systems (e.g., modularity, functional
diversity, traceability and removal of ambiguity). OOD by modeling independent controllers as
separate objects can isolate the functions and temporal characteristics of those objects and better
model the actual hardware under software control. 'OOD has now been used in a number of
large, successful real-time systems especially in the telecommunications area.
OOD also reinforces software development principles important to the development of safetycritical systems. The OOD properties of encapsulation, abstraction, inheritance and refinement
reinforce the safety-critical design features of modularity, functional diversity and traceability.
Encapsulation and abstraction reinforce the development of modular code with narrow interfaces
to separate blocks of data and functions by making information hiding central to OOD.
Encapsulation also supports functional diversity because objects encapsulate both data and
functions supporting the development of independent functions operating on independent data
elements. The inheritance properties of objects can also support functional diversity by forcing
the creation of new functions. OOD supports traceability because objects can provide a direct,
understandable model of the real world. With careful selection of compatible OO development
methods, tools and notations, the requirements, requirements analysis, initial design, intermediate
designs, final design and code should all be' traceable to each other. OOD is effective because
it takes good software development practices and formalizes their use within the design paradigm.
Table 3 summarizes the advantages of OOD and C++ development methods with respect to these
safety-critical features.

i
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Use of an object-oriented programming language is essential for the consistent use and
deployment of an OOD. C++ supports OOD and is compatible with a popular language used
in safety-critical systems. C++ provides a number of features (see Section 2.3) which support
the easy transference of OOD irito code. C++ also provides features making C a safer language
primarily by minimizing the need to directly manipulate pointers and memory and by providing
type-safe linking.
Even though OOD and C++ provide a number of benefits, OOD and C++ are not a panacea.
Table 3 also summarizes the risks of OOD and C++ development with respect to the safetycritical systems features. These techniques will reinforce good practices and the features
important to the development of safety-critical systems, but will not supply those features by
themselves. In addition both introduce new risks which the careful selection or definition of a
development methodology can mitigate. The use of C++ and OOD must be part of an overall
software development process reinforcing quality development practices.
Table 3: Summary

of the Risks and Benefits of OOD and C++
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5.,1.1

Questions:

Dr. Barbara B. Cuthill

OUESTION: JAMES CHELINI (Raytheon): You stated that C++ is compatible with a
language popular for writing safety-critical systems, I assume C. Is C chosen because it's good
for developing critical systems, or because it is widely available in school and commercial u_
and, by default, has been used in critical systems? What limitations would you impose on the
C++ OOD implementation?"
:DR. CUTHILL: C is being used. That's the point. It's there. It's what's being used. Whether
'that was the best choice, it's what we have.
When using C++, there have to be limitations on the use of inheritance, function
overloading, polymorphism. These things create ambiguities and their use has to be limileA.
POssibly it can't be supported at all in safety-critical systems. I think that's an issue that has to
be looked at further.
OUESTION: DR. JOHN McHUGH (Portland State University): With the ¢XCel_ion of explicit
inheritance, every advantage that you attribute to C++ is done, and done better, in ADA83, which
is standardized and much mor¢ portable. ADA9X will have inheritance. C++ allows all t_
faults of C. Why would anyone use it?"
DR. CUTHILL: I have not looked at ADA. What we need is an examination of C++, ADA9X,
EIFEL. We need a study of all of these and their benefits for safety-critical systems. We need
that kind of a study, we need that kind of research. It's not there.
DR. McHUGH: Those studies have been done.
DR. CUTHILL: Well, I'd like to know your references.
DR. McHUGH: Okay.
MS. DOLORES R. WALLACE (NIST): Barbara was actually asked to look at C++, which is
what she did.
QUESTION: Eow do you measure objectively the increase in modularity using OO techniques
versus other approaches, and how do you model the trade-off with performance prior to
implementation?
DR. CUTHILL: There are simulation languages, packages, that will let you look at performance
trade-offs. Also, the problem is overly complex inheritance hierarchies- nd there are complexity
metrics for checking for that. As for the first part, measuring the increase in modularity, I don't
have a good answer for that except that encapsulation makes information hiding central to the
design process. So, it is a key part of the design method and is supponexi by the method, which
should make the designs more modular and provide better enforcement of modularity.
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6

METHODS FOR REDUCING RISKS IN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

The technical session on risk reduction provided interpretation on both the problems in achieving
and assuring the safety of high integrity software and possible solutions to the problems. The
speakers, Dr. Winston Royce (TRW, Inc.), Ms. Anne-Marie Lapassat (Commissariate a l'Energie
Atomique), Mr. H. Ronald Berlack (Configuration Management International), Dr. Lance A.
Miller (Science Applications International Corporation), Ms. Charlotte O. Scheper (Consultant),
Mr. Kyle Y. Rone (IBM), Dr. William Everett (AT&T), and Mr. Roger U. Fujii (Logicon, Inc.),
provided insights from their experiences in defense, nuclear, space, and communication industries.
Dr. Royce identified the following six areas of concern with regard to safety-critical systems, and
elaborated on their meaning during his presentation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Safety-critical systems are implemented in the wrong languages.
There are not enough tools for safety-critical systems development.
There is insufficient analysis and distribution of error measurement data.
There is no organizational certification.
There is no people certification.
There is infrequent graspability of the full system functionality.

Ms. Lapassat, whose presentation preceded Dr. Royce's, and the six speakers immediately
following Dr. Royce, provided some techniques for addressing most of these problems.
While several speakers discussed the need for and availability of good tools, the only speaker in
this session to focus on tool development was Ms. Lapassat. She discussed simulation, testing
and auditing tools for independent evaluation of the software in NPPs developed for the French
nuclear regulatory agency. These tools focused on testing the control system to see if it met the
required timing constraints by simulating real-time, normal and abnormal operation.
Other speakers discussed tool availability and usage in relation to support for specific processes.
Mr. Berlack focused on the importance of SCM and that organizations need to have both the
tools and processes in place to support CM. Dr. Miller focused on the need for organizations
to support V&V and to use automated V&V test tools whenever possible.
Two complementary techniques were discussed as ways to manage the complexity of large
software projects: CM and reuse. Mr. Berlack strongly endorsed the use of CM as a means of
communicating between the systems and software engineers and maintaining traceability. Good
CM tools can provide a mechanism for tracing the impact of one change on the overall system.
Dr. Miller reiterated this need for CM to trace and allocate requirements to all the development
artifacts (e.g., specifications, code) as a means of supporting V&V.
Ms. Scheper described typical approaches for certifying and reusing software components. She
provided an alternative approach to simplifying complex systems through the certification of
reusable components. Ms. Scheper developed a certification framework for software for high
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integrity systems. Software components are maintained with the requirements they meet. The
framework grades the requirements and component based on the level of confidence that the
component meets the specification, the level of criticality of the software, and the level of
assurance used to test the software.
Three of the speakers discussed the need for and use of empirical data on the software
development process and software error measurement.
Mr. Rone discussed the need for
organizations to use models of error discovery. Dr. Everett addressed the question: "Can we
apply software reliability engineering techniques to safety-critical systems?"
Dr. Everett
discussed the test acceleration methods that isolate safety-critical functions for extensive testing
to achieve higher estimates of reliability. Dr. Miller also discussed the use of models to estimate
the numbers and types of errors remaining in a system. Many speakers and members of the
audience agreed that public availability of error data would provide valuable information but .that
it is not realistic to expect companies to release this data.
While no speaker directly addressed Dr. Royce's call for certifying an organization's capability
to produce safety-critical software, several speakers discussed the need for organizations to
implement repeatable processes supported by CM.
These capabilities are necessary to
establishing a corporate ability to produce software. Both Mr. Berlack and Mr. Rone identified
process definition as a required precondition for an organization to produce useful metrics data.
Without a defined process, it is not clear what the collected data means across different projects.
Mr. Rone linked the production of usable metrics data to quality, cost, and schedule planning.
The speakers also linked process definition, metrics collection, project planning, and V&V
activities to CM. Mr. Berlack explicitly discussed the link between CM and the establishment
of consistent planning, traceability, formal releases, change management, status accounting and
auditing. All of these capabilities are important for an organization to define its software
development process. Mr. Fujii and Dr. Miller discussed the need for CM and specifically
traceability to support a V&V process.
Mr. Fujii discussed software V&V in the context of the system, i.e., software V&V is a systems
engineering discipline that evaluates software as part of the entire system, including hardware,
human operators, and other interfacing software (e.g., operating systems, printers). He provided
guidance on estimating the cost of software V&V based on two concerns:
1.

The criticality of system-specific functions and other system parameters (e.g.,
security, usability, maintainability, and performance).

2.

Risks of the development environment (e.g., system architecture maturity,
processor technology suitability, development
methodology,
maturity of
development tools and aids, staff skills, schedule, and software application
maturity).
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The criticality analysis process requires traceability from system functions to all other
components to define the system behavior and to trace the implementation of the system
functions through all system documentation and code.
Mr. Fujii describeA a system safety framework that assists in estimating how much of the
software to analyze and test. In modem systems the interaction of software with the hardware,
human operators, and other software elements is more complex and interwoven in the total
system solu,ion than existed p_viously. The system performance functions must be specified
and analyzed. Software V&V must also analyze the allocation of the system requirements to
ensure that critical requirements are traceable and are allocated so as to make integration and
testing less difficult and time-consuming.
No speakers in this session addressed the other two issues that Dr. Royce mentioned: language
selection or developer certification. However, speakers in other sessions, the panelists in the last
session, and many audience members discussed and debated these issues.
In this session, like the previous technical session, two major themes were the importance of
maintaining and verifying the traceability of specifications across a complex system, and
maintaining the system context for the software. Mr. Berlack discussed the use of CM as a
vehicle for communication between the systems and software engineers because it provides the
mechanism for tracing the elements of development artifacts back to the specifications.
Dr.
Miller emphasized the importance of traceability to V&V activities. Mr. Fujii emphasized the
need for systems engineers not only to be able to trace the specification to the design
implementation but to be heavily involved in the software V&V process since the systems
engineers know how the full system, not just the software, should behave. Ms. Scheper,also
emphasized the need to understand the requirements on software in the context of a full system
to be able to select reusable software components and catalog those components correctly.
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Abstract
In France, the licensing process of nuclear power plants includes
a detailed survey of the nuclear reactor Instrumentation and Control
and in particular of the Protection System which is cl_sified as a
Safety Critical System.
The Safety of such a system k mainly insured by the quality of the
development process kcluding separated teams for development and
validation. However, before scceptance, an independent evaluation isrealized by Institute for Protection and Nuclear Safety (IPSN), comprising a critical examiution of the documents, an assesment of the
code quality, an identification of the critical software components, a
choice and preparation of tests cases, and dynamical verifications of
consistency and robustness.
To help that Independant Verification &Validation (IV&V) process, the tool CLAIR_OST was developed at CEA-DEIN to cover
dynamical verifications. Based on the pridp|e of test by simulation,
it is independant of the specification methods and languages used by
the Safety Critical System Provider and it is flexible enough to allow
different types of modelling and categories of test.
Further development consists of helping the generation of test
cases, based on proof techniques and formal models of specifications.

1

Requirements

of IV&V

Applications
to be evaluated:
Safety Critical I&C systems are real-time applications and one important
requirement for the evaluation is the possibility to verify temporal Specifications, watch-dogs and synchronizations bewteen components.
They are multi-microprocessors applications and the verification of links
or independancies are of interest. The real installation is made of a great
amount of microprocessors and hardware components.
They are fault-tolerant,
they must detect and manage defaults on the
installation, the instrumentation
and themselves.
IV&V environment
The team realizing IV&V, has not generally a physical item of the system
to be verified and at the begining, they could only inspect the documents,
that is the main reason which oriented us toward a simulated environment.
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1

They may havesuccessive and quite different types of systems to analyse.
For example, in the case of the french nuclear park, which is quite homogeneous, IPSN has to manage in parallel evaluations of SPIN P4 evolutions
and of SPIN N4, plus other systems, all of them using different hardware technolo6ies, architecture type, and languages. SPIN P4 is based on a M6800
technology and asynchroneous communications for hardware part, manual
methods of development and assembler language for software. SPIN N4 is
based on M68000, local networks for hardware, and the C language code used
for developing the software is generated from s formal specification.

2

Objectives

of CLAIR.F_,-OST Tool

!

The objective was to produce a software tool allowing:
e to simulate a code with an exact representation of its execution on the
target microprocessor;
• to represent every nominal interactions between the software on its
microprocessor, and its environment such as inputs from acquisition
systems, and outputs toward display and actuators.
The temporal
aspects as well as functional ones had to be represented;
s to describe and simulate abnormal interactions such as failures on acquisition systems ...,
defaults occur;

in order verify the behaviour of the code when

• to introduce defaults on the microprocessor and its memory and to
verify their detection;
• to represent and play test sequences;
• to introduce an observer able to compare expected values to test results;
• to keep preparations and results of test in order to replay the same test
sequences in particular after evolutions of the software.
The result was an event simulator associated with emulators of microprocessors, a system for modeling and simulating real time environment.
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The first version of OST ('/_ol _for Simulation _md Test) a_:commodated
only one emulated microprocessor, _the second one a/lowed emulation of sevend codes and their environment.
A graphical editor allows one to model and generate the complete
environment a_ord_
to the rules of our real time model.

test

The complete CLAIRE toobet is represented by the following figure where
dotted lines represent non-automated functions:
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3

Simulation

Priciples

: OST

The structure of the OST simulator is given in fig. 2:
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Figure
2:The Structure
oftheOST Simulator

Each interface
(microprocessor
emulators,
environmentinterface,
testsequencesinterface)
isactivated
when an eventaddresses
it.When activated,
itexecuteswhat isrequiredby thatcurrent
event,
eventually
creating
new
eventsand returning
controlto thescheduler.
An eventisa command tobe executedatan explicit
date.For example,
every modification of a variable of the simulated system will be the result of
an event:
• At time500ms Modify thevariable
THRESHOLD

withthe value56.

Executionofthenextinstruction
ofthemicroprocessor
codewillbe emulatedat theoccurenceofan event:
• At time501ms Executecurrentinstruction
FU.4.
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Time evolves with the Date oi _
of the current event, an intedar.e
started by an event works in _u/w/rgud _me, but may generate de/ays. The
date of execution are always explicit and the simulation works in virtual time.
The environment model is structured in modules themselves made of
PROCEDURES which are the Active Units of the simulation. Each procedure is activated at the occurance of an event modifying a certain variable,
which is a signal, when it starts_executing calculations, and crea__tesnew
events at the current time (execution in null virtual time) or with a delay
and returns to the scheduler.
The microprocessor code emulators are commercial that were interfaced
with the tool under the following conditions:
• The emulators accept step by step simulation and may save and restorr
their context (register and memory).
• The emulators allow themselves to consult and modify their context.
When integrated, every emulator is able to work in parallel, this means
that an application may be made of two M68000 and two In8051 microprocessors. For example, if you are testing the interaction of calculation codes
communicating via network controllers.
With that real time model of simulation, we are able to model the real
time behaviour of parallel systems. The tool is of course able to simulate
without the microprocessor code and in this case, we apply to verification of
the specifications.

4

Graphical

description

: MOST

The graphical description tool MOST gives the user a mean to develop his
test model under the rule described above. It automatically generates the
complete simulation application and insures a lot of coherency verifications.
MOST supports a top-down structured data-flow analysis simular to a
SADT description. The intermediate nodes may be systems, subsystems or
interface modules, the terminal leafs will be microprocessor code, or a test
sequence, or an interface procedure. Every data exchange must be described
with MOST, the procedural actions are necessarily introduced by the user
into each procedure under MOST control.
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When the description is ready for simulation, the complete simulation
code is genersted and linked to run the simulation.
Figures 3 to 6 present different levels of an application description with
MOST.
• Fis_tre 3 represents the higher level with the name 'GVA' of the application.
• In Fisure 4, we see the f_-st level structure with the component '.GVAI'
which is the code under test and the two subsystems: "ENV" is the
.GVA1 environment and represents its inputs and outputs, "$CTRL u is
the observer and modek the on-line varification of the .GVAI + ENV
behaviour compared to expected results.
• Figure 5 gives the structure of UENV" which in this case is made of
environment modules.
• Figure 6 is the lower development of one of ENV's modules with the
procedures and their starter variables defined.
The data-flow links are input, when they enter the left part of a component, output when they start from the right side, input and output on the
top.
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GVA is made of a code .GVA1, its environment
and the observer $CTRL.
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of ENV
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Figure 6" Lower Procedure
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structure of $CTRL

5

Results

analysis

: TRAS

TEAS tool uses the results of a simulation which is a sequence of temporal
evolutions of every variable the user declares to he surveyed. This concerns
evolution of values and also tracez of passages on surveyed addresses in the
emulated micro.processor code.
Temporal windows are determined by conditions on values and dates of
evolutions of the variables, and graphical representation of evolution may be
interactively requested by the user.
The types of presentations are graphical curbs of values, chronograms,
and histograms. In parallel_ __bles of evolutions may be presented.
From the execution traces of surveyed addresses, TRAS may present the
branch coverage of a test camp_gn, the histogram of number of execution of
code of nodes of the control diagram or cumulated execution times on each
branch of code.

6

Tests

Preparation

CLAIRE toolset does allow the execution of the different types of test. The
interface description allows more or less detailed modeling of interactions
between the code and its simulated environment and in particular it is easy
to verify that the code detects defaults of its interfaces such as wrong input
values, wrong synchronizing ....
The possibility of modifying simply the context of the micro-processor
code allows the user to chose parts of the code to be simulated anti in an
IV&V environment, the user may determine critical software components
and apply them a higher level of test. The user may also inject defaults and
measure the detection.
The determination and generation of the test sets are not automated in
CLAIRE but serveral ways are under study and tools that should assist the
user:
• One of them consists of determining by Hoare proof techniques, the
logical condition to execute a branch of code. A prototype tool OSTGEN developed at IPSN helps to do it then calculates test sequences
fulfilling the conditions;
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• A similar method using MALPAS tool allows to expreu critical conditions, to calculate the logical condition on inltal values of variables.
Solutions of the logical condition are possible scanarioa leading potentinily to the critical condition. That method is the theme of a study.

Description

of the Observer

The observer is modeled by the CLAIRE user according to its needs. It will
represent, for example the calculation of wriables, theoretical evolutions plus
the comparison every n cycles of &calculation. An alarm is sent to the user
when the dilrerence becomes greater than the tolerance value. It may also
be the expression of a property that must always be fulfilled plus an action
_hen that property becomes false.
The CLAIRE user describes to the observer part of his simulation environment in exactly the same way as the other description environment and
it will be generated with the whole application.

8

Conclusion

The first version of CLAIRE toolset was delivered in 1987, it consisted of
the OST simulator, in a mono-microprocessor version and with the M6800
emulator. The environment and test sequence description were written in
a special Pascal-like language with temporal features. With that first tool,
units of the protection system SPIN P4 of PWR 1300MW were analyzed,
critical software components were exhaustively teste. The branch coverage
of standard test sequences was measured.
Emulators of M68000, In8086 and In8051 were introduced and in 1990
we produced a multi-microprocessor version able to simulate an application
with severa_ codes.
The graphical description and Test Environment generation MOST was
delivered at the beginning of 1992 and was used to model and simulate SPIN
N4 units.
In 1993, we replaced the simulator part with a new one. The environment
is now described in the C language and is greatly more pwoerful. The performances of the simulation are largely increased. The TRAS tool is being
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delivered at the end of 1993.
FUrther development concerning tools to assist the test generation and
to automate the verification of properties either during the simulation, by
generation of observers or at the phase of result analysis.
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6.1.1

Questions:

OUESTION:
detected?

Ms. Anne.Marie Lapassat

HERB HECHT (SoHar, Inc.): What kind of malfunctions or faults have you

MS. LAPASSAT: In fact, on the P4 version of SPIN we detected only very minor faults. We
never detected faults in software protection.
OUESTION; DORELLE RAWLINGS (Sorrento Electronics): You talked about virtual time
in the simulator. How do you verify that target system timing aspects and order of execution are
really adequately represented in the simulator?
MS. LAPASSAT: Yes. I think we are able to model temporal specs with special instructions.
In the fourth version of the simulator it was with a special language manipulating the time. We
are in a position to model the time actions. With a standard language, we generate C code and
'we explore every possibility to model any type of interaction of temporal interaction. In fact,
we made an hypothesis on temporal interactions and we described that hypothesis. We wanted
the code to record that hypothesis, but you can represent any model of time.
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6.2

The Risks of Safety.critical

Systems:

Dr. Winston Royce

The Risks of Safety-critical Systems
Winston Royce
TRW, Inc.
[edited from transcript]
Dr. Royce identified the following six areas of concern with regard to safety-critical systems:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Safety-critical systems are implemented in the wrong languages.
There are not enough tools for safety-critical systems development.
There is insufficient analysis and distribution of error measurement data.
There is no organizational certification.
There is no people certification.
There is infrequent graspability of the full system functionality.

While a newcomer to nuclear safety-critical systems, I ha_,e worked on many systems for which,
if the system failed, human life .would be at some risk.
The first area of concern is languages, which is the starting point for all programmers.
All
predictions to the contrary language development and language technology are not dead, and C++
and ADA are proof of that. Languages in use today typically require compilers that produce
efficient code and that compile reasonably quickly. In addition, current languages and compilers
tend to have semantic debugging features and features aimed at reducing error latency rates;
however, these languages are the wrong choice for safety-critical software applications,
Choosing a language for safety-critical software development should begin with a different
perspective that focuses on the elimination of errors. This perspective forces the developer to
compromise efficiency and productivity. There are languages which provide semantic features
and inherent self-checking of these semantic features to certify that certain error types are not in
the code; however, almost no one uses these languages. The languages we use today do not
provide this self-checking.
There are problems with our current language choices. For example, the object-oriented coding
world has received little criticism; however, there is a problem with dynamic binding. When a
programmer uses it heavily, it makes a program hard to debug, hard to understand and hard to
trace. It is even difficult for a programmer to scan his own code and have any chance of tracing
through it and determining how the compiler will bind some polymorphic function at run time.
For safety-critical applications, we may have to restrict or prohibit the use of dynamic binding.
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Another example, is the ADA tasking statement. This is a powerful semantic feature particularly
valuable for real-time distributed processing; however, it cannot be turned on in safety-critical
applications because it allows time critical errors such as race conditions and deadlocks to
develop. Debugging race conditions and deadlock conditions is an extremely difficult job. While
ADA has some wonderful error detection features for the development of safety-critical systems,
it needs an inherent semantic checker on the use of tasking. While tasking is a desirable
semantic, it is also an error-prone one.
These are two examples of very advanced semantics which the C++ and ADA proponents argue
for strenuously as virtues of the language which i believe are error prone. Compilers for safetycritical systems should give up some of these features or certify their correctness.
While there are some tools, there are not enough tools because safety-critical software is largely
going to have to be tool-based, not human-based. To develop safety-critical software will require
the use of tools which restrict the programmer's creativity but prevent and detect errors.
Reasonable people should learn to put up with this restriction.

,

While claiming there are no error measurements is an exaggeration, there is a lack of analysis,
dissemination and use of the measured errors. The development process should change based
on these errors, Currently, there may be changes on individual projects based on error rates, but
not changes on a broader scope. Almost all big software projects measure software errors and
require these errors to be formally logged and dispositioned. There is a need for error collection
on a wider scope. The Defense Department or the Nuclear Regulatory Commission should
collect these errors, and classify them by type so that the industry can know which errors are the
most common. The treatment of this type of information should be analogous to the way the
federal government keeps records on the cause of death as listed on individual's death
certificates.
These statistics are used to guide federal research spending, medical school
curriculums and insurance company activities. Similarly, government, academia and industry
should use knowledge of softwa_ error rates to plan which errors to go after in a concerted way
thrc,ugh changes in practices and tools. We also need to develop mechanisms for certifying that
common errors have been eliminated from software. This is one way to get a step closer to
certifiably correct programs.
While I am culturally opposed to ce:tification of people and organizations, I advocate both. If
organizations had to keep track of their errors and publish them, I would like to see the Defense
Department and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission use these rates when awarding contracts and
force the corporate world to worry about this. These rates would be analogous to the SEI
methodology evaluation scheme which acquisition commands routinely use. This scheme has
brought great attention to methodology issues. I would like to see someone do the same thing
with errors.
While certifying people is the hardest part to talk about, there are some programmers, designers
and requirements analyzers who are better than others. Not everyone has equal talent and skills
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in these areas, ff the worry is about errors, then people have to take tests and be qualified just
as doctors or lawyers are and the weaker individuals must be weeded out.
The last point is the question ofgraspability. Errors are higher in systems when the people who
use, test, and build the systems cannot fully grasp the system they are buildi_g, testing, or using.
It's particularly noticeable now with distributed systems. Software designed for one arithmetic
register was much easier to understand than software designed for heterogenous networks with
upwards of 30 mini-registers requiring parallel or concurrent programming. It is very hard for
a vez7 good programmer to grasp the entire system that he is trying to build. This leads to
errors. There is a need for system engineering or architectural tools which permit the builder,
the program manager, the testers, etc. to understand what is going on in the entire system.
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6.2.1

Questions:

Dr. Winston Royce

QUESTION: DR. JOHN McHUGH (Portland State University): For over a decade I have been
trying to get my hands on the kind of error data that you're talking about. Are you offering to
make available to the research and the industrial community TRW's error rate data and error data
for their projects? If so, I would like to talk to you about it off-line.
DR. ROYCE: No, I'm not. I'm not empowered to do that, and I hope you understand the
sensitivity. I didn't speak to that. To admit you make errors and give the actual statistics, when
you're threatened by the fact your error rate may be higher than a competitor, is tough.
DR. McHUGH:
This is exactly the reaction that I've run into. I really think that it is
unconscionable in safety-critical areas for companies to consider both the process by which they
develop software and the results of that process as proprietary. I think the public interest
demands that all of those things be made public.
DR. ROYCE: Well, I agree wilh you totally, John, and while I can't do it, I'll work my level
best to provide you the data, or any other group such as you. The question is not that one
company do it, it's that all companies do it.
DR. McHUGH: Thank you. It sounds like the regulatory people have an item for their agenda.
DR. ROYCE:

They've got the power to make it happen.

QUESTION: GUSTAV DAHLL (OECD Halden Reactor Project): That was a very interesting
speech, but I have some comments on this. You're saying that you should go for statistics on
errors or faults which were most common. My impression is that the dangerous faults are not
the ones which are the most common, the programming faults, but the dangerous faults are the
faults inherent from the wrong specification because they repeat throughout the process. These
faults don't come out until the product is in use and probably result from a misunderstanding.
t

DR. ROYCE: I wouldn't disagree with that a bit. I tried to keep my ideas simple and
25 minutes. But obviously the most common error may be sort of trivial in terms
consequences. You kind of need a weighing factor that has to do with the importance
error in terms of the degree of catastrophe as well as its frequency of occurrence. I agree
with your idea.

within
of its
of the
totally

QUESTION: DR. JOHN KNIGHT (University of Virginia): Could you expand on your bullet
three on people certification, what you think that might involve and how it might be
administered?
DR. ROYCE: Well, a potential way is for an acquiring organization--it could be a state, it could
be the Federal Government, it could be a body of either the state or the Federal Government--to
simply put together some kind of test and ask that programmers pass it and they receive a sort
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of certification, and in bidding any of these jobs only certified programmers and designers can
be used.
OUESTION: KOFI KORSAH (Oak Ridge National Laboratory): What are the possibilities of
making software open to scrutiny, just like you can design a system where you have circuit
diagrams in your manuals and they are open to scrutiny; what are the possibilities of making the
software also open to scrutiny?
DR. ROYCE: Scrutiny? I thought you meant open as in open systems, which you'll notice I
didn't mention, because it's just one more source of error. Open to scrutiny? Of course. I mean
every logical step should be open to scrutiny. I don't think eyeballing it is going to help much
though, but open to scrutiny in the sense of the acquiring organization, or an independent V&V
team, or a user group bringing in their own tools and executing them on the software. Since I
do believe it's beyond scrutiny in the sense of eyeballs, code should be entirely open to scrutiny
in the sense of test tools.
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estimate the labor required to develop the software.
Software quality modeLs yield an expected error discovery rate based on the software size, criticality, soft-

Software systems are historically late and over
budget. A recent General Accounting Office study

ware development environment, and the level of
competence of the project and the developers with

studied sustained substantial cost overruns and serious
schedule slippages. Accurate labor estimates based on
reliable data for software size, productivity, and error
distribution arc essential to software planning.

pointedout that a majorityof the softwaresystems

respect to the processes being employed,
INTRODUCTION
Software cost and quality engineering is a systematic approach to estimating, measuring, and controlling
cost and quality. This discipline provides the vital link
between the concepts of economic analysis and the
methodology of software engineering.
The tasks
involved in software cost and quality engineering are
complex, and individuals with the knowledge and skill
required are scarce (DeMarco 1982; Putnam and Myers
1992). The accuracy and consistency of the software
cost and quality estimates are often questionable
(Kemerer 1987). There is a definite need to improve
modeling and simulation of software costs and quality
using knowledge-based tools and to improve the accuracy and consistency of the results (Boehm 1987).
Viable software cost and quality :nodelmg
depend on a quantitative historical database.
Past
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The standard Rayleigh curve models the typical
build-up of staff during the requirements and design
phases, the peak at implementation, and the tail-off
during the testing phase (Putnam and Myers 1992).
Figure 1 illustrates the staffing profile for an ideal
project. During sustaining engineering, a minimum
level of critical skills is required for effective maintenance.
This steady-state staffing level forms the
support line. It includes critical skills for requirements,
design, implementation, testing, and management. The
support line is a function of system size, productivity
rate, and the unique skill requirements for the software
system being maintained. In Figure I the are_ below
the support line and above the maintenance tail of the
Rayleigh curve represents the capability for new development work.
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not fall below the critical skiffs required by the project
as determined by the initial _
model.
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language in which each mftwam component will be implemented.
Complexity,
therelative
_
oftheso/lware
function,
isan important
factorafter-ring
development
costs. Some types of software systems are more diflicult to develop than others, e.g., dmelopment of an
operating system compared to the development of
utility software. Software complexity is based on three
primary factors:

Figure 3 illustrates the software cost estimation
process. Modeling software cost is based on the technique of stepwise refinement. This technique involves
decomposing the software system requirements into
software functional components.
These components
are fiuther decomposed into as many independent elements as possible. Decomposition terminates whenever
a
reused
software
element
or
a
iCommercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software product is

• Constraint Considerations
- Constraints such as
performance, timing, or space axe considered a
factor in determining complexity if they become
"e/itical." A critical constraint is one which will
require functional or logical design trade-offs. This
includes user imposed constraints, such as expense
and production schedules, as well as installstion
imposed constraints such as hardware, software,
operation scheduling, storage, and standards.

identified or whenever the component is decomposed
to the lowest level. The software elements and the
COTS products are sized and classified according to
release, language, complexity, and criticality.

• Interface Requirements - Addresses whether intricate interfaces, either hardware, software, or human
must be defined.

An estimate of software size is critical to
obtaining an accurate estimate of the labor required to
develop a software system. Size is an important factor
that ultimately affects the accuracy of the labor estimate. For example as the the size of the software
system increases the interdependency among various
elements of the software system also increases,
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• Software Classification - Addresses software cornplexity based on the t3'pe of software operation
being developed: control, computational, devicedependent, or data management.
Criticality is the level of effect of a failure of a
software component.
Software for certain medical
diagnostic or treatment systems, air traffic control, or

the Space ..ghuttle's PASS must not fail or hmnan lives
could be lost. in contrast, an inventory control system
should not fail, but the impact of the failure would not
remit in the loss of human life.

As shown in Figure 3 these inputs--size, zelease,
langtmSe, complexity, and criticality--are used by the
cost model to _xu:raxe an estimate of the labor
zequized to develop the softwa_ mmtxments.

Figure 3. Modeling the software cost estimation process.
COST AND OUALITY RELATIONSHIP
In modeling the cost and quality of software
components, cost and quality can be traded against one
another.
By attempting to minimize development
costs many projects simply defer error correction into
the product' time frame where the cost of error correction is more expensive. To prevent this from occurring a careful balance of product cost versus product
quality must be established.
The relative trade-off
between cost and quality is dictated by the criticality of
the software component being developed,
The criticality level determines which cost model
is used to estimate the labor requtred to develop a software system. For example, a softy, are component clas-
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sifted as low criticafity,will incur verification costs and
indirect costs which are a relatively low percentage of
the overall total development cost. In contrast, a software component which is classified as high criticality,
will incur verification and redirect costs which are a telatively high percentage of the overall total development
cost. This relationship is illu_rated in Figure 4.
Each cost model is associated with a specific
product error rate. For example a low criticality cost
model may be related to a product error rate of one
error per one thousand source lines of code. Similarly,
a high criticality co.c, model may be related to a
product error rate of one tenth (0.1) error per one
thousand source lines of code
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Since the software develo_t
process is
complex, ample opportunities exist to make errors.
Many of these software errors will be discovered and
corrected before delivery. Therefore, it is essential that
a project predict an expectederror discovery curve. As
shown in Figure 5 the standard Rayleigh curve models
the error discovery curve of a typical project (Kan
1991). The area under the curve represents the total
number of errors inserted into the software system. By
comparing the actual error discovery rate to the
expected error discovery rate, management can judge
whether work is proceeding within expected bounds,
As shown in Figure 6 the system requirements
are first decomposed into software functional components.
These components are sized and classified
according to release, criticality, project proficiency and
development proficiency. Project proficiency represents the level of competence of a project with respect
to their processes. Project proficiency determines how
many total errors will be inserted in the product per
one thousand source lines of code. Development proficiency represents the level of competence of the developers with respect to their process.
Development
proficiency determines the total number of errors that
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proEciency--are
usedby thequality
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an expected error distribution pattern or _,
process,
and producterrors.

SUMMARY
Software now controls not only the nation's telephone communication system, but everything from
sophisticated medical diagnostic equipment to the
world's financial systems. As software systems increase
in both size and complexity, the cost of developing
these systems rises. With ever increasing size and cornplenty
become
inevitable.
Reliable
softwaresoftware
on time errors
and within
budget
is contingent
on
accurate, timely software cost and quality estimates.
Software cost and quality models provide the
capability to quickly generate estimates for diverse
types of projects. Changes in assumptions such as size,
complexity, or criticality are easily factored into the
cost and quality estimates. These estimates can be
phased
across
time is
to too
determine
the staffing
or
the error
density
steep at ifcertain
points profde
in the
process. Integrated software cost and quality models
provide the information needed to effectively plan,
manage, and control the software development process.
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Figure 6. Modding the software quality estimation Wocx_.
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6.3.1

Questions:

Mr. Kyle Y. Rone

OUEST!ON; MICHAEL NOVAK (Combustion Engineering): I think you talked a little bit
about error conditions, error analysis, that we wouldn't want to release software for, but I'd like
to know do you use any of these methods to determine when to release your safety-critical
software?
MR. RONE:

Absolutely.

MR. NOVAK: And, if you do, how do you use them, what levels do you assume, and what
confidence do you have in releasing software in this way?
MR. RONE: We collect this data. We collect the cost data and the quality data, schedule data,
and once a month, as we go through our processes, we look at that data and make sure that it's
consistent. If you look at process models and if you do them correctly, there is a process with
an input and an output, and there is also entry and exit criteria for each of those process steps.
We use this information. We mark special milestones in there and we call them "control points."
When we hit those points we must stop and examine the current entry and/or exit criteria and we
use that information to either shut down the process or turn it loose. In particular, we do that
at major customer milestones like when the software is turned over to independent verification
and then when it's turned over to the customer. The customer is well aware of all of these
models and this data. We sit down with the customer go through the analysis of the data and
we make a joint decision with them as to whether to proceed with the process or not. So, we
very much make use of this data, and it's saved us from disaster many, many times.
MR. NOVAK: Could you state what your confidence is as a result of using these measurements,
what confidence you have in these measurements?
MR. RONE: Our confidence level is as high as it absolutely can be. In fact, when we go to
the Cape and we sit down with all of the people involved in developing the shuttle, a meeting
is held--and it's videotaped by the way--where everybody, every developer of each component,
goes through and declares their component ready to fly. And so that's the kind of confidence
level we have. We stand up and state our part is ready. We've looked at the data. We've
looked at the analysis of errors that we've found, and we're confident that it's ready to fly.
Other than that level of confidence, 1 don't know ,vhat you can express.
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In this talk, we address the question "Can Software Reliability Engineering measurement and
modeling techniques be applied to safety-critical applications?" Quantitative techniques have
long been applied in engineering hardware components of safety-critical applications. We have
seen a growing acceptance and use of quantitative techniques in engineering software systems
but a continuing reluctance in using such techniques in safety-critical applications.
The general case posed against using quantitative techniques for software components runs along
the following lines: safety-critical applications should be engineered such that catastrophic
failures occur less frequently than one in a billion hours of operation; current software
measurement/modeling techniques rely on using failure history data collected during testing; we
would have to accumulate over a billion operational hours to verify failure rate objectives of
about one per billion hours.
However, a case can be made for using quantitative techniques. It proceeds along the following
liens: isolate safety-critical functions; establish the level of processing associated with each
safety-critical function; use test compression techniques along with measurement/modeling
techniques to verify objectives. Cases exist where we can verify very small failure rate
objectives in a reasonable period of test time. These notions will be expanded on in the
following.
First, for many safety-critical applications, it is not the entire application that is safety-critical but
only certain functions that are safety-critical. For such applications, safety-critical functions
should be isolated to a few software modules and care taken to prevent interactions with other
modules in the application. We can then focus on measuring/modeling the reliability of these
few modules to insure objectives are being met.
Second, we can take advantage of differences between "operational time," i.e., the time the
application is active; and "processing time," the time spent processing instructions in the software
module. It is a module's "processing time" that is a measure of the stress imposed on a software
module that may lead to failure.
For some applications; the processing time associated with critical functions may represent a
small fraction of the operational time. This opens the door for "test acceleration" where we can
simulate the passage of a large amount of operational time in a reasonable test interval. Some
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examples are discussed, in particular, the testing of planetary probe navigation/maneUver
software.
Although the above example is not intended to be an all-encompassing approach, it does show
the possibilities for quantitatively certifying that high reliability levels have been attained for
specific critical functions.
Let's contrast the above with the current alternative commonly followed for certifying safetycritical software. This approach stresses the use of particular processes and practices in
developing safety-critical software. There are problems with this approach. First, we don't have
a quantitative understanding of the relationship between these processes/practices and the
resulting software produced. Second, software engineering is in a state of flux with new
processes and practices emerging. Again, we do not have quantitative techniques for assessing
the affect of new processes/practices on the reliability of the software produced.
So where does this leave us????? We propose that in the future we need to invest more in
applying software reliability measurement and modeling to safety-critical software; to supplement
the current approach of certifying the quality of the development process. We need to establish
a better climate that encourages industry to (1) apply more reliability measurement/modeling
techniques, (2) stimulate the emergence of new measurement/modeling techniques. Industrial
experience in applying measure/modeling techniques will stimulate their refinement and
enhancement. Unfortunately, the current climate of the economy and standards for safety-critical
software do not contribute to either (1) or (2) above. The current wording in standards gives no
incentive to companies to invest in reliability measurement/modeling methods for software.
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6.4.1

Questions:

Dr. William Everett

OUES_ON:
DR. LANCE A. MILLER (SAIC): Yes, Bill. In explaining your cumulative
error curves, presumably that's performed on a single version of a program. How do you feel
about the assertion by some that once one of those defects is repaired you're dealing with an
entirely different computer program, so any historical data now is invalid, so now you must
perform this error check over again from the start?
DR. EVERETT: Some of the reliability models and some of the methods we use take into
account that error repair is not perfect. In fact, we put it in and you can put it back in. In terms
of throwing out all the data which you have, you've got a lot of software there that you've
already exercised in a number of different ways, you know, that may not depend on the particular
area in which you made that error repair. So, I think throwing all that data away is wrong. 1
think you're really doing an injustice too because especially in the safety-critical area we rely a
lot on using our history data because we have so few failure occurrences.
DR, MILLER: i guess that's the point. It's not my decision especially, but the point is you
don't know what areas of the code you've affected by making a change, You can make some
assumptions. But the conservative approach is you don't know so you need to start over. Do
you disagree with that?
DR, EVERETT:

I disagree with it.

OUESTION: GREG MILLER (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory): There seems to be
a magic number of 10.4 failures per demand brought up as a maximum reliability that one might
be able to use by following a very well-defined prescribed process. What I'm getting at is that
some have advocated that following your process allows you to assume that you have reliability
at least of 10.4.
DR, EVERETT: That's news to me and I don't know how you can do it right off. Maybe the
104, I have seen that come around because of this testing figure. How much can you test in
terms of processing and how many test hours do you accumulate to verify a particular project?
Once you get up to about 10.3 or 10.4 hours you're getting into, what a lot of large projects
dedicate for a testing cycle, 3 to 4 or 5 months, so maybe that's where the number came from.
But magically saying, "If I follow this process the most I can hope to get is 104,'' unless you can
associate a model that shows you where that measurement came from, I don't know whether you
can say it.
OUESTION: WILLIAM D. GHRIST (Westinghouse Electric): Two questions basically. One
is that I don't understand where the correlation is between the probability of errors in the
software, the probability of detecting them, and just plain ordinary execution time. If you
execute a piece of code one time in a particular circumstance and it doesn't fail, it doesn't make
any difference whether you execute that for one more time or a million more times it's not going
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to fail. The real idea is that the failure is only going to turn up if you execute it in different
ways, not for a specific amount of time.
DR. EVERETT: That's true. And one of the assumptions we've made, and especially what we
do in a lot of our commercial projects, is we simulate operation, placing telephone calls. We'll
select randomly particular calls being made, Now, one particular call may go through the code
and execute in exactly the same way, but that call, interacting with another possible call, is where
we can possibly begin uncovering failures that result from the interactions between things going
on.

MR. GHRIST:

But it's not clear to me that that's correlated with execution time though.

DR. EVERETT: Again, if you look at the software and the stress that we can place, we can
make assumptions about the way we're executing it in terms of forcing us to move down certain
paths and to encounter a particular fault and encounter it under just the right conditions that cause
a failure then that's what a lot of this is based on.
MR. GHRIST: Yes. You didn't seem to address at all the idea that experience of testing code
is one of the less effective ways of finding errors in it. Inspection and analysis generally find
most of the errors in the code, not the testing of it, and where does that fit into this?
DR. EVERETT: That's been our observation too. There has been too much testing to analyze,
let's test quality at the end, and in our practice we're trying to move that further back into the
process. One of the things we have found is to at least orient our testing toward measurement,
making testing more of a measurement process, rather than a bug finding process. This is
forcing us to now go back and set objectives and define usage of the product in terms of things
we call an operational profile. It is changing behavior. We find our testers now are going out
and visiting customers' sites in order to characterize operational behavior and actually
participating in setting reliability objectives because they need this information to test the
product.
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Abstract
This paper describes how the Software Configuration ManagementProcess (SCM) can contribute
to the successful accomplishment of development and maintenance of Safety-critical Software
in the Nuclear Reactor System's environment. SCM is the management of the software product
as it evolves through development and operates in a designated system. SCM acts as a
communicator for the development/maintainer activities through the process of identification of
the software product's requirements, design and associated interfaces, establishing baselines,
managing changes, reporting status and performing audits.
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INTRODUCTION
CURRENT ISSUES:
The evolution of analog proceuh_ of signnl and sensor data in the nuclear reactor
system has caused a valid concern that" ....the sot_luu and hardware for...__ur
could be vulnerable to design and programming errors that co_d lead to nfcff-si[n_icant
common mode failures" [1]. The basis of this concern is derived from the use of a collection of

sinsleImmmer confisurations
foranalogInsmmm andCom SystemsOkC)versustheuse
of shared compmer systems employedindisital I&C systems.
Inanalogsystems,
themeansto
data flow is "hardwired". In disital systen_ data flows from many murces ofsigtmls and semor
_rmafioato.acemralorshared
_forpro_
andamlys_ The eventual
con_m for •
shsfin8 is one of reliab_ty and that the me ofthis system "canresult
ina design
tlm hasthe
potential to propasa_ common mode failure ofrcxhmdant equi_.
The Iota would be greater
The other key concern is that sottware erron resulting in common mode failures can
defeat an of the redundant channels in a protection system even if there is a minimum of shared
_.[q.
The goal, then, is to limit the probability of the occurrence of common mode failures
associated with digital computer technology and limit the external loss offimctiom in the
monitoring, control and safety systems. [1]. This is a goal that can be helped by the employment
of a Software Configuration Management (SCM) process that is promoted by top management
and accepted by the devcloping and maintaining personnel on a project or at a nuclear site.
The SCM process cannot solve these concerns, but an SCM process with appropriate
management authority and acceptance can be a valuable aide in assuring that the goals as stated
have been achieved.
NRC IMPLE_ATION

OF THE SCM PROCESS:

The NRC has not ignored the need for SCM nor the fact that it is important to the su_s
of any project. In January 1983, N.P Wilburn, et al published the Guidelines- Software
Configuration Management, HEDL-TC-2283 for the HartfordEngineering Development
Laboratory [2]. The ASQC, Energy Division is currently preparinga Configuration Management
Standard (DRAFT 8 May 1993) in "terminology that can be applied commonly throughout the
energy industry" [3]. The ANSI Standard, CRITERIA FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS IN
SAFETY SYSTEMS OF NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING STATIONS,. P-7-4.3.2, draft 8,
cites the SCM requirement in para 5.3.5. [4] This paragraph also states that SCM shall be
performed in accordance with ASME Publication 880, Software for Computers in the Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Stations, 1986, clause 7.3, has a strong statement for configuration
control.[ 11]. The appendices of Publication 880, provide excellent check lists for reference in the
performance of SCM. Additional guidance is also cited in NQA-2a-1990, for IEEE Standard
828-1990, Standard for Software Configuration Management Plans (ANSI). [6] FinallyNIST
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Special Publicat]on 500-204, Sept 1992, High Integrity Software Standards and Guidelines,
D.R.Wallace, et al, cites the requirement for SCM in section 2.6.3. [7].
CONCLUSION:

The_
dmiom_
indimetimthen¢_ is r_W_t mi tha__
havebeenandaremnmtly beingemblilxl andpromulgated
totheenergyoommunity.
The
rmm_e¢ofthispalm"
willbetoshowhowthesereq_ts
canandshouldbeimplY.
My thanks to Ms I.,ind8Roy of MAC Technical Service Company for her review of this

paperandforkeepingitwithintheboundsofeditorial
integrity.
1I
SCM OBJECTIVES, EXPECTATIONS & ASSESSMENTS
OB/EC13VES:

A fuadammtalobjective
of SCMis toCOMMUNICATE
toensurethatallpeopleona
,

given development or nmiatemmce team know:
. What is to be Imilt, tested and delivered,
• What is being built, tested and delivered,
• What was built, tested and delivered
In addition SCM ensures that the software product is designed built, tested and
delivered/maintained as specified in "customer" requirement specifications; that the design
requirements can be traced to the final product, upward and downward; that changes are managed
in an efficient cost effective and timely manner, and that the final product is maintained and
supported in the user's environment.
SCM is successful if the SCM activities are initiated at the start of a development or
maintenance task and that planning for maintenanceis started early in the project. In addition,
management support is paramount to success through delegation of authority to the SCM Activity
and by providing the necessary human and physical resources to do the job required.
Experience indicates that success is also enhanced through a central focal point for SCM
at a high management level in order to represent upper management in all m_tttersrelating to the
SCM process. This includes directing the implementation of the SCM standards and related
activities, disseminating information, and providing training.
The model for these activities are illustratedin Fig 1.
EXPECTATIONS:
A recent survey of Software Engineers by the IEEE Working Group developing a Master
Plan for Software Engineering Standards [8] resulted in a list ofuser expectations for the
Configuration Management process. These are listed in Fig 2 and should be valuable guidance to
those responsible for implementing SCM and for resolving the issues and problems facing the
NRC. The ultimate objective and expectation is to reduce the percent of software errors found in
the field, illustrated in Fig 3, to zero!
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FIGURE 1
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THE CONFIGURATION
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provided
• the sofhvare in p_:oduction is consistently replicated oz"recreated
. consistency and repeatability are acl_ievcd during activities such ,as sofhvare"builtls or
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• change requests receive attention througli a specified review process and only
" authorized changes are implemented and recorded
. evidence is provided for approval of the soft3vare before relense to a user by
appropriate parties
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ASSESSMENTS:
During the past several years,the SoftwareF.nSin_ing community has responded to the
_iteria for capability and maturity established by the Sol_are Engineerin8 Institute to develop
reliable, quality, fail safe m_.
This effort was co_
with criteria establishedby the
ISO/IEC TC176, Quality Committee, as ISO 9000, with ISO 9000-3, a guide for software
developme_
In order to avoid headlines such as appeared in the news papers on 29 June 1993,
"SPACE SHU'I'I'LE COMPUTER SAFETY QUESTIONED - NASA engineers fail to adhere to
requiredstandards for software that operates the speoem_ study says" [9], Studying the
critem and performing an assessment will help those with development responsibility
to detem_ their level of capability and maturity and help them take corrective action to
_me
the failure mode issues facing them today.
The I-IishIntegrity Software Standards and Guidelines docmme_ referenced earlier,is
also an assessment appmac_ Here, several standardsmostgermane to the nuclear safety problem
are reviewed and assessed for their value in answ_ to the following questions:
"Do the requirements of the document provide assurance ofthe nuclear safety
system soRwaredeveloped, _
and operated according to these
requirements ......... 7
"Will the requirementsof the document provide NRC auditors with enough
information to verify that the vendor product is in compliance with the
requirements........ "
In order to avoid the above referenced headline, project managers should ensure that the
applicable standardsthey employ, are true, correct, accurate and compliable so that software
engineers will not/cannot avoid a_lheringto them.

III
CURRENT SCM STANDARDS AND GUIDES
There are a number of standards and guides that have been published for use in the
government, academia and the commercial world in addition to the ones already mentioned. And
although the ASQC writers state that these documents" appear to be prescriptive and too
oriented [towards other processes] to be adaptable to the energy industry [3], I submit that they
should be reviewed and applied where applicable in order to take advantage of the expertise and
experience that went into their development for whatever process.
•
°
•

IEEE Std 1042, Standard Guide to Software Configuratiom Management
ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC&/WG8/CD 12207-1, ISO Standard, Software
Configuration Management (DRAFT)
ISO/IEC/TC176/WG 14, DIS ISO 9004-7, Guidelines for Configuration
Management
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•
•
•
•
•
•

I

i

ISO 9000, QualityManagement
MilStd 973, ConfigurationManagement
bill Std 2167A, Defense SoRwate Development
lvftlStd 498 (DRAFT), SoftwareDevelopmentandDocummtafion
NASA Std, 2100-91, So,ware Ensinee_g DcoumentationStandard
NASA HBK Si_ 84.-101,1990, MmmsemHandbookfor Sot_vam
Devdop_

• FDA,OoodhnufmuPraceces(Om')
•
•

DOE Order,54S0 CM, Opemional Configtu_on ManagementProgram
DOE Std, 5489 CMXX (DRAFI_ImplemmtationGuidelinesto Operational

Confi ntionMmmsmneat
PmgrmStandard
IV
DEFINITIONSAND ABBREVIATIONS
SAFETY-cKrIICAL SOFI3/VARE- Softwarethatfallsinto one or moreof the following
catesories(1) softwarewhose inadvmmt rmponseto sthmdi,failureto respondwhen required,
responseout of sequence,,or response incombinationwith otherresponsescanresult in an
ace/dent. (2) softwarethat is intendedto mitigatethe resultof an accident (3) soft'warethat is
intendedto recover fromthe result of an accident [9].
...

SOFTWAREHAZARD.- A software conditionthat is a prerequisiteto an accident [9]
CONFIGURATIONMAN.AGE_
- A process which ensures that the technicalrequirements
are clearlydefinedandcontrolled throughout the developmentandacquisition process and that
the acquiredproducts satisfythe system'stechnical and operationalrequirements.The process
consistsoffive principalactivities. A sixth can be addedfor Subcontractorcontrol:
ConfigurationIdentification- selection and identificationof itemswhich identify,describe
or define the configuration'scharacteristicsfor inclusionin the projectbaselines.This
activityincludesprovision for the unique identificationof the items,theirinterfacesand
associated documents.
ConfigurationControl/ChangeManagement- controllingand managingchanges to the
configurationto ensure technical and operationalrequirementsareclearlydefined and
controlled.Includes analyzing the technical,cost, andschedule impactsof a proposed
change and affecteddocuments as well as the reviewand approvalof a dulyconstituted
reviewboard(Configuration Control Board- CCB).
ConfigurationStatusAccounting- recordingand reportingthe implementationof changes
to the configurationand its identifyingdocuments.
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Confimm_onAuditsandReviews - verifyingthatany itemselectedfor CM meetsthe
fun_onal and/orphysicaldmm_efkti_ set forthintedmical do_mentafion andthe
oonduetof_
geviewato establiahpointaof depwtureud approvedbaaelit_.

commi-

defin trodmntmU the

tadfumio tmCaom

Subcontm_orNendor Control - enM_ that euboomraetorspm_rm SCIVlinazzordanze
with customermquiramzts sad that region mpply_
dommmtattonto estsblish
idmtiflea_n and proviaiomfor notificationofchanse u agreedon before
of the vendoCswodu_

(Adapted
fromASQCCouflsmmion

Standard
sect.3.1[3])
V

g

SAFETY-cRrrIcAL SCMACTIVITIES
The SC_ Wooers activitiesandtaskscannot wovide thesolutionto the desip anddovelopment
problemsrelatingto disital systeumandthe probabilityof commonfailure.Pmfomin8 theWocess
can, however,providetheingredientsfor enmuingthat a reliableandsafe softwareproductis
developedandmaintained.Thefollowing activities,ifwell supportedandadheredto, canhelp
resolvethe vitalissues.
PLANNING:
Thepreparation,agreementand issue of a well definedSoftwareConfiguration
ManagementPlan[SCMP]mustbe accomplishedpriorto or atthe very startof the
development/maintenance
phase.The SCMPis a meansfor communicatingwho is responsible,
what activitieswill be performed,when these activitieswillbe performed,the outputfromthese
activitiesandthe expectationsthat users canlook forwardto inperformingthereown tasks.The
Proj_tenance
Manageris responsiblefor the S_s
implementation.
The SCM activitiesare Identification,ChangeManagement,StatusAccounting,Audit,
InterfaceControland SubcontractorControl.All activitiesareinitiatedat the startof a software
lifecycle except for Audit,which is heldat a point nearthe endof the cycle. The outputof the
SCM processare thereviewed andapprovedspecificationsand standerds_
establishedbaselines,
with approvedchangesincorporated,controlledinterfaceandacceptedandapproved
subcontractedproducts.Statusreportsandquerycapabilityof allactionsandtransactionsprovide
the statusandresultsof these activitiesand subsequentproducts.Thefinalconfigurationaudit
will confirmthat allof the expectationslistedin Fig 2 are realizedor indicatethat corrective
actionis needed
The SCMP,usingIEEE Std 828-1990 [6] as a guide,mustbe very specificin how the
SCM process will be performedby listingthetasks associatedwitheach activityincludingtasks,
functions,responsibleparties, time frames,reviewauthority,releaseor incorporationauthority,
IV&V requirementsand provisions for maintenance and operation. As an example, the SCMP
should describe the minimumrequirements for system and software documentation that includes
the who, what, when and where for a System Specification, SystemOperators Manual, Sottware
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Development Files, Software RequirementsSpecification, Software Development Plan, Software
Design Document, Software Test Description and Software Product Specification. These
docmneats will provide the structuredand approvedbasefines
throughout
the maware product's

lifecycle.
The SCMP should be consistent with the criteria of the definition for safety cdu'cal -

iv. rm_approval
ofthephm_
uthenemionoftheProjectMa_er.
CONFIGURATION

bebyoon_m_ ofthepro's_ttmdent_ and

IDENTIFICATION:

It Soes without sayin8 that one cannot make dmnses to somethb_ that has not _
idem/ifled. Conflstntion Id_
will support safety critical software d_
by_
serv4n8 as the o_nm,stone for effective SC'M perfo_.
Well do_
and uniquely
_
docmnenmtioe and code inam_ _
vacesbility flem bonmn to top and top to
bottom. Performance of this activity insures that all so/tware dements are in place to be able to
map out the impact of a cK,mse on so/twain documeats and releted code. It also _
the
V&V infommtion
neoessmytoaucHt
therelease
ofcodeintothesystanorinmrporation
of

chaugm
into
anexisting
syst_
Mostimportant
part
ofConfiguration
Identification
are
thespecilkafions
ordoammms
that
define
the
requirements
-functional,
physical,
interface,
test
andqualification;
the
design
a_tefia in ac_rdan_ with the requirem_t_ the test plan, test descriptions, test procedures, and
subsequent test reports; and the version description docmnent along with the product
specification - what was done. SCM insures these documents are concise, contain the required
content, are consistent, traceable and are closely reviewed by project experts for correctness prior
to their approval or conditional approval for further development of the software.
The review and release documentation is also dependent on use of universally agreed on
standards for preparation of these documents. Such standards may or developed by the NRC or
the standards are adopted from the IEEE, NASA, NSA, NIST, DOD, DOE, etc.. All ofthese
organizations have grave safety critical concerns. SCM assures that one universal set of
documentation is adhered to for ease of communication and commonalty ofterndnology by
writer, reviewer and approver. The use of prototyping is also a valuable tool for ensuring a good
"try before buy" policy especially for those software elements considered safety critical.
Prototyping the design, a peer review by a few good experts, documenting it and placing it under
configuration control by SCM will go along way for total assurance of the development of safe
software.
Software Configuration Baselines are established from approved specifications and
documents as a result of project scheduled technical reviews managed by SCM. The definition,
requirementsor functional baseline defines "what is required of the software product" The
Design or Allocated baseline describes "how to meet the requirements". The Product baseline
describes how the product was built, implemented, coded, etc. Baselines are a great benefit to
good, efficient requirements and change impact traceability. SCM provides a total picture of the
software product through a software hierarchy showing the parent-child relationships of the
software elements fi'om top to bottom. Good baselines enable efficient and accurate impact
analysis that will insure that safety factors have been accounted for and have or have not been
impacted by a given change.
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SCM also assuresthatdocumentsresidingin a well controlledbaselinehaveless chance of
violatingthe safetydements in the softwareproduct.
SOFTWARECHANGEMANAGEMENT
Althoughso_
dmage mansgemmt- dmnge control- is an activityof the SCM
proceD, it is also a process inits own fight.A procen with_ a process. ChangeManagementu
performedby SCM requiresa strongand authoritativebaseline,a good etBcientstatusaccounting
and a well-definedaudit planthatwill insuretheexpedientand validatedincorporationof

approvedchanges.
ClmngeMamgemmt requiresa singlepointof authoritywithinthe SCM process

eazeo_ entityml anSCMchangemamgmeat/proumi_teamthatemb_ expedient
processing of all dmnges _
via manualor automated,_ean&
The _,
normafiy
investedwith SCM, is responsiblefor maintaln_gtheprovisionsof the SCM Planand the
developmentof a procedurethatwill enablethe over all dmnge processto prooeedin a flawJeB
malulef.

!

Change Managementpolicy and procedurestartswithtop managem_t to be intl_mented
by SOCl and those who submit,review,incorporateandvalidateapprovedchanges.
SCM insuresthatinitiationof a changerequestmust beeasy to undergand andto handle.
For classificationofthe changes,a configurationcontrolboard(CC'B)is required.Amly_s for
criticality,impacton all dements of thesoftwareproductandcoordinationamong impacted
organizationalentitiesis the responsibilityof softwareengineeringand is paramountto good
control. Disposition- review-by the CCB mustoccur. However,approvalof dispositionis
delegatedto the CCB Chairperson.TheCCB membersadvisetheChairon how to dispose of the
given request. CCB attendanceis mandatoryandmembersmust be expertin theirfield of
employment.The dispositionandinstructionsto incorporatemustbe clearandconcise.
Incorporationof an approvedchangecannotexceed theinstructionsof the approved
changedocumentsin orderto be validatedby V&V. Additionaleffortrequiresthe preparationof
a new change request.Inadequate,or confusinginstructionwill result in cancellationof
incorporationanda referredbackto the Chairpersonof the CCBfor clarification. IV&V and
qualityinspectionis mandatory.Close out (completion)of the incorporationis performedby the
SCM activity, but the event shouldbe acknowledgedby the CCB ChairpersonandIV&V to
verifythat incorporationdid indeed complywith the approvedchangeinstructions.
A well performedchangemanagementprocessreliesof a well conceived status accounting
•systemto enablealmost minuteto minuteinformationabouta given changeor seriesof changes.
All activity, fromthe time a changerequestis logged into the time it is officiallyclosed out, must
be recordedin the status accountingsystemandsuchinformationbe availableby queryor report
at all times.
STATUS ACCOUNTING:
If SCM is a communicator to all on a software project as well as those who work with it
in support of the project, then the mechanismfor communication must be planned and the
necessary physicaland human resources provided.
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Status information is derived from the software development librarywhich is established
early in the project by SCM and the project Librarian.The libraryprovides the work areas for
do_numtin8 and coding by the software mEineets and the subsequent transfer and release into to
tEe _
rapportUbnuyNBmem for oo_
testin8 and release to the muter h'brm3,for
system test and eventual delivery to the user. This system is maintainedby the Ub_
in

mocdinsflm
withSCMwithwaldaimdmed4o.kmw
ridesofsooesstothelibravandits
seSmeets.
ThewoA
seSmem
tsooetroeed
bythePmSrmmer.
TheotherseSmeets
m
eontroned
bytheI.anrisa.
The platform for status sceountin8 data is the software development file (SDF) that.is
established for each defined dement of mflware in the software hierardff - from lowest defined
ud oonlmlled demeat inch u unit or object or alas up to system level - the top elemeat. All
data _
documem_d requirements and design and all code, test descriptions and ptocxxlu_
plus reports reside in the SDF."Ilte data that the SDF oomim m defined in a data dentmts
dietionmy and it is the selected elemmts tim make up a status report in hard oopy or sereea query
format.
$CM insures that a well phumed sad _
process enables trsr.eability.
This is vital to providing information for _
ansly_ change history for determination of
failure nsMes and error _'and
the rationalfor approvaland incorporation of previous
dum(_. TEekey to good _ty
is an efildent query system that is assessable at all times to
all people including those at the nuclear sites and stationsl. In addition to the impact analysis
requirement, the test team relies on status a_u_mtin8 data for quick questions and above all the
IV&V activity for validation of approved documentation and the veritication of change
incorporation.
The key to good status accounting is in the selection of primarydata elements that SCM
determines are important to the developers, maintainersand users. These should be selected by
consensus, but beware of selecting too many which in turncreate _mbersome reports. Another
key point is the formatting of the data queried or reported. SCM provides the ability for one to
create unique reports as required as well as developing and maintainingstandard reports fo,"
management, customer and the general user.
Collection of the status ac_unting data is most important. SCM assures that only valid
and accurate data is collected to produce valid and accuratereports. If collected on a manual
basis, SCM provides for a quality inspection of such data prior to input by, many times, data entry
clerks. As more and more automated techniques and tools are employed, almost all desired data
elements can be automatically transferred into the applicableSDF such as creation of a change
request via a computer terminal. Once basic informationis provided, a change number is assigned
and logged into the SDF. Collection techniques should be easy and quickly entered. The more
transparent the process is to the developer/maintainer the better the data.

CONFIGURATION AUDIT:
The Configuration Audit is the close-out activity for the SCM process. The audit is
managed by SCM to demonstrate that the original requirements in the Software Requirements
Specifications/Documents have been satisfied as attested to in the Test Report data obtained
during prescribed tests. In addition, the Configuration Audit assures that the software code being
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released/deliveredis supportedby a Softwarei)roductSpecification,a VersionDescription
Do(atm_ anda specifieduser/systemmaintetmn_manualthatusuallygoes withthe software

product.
TheAuditmivity nm befonMlandearried
outwithclrefulplanning
thatincludes
the
of the all oftheprincipalsystems,
src_te_jral,design,
test,qualityandmaintemutce

_
ptu_
theS¢_ud Dm t,t__mt l_zeaeL_ m _
m_hu_h
_
revie_ md_
a_ _ _
_u, u an_mm, sho_ be_ _ _
m_

to

and_
the aud_. The IEEE STd 1028-1988SoftwareReviewsandAuditsandMiIStd
1521Barereco_ed
_.
Ifdetailed inspectionis carriedout duringthe audit&the

dmces forfailures
bemmefarlessthanwithoutsuchimpec/io_
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m_
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M_y _
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_

t_ _

bytheSCMactivity
andCo-CI:_ bythe
howev_,the_
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mulm:_l_ tJ_t_ mxUt
is_w:_tt_ I_ _

_xt ofegtaalve fieldtests, to inmre that a ¢am_t md relia_ "AsBu_ to As Desisn"Im

takenplaceud thatthesoawareproduct
winmeetsitsmiS_ mission
requirements.
ItCI'ERFACECONTROL:
Fromthe issuesandproblemsstated at thebeginningof this paper,the planningfor
interfacesandtheiridentification,control andstatusaccountingis very importantandare
hnportantto SCM for_ility
of a changerequestsimpacton the so/twareproduct.
The most commonway to initiatean interfaceactivityis to forman InterfaceControl
WorkingGroup(ICWG)to reviewthe System Requirementsandidentifytheinterfaceson a
systemto systembasis. The next step is to reviewtheSoftwareRequirementsSpecificationsto
identifythe processto process interfacesthat will berequired.SoftwareEngineerscanthenbe
taskedto develop InterfaceRequirementsSpecificationsandsubsequentInterface
Requirements/DesignDocumentsfor Analysis,Reviewand Approvalby ",heICWG.
Membershipin an ICWG,at the system level, includestheProjectManagersof the
interfacingsystemssuch as a nuclearpowerstationto a powertransferstationor the hardware
generatorsystem to the reactorsystem, lead Engineers,softwareand hardware,representing
interfacingprocessessuchas sensorsto digitalsignalprocessorsare also membersalong with the
quality,reliability,V&V and SCM personnel.Thesemembersare usuallyfromthe Prime
Designing/Developingactivity,although those from otherinterfacingactivitiesmay be called in.
ThePrimeDesigner/Developeractivity'sSCMis themanagerof the ICWGand performs
SCMfor interfacespecificationsand documentsinthesamemanneras developmentdata.
In thisday andtime, it is also importantthat ICWGtasksincludeidentificationof those
interfacesassociatedwith Local Area/WideArea Networksandthe associated Client/Server
softwareemployedwith the networks.If such networksareemployedthe designated
Prime/Developer'sNetwork Managershouldbe a memberof the ICWG.
SUBCONTRACTORCONTROL:
Up to this point the discussion has centered on the role of SCM in the development
domain,but now SCM has to be described as a functionof the acquirer's/purchaser's/buyer's
procurement of software products. The following guidancealso applies to "in-house" agreements
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for othergroupsto supplyrequiredsoftwareproducts.Thiscould alsobe theperson sittingnext
to you who hasbeenaskedto performsome specifiedtasks.
Thereare st leastthreecatesodes of procuredproductsto be ad_.
The firstis a
software productthat is fullydeveloped by anothersoftwaredeveloper.Such stcontractrequires.
the definin8 of the acquirer'srequirementsfor the desisn, development,build,test anddeliveryof
a soitwam product( it mayevea requiresubsequentmaintemnoe).Thesemnd cateSoryis the
orderin8of a modifiedsoftwareproductthat is offeredby a developeror resefleras modifiableto
customerspecificationor as a turnkeysystemmeetingcustomers_o_
The thirdcstaSory,
is the pmdme of"off-the-shelf' softwareproductson an "asis"basis.Thisis knownas COTS,
computeroff the shelfsoftware.It is also known as NDI, a nondevelopedsoftwareitem,
developedby theaquirer,butnot a deliverableeletnent.
The firstmesory mustbe _y
plannedandsubcontractorsthat canmeet exacting
standardsfor evaluationare selected. This includesthe selecteesbein8ableto demonstratetheir
undentandin8of the SCM process to the satisfactionof equips SCM functiotL
If_s
SCMis to aid inassurin8 the inte81_ of safetycriticalsoftware,film the
samerulesappliesto the subcontractorsSCMITheaquirere_sSCMmusttherefor preparean
SCM $_
of Work(SOW) section ofthe subcontractorRequestfor Quotation0Wl') that
cites exactlywhatthe acquirer'sSCM expects. Takenothingfor grantedandinsurethatthe SCM
r_luiremeatsdo not get subsumedinfavor of otherdemands.Once a selectionhas beenmadethe
ContractSOWmustalso be explicitandrequirea SCMPlanthatwill describehow the
subcontractorwill performthe SCM process.This, in turn,will requireperiodic,but continuous,
monitoringby SCM andthe formationof a continuousinterfacebetween counterparts
throushout.
The second categoryshouldbe treated the sameas the firstone, however, SCM must
providefor constraintsapplicableto disclosureof the subcontractor'sdesign anddevelopment
processunderthe existingcopyrightand rightsindata laws.Thereforeagreements,sometimes
with legalassistance,mustbe madeto obtainas muchtechnicaldataas possible to enableproper
identificationof the softwareproductand to managechangesthatmayimpactsubcontracted
software withinthe acquirer'sdomainmuch less changesmadeby the subcontractor.
The thirdcategoryis most difficultfor SCM identificationandcontrol purposes.
Hopefidly,SCM canobtaintechnicaldata sheets inadditionto a "fuzzy"users manualto enable
adequatedocumentationfor identificationandpriornotificationof pendingversionchanges to the
procuredsoftwareproduct.Thiscan accomplishedbest throughdirectdealingwith the software
vendor.SCM standslittlechancedealingwith a re-seller/distributordue to agreementfor re-sale
madewith thevendor.
Provisionsfor a_uiring of softwaremustbe includedinthe SCM planandbe a basis for
internalmanagementaudits.
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ii

VI
SCM SYSTEMS AND TOOLS
There are numy new and innovative software development systems on today's market all

ofwhieharedeaisnedtoincremprodmivity,quality,
rdiabUity,
lowercostandmakethe
devebp_ lifelesstediouLSystemsfordevdopmmt
ofdmnnmtation
providetemplates
that
¢m _
writ_ time by IM_ studal_ provide the meres fortraceability
anddevelopmmtofa
doemm_ treethatinturnaidsintheestab_
ofthesoftware
hierarchy.
Sourcecodeconm_l
durin8 developmem such as CMS and SCCS is now very poimlar and most major developers are
rains a variety ofversions for a larse _
ofdevulopers - krge and small projects. Such
systems are good and _oald be evaluated in order to maintainquality and refiabili_ ofthe

mawate andorovidetranspermt
controls
tothedeveloper.
Goodprod_
canbeadheredifthemawatedevelopment
systema_iectdfitsthe
jobatlandanddoesnotrequire"_"
thejobintothesym_l Topreventthis,anevaluation
plan slmuld be prepared to include the methods for a_tag
vendors, the cgitetia for evahmtion
and demoutntfion of their woduct to pteaon'bedbettc:lana_ and the ultimate check list for
selection of one, two or three trial runs before the final telection.
There are four basic SCM System models to select from. No one modal may meet all
requirements such as an applications program type development vs an embedded computer type
development. These models are: the check-out/_-'m
(co/ci), the composition, the IonS
transaction and the change set models.
The co/ci and composition models are pm_'anuner driven. The co/ci provides for
complete control and access to the programmer's work and allows for work to be performed on
the module by checking it out, making revisions and checking it back in with an indication of new
version or just a revision to the current version. The composition model allows one or more
programmers to move a version into a work area of the model and create a new version or
enhance a current version. The software product then consists of versions of elements selected by
the progrmmner(s) for release. No two programmers, however, can work on the same element at
the same time.
The long transaction model is "system oriented'. A team of programmers, sometimes at
several different locations, select a version of software residing in the repository to work on and
move that selected version into a work area. Once there, the programmers may work on several
elements at the same time. By consensus, the programmers will/may declare a new version and
commit it to the repository for eventual release. All versions are stored. Any version can be
selected to create the next version. This is compatible with the principles of concurrent
engineering.
The change set model is similar to the co/ci, but involves retaining the deltas created
against a fixed version of software. Several programmers can work on individual elemems and log
in the deltas - adds, deletes or changes - and can then select the deltas required to make up a
desired version. This model also provides detail status of the controlled code for reports including
the information needed for good traceability and impact analysis.
Some of the more familiar,SCM systems are SCCS, RCS, DSEE, CCC, Rational Rose and
Aide-de-Camp. all are adaptable to most software languages although Rational is known for Ada
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languagesupportand SCCS is UNIX oriented.In any case it is recommendedthat evaluationsbe
conductedandappropriatetools selectedthat will enhancethe SCMprocess.
VII
TRAINING
In orderto insure_
andeffective SCM, all ofthose closelyconnectedto the SCM
processshouldreceiveat least a_
trainingandthose who actuallyperformtasksshould
become proficientthroughimfimm; andon thejob trainingprogrm_. Inaddition,management
pevmmel andothcn in the user envirommemindirectlyimpactedshouldalso understandwhat
SCMis and how it wodm to thek IMJv_tqp.
A mmflTefoftrainin8plansm available,l.zcel colleges anduniversitiesIdve one or more
extemiontypecoum_ _
_d therem a mmber of refiningcompaniesandconmltam
thatprovidepublicand _
_
and on thejob trainingamist_c¢.
Trdrdngis importantandon_ providedr_mld be followedup on at leasta yearly ba_.
In additionthere arenumberof _
intzrea grouln or m_iation grouln that havebeenand
arebeingformedfor CM, SCM andDataManagement.Thereis the ConfigurationManagement
groupinthe WasliingtonDC areathat mee'_everycoupleof months.(Conta_D. Murphyat 703
406 8787) TheElectronicsIndu_'ies Association(EIA) DataandConfigurationManagement
Committeemeets quarterly- twice in theDC areaandincludesanannualworkshopthatalso
providesa tutorialon the CM process.(ContactC. Denham,202 457 4965).'_ome ofthe groups
stresssoftwareentrepreneur,technicalissues, assessmentandcertificationrequirements.All are
verygood andthose with an interestshouldattend.
VIII
CONCLUSION
When SoftwareConfigurationManagementhas beenemployedon large, mediumor small
projects,the processeshas provento be avital andintegralpartof the softwareproduct's
development.
.'_e SCM processshouldbe performedon allNRC projects,especiallythose of a safety
criticalnatureto providethe meansto createand controlthesoftware product'sdocumented
identification,performchange numagement,statusaccounting,interfaceand subcontractor
controlduringdevelopmentandmaintenance.
Selectionof an SCM systemto fit the needs of a projector likeprojectswill assist in
alleviatingthe software criticalissues facingthe NRC today.
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6.6

How Much Software Verification and Validation is Adequate for Nuclear Safety?:
Mr. Roger U. Fujii

How Much Software Verification and Validation is Adequate for Nuclear Safety?
Roger U. Fujii
Logicon, Inc.
Introduction. For over 25 years, software verification and validation (V&V) has been applied
to major DOD weapon systems, especially nuclear weapon systems, to ensure that the software
is free of catastrophic software errors. Software V&V is a systems engineering discipline that
evaluates the software as part of the entire system including hardware, human operators, and
other interfacing software. When applied from a systems perspective, software V&V has been
proven to be an effective technique for the early detection and correction of errors. Several V&V
cost/benefit case studies for the Rome Air Development Center have shown that the dollar
savings of the early detection of errors clearly offsets the cost of the software V&V.
Rule of Thumb for Estimating a Software V&V Effort. The question facing systems budget
planners and program managers is to estimate how much software V&V is adequate for nuclear
safety. The V&V effort is generally expressed as a percentage of the development effort. The
"rule of thumb" for estimating the V&V effort is that software V&V ranges from 10% to 33%
of the development effort depending on the criticality of the system. For the highly critical
software such as nuclear weapons delivery, life-threatening medical, avionics flight controls,
manned space flight, and air traffic control systems, a comprehensive and thorough software
V&V effort is required because of the obvious impact of a software error to the loss of life.
Highly critical software requires approximately 33% of the development effort to be devoted to
software V&V. For high performance systems such as the unmanned deep space probes,
financial software, telecommunications, and networking systems, where a software error may
significantly degrade the system performance or cause the system to function permanently in the
degraded mode, the "rule of thumb" for 'the V&V effort is approximately 20-25% of the
development effort. The criticality of high performance systems is dependent on the user's
tolerance to loss of system performance and the recovery time to fix or bridge the erroneous
portion of the system. Many other programs and systems demand a level of quality above the
standard quality assurance effort provided by the development team. When software V&V is
applied to these quality systems, approximately 10% of the development effort is used. Figure
1 illustrates the range of software requiring V&V such as quality systems requiring 10% of the
development effort to highly critical software requiring 33% of the development effort.
However, estimating software criticality is more than categorizing the type of software and the
consequences of software errors. Estimating software criticality involves a rigorous analysis of
the system functions, each function's effect on criticality criteria (e.g., safety, security,
performance), and key parameters affecting the development environment. Figure 2 illustrates
an example of these application features and development parameters which affect the criticality
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of software. First, it is important to define criticality as it relates to specific system functions.
For example, criticality for a nuclear power plant could involve all reactor control functions,
interfaces to the pumps/values and sensor involved in monitoring and controlling critical plant
coolant, control switches and console receiving operator control of critical functions, displays
functions which process and format data of critical plant parameters for display to the operator,
security functions to prevent unauthorized access to the plant software system from maintenance
personnel or other parties who may inadvertently or deliberately interfere with plant operations,
and database functions and data containing key plant control parameters. Other critical features
may include system security, easy of useability, maintainability, or specific performance features.
Next, the development environment is assessed by examining:
1) maturity of the system
architecture (i.e., is it a copy of a functioning system or is it new with no prior history of use);
2) is the processor new and invokes new technologies or is it a proven, widely used processor;
3) are there many aids and tools for the development reflecting a robust environment or are the
development aids and tools new and thus possibly error prone; 4) is the development staff
experienced in this type of system or is the technology and functionality new to the development
team; 5) is the development following a rigorous methodology or is it following an ad hoc
methodology that has unknown performance,; 6) is the development schedule tight such that any
schedule or development perturbations causing more error potential in the software turning
normal functions into critical functions; and 7) is the software functionality new thus increasing
the likelihood of errors in the software or is the software based upon previous developed work
thus lessening the expected error potential.
Aggregating the detailed analysis of the features contributing to the critical of a software using
the method described above gives a clear cut method of assessing the criticality of any software.
For example, high criticality software could require less than the normal "rule of thumb" 33%
if the critical functions are well compartmentalized into small areas of the software, uses a well
defined software development environment, is not a new development but is one that follows
previously built efforts, and has a well trained staff who have developed similar programs in the
past. Therefore, part of the answer to the question of how much software V&V is adequate for
nuclear safety is determined by the scope of functions involved in the criticality of the software,
how the software is designed and architected, and how the development environment supports
or deters from the software V&V effort. Most software V&V efforts fit within the 10-33% rule
of thumb identified in Figure 1.
S.ystem Safety Framework. In the following sections, a framework will be described that will
show how to estimate how much of the software should be analyzed and tested. This detailed
decomposition approach first starts with the system framework and proceeds through definition
of safety critical requirements.
Figure 3 illustrates the overall system/software development cycle starting with the system
concept definition. The purpose _? this figure is to illustrate that the software must always be
analyzed and tested from a systems perspective. The interaction of software with the hardware,
human operators, and other software elements is more complex and interwoven into the total
system solution in modem systems than existed on previous systems. Therefore, software V&V
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Figure3: System SafetyFramework
must havea sysu_msengineeringorientationfor an effectivecriticality analysisto be performed.
Within the systemdevelopmentcycle, them arc key stagesin the metamorphoseof the software.
The two importantstepsin a systemdevelopmentis the specificationof the systemperformance
;¢quLmmcnts,including any safety, sccuriW, and other special requirements. Second, the
allocation of the system requirements to hardware, software, and human operators is an
architccdngchoicewhichis a crucial determiningfactorto defining how the systemfunctionality
is achieved and to identifying how much effort is needed to demonstrate that the requirements
arc satisfied. In mostmodern, complexsystems, software is behavingas the glue which ticsall
elements of the system together. The allocation of requirementsis therefore one of the most
important steps that define the ease or difficulty of integrating and testing the system components
at later development stages. A poor allocation will tend to spread critical requirements
throughout the system architecture making the later analysis, test, and integration effort very
difficult and time-consuming. One method to avoid last minute surprises is to conduct periodic
reviews of the product at key development milestones. At distinct review points in the software
development phase such as at the Software Requirements Review (SRR), preliminary and critical
design reviews (PDR, CDR). Test Readiness Review (TRR), and Formal Qualification Testing
(FQT), safety reviews are normally conducted to assess the safety of the system and software as
developed to that stage. Safety problems are identified at the reviews and corrective actions are
taken to create a more error safe system architecture. At each stage of the software development,
the software is verified for compliance with the previous phase's specifications and also being
,validated constantly against the overall system requirements and objectives. The early feedback
loop of the software V&V analysis and test results assures the early correction of detected errors.
Latent errors or weak designs leading to the greater error potential are identified and corrected
as time permits to build a more robust system solution.
In.formation Criticality Annie/sis.

Once a system arch'itecture and critical requirements

are

defined, a flow analysis can be performed to determine those portions of the system which are
impacted by each critical requirement, This flow analysis traces each requirement through the
architecture and identifies all software routines, hardware interface components, and human
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actions which are involved in processing the critical requirement. This trail identifies the portion
of the system which must be examined by the software V&V effort. Utility functions and data
required by the critical functions are identified as part of the critical path requiring detailed
analysis and test.
The criticality analysis is conducted for each defined critical
function/requirement. By tabulating all areas of the system affected by the critical functions, one
can obtain a picture of how much of the system needs the software V&V effort.
Instrumentation & Control Software Engineerine, Is,__ues. New technologies and functionality
being considered for instrumentation and control software for nuclear power plants present unique
critical issues that require close examination during software V&V. Figure 4 lists some I&C
software engineering issues which will present some unique issues for software. If features are
designed into the software and hardware which allow plant performance (e.g., turbine efficiency)
to be modified during operations, there is concern that important safety and control features could
be altered or indirectly influenced to cause plant error recovery or detection operations to peffoma
less than as expected. For safety and security features, there is a constant debate as to how much
protection and security is enough and do the safety and security features interfere with optimal
plant efficiency. For example, password controls have been used in many systems to control
authorized access. However, as evidence has shown, when the use of passwords is overdone and
required for the most simple of operations, operators begin to circumvent the protection by
pasting the password on the terminal and ignoring any warning messages associated with the
protection because they have seen similar messages too often, making the real message
indistinguishable from the normal warning messages. Many system architectures are considering
a distributed architecture that places the processing and controls close to the sensors and plant
control features (pumps/vents/values). Today, most systems utilize a centralized control system
where all the information is funneled into a main processor for decision-making and security
control. With a more distributed architecture, more security features are required to control
access. Centralized decision-making requires more communication links between the distributed
nodes to evolve an overall picture of total plant operations. More decision-making is also being
assigned to the software since it can react faster to detected error conditions. However, there are
_:ertain conditions where human operator decision-making surpasses any automated decision
making especially in those situations where a complex, process flow analysis of many different
system functionality coupled with past operating history is required. A new plant architecture
must have clear cut points where the decision-making is 'left to the human operator. Many new
power plants are using artificial intelligence and expert systems to detect developing error
conditions and to aid the human operator in interpreting and responding to plant operations,
especially to emergencies and error conditions. Plant designers are also trying to create system
architectures where new technologies can easily be inserted into the system without having to
redesign and develop the system a second time. All of these types of new performance issues
will place a stronger need to perform software V&V on the new power plant software, with
special concern and assistance required in the early system architecting phases.
StaffSkill Mix. The software V&V teams' experience base and skill are equally important in
determining how much software V&V is adequate. With the proper allocation of staff experience
and skills, the software V&V can be optimized to assist the development team in the early
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detection and correction of errors and to identify the subtle design flaws which turn into difficult
to find errors. The author's experience has shown that the optimal staff experience is a mix
Using the "one-third" rule. A software V&V consisting of one-third senior staff, one-third
mid-level staff, and one-third junior staff along with a program manager functioning as the
systems engineer produces the optimal staff experience base. Equally important is the
educational background of the staff. Because software V&V is more of a systems engineering
discipline, personnel with strong engineering and hard sciences background are better able to
evaluate whether the software solution is satisfying the real systems application. On a typical
software V&V, the staff skill mix is as shown in Figure 5 with 70% of the staff having a strong
science or engineering background. Knowledge of computer science is very beneficial but with
the use of modem high level languages and more reliable compilers and support tools, the
software V&V problem is not a coding problem but more an "engineering type" problem of
determining whether the software solution corresponds to the systems engineering solution,
Summary. Software V&V is a comprehensive analysis and test of the system and its software.
The software V&V must be peffomaed in a system framework, especially when considering
safety where portions of safety has been allocated to the hardware, human operator, and other
interfacing software. In estimating software V&V, a rigorous, top-down approach of assessing
the criticality flow within the system architecture defines how much software V&V is needed.
For any criticality, especially safety, a detailed definition of the critical safety requirements is
essential to ensure that the criticality flow analysis does not overlook any key requirements or
portions of the design/code.
As a general "rule of thumb", for high criticality and high
performance software systems, software V&V requires 20-33% of the development effort.
-.
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6.6.1

Questions:

Mr. Roger U. Fujii

OUE_TION: JOHN GALLAGHER (NRC): This isn't so much a question as maybe I can give
you a data point with respect to safety-critical software in nuclear applications. There was a
meeting last year at the Royal Academy of Engineers in England talking about the Sizewell-B
software. The verification and validation effort for this project was between 300 and 350 manyears out of a total of 500 man-years, or about 70 percent of the effort in the development
process was spent on the verification and validation activities, which is a little larger than yours.
MR. FUJII: Well, I have achieved 100 percent. But that was an unusual case. You know,
there was a 2 man development team, and I had one and a half persons on it, something like that.
But let me suggest to you that there might be something else at work because your V&V team
gets to be so smart about the system that they become an alternative for your development team.
So, when development gets into trouble, oftentimes V&V is pulled in to help out development.
All I can say is that's a fairly high number. Perhaps the development team was in trouble, and
sometimes the V&V team kind of mushrooms to that size because they're trying to solve a
problem. Wherever you classify them could be a debatable issue, but that seems to be a pretty
high number to me.
QUESTION: ALl HEKMATI (General Electric): In our particular case the safety-critical
requirements happen to be very simple. It's just simply a comparison within the process variable
and the set points and, as a result, you get a tripping. However, I was wondering, in your
experience how have you handled the verification of the operating system in the compiler? I
think as far as we're concerned that would be the most important part of our V&V.
MR. FUJII: The operating system in the compilers turns out to be, like I said earlier when I
was talking about compilers, to be one of the most critical elements of critical systems. This is
why DoD builds their own operating system for all of the nuclear weapons systems. They
literally do not acquire it off the shelf for the reason that if you're acquiring it off the shelf
generally there is no documentation that goes with it. It's also very hard to track down all of
those Trojan Horse paths that might exist there for other applications but not for your critical
application. This is an area we see as a great, great concern, that when you're starting to pick
up third party software, like an operating system, which has a lot more features in it than you
want for your application, you are exposing your system to a great deal of risk. You can perhaps
take mitigation strategies to limit that risk.
Winston Royce was talking about how the compiler was being limited. In the case of
Peacekeeper they were using ADA, and we did exactly what he said. After some early analysis
it was determined that tasking would create such a huge complication to it that tasking was
forbidden to be used as a language feature on the system. So, you can do that in order to limit
your exposure, but once you ha_,e it there you have a large effort to prove it.
MR. McCREA: Sitting in this workshop that's exactly where I see you're lacking--that the
NRC's mission, I think, is lacking--the objective, or the direction, of designing an operating
system for microprocessor software based systems. At least in our case I think that's the most
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important part of the safety-crit!cal systems, because the algorithms for the safety functions are
yery simple and the operating system, as a component, is the most important.
MR, FUJII: Yes. I agree with you. We can take that up later as a further discussion.
OUESTION: John Knight said that formal verification is not panning out as well as we'd like,
and Winston Royce said that provable correction is 56 years away. Do you agree? And if a
mathematical-based discipline is not used in your approach to verification, how would you
characterize the discipline used? Is it just a matter of it looks good to some experts?
MR. FUJII: Well, we think that formal proofs have a lot of value because they have some rigor
that we're all trying to achieve in software analysis. In the process of applying a formal proof,
or a formal analysis, you find out a lot about the zssumptions that are in the specification or
weren't in the specification. The process that one goes through in a rigorous methodical way
proves to be a lot of value.
Now, l think a lot of the speakers were talking to what the practical aspects are of
applying formal proofs of correctness. For one, since you don't have your formal specifications
written in a form to be used for formal proofs of correctness, you have to first take your
specification and essentially rewrite it in a normal proof format, and then secondly, apply this
very rigorous mathematical approach. Now, that approach is very, very complicated, and we
have used it on several projects. It becomes a highly tasking intellectual activity, taking some
of your best talent, and it does take a while to do. So, until we can solve this time problem, it
takes that much time to do it and it does take some high-powered talent. I think that's what a
lot of the speakers were talking to in terms of the practicality, but you can use the notion that
formal proofs are trying to give you the ability to specify in a somewhat rigorous way, all of the
conditions that really describe your software and the problem you're trying to solve. So, in many
respects, a lot of the techniques that people in our business on the V&V side use, we use to
follow up that formal proof of correctness without going to the actual proving side itself. So,
I believe that it has a lot of value but we have to overcome some of those obstacles before it'll
become common place in our work.
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A Polarized View of Reliability Theory:
IL
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Conventional Software
Reliability Assessment
(e.g., Xie, 1991)
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IC

o Based on Hardware Models (assumes long histories)
o Assumes Fewer Defects-Found : Fewer Defects Remainl
( Failure Rate = g[No. Faults Remaining] )
o Assumes All Faults Equal Size, Detectability, Signifcance
o For complex systems, needed# test-cases is astronomical
o Doesn't take into account fault "testability", method Power
o Assumes more time = proportional info (calendar OR exec'n)
o Deals only w/code artifact, only for dynamic testing (random)
o Doesn't account for Intelligent testing strategy (order effects)
o Doesn't account for Dynamic Development-Process modification
o Doesn't take into account System Complexity re Defect Type
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FSV RELIABILITY

MODEL
Logical

/
FSV-Based
Empirically-Based
Reliability
Assessment
/'
Realistic

Self-improving

o Failures are due to faults in artifacts in ALL phases
o Faults differ in significance, detectability, correctability
o Methods differ in power, ease-of-use, cost-benefits
o IF all faults are classified, Fi, have Method Mito detect them

Rfi (t) = g[ Power(Mi,

Fi) ]
Empirical test data

estimated from p
'_utation

Tests

o IF unknown faults remain, UFi,

RF_(t) = g[ Power(M;,F_),Power(_, U_-)]
estimated

from.

system complexity,

empirical tests, mutation
o With constant improvement in FSV data, methods, ratings, etc.
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FAULT-SPECIFIC

VERIFICATION

LIFECYCLE

START

Apply Fault-Specific

_

Find Faults,
Analyze
Fault Ci_._ify.into.New/Olci/"Crossover"
Cause, Imphcations for methods/process

Methods

e¢, ed
[ASSESS SERIOUSNESS

OF SITUATION

_i

> Stop VV

Plan Repair Strategy, Fix Faults, Change Process
Apply most powerful non-specific Methods
(e.g., Random, Robustness, Domain Testing)
Find other Faults, Classify, Analyze, Fix, Change Process
Perform Regression Testing, Classify, Fix
Review Adequacy of methods, revise power/ease ratings
Recompute mapping of Faults to Methods

COMPUTE

PREDICI'ED

SYS RELIABILITY

developm
_> change
continue,
sto_,

Develop new methods for new faults
Improve existing methods, AUTOMATE

L

Publish
Data Analyses,
Revise Method
RepetoireNew Methods
(,Need Rapid Dissemination

(on-line BB? NIST?) _)
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Present Status for FSV

o Classification

of Need for V&V as Function of

Complexity and Required Integrity (NUREGICR-601.8)

o Rating method for W&T

Techniques in terms of

4 POWER and 4 EASE-OF-USE Factors,
Weighting for 3 Classes of V&V (Ibid.)

o Detailed Enumeration of Many Artifact Faults
(NRCIEPRI Contract Report, forthcoming)
I

t

o Mapping of Recommended Method to Faults
(Ibid.)
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CERTIFICATION OF SOFTWARE FOR REUSE IN SAFETY-CRITICAL APPUCATIONS
Charlotte O. Schepor
ABSTRACT
This paper describes a process for cedllylng soltware for reuse in safely-cdBcal applications. This
process is based on a two-tiered hierarchy of certHicationlevels. The first, or Prtmafy, level specifies
evaluation objectives commensurate with assurance demands of increasing levels of criticality; i.e., it
provides graded requlmmem for wmnnce evaluation based on uiticaiy. The se(xmd, or Secondary,
level spedlles kx:ieaslng levels of ¢onlldence that the cmttfl_tion process has mat the evaluation
(L_bje(:tives
of the Prkna_ level. It provides graded requirements for the rigor and breadth of the
certilicalion teofmi(FJes needed to addeve the evaluation objedlves given particular component and
system cbara(:tedstlcs.
The stnx:ture o_ this cell_k:alion process was designed to adapt to the certification requImmenls of
multiple donulm. It Is based on a fmmawork of evaluationt_
and tools that are common
across d domains (and all c_tmcation levels). The selection and use of the t_
and tools to
acoomplsh the evaluation objectives specificto each of the certilication levels am managed by
certification policies that are specific to a domain. The levels to which reusable components am certified
am immmon across ell domains, but the target certificationlevel for a component is selected based on
the derivation of domeln-specific certificationrequirements.

INTRODUCTION
Certificationprovides assurance that a process or product meets a fixed set of requirements. When
viewed as an aggregate, certification policies based on current standards (e.g., DoD-Std-2168, MIL-Std882B, RTCNDO-178A, ISO-9000, AN$1/IEEE-AN$-7-4.3.2-1982, and IEC 880) constitute different
levels of certification differentiated by the rigor and thoroughness of their requirements. The differing
levels of certification provided by existing standards reflect differences in the intended applications or
uses o! system components. Generally, the more critical the correct operation of the component to the
system and the more harmful the effect of system loss or misfunction,the mere stringent the
certification policy and the mere extensively the component must be tested and analyzed. On the other
hand, certain design attributes and operating characteristics of a system, such as the way in which
components are implemented and the processing constraints ur,der which they function, may make it
mere difficult to con'ectly implement components and may lessen the suitability of testing and analysis
methods used for their verification and validation. Therefore, the evaluation procedures used in the
certification process should vary with respect to both evaluation objectives (how extensively a
component will be tested and analyzed) and acceptable level of confidence of the evaluation techniques
(what methods can be used to attain the required level of completeness in the testing and analysis).
When the certification process addresses reusable components within a safety-critical application
domain, it has to be able to ;_ccommodate multiple levels of evaluation objectives. It is recognized that
there is a neecl for a graded classification of safety functions for safety-critical applications and varying
levels o! assurance associated with each of the criticality levels [SECY91, IEC45A, AN$7432, and
Wallace92]. It is also recognized that system attributes and the required level of assurance affect the
applicability and overall confidence ir_evaluation techniques [$ECY91, Wallace92]. Since the reuse of
software components brings together components from diverse development projects and disperses
them to be used in new projects, a component may play a different role in the new system at a new
level of criticality. Ultimately, the reused component will have to be verified and validated with respect to
the safety requirements of the new syst¢,_r_ The certification of reusable components for safety-cnt)cal
applications requires, then, the establi_l_ment of a multi-level certification process that (1) takes into
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accountdifferentcriticalitylevelsand theapplicability
of particularassurancetechnkluesat different
levelsand fordifferentsystemcharacteristics
and(2) definesthevalidationproceduresat ditferent
levels In sucha way that thepotentialreuserof a componentcan judgethedistancebetweenthe
¢ummtlevel of oeflilicaSonand Ihe mqukednew level
111EIBJL_

Cll¢I1FICATmN PROCEIm

A multi-levelcertfficatlonprocessforemmal_ conlPonenW
underdevelol_

[snped_] _

at Rome

thetwom)ec_ofoenzklonewough
a t.o-emd _

levelsandthe dedvatk)nof certfficatlonrequ_

of ew_meaUon

fora componentto detennMeIts _e

level

of m.lmca_nfora pmrtk_W
_.
"thePdnmylev_ofthehlemrchy
zpednes
oblem0es
commemumte
wlthammran_
denundz
of _
levebof (=llk:alNy;
Le.,It_
gradedrequirements
for assuran_ _
basedon(:dticalNy.A 8econdwy levelq)ecffiee
inoreasinglevelsof (xl,n_ence ttmtthe celt:alert plocesshasnmthe _
obje(j_ _the

Prm,_ levee.,_._raded n,_
,eeded
toacNeve
tieeva_1_ oI_

_ thadoor
a,d_
ofme _
Wm,mee
oOve,
_
coml_nent
a.d_/mm dwaoledi_zs.

An overview
ofthemulHevelce_
proceu is shownIn FigureI. The,_n

usesthel)rary
structurel
and
don_ todetern_ a target
oe,1_n
level
fora candklate
component.
The se_bn Is
basedon the cenJflca1_nrequirementsthat
have been determinedby an analysisofthe
domain.Theserequirementsconsistof two
parts:an assignmentof criticalityleveland a
specification
of requiredlevel of confidence
(RLOC)valuesfor a prescribedsetof

=.m....m_--.

_

oomay

_
,...m,
_"
_'_
om,mae
_

_'_

_'_*_

certification
areusedto
cem_
Pmcalur_
componentarequirements
nd system attributes.
Theselectthe
_'
i_
E._
appropriatecertificationlevelas follows:the
Primarycertificationlevelis selectedbasedon
Figure1.Process
Overview
the assignedcriticalityleveland the Secondary
certificationlevelis selectedby computingan
acceptablelevel of confidence(ALOC)based ,
on the specifiedRLOC values. Basedonthe fargetcertification
leveland therelevantapplication
domain,the appropriatecertificationpolicyis determined.The certificationpolicydefinesthe procedures
for evaluatingthecomponent.It associatescertificationlevelswithevaluationtechniquesbasedon the
evaluationobjectivesfor each of the levelsand the levelof confidenceascribedto each evaluation
techniquerelativeto each evaluationobjectiveto defineevaluationprocedures.The evaluation
proceduresstipulatedby the policyare enactedusingthe availabletoolsand methods.Ifthe
componentpassesthe evaluationsbased on thecntedaestablished
by thepolicy,thenit becomesa
certifiedcomponent.
CertificationLevels. The Primarycertificationlevelsare summarizedin TableI. There are three levels
basedoncriticalityand one unevaluatedlevel.They specifyincreasingassurancedemandsfor
increasinglevelsofcriticality;each levelassumesthatthe assurancedemandsof the precedinglevel
have beer)met.The focusof the evaluationsassociatedwiththe _evelsrangefromthe internal
correctnessof a componentto moreglobalmeasuresof correctnesssuchas howthe component
interactswithand interfacesto othercomponentsto achievesystemrequirementswithina particular
operationalenvironment.
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TableI: PdmafyCertification
Levels

edmaryLov_

LevelotAssurmw
ii

0

liii'

i

En'or_
i''J "

None

L

,.

'

LBmlof Cdiaily
"

i

NA

,

..,

-

NA
i

=ii

1

Low
i

i

.,

i

i

i..

, |.

Within each Primary level, a Secondary certification level specifies a level of confidence that the
evaluationobjectives of the Pdmary level have been met. These levels are distinguishedby the
inoreasinglyglobal requirements against which the component Is verified and by the kncreasingly
sophisticatedevaluation procedures used. The Secondary levels are surmnedzed in Table II. Although
the Secondary levels are the same for each of the Pdmary levels and specify the _n
of the
same class of procedures, the partk_ularevaluation objectivds of the Primary level determine the overall
scope of the certification evaluation. Thus, although components certified at the same Secondary
leveifor different Pdmary levels have been evaluated using similar techniques, they wifl h:Jve been
evaluated with respect to different objectives and thus, ultimately, for different levels of completeness
with respect to associated error classes.

TableI1:Secondary
Certification
Levels
' '

Secondary
Level0
,'

"

'"'

,, _

0

'I"

"I'

Evaluation
Tecfiniques
I

,

Requirements
Level

,,,,,,

,

, ,

,,

"'_'

LevelofConfidence
,

,

StaticQualityand
Functional
Analysis

LocaltoComponent
and/orQuality
Model

0

1

Dynamic
Quality
and
Functional
Analysis

LocaltoComponent

1

2

Dynamic
Functional
and
System
StaticBehavioral
Analysis

2

3

Dynamic
Behavioral
and/or
Formal
Analysis
• ,,,,

3

,

,,,

Mission
orOperational
Environment

,,

,=,,,,

Certification Requirements.
Certification requirements are derived for components by a domain
analysisthat classifies components according to criticality and establishes values for a prescribed s_t of
component and system attributes. The criticality classification is currently based on the effects of
system failure on the operational environment and on the effect of component failure on system
operational capability. It is accomplished by examining the correlation between the possible system
failure modes and their effects on the operational environment to determine the hazards that can result
from system failure, and by examining the correlation between the failure of the component to function
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correctlyanddelivercorrectresultsand thesystemfailuremodes. As a resultof this analysis,one of
threecriticalityclassifications
is assignedto thecomponent:low,medium,orhigh.These assignments
are made as follows:lowIf componentfailureproducesminoreffectson systemoperationor if
componentIs usedin systemswhoseoperaUonposesat worstmlnorhazardsto IS o_
envt_;
tantalumIt compon_t t_lum severely_
theopemtlmW_
of the _tem ort
comlx)nentIs used In systemswhoseoperationposes hazardsto itsoperationalenvironmentthatcould
resu#in an bmblly to aecomptbhthe gosh or comp_ the adMtbo of the intmtded_;
_ I
componentfalum _
In eat_
lossof _stem _
_
or I comlXmm b
in systemswhoseoperationsposelie-threateninghazardsto ItsoperationalenvlronmenLThe lac0et
Pdnmy oat_alton kwel for a componentIs selectedaomnJIngto Is ¢dlkally ¢bmlbilon as folows:
PdnmryLevelI IIIow, PrknmyLevel2 II medium,and Pdmar,/Level3 U high. It Is nof certainthat
thereIs a definitivecdlk:alllydassifl¢ation
for safety-csltical
_,
_
twoctment effortsam

notedin[wmmss2].Theamoachtakenbythism.D=tion
devenO mxosahss.
Theream

fourdassas
ofcomponent
andsystem
atxMs

shouSd
be

to

totdeten.in

oeNllioaSonrequbsments:requirements,
implementation,
veflncation,and usage.Eachof theseclasses
con_
a vada_enumberofbdMduJ attributes
thatspedlytypes_
theclass.
Foreachal_Ibute
therearetourposdblechwactedst_s.
As a result
ofthedomainana_. the_
dvu_led_
b de|em_nedforeachatMbuteand avabe isass_nedtotheatblbute
basedontourdbUnctrarldngs
of(:lum_edsl_.
The value rarldng of a charac/edalo is based o. lhe effect I _ _em_of
_
tora compom.¢ Eachofthetourranksco__
toa _
co._le_ce
level (RLOC) whk_ indloatesan in(_asing needforconfidenceIn the rigorand q)plcabllty of the
certltloationevaluationtechniques.The currentattdbut(_RLOCspecffieaflon
targetsa broadrangeof
systems.It can be talk)redspecificallyforsafely-crltloalsystemsorfor a particular
sMety-crlt_._d
application domain. The set of attributesand theirassociatedcharacteristics
can be selected
commensuratewiththecurrentsystemsin thedomain,suchas thoseused in nuclearpowersystems.
Also,as the state-of-the-art
changes,the set of attril_Jtescanbe adapted.The useof the individual
RLOCsto computean overallacceptablelevelof confidenceallowsthe differencebetwe_._,
oldand
new certification
levelsfor a componentto be objectivelyassessedas systemrequirementsand
capabilitieschange.This abilityto incorporate
changesin the assignmentof certificationlevelsand the
selectionof evaluationtechniquesprovidesa degreeof flexibilitythatis desirablefor regulatory
processesthathaveto accommodate
evolvingtechnology[SECY91].
Evaluation Framework. The evaluationframeworkfor the multi-levelcertificationprocessisthe setof
techniques(andthe toolsand methodsthatsupportthem)that areused to performthe certification
evaluations.The currentframeworkcategorizesevaluationtechniquesintothreeclasses(quality,
functional,and behavioral)accordingto the aspectof correctnessthey address.Qualityevaluation .
addressesprocessesthat areused in developingthe softwareand with internalstructuresand
characteristics
of codethat aredeemedto be eitherpredictorsof qualityordetectorsof anomaliesthat
mayindicatedeficienciesIn quality.Qualityevaluationtechniquesincludedin theframeworkrelyonthe
computationof quantitativemeasuresbasedon the hierarchicalqualitymodeldescribedin [Bowen85],
whichassociatesuser-orientedqualityfactorswith specificsoftwarecharacteristicsand metricsfor
thosecharacteristics.
Functionalevaluationaddressesthe correctnessof the componentwith respectto its functional
requirements.Threecategoriesof techniquesare includedinthe framework:static,dynamic,and_ormal
analysis.Th_ statictechniquesare basedon humanand automatedinspection.The dynamic
techniquesare basedon executingthe componentusingtestcases representingusagescenario._
that
willexercisethe codeto revealpotentialfaults.Formalanalysistechniquesare based onthe existence
of a formalspecification
and involvereviewingeach levelof _evelopmentand provingit to be a correct
impleme" dionofthe specificationat that level.The techniquesto be includedforfunctionalevaluation
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i

were selectedbasedon thosespecifiedas acceptabletechniquesin the RomeSoftwareTest
Handbook[Pmsson84].
BehavioralevaluaUonaddresseshowQcomponentinteractswithother¢mqx)nma in the system,both
so(twareand hardware,to meetthelumtiorml,pmtorrnanoe,
and delxmClebiy requirementsfor that
system.It is comprisedof three levelsof analysis:requirements(resourcerequkementsand docatlon

concerts),
desm(deooeqxadU_
m.es s.chas_
doom_ Oramla_y,
mUUoNnO
and
_=_mon
concert),andoperJon_(pe_onnance
anddemndab_charectemU_
under
tMget
mndmons
and_ bveis).Theframewo,k
bases
thebenavk_evaluatbn
on_
andsknu_bn
modeb that are developed hlemrd_ly. The behavioralevaluationteddques were selectedbased on
the model-baseddesignand assessmentmethodology
developedIn [Scheper91].These modeb
capturethe analytical,sknulMbn,and measurementtNocmation
producedduringthe design,
developmnt, and use of the compon_t. Withina fullymodel-based reuse envlmmwd, such models
wouldbe the bash for sebOtingcomponentsanddetern_ what_
were ne_muy and
feaslde to reuse the component.Forsystemsat theupperrangeof pe_
and depefv:laJ_lty

req.iremem,ix.Uc.ladyUx)asw#h_

hamln andsoftware
me_mms to aclVevithose

requkemem,suchmodelsare criticalto the assessmentprocess.
Cen_
poky. The oermcation_
det_
whatis evaluatedfor each _
bvea
and howby specilyingthe detaif_l evaluationobjectivesfor each Pdmaryleveland the technkluesthat

canbeuasdfor
eachoftheS,,x)ndsry
_veb.#ab,o
de_nm_oceduree
lot
co,_

tbeevalua/lom

thatspeoffy
input,
ou_
process,
andcohen
crle,
laforeachtec_e
used.MuH_e ¢erB_atk)n
policies
canbe defined
Incaseswheremerethanone a_n
domaInneedstobe cons_ered.
One
certification
policywas definedInitiallyforthis certificationprocess.The evaluationobjectiveslistedin
TableIII were selected based on Rome Laboratory's
workin softwaretesting,particularlythe Rome
Test Hamlx)ok[Presson84]. Particularrequirements
of a standard,or a consensusof the requirements
of severalstandards,for a specificsafety-critical
applicationcanalsobe incorporatedintothe
evaluationobjectives.The evaluationtechniquesspecifiedby the currentpolicyare listedIn Table IV.
The confidenceratingsfor the qualityandfunctionalevaluationtechniquesused to determine
applicabilityto the Secondarycertificationlevelsare basedon an integrationof the three evaluation
pathsin [Presson84](softwarecategoryordomain,test planorobjective,typesof errorsaptto be
encountered)to "choosethe dghttechniqueat the righttimeto find the dghterrors".The confidence
ratingsforthe behavioralevaluationtechniquesare basedon theworkdone in [Scheper91].
TableII1:Evaluation
Objectives

Detectcod_
onom
,

,

Det_ datadefcienc_

Valic_ algo__

,,,

,,

,, ,,,

,,

DetectixogramIoglo
_

Detectp_ocemng
ac_racyandi_¢isione_rs

Detectoutl_Ioemal
enom

Evaluate
missbn
pedonnance
capal_bs
,

Detectoutput
oonte.ten_m

O_x:tcle_nermm

Validate
c_

_tect dataerrors(content,
tonnat)

Detoctdos_ndeficiencies

Validalo
soflwarv
interlace
compatibility

DetectdataI/0 ermm(trander,
communication)

Detectpedofmance
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software
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,
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Validalo
turn.halandpe_omumce
requlmmenb
,,,
,,, ,
,
mqukemon_

Validate
h,vdwam
interlace
¢ompatil_lily
,

.........

Valldmlu_gr_, datamqu_mu_ts

,

Validate
system
operational
capablities

Evaluate
systminterlace
compatibility
,

CONCLUSIONS
The multilevel ¢ertlflc_lon process descrbed In this paper specEes a method for cewtlfylngsoftware for
mine in sMety-cdtical xpplicatlonssuch as those of the nuclear power Industry. It provides a tahoe of
ceftlica_n levels and associated evaluations varying from minimal inspectionsto rigoroustesting and

behavknl analysis,based on levelsof _ly
and ¢omponenl/Wstemattdbutu. The_tlcallty
establishedfor thiscertlbatlonprocessaddress
concerns
ofthenuclearsafetyIndustry
for va_ng bveb of assurance based on crlticaUtyassessment, while addressing a more genedc view
of _
than that related specificallyto safety. The use of secondary certification levels to determine
a required level of confidence from the evaluation techniques addresses the concern that the
appacability .nd completeness of evaluation technk:luesare Imited by both the required level of

assuranceand specificcharacteristics
of(lesionatldbutes
andoperating
characteristics
ofthesystem.
Thenxdtt-level
ixocessprovides
effective
manaoement
of resources
(timeandmoney)bydirecting
morecostlyprocedures
to morecdtical_mponem. Itsasslonment
ofevaluation
levelbasedon
obhdve requirements
fadlltatestheselection
of reusable
oomponents
compatible
withrequirements
of
TableN. _

sm_bry

s.m,_y Lr,V

Level0

1

TII

I Illlllll II

'I

I '

Teolmlqms

S..md=y
Level2

Levd3

I

PrcQ'a_
Quality
Analysis

Debuggers

Dala.Flow
Guided
Tesling

A._lion
Cheddng

Reviews
Walk_oug_

Structure
Analysis P_
Measurement

Symbolic
Testing

Error/Anomaly
Detection

PathAnalysis

Assertion
Checking

Formal
Analysis

Domain
Testing

Random
Testing

, ,

Structure
Analysis

,,,

PathAnalysis

,,

Requirements
A_s ,,,

,,

Partition
Testing

Mutation
Testing

Design
Analysis

Path/Structure
Analysis ....

Real-Time
Testing

Operatior_d
Analysis

Performance
Measurement

Requirements
Analysis

,

,,,

Random
Testing
,,

......

Design
A, nalysis

,,,

,,

Functional
Testing Operational
Analysis
,,,,,,

_

,,,,

Real.Time
Testing

' a new system in which it will be reused. Finally, the adaptability of the process allows future changes in
technology and regulatory requirements to be accommodated.
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6.8,1

Quutions:

Ms. Charlotte O. Scheper

OUESTION: MEL BARNES (ADA Technology Consulting): You described a certification
system based upon functionality. We have also derived a certification scheme under the EPRI
protocol. Have you considered other non-functional requirements? For example, the software
has to be maintained, so maintainability is very important. Also, ease of use is important, so
useability is a factor that needs to be taken into consideration. And the software will likely be
moved to a different hardware platform throughout its life and so portability is an issue to be
considered in any certification. Have you any comments on that?
MS. SCHEPER: I think you're absolutely right.
The framework addresses those other things through the component attribute table that
in the paper. Well, that's not quite true. I was going to say the paper actually spelled out what
all the attributes are. But, for example, there is a dependability attribute and the values for that
are availability, reliability, fault tolerance, safety and security. And the notion is that those sorts
of questions are more germane to selecting the actual technique and procedures to be applied than
to the overall evaluation objectives. So, yes, we're addressing those, but in a way that's a little
bit different from EPRI.
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PANEL:

APPLICATION

OF WORKSHOP TO NRC ACTIVITIES

The final workshop session was a panel presentation followed by an open question and discussion
period. This panel contained a mix of academic and industry experts discussing the risks of
safety-critical digital technology, especially the use of safety-critical software within these
systems. The experts were asked to address these four questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are the proper issues being addressed?
What other issues need to be addressed?
Arc proposed NRC regulatory positions complete and correct?
What are the considerations for further research?

The panel members were
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

John Knight (University of Virginia)
John McHugh (Portland State University)
Winston Royce (TRW, Inc.)
Joseph Naser (Electric Power Research Institute)

The moderators for this discussion were Mr. Franklin Coffman (Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research, NRC) and Mr. John Gallagher (Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRC). The
panel addressed the questions by examining the overall context in which the questions were
asked. This context includes but is not limited to the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The
The
The
The
The
The

state of the nuclear industry generally and with respect to digital systems
potential consequences of a software failure
state of the art in software engineering
state of the practice in software engineering
reasons for the lack of good practice in software development
current use of digital systems in related industries

Each of the speakers presented some of this information and proposed investigating other areas
listed as a means of finding the answers to the questions. The speakers agreed that Answering
the questions requires understanding this overall context, and understanding the context may, in
turn, provoke new questions.
Following the panel, the audience had an opportunity to ask questions, challenge the panelists
positions, and provide their own opinions. Many participants contributed to a dialogue on the
future use of digital technology within the nuclear industry, and the open regulatory and technical
issues.
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7.1

Presentations

This section contains the edited transcript of the panelists presentations. This editing consisted
of minimal editing to correct grammar and remove extraneous references to microphone volume,
etc.
7.1.2

Presentation by Dr. John Knight

! will suggest a framework for discussing the questions. For example, on the question, are the
proper issues being addressed? To a large extent, the proper issues are being addressed. The
very fact that this meeting is taking place is impressive, but there is an orthogonal way of
addressing some of these issues.
Are the proper issues being addressed? It depends on what the consequences of failure are. I
do not understand what your applications engineers are trying to do or appreciate the nuances of
nuclear control. My perspective is that of a lay person who has typical fears of failures at
nuclear power plants. It is reasonable to ask what are the likely consequences of failure for the
digital systems that you want to build, and ask are the proper issues being addressed?
Secondly, assuming that we know the consequences of failure and that they are significant, how
can we avoid failures to as large an extent as possible? You cannot avoid all failures. How can
you avoid as many as possible? It depends on how the application engineers use digital systems.
What other issues need to be addressed? Well, if there are gaps in areas with the potential for
failure and we could address those gaps, then we should.
How can we be sure that digital systems are implemented correctly? The NRC's document
intends that the engineers who build these systems proceed along a particular path. This path
may not be appropriate, but how can we be sure that these engineers are following the right path?
They are very competent and may have essentially no malicious intent, but there is often
ambiguity in the directions they receive. There are plenty of opportunities for misunderstanding
if the requirements are not well defined.
Another approach to the questions is to ask how can we use knowledge of what is important and
what we wish to do to avoid the consequences of failure to make sure that development decisions
are not left to chance?
My observations lead to two general points in this area. One is that there is a great deal known
about software engineering which is missing in some of these discussions. There is a huge body
of literature, for example, on testing which is a special verification technique, an experimental
one. This knowledge should be brought to your problems. Although the existence of this
meeting and the work at NIST and the NRC is very impressive, I would encourage you to seek
out the existing body of knowledge in fields like software processes, software testing, and
software design methods. For example, an analysis was presented of a popular programming
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language,
gained, I
numerous
is
a very
1

C++,
hope,
other
large,

in which various advantages and disadvantages were systematically stated. You
some understanding of the benefits and the disadvantages of C++. There are
potential discussions that could be had in the programming language arena. It
complicated field.

So, I do not want to waste too much time here. Given this meeting and interaction, I think that
things are very positive. I would suggest that there is a lot to be learned from the software
engineering literature and that in order to answer the questior_s about issues and so on, perhaps
these kinds of questions could act as an orthogonal driver on the discussion.
7.1.2

Presentation by Dr. John McHugh

In IEEE Standard 729, the Software Engineering Glossary, the definition for software engineering
contains a rather imprecise set of words about software life cycle and related areas. In any
reasonable standard dictionary, for example, The Random House College Dictionary or one of
the Webster's College Dictionaries, the definition of engineering contains words to the effect that
this is the application of science and mathematics to the construction of useful artifacts.
The striking difference between these two definitions is that IEEE forgot all about science and
mathematics, which are key to any engineering discipline. I notice in the audience, also, some
tendency to abandon science and mathematics when it comes to software engineering. I heard
in various talks, discussions of expert systems, neural networks and so on, as solutions to
problems. I do not know how to specify or accurately evaluate those systems in complex
disciplines.
It seems that when people who are not software engineers look at software
engineering they grasp at the latest buzzwords and the latest catch phrases, rather than applying
the same kind of engineering discipline that they would apply in their own engineering area to
the problem. This is one of the reasons why we have a lot more problems with software than
we seem to have with the products of traditional engineering disciplines.
As digital systems with softwai'e go into reactor instrumentation and control systems, we are
going to have to apply the same kind of rigor to those systems that we have traditionally applied
to the mechanical, electromechanical and hydraulic systems that we are replacing.
I see some abdication of leadership in that the people who operate power plants make it very
clear that they are not in the business of doing research into ways to build them. For the most
part, I do not see the people who have built these plants in the past doing research into the best,
safest and most appropriate ways. to control them. I see people saying, "Hey, we have these
controller lines that you can certainly put into your nuclear plant," but there does not seem to be
any specific analysis that looks at the kinds of risks that might be different in those cases. I see
a need for research not only in the safety and operating control areas. I suspect that there is a
potential for controls based on more elaborate models than we have had in the past to provide
higher degrees of efficiency and operation; however, better control models are realistic only if
they result in as or more reliable controls than those used in the past.
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What I do not see is anybody taking the lead in those areas, and it may be time for somebody
to take some prescriptive, rather than advisory, steps. The NRC contends that it is not their role
to: tell the industry what to do, but it does not seem to be the 'industry's role to find out what is
appropriate. Somebody needs to take the initiative if this area is going to get off dead center.
7.1.3

Presentation by Dr. Winston Royce

I want to stress one point and provide a few examples. There is a remarkable tolerance for errors
in software by all parties who use them, build them, buy them, and sell them. Stringing together
logical elements line by line is error prone work. One of the previous speakers made a remark
about retaining mathematics and science within the definition of software engineering, but
stringing together the right, best, or acceptable lines of logic basically owes nothing to
mathematics, physics or science. Logic is man-made. It is not based on the laws of nature or
mathematics. People who are good at mathematics and good at science are very often good at
stringing lines of logic together, code in other words. This means that we software people have
no higher standard to adhere to. An antenna cannot violate Maxwell's equations. Airplane
designs cannot violate LaPlatha's equation. There is no comparable test for most software. It
is built by men and women, and men and women have to judge its correctness.
I have tried to decide why there is this remarkable tolerance for error. One partial explanation,
is that it is very hard to sell software at a high enough price. There is a tendency for the buyer
to accept a lower price and the seller to sell at a lower price because of the nature of competition,
DAFOs and Federal procurement. The result is that the price is too low. Tom DeMarco wrote
a remarkably accurate, and kind of humorous, article on this in IEEE Software two issues back
that I recommend you read.
The legacy of this nationwide long-term low-bailing process is that there is not enough time or
dollars to get the errors out of the software or to go into research. The universities generally do
not do research in error creation, detection or correction.
This area is under-funded.
The
software builders have been low-balled down so that they cannot afford to use advanced error
finding through techniques like better requirements analysis, traceability, using tools to find
errors, or configuration management.
There is plenty of investment in software design and coding techniques. Those are the only two
essential features of software development. The way we manage software development in this
country, at least for the DoD/military world has been to minimize the investment, but not in those
two areas. Testing and other error finding methods have really suffered. The legacy we are
facing today is a partial legacy of that sort of tolerance for errors that exists in those who build,
buy and use software. One of the most important things we can do is stamp out that tolerance,
and move the industry and research community along to do better.
The error problem has a negative consequence in that you have got to judge human beings in
ways that they do not like to be judged and that we do not like to judge them. We basically
have a tolerant, democratic view that people ought to be free to create and build things,, but
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building software requires intolerance. We need to move to some method of licensing people
to prove they are qualified to build software in an error-free way, and culling out those who
cannot work that way. Some of the most creative software builders I have seen have also been
some of the biggest blunderers I have ever dealt with. There is not a correlation there. Creative
people generally are pretty good at being error-free, but there are a few that do both, and that has
got to be fixed.
7.1.4

Presentation by Dr. Joseph Naser

We have heard at this meeting that there is universal agreement on the advantages of using
digital systems. We see these advantages and the reliability improvements over analog systems.
We certainly see that as analog systems are getting older they take more effort to keep going,
and we have questions about their reliability. I think there is a general agreement that we should
move to digital systems because they offer something good.
At the same time, there is a universal acceptance that it is important to implement digital systems
safely in our plants. There is an additional factor; there, needs to be a cost-effective assurance
of safety of the implementation of these digital systems. If we take a look at the reality of the
situation in the utility industry i,nnuclear power plants, competition is of prime importance. To
be able to implement systems you have to do it in a cost-effective manner so that you can
continue to produce electricity competitively; otherwise you are going to shut the plant down.
If we agree that we want to.put these systems that improve safety and increase reliability in the
plants, we have to find a way to do it cost-effectively.
There are a number of issues that need addressing when we talk about the cost-effective
assurance of safety. The first one is licensing stabilization. There was a discussion this morning
on the importance of well defined'requirements when you develop software systems. The same
is true for well defined requirements if you are going to qualify those systems. We have to have
well defined requirements for licensing stabilization, or for the licensing of systems, and the
technical basis and processes for determining and using the requirements.
We need to .remove the uncertainty of the effort required. If you say, "I want to put such a
system into a plant," you have to have a good idea of the requirements for accepting it. This is
the same as a software engineer who needs to be given specific requirements for a piece of
software to quote you a price and guarantee you a deliverable. When you keep coming back to
him and saying, "I need this, and this," then, as we heard this morning, the quality goes down
and the price probably goes up. Changes in licensing requirements are costly.
If the
implementation is going to be cost-effective you have to have a good basis for your starting
point.
A second area to look at is the emphasis on 'system behavior rather than on component behavior.
We have to make sure that we are looking at meaningful questions and not trying to assure
perfection, because we know we are not going to get there. We have to look at the consequences
of a problem and not just the existence of that problem, to identify what really needs to be done.
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For example, a control system for a valve may have a very complex controller requiring tens of
thousands of lines of code to push this to an extreme; however, the controller may only be able
to open, close or make the valve flutter. From a safety point of view, we need to assure that the
plant is safe, no matter which one of those conditions occurs. We need to use techniques like
defense-in-depth, and our industry has considerable experience with defense-in-depth in analog
systems, while other industries have experience with defense-in-depth in digital systems.
We never expected perfect hardware, and we designed for that imperfection. We also need to
do that with software. We do not want software that is no good; we are concerned with software
reliability. We want that system to be good. We want the plants to be safe, and we also want
them to be very reliable from an operational point of view. Even if unreliable software does not
attack the plant's safety but only causes the plant to trip_ this is very costly.
We also need a good technical basis for deciding how good is good enough. We need to know
when we are increasing the safety of the plant and when we are just creating more paper. The_e
is a feeling that we do not und, _ and that border at the moment. What we really want is sate
plants, and we want to make sure that what we do increases safety. We also have to do it costeffectively, so we do not want to be just creating paper that does not help.
We also want to learn from other industries. We can look at process industries where there are
similar requirements. Fossil plants, chemical plants, oil refineries, off-shore oil rigs, and so on
have similar capabilities required and perform similar functions.
These industries have
considerable digital experience that we should be able to use. The safety and control systems
in these industries are more complex than those in nuclear power plants, yet have demonstrated
high reliability with digital systems. We have considerable experience that shows that digital
systems can perform similar functions with high reliability.
When we look at the cost-effectiveness of safety systems in these other industries, we find that
they are doing more complicated jobs with extremely high reliability for at least an order of
magnitude less cost. We need to evaluate why and determine how we can work smarter in our
industry without jeopardizing safety.
We also need a technical basis for commercial grade dedication of hardware and software. In
other industries, there is digital equipment performing the functions we need with million_ of
operating hours of experience. If I want to have a really reliable system and I have a choice
between a system with hundreds of thousands, or millions, of hours of operational experience or
a system built from scratch using formal V&V, I think I have more confidence in the one that
has proven its reliability. Choosing a system in use provides viable suppliers and people who
will support you. Customized or nuclear industry supported suppliers may not stay in business.
If you can take advantage of equipment that has being used by many industries, then you will
have that supplier independent of the demand by the nuclear industry. You also have a large user
base for feedback on the equipment.
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We need a technical basis for deciding how to use compensating factors,, such as operating
experience, software development techniques used in the development of equipment, error
reporting, et cetera, to compensate for not starting from scratch and not using a formal process.
We should also look at experience.
The Department of Defense and NASA are going to
commercial grade equipment for both reliability and cost reasons. We could learn from them
how they justify it and how they are doing it.
An associated issue is the need for reusable software. We need to look for cost-effective
acceptance criteria and a technical basis for reusable software.
There are always special technologies that you want to put in. For example, Commissioner
Rogers and Director Beckjord mentioned opportunities for AI technologies. We also should be
developing a technical basis for cost-effective acceptance criteria for these AI technologies. If
we see opportunities for them, that means we want to use them, but it also means that we have
to know the acceptance criteria for them. We need to look at expert systems, neural networks,
fuzzy logic, all the buzzwords. Associated with these technologies are the operational aids which
will influence how the operator/'uns the plant.
I want to reconfirm that I am not suggesting that we compromise safety, but that we find ways
to operate safely in a more cost-effective manner and have a technical basis to justify it.
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7.2

Questions and Discussion

This section contains the edited transcript of the question and answer session. This editing
consisted of minimal editing to correct grammar and remove extraneous references to microphone
volume, etc.
OUESTION: DR. LANCE A. MILLER (SAIC): You mentioned expert systems and neural
nets. We just completed a bibliography on V&V of expert systems, and there are about 400
articles in there. There have been conferences every year since '86 on how to validate them.
The exciting thing about that work is that the knowledge base is the primary applicationdependent component of those systems and it's declarative in nature; therefore, it's open to, as
someone said, not inspection but scrutiny. In fact, there were some very formal and very exciting
programs, or formal proving pro_ams, DEVA, CRSV, COVER, VERITES, just to name four of
them, that can identify the non-functional defects. I think it actually points to directions that
conventional programming might use, particularly the problem, for example, of validating data
bases. So, I think this is actually very scientific and mathematical.
DR. McHUGH" I need to become more familiar with that literature because my information in
that area is probably out of date but contains some real horror stories.
QUESTION:
H. RONALD BERLACK (Configuration Management International):
Dr.
McHugh, 729 has been superseded by IEEE Standard 610.12 in 1990. I think that you would
find that there was a revision to the definition of software engineering among a lot of other
definitions in there that were added and modernized. I think also the revision to IEEE Standard
830 on software requirements also has a definition on software engineering.
DR. McHUGH:
recalled.
MR. BERLACK:

Okay. My understanding was that 729 is still operative.

My version was never

We'd be very happy, for a phenomenal fee, to send you the revised one.

DR. McHUGH: That's one of the problems with the standards is the fees are phenomenal for
a person who buys them out of their own pocket.
OUESTION: MR. FRANKLIN COFFMAN (NRC): You said that we should be intolerant of
errors in software. I think the question before the NRC might be to what degree should we be
intolerant? How intolerant should we be of errors?
OUESTION: WAYNE JOUSE (University of Arizona): While sitting in attendance I've noticed
a trend, especially from the software engineers, that the standard being applied to V&V, in this
case, is as low as reasonably possible. Is this an appropriate standard?
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DR. ROYCE: I don't have an answer for that. I can pose that question also pretty well, but I
really don't have an answer. But, in lieu of no answer, let me tell you a current trend that's
going on which reinforces the intolerance and maybe partially answers the question.
It has become common for many DoD software contractors to estimate the number of
errors that will be in the software at delivery, and fairly extensive models are now being built.
They're very like the cost models that emerged 10 and 12 years ago, in which contractors, by
looking back through hind-sight at programs they'd previously done can estimate, or actually
measure, the errors and project what the number of errors were inside delivered systems or at any
phase in the life cycle. Contrac[ors use these projections to deal with current systems they are
on the verge of delivering.
And generally speaking, today an error rate of about 3 per 1,000 lines of code is tolerated.
And 3 per 1,000 lines of code is going to kill people in safety-critical systems almost with
certainty. So, it's something at least an order of magnitude under today's sort of consensus
standard.
Kyle, as I remember, this morning quoted .06 errors per 1,000 lines of code as the
standard for flight-critical NASA spacecraft operations. So, I think those are sort of the current
standards.
DR. KNIGHT: In dealing with these numbers, the way that Win was extrapolating, you also
have to keep in mind the area in which the resulting damage is going to take place. One of the
differences between military aircraft, for example, and commercial aircraft is that the military
aircraft is being flown by a pilot who understands that he's in a high-performance, possibly
experimental, aircraft and he has an ejection Seat. In commercial aircraft the passengers are often
unaware that they are dependent on a digital system, and they certainly don't have ejection seats.
Now, on military aircraft, therefore, one would be prepared to take a certain risk with the
software, perhaps .6, or .5, or whatever the number turned out to be, but when it comes to other
systems it is often the case that we really couldn't even stand that level of defect and consequent
failure rate, which is why I put that bullet on the slide earlier about the consequences of failure.
The people involved, the aerospace people, or the nuclear people, or whatever, I think really have
to try to understand exactly what the consequences of failure are. In a military aircraft, if
something goes wrong, you can push a button and get out of there. You can't do that in a
commercial aircraft. The differences in the consequences of failure are dramatic, and that
dictates considerably to the way in which commercial aircraft software has to be built.
QUESTION: JAMES HILL (Northern States Power): Dr. Naser spoke somewhat from an
industry perspective and I felt a certain disconnect for the past two days from a lot of people in
this room because I am in an operating nuclear plant and a lot of people talking about software
engineering without a lot of insight as to the application. But I'd just like to give you a little
insight as to our perspective from an operating nuclear plant.
There can certainly be some very unique risks that may be appropriate to consider in
using software, but I regard this somewhat as analogous to nuclear power's role. People regard
nuclear power as a risk without considering the risks of alternatives, other forms of generation.
Now, to illustrate that, we came on line back in '72 and '73, and our reactor protection system
is initiated by a set of DC relays. Those relays are about 20 years old, and we just replaced
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them. Now, what would be an obvious alternative for replacing relays? A programmable logic
controller.
Well, we chose to replace relays with relays because the implementation of
microprocessor-based gear is very difficult to deal with.
Now, can there be a common-mode failure with hardware? Sure there can. With the
relays being installed there turned out to be an epoxy mixing problem that was a potential
common mode problem with those relays. That was examined and was found acceptable after
it was carefully examined to make sure that the nuclear plant was operating safely. The point
is that it doesn't matter if its software, or hardware, or firmware, whatever you put in, anywhere,
there's always a potential for some sort of common-mode failure. We talked a lot about software
risks without looking at some of these other hardware risks.
Another example is our analog gear which would sense reactor process signals and then
send the trip signals to these relays. We have Foxboro H-line equipment and, as I said, we
started up in '72 and '73, and the Foxboro H-line equipment became obsolete in 1968. That's
when they switched product lines. We still have that equipment in our plant, and now they're
beginning to replace it with Westinghouse equipment. These analog product lines are going to
be much more expensive than microprocessor-based gear if we look at commercial grade
products, but that's the route we're choosing to go at this time until things settle themselves out
in the industry. The picture just isn't firm enough to make any decisions on which way to go
yet, and so we're looking at that as an interim approach.
Lastly, we have a microprocessor-based alarm system. We recently did have a failure on
that. The problem was a fuse blew in the power supply. Well, there's another hardware
problem. My personal perspective of problems with microprocessor-based equipment is that
many of the problems that I see in the industry are hardware-based, just like the one I mentioned,
or they're user problems. There has been a lot of discussion about configuration management.
When this equipment is incorporated in the plant it's very, very important to understand how it's
going to be used and to maintain it properly. But again, that's not a software problem; that's a
problem of training and qualification of the users of that software.
After hearing Dr. Naser's comments and other opinions from a lot of very smart people
over the last two days, I have a hard time seeing when that's going to come out as a product for
the nuclear industry use. Even if it does come out as a product and it is a product we can use,
it may still be too expensive for us to use. If we could afford to run up the Federal deficit like
was done for portable weapons systems, for instance, I'm sure we could do anything we want,
but we don't have that option.
I don't know what the answers are to the questions that are in the program, but I'm just
trying to give you more of a perspective from a user who is going to be the eventual customer
of the things that we're talking about producing in this workshop. Thank you.
MR. GALLAGHER: I might just add to Mr. Hill by pointing out that his plant was one of the
first ones to undertake the installation of a modern digital feedwater control system, so he speaks
with a lot of experience in dealing with this technology. It was a very successful program.
QUESTION: HERB HECHT (SoHar, Inc.): I found the workshop very stimulating and I would
like to mention two or three items that I found particularly pertinent and then follow up on What
the
previous speaker said about cost.
!
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First of all, we found there may be faulty software around but you can't tell it from
Suzy's software. The point is not that we develop fault-free software, but how do you certify
or how do you identify that software as fault-free. Kyle Rone, this morning, showed a very
interesting graph of how as the cost goes up as you try to certify to lower and lower levels of
reliability.
Secondly, we know about the requirements. In answer to John Knight's first question,
the consequenges are unacceptable. I don't want to quantify unacceptable. The answer is not
that nothing can b_ done; far from it. The answer is diversity. You can produce two diverse
systems at much, much lower cost than you can certify one to the extremely high demands of
whatever standards you want to apply.
Third, if you apply these diverse systems maybe you learn something. It's not the
statistics that we need to learn, it's the nature of the faults that are in there that we need to
address.
Now, diversity was mentioned in Mr. Russell's talk, and diversity, by itself, isn't terribly
meaningful. You've got to define what is diversity, how do you certify diversity, and what kind
of diversity to require, for a given application. It's a big problem, but it's easier than to produce
fault-free software.
There is one other article that goes with diversity and that is ultimately you have to have
a selector or a combiner, or something, that distinguishes between these two or three
chronometers that we may have. Again, it's not a trivial issue, but one that should be addressed,
and I hope that these two subjects, the diversity and the combining mechanism, would be
something that the next workshop can devote itself to.
QUESTION: GEORGE C. RUDY (NUS): I have several questions and the panel can stop and
say it's too long a list, but I'm encouraged by this seminar. You brought to the nuclear industry
good insight in software. But let me ask you a couple of questions.
We now have a three-headed horse, I guess, because where is the integration of these
things? You brought to the party very, very good insights and a good admission that software
has errors, and so does engineering, or hardware engineering. You bring to the table the extreme
experience you've gained through DoD programs, as an example the NASA programs. The thing
that's really missing in all of this so far is the systems integration, bringing people together,
bringing the nuclear experts, the software experts, and so on together. That has been the big
problem even with traditional nuclear programs. There has been a tradition in the nuclear
industry--I've been in it for 30 years--that a program is ragged out due to a safety issue and
something is delivered on the dock. It may be managed or configuration control is lost. We
have examples of that in the industry right now on traditional issues, not anything to do with
computers.
The other side of the issue is it's been a tradition in the industry to meet schedule
regardless of consequences. We drop it on the dock and we fix it in the field. It isn't going to
_kork with these things. The mission is different. If you had the airplane out at Edwards and
it fails, you lost your crew or you got out. You can't take that risk. We can't tolerate any
upsets.
So, the issue that I ask, and it relates to several of the presentations, is a concern I have
because there was a message delivered that there are errors and you can expect all these errors.
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Istheerroron a subsystemlevel?What aboutfault
tolerance
systemconfigurations?
A_d I
guess the question on error rates, is it a system error rate or a subsystem error rate?
DR. McHUGH: Well, VII give a stab at some of these things. The error rates in software that
we're talking about are what I guess I'll call "wholesale" error rates. I mean they're basically
measured in terms of the number of errors that are found, or believed to exist, in a certain
number of lines of code, largely independent of how that code is structured into a system. What
that means is that those errors could be absolutely deadly or benign. Unfortunately, until you
figure out where they are with respect to the functionality that you have to deliver, you don't
know. Now, that's one of the things that makes it particularly hard.
Some of the kinds of testing that you can do will tend to focus on demonstrating that the
functionality that you have to have is more thoroughly tested than the places that are seldom
entered, and that may or may not be good. It depends on when you enter those places that
haven't been tested very well.
Basically, given that any of the components in the system are prone to failure, you have
to develop some kind of an architecture that will tolerate those failures. One of the things that
we have seen with the advent of digital computers is a tendency to put more and more eggs in
one basket. For example, if we have a single processor that is supporting a number of diverse
processes, errors that appear in those individual processes may very well be non-interfering in
the sense that a process can produce wrong answers while the other processes continue to
produce right answers. On the other hand, an error in the underlying operating system that is
managing resources for all of those processes is a common mode error potentially to everything
that is rvnning on that physical processor. When you look at building a system so that a single
point of failure cannot cause a system failure, there are a lot more things to look at because the
nature of the particular failures occurring in the software can either be such as to take down
many things and be a real single point of failure, or it could be relatively benign. We don't
know completely how to deal with these things.
We do know work that John has done in attempting to get design diversity in replicates
of software and that the cases where software developed independently to perform the same
function fails under the same inputs are more than random occurrences would lead you to
believe. The statistical independence that says that if I have two identical circuits sitting here
on the table with nothing connecting them, that the chance that they are both going to stop at the
same moment in the absence of something like an EMP that is going to nail them both is very,
very small. We find in software, where the errors really have to be looked at as distributed
through the input space rather than distributed through time, that we get more common failures
on inputs.
Now, intuitively it's reasonable for this to be the case. There are portions of every
problem that are harder than other portions, and I believe when you look at the data that we
have, the hard places tend to collect more failures. It doesn't mean that the same mistakes were
made in both cases; it just means that mistakes were made in the same cases. And those are the
things that are particularly difficult to deal with.
I suspect that diversity is going to mean dealing with separate phenomenologies for the
ultimate source of the input data and for making certain that the ways in which the data are
processed are truly different. Given that most of all our software engineers seem to be trained
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out of the same bag of tricks, there is a possibility of a common-mode failure due to a
widespread way of thinking about things. You can't really look at two pieces of software and
say that they're diverse.
MR. GALLAGHER: Certainly I would like to add that as Mr. Russell and Mr. Beckjord said
and as is in your handout, the framework for the NRC Branch technical position emphasizes both
quality and diversity. It contains 4 steps at the end which are directed towards one way of
achieving diversity. You also heard Mr. Beckjord say that he views this as an area where a lot
more work needs to be done to establish whether or not functional diversity, using the same
program structures, is adequate, or do you have to go to different types of program structures.
Those are questions that have to be asked. This is one of the efforts that's underway in the
regulatory position.
FRED PAULITZ (NRC): I have a few comments there. I suppose if it wasn't for the emphasis
on advanced reactors, all this digital equipment going into reactor protection systems may not
come into being as such. There has been a lot of applications in feedwater control, feeder-drain
control, and other non-safety portions of the plant. So, it looks like the horse got in front of the
cart here a little bit. These systems are designed, and people want to stick them in there. Now,
we're going back and saying what do we really need to prove that they are reliable.
In the seminar, the heading says, "Digital Systems Reliability," and nobody has said
anything about hardware. It's all software-oriented, and those are definitely related in that
hardware does sometimes effect software.
The speaker yesterday said that if you put things in the right little compartments that
we're less apt to get in trouble, and that if you run parallel who knows what's going to happen.
And then you mentioned the experience of a transfer of things that are already out there,
which I suspect NASA and DoD and the rest of them have, that we, in the nuclear industry,
ought to start transferring it over here somewhere and being as smart as they are, I guess.
Now, in the aircraft you mentioned you're saying there's two guys in the aircraft and'you
bail out and then in commercial you've got 300 people. Just recently, for the last year or so,
every time I get in an aircraft the first thing they tell everybody is, "Shut down those portable
computers, radios, et cetera," because one day that cracked up a plane because of those. But the
same methodology that you talked about for developing software is the same thing that has been,
and should have been done, in designing a whole new compartment in the first place. I noticed
a lot of precepts were good, and that's what we need. Thank you.
SID BHATT (Electric Power Research Institute): I have several comments ! want to share with
you, and I think we have many experts who shared their wealth of information and some honest
admissions of guilt, et cetera. But they are missing some points. If I were to set up the
workshop and I had some experts, I would try to relate to the problems of the end users that I'm
trying to reach.
Point number one. Diversity, language, and programming. Very popular in the software
area. The utility industry and the Electric Power Research Institute, they had a program, a data
emulation programming experiment, in 1978. In the utility industry in Europe they also have
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followed up a program with DoD and we have voluntarily shared some of this information. In
this industry we have been sensitive to public safety and we have been sensitive in knowing
about what the technology is and what is good or is bad, or where we have to watch out.
In airplanes you have to keep it flying, or you've got a problem, so-called graceful
degradation, but you're still flying, and your control system takes care of it. All people who
contributed to the nuclear power plant program, they =aid, "Hey, we've got a control system and
we can institute something else, separate from the control system, called a protection system."
But they need a safety net under the control system also, and we need to distinguish the safety
net which exists. So, the protection system is, and has been, a safety net activity for a long time.
By nature they are simple. Protection systems are able to implement and do some simple relay
logics with analog equipment. What I'm trying to convey is that the complexity of that program,
including the analog logic, is simple, and there have been some checks put into those kind of
design-in-depth in nuclear power plants. So, don't simplify and dramatize this by giving us
something comparable with airplanes that DoD has safety systems on and commercial doesn't.
My fourth comment. Go around and look around at what's happening in the aircraft
industry also. There is Standard 178. They actually share information internationally, and many
parties are investing in this including the commercial enterprises. The international airline body
worked with Lockheed and others to come up with 178. They understand the limitations.
We understand that there are limitations in software, and we are not asking for perfection.
What we are looking for is not to discount new technology, but we will be using it with care,
utmost care. We don't want to simplify it, and say that there is a common mode demon running
around. We have lived with those kind of things, handled different technologies through
diversity. Both industry and regulatory people understand that we have to live with those kind
of issues for a long time.
.
My fifth comment is that this is a complex decision making process, and we cannot really
dilute the emergency, timeliness, and criticality of being able to utilize this technology and handle
it in such a way that it is in the U.S. interest, but the protection system has been implemented
in digital systems in other countries. For example, France and India have very similar operations,
and they have plants operating with digital safety systems. They have learned how to handle
technology and manage the critical safety, technical and management issues.
And these are some things which I've observed and I hope I haven't hurt anybody's
feelings, but we will progress if we try to focus on the technical basis that you've mentioned
instead of simply trying to find a solution within this workshop. So, I say, pay attention to AI
Sudduth who said, "You guys are talking, and we're already dealing with the process." The
industries know how to handle this kind of thing. Don't kid yourself. We are not born yesterday
that this is magic to us. The people at the utilities know about the technology. They can handle
it. People do come down and manage things in the nuclear area also. The question is how do
we manage these three circles, the utility industry who needs to do things right so they can have
a peaceful sleep, and the regulatory people who have to manage and certify so they can also feel
comfortable. We would like to get that technical comfort level so that it is reasonable. We are
not asking for error-free code. There is going to be some errors. The question is how do we
manage and where do we go from here?
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MR. GALLAGHER: Thank you, Sid.
You raise the issue of inversion programming. You brought that subject up. And I was
wondering if Gustav Dahl is still here? The reason I looked at him is he certainly has done a
fair amount of work in this area, and it's a subject that keeps coming up, and I don't know
whether he's willing to give his view on the status of that or not.
GUSTAV DAHLL (OECD Haldon Reactor Project): We have pursued several research
problems in inversion programming, or actually diversity based on the same specification, which
is not exactly the same as diversity in the wider sense, which includes functional diversity. The
findings we have don't differ from what has been explained earlier. You get some gain in the
reliability of the system, and our research shows that for some types of failure, but not all, we
get again what you would expect if it were completely independent. First of all, we have,
obviously, common-mode failure caused by, for example, common specification.
Another
problem is errormasking in which several different faults are grouped together so that the effect
of the diversity is lowered. This problem doesn't mean that you don't gain anything by diversity.
Roughly you get, for example, a 10-fold increase, but not 103. So, there is a gain, but it is not
a sufficient way of gaining extremely high reliability.
MR. GALLAGHER: Okay. Thank you. Yes. I think that was a point that Herb Hecht also
made that you have to consider who is going to be the arbitr;ator in how you make a decision.
I think it's very important, and Dr. Naser brought this out, that the cost-benefits certainly go far
beyond just the design process. They go through the whole software life cycle. So, if by doing
something you're adding an extra burden to the latter part of the life cycle, then the cost-benefits
are very doubtful.
DR. KNIGHT: Well, based on what a couple of the questioners from the microphone were
saying, it would appear that I've upset some peoples' feelings, so let me start by saying that was
not my intention at all, and let me go through the five points that were raised by the last speaker
from that microphone.
Both speakers seemed to be concerned that I had pointed out the volume of existing
literature. That wasn't meant to be an insult to this community. It was merely to point out that
in fact outside of application domains, but just within the mainstream software engineering
literature, there really is a great deal that you might be unaware of. I know little about nuclear
engineering, and I would not expect to have access to the literature.
If there are nuclear
engineers here I just wanted to point out that, in fact, a great deal might be available to you by
looking in the mainstream computer science literature rather than in the application domain.
The second comment was about diversity and the record at the EPRI. Well, I know that
literature fairly well and I wasn't aware of work done at EPRI in '78, but all I would say about
design diversity is it's an extremely complicated topic. It is by no means anything which one
can adopt as a simple, or even a moderately complicated, translation of the way in which it's
used in hardware. I would caution people that the use of design diversity is something that has
to be looked at very carefully.
The third problem was with continuous operation and the analogy that I used. As I
explained yesterday, the only application domain that I even know a little bit about is flight
i
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control systems, and so I tend to use examples from there. All I was trying to point out through
the example that I cited earlier was that there are differences in the consequences of failure in
flight control systems and that, in fact, different degrees of risk are undertaken. I wasn't
implying that the fact that those systems have to operate continuously is something that you
should take into account. It was merely a small example to try to elucidate the point that in the
domain that I understand anyway there are different consequences of failure.
The fourth point about DO-178A and DO-178B, those arc existing standards, l'm aware
of the existence of both of them, and they play a role in the aerospace industry, l don't think
they have a role especially to play in your industry, but certainly I'm aware of them.
On the fifth point, about the existence of foreign nuclear plants, as I understood it,
running successfully, I don't have any doubt that that's the case. I'm perfectly confident that you
Can cite plenty examples of that form and that there is valuable experience there. And again, I
don't know what I said that caused at least some subset of people to have their feelings hurt.
That wasn't my intention.
'
I guess a lesson which I would like to bring out here is from my perspective as a humble
software engineer. Software engineers don't know much, and building software is hard. We
don't know very much about how to do it fight. Perhaps, the real lesson in all of this is you
shouldn't listen to anything that I've been saying.
QUESTION: WAYNE GLIDDEN (Nuclear Utilities Software Management Group): I'd kind
of like to pick up on a comment that Mr. Hill made and exteading that to another comment. I
love hearing a disconnect in this conference. I felt that since we got the brochure that we have
a lot of experts and a lot of people at the leading edge of software development and testing, and
that's great, but the problem is that the workshop is supposed to be on the leading edge as it
impacts the nuclear industry. I don't hear too much of that.
If the nuclear industry has got to put the effort into software that I've been hearing over
these past couple of days for what I really see is a minimal increase in the safety of that plant
that's not cost-effective. If we won't do it where our analog systems break down and we can't
replace them, then we will be shutting plants down, and it won't be cost effective. As was said,
they've already canned a couple of digital replacements. There has got to be a realistic approach.
We've got to take the information we hear from academia where most progress starts and get
somebody to translate that into what it means to the nuclear industry. I think that we've missed
that in these two days. We only had two speakers from a utility in these two days. I believe that
this conference is great because we've heard what's going on, but there needs to be one more
step before we can really answer the questions that have been raised for this panel. For example,
are the regulations going to be good? In light of what we've heard, the regulations are going to
become more restrictive and will not be beneficial to the utilities and the nuclear industry. I'll
be out of a job, a lot of you from the NRC will be out of a job too because we will have nothing
to regulate.
MR. HILL: Yes. Diversity was discussed, and I didn't touch
consideration once it filters down to the user. Defense-in-depth, I
diversity. If we talk about a diversity of product lines, for example,
our Westinghouse WDPF, for an engineer to be qualified to properly
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on that. Again that's a
feel, is very important for
the feedwater control with
maintain the configuration

of that system, he or she has to go to a 6-week school, and the technicians have to go to a 6week school. In addition, then:'s warehousing of parts to support that system. When you add
another diverse product on a site, that more than doubles the problem and I feel, again, that one
of the major roles of the utility is to properly manage the configuration and taking care of that
software/hardware system. It becomes very difficult to do when you start adding diverse product
lines. This problem should be considered.
MR. GALLAGHER: Yes. That was my comment that you have to evaluate anything you do
with respect to the impact on the whole software life cycle, and you pointed out that the
maintenance in the field is a big item there.
OUESTION: RAYMOND J. RETTBERG (GPU Nuclear Corp.): I get the impression through
this whok conversation and this last two days about all the difficulty with keeping errors out of
software. I wonder if we're talking about a different sophistication or complexity of software?
Specifically I'll pose the question, if we replace a simple, purely hardware system, such as a 2channel system with a microprocessor with software in it to do the same function, do we
inherently have new problems, or more serious problems, or something that we really never had
before?
DR. McHUGH:

I guess I would have to ask the question of what were those channels doing?

MR. RETTllERG: Let's say it's a purely logical function, or say it's a combination of logical
function and measuring some analog inputs to decide the trip functions for example.
DR. McHUGH: Just simply a comparator? No integrators, no filters, no nothing like that? I
guess the question I would ask would be why would you want to replace something like that with
a computer? It seems like the system that you have is already very simple. You're going from
parameters that are measured in a continuous domain and effectively a continuous decision
process to one in which you have to sample and sequence them through a set of repetitive
instructions that it is going to be substantially more complex because of the structure of slicing
it up and turning it into a discrete domain and processing it in a large sequence of steps, rather
than a continuous flow.
Now, if that's all that it is doing, my intuition, if I were building a system like that, would
be to build something really simple on bare-bones processors with no operating system and no
nothing, and it wouldn't be much more complex, but it would still, in terms of parts count and
potential for hardware failures in the system, would probably be a more complex piece of
equipment, just simply because of the shift of paradigm from continuous measurements to
discrete measurements and time stepped chunks.
On the other hand, if you say, "Well, I'm going to buy a general purpose computer, with
an operating system on it and _o on," you've probably added several orders of magnitude in
complexity in order to provide the infrastructure to do the simple job that you had to do. But
it almost seems to make sense to do this with custom designed logic that isn't really a processor,
or to stay over in the analog domain, if that's possible. I gather the real problem that we're
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talking about is that nobody is making the analog equipment anymore, even though it was
perfectly adequate for the job.
MR. RETTBERG: Right. Or there may be a model, but there may be additional functions
beyond the critical functions that are the core of this thing that truly affect the safety of it. The
q_stion was what is it fundamentally that we bring into this thing that somehow puts us into a
greater risk than we were before? Because to me that seems to be underlying a lot of what I'm
hearing and I'm not sure that in a simple system that that's a valid premise.
DR. McHUGH: I think one of the things--and John wants to say something else here--but one
of the things that I will say is that there seems to be a temptation to say, "Look, we've got all
this computing capacity that we're not really using to do that simple job. Let's use it for
something." That may be the wrong answer, because as soon as you start having that processor
doing 37 dozen other things that aren't part of that mission on the grounds that the processor is
there and it has the capacity to do it, then the complexity goes sky-high.
In the automotive world we have seen some problems when spaghetti code is in a
processor because it not only runs the fuel injection but it runs the transmission and the
windshield wipers. Separating out those functions and keeping them straight, some of which are
safety-critical at all times and others are not, has turned out to be a major mess.
We haven't had a recall in the automotive world, I think, based purely on software yet,
but if we do it'll start at about $20 million dollars or so and go up from there in terms of the cost
to the automotive company.
But, if all you want to do is replace that comparator with a computer, and the chip is
logically a $1.98 part now (a nuclear qualified one may be $198,000) and, if you dedicate it to
one simple function and forget the excess capacity it probably isn't that much more complex, but
it isn't off-the-shelf either.
DR. KNIGHT: 1 wanted to start answering that a little bit by asking a question of this
community here. You've heard a couple of numbers quoted of defects per 1,000 lines of code.
Now, when you build the kinds of plants that you build, I imagine you put very large amounts
of wiring, very large amounts of piping and very large amounts of other things in them. Does
anybody ask you how many defects per foot of pipe you have?
SPEAKER: Yes.
DR. KNIGHT: They do?
DR. NASER: Yes.
DR. KNIGHT: What's acceptable? Well, this is revealing yet again how little l understand of
your business, but the thing about software is that the defects are design defects that are there
from the beginning. Software doesn't break. Pipes, as I understand it, do break. You have to
worry about that as a maintenance issue over time. You have to have defense-in-depth against
pipe breakages, but are there design defects in the piping that you have to worry about and in
the cabling associated with power distribution?
(No response.)
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DR. KNIGHT: I really didn't think there was or I wouldn't have asked the question.
(laughter)
DR. McHUGH: You lose, John.
DR. KNIGHT: Sort of. You can then begin to deal with this software question immediately.
If you have so many thousand feet of pipe and you're prepared to accept .6 of a defect per foot,
or per 1,000 feet, or something, then the software has to be probably comparable. In other
industries the requirement when replacing an analog or a mechanical system is that the digital
system meet the demonstrated performance.
So, for example, in replacing hydraulic and
electromechanical systems, the FAA's requirement is that you make the digital replacement as
good as the history has demonstrated the mechanical systems to be.
Now, because of the many thousands of operational years of exposure, the numbers are
in on the mechanical systems, and that's where that 10 .9 figure comes from. I think in dealing
with that kind of replacement, that might be the kind of strategy to take. What's the
demonstrated performance of the old system? Can we meet that in a way that is reasonably
scientifically convincing?
DR. NASER: Actually this is a comment for John, and this is sort of a clarification. One of
the reasons why you hear people saying that they want to put in excess functionality really isn't
because you've got the computer there and, as he says, "I've got it there, why doesn't it do
things?" There may be some of that, but I think that if we look at the real basis, we find real
advantages. For example, if we look at problems that have occurred in the plants which have
caused plant trips, frequently that's been caused by the human, and it's the human doing things
like checking the system. So we'd like to put in additional functionality which does things like
self-testing and knowing when we need to do calibration, instead of doing calibration in a
periodic manner and doing it when we don't need it and perhaps causing more problems. I think
there are some good reasons why we want the additional functionality as well.
DR. McHUGH: Let me just reply to that. That's perfectly reasonable. The question that I was
asked there was if I want to just simply replicate the functionality, and I would argue that
probably is a very straightforward thing. I think you're right. You have very good reasons for
going further. The question is, where on the reliability versus complexity curve do we come
when we do that and do we get ourselves up into the area where we start really worrying about
whether that extra functionality is safe especially if it has been put in to make the plant run more
smoothly or.for economic reasons as opposed to making it safer. I think there are some tradeoffs in there. Some of that software may very well serve to make it safer, but if it was safe
enough before, do we get unsafetys from one introduction of additional functionality and more
unsafetys in another area? I don't know. This is something that I want to look at more.
DR. NASER: Actually just one last comment. I think you already gave away what I was going
to say anyway. I think some of the things we're looking at, we think, are ways to guarantee or
try to assure safety. For example, there is a dynamic test system that the gentleman from AEA
made some reference to earlier. This test system makes sure the system still works by putting
signals through to actually test its capability so that you know the trip will work when you want
it.
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MR. SUDDUTH (Duke Power): I guess one of the problems I have, since I seem to be one of
the few people who actually builds digital systems that go in power plants, is fitting the paradigm
under which I develop software into the paradigms that I've heard over the last day or so. Let
me real quickly run through what I do.
I go to a vendor like Westinghouse and I say, "Sell me a system." What they sell me is
hardware, processors and I/O networks and things like that, but they also sell me software. They
sold me an operating system. In the case of Westinghouse it's actually RMX, if you all know
what that is. That is an Intel-created real-time operating system. They also sell me a whole
library of functionality that says, you know, "These are our little modular blocks and all you've
got to do is string these things together and you've got a control system." And that's exactly
what I do. I make a drawing which represents the manner in which I'm going to string together
those Westinghouse library blocks in order to create a control system. That drawing can then
be shown to any number of control engineers in my plant, and they can all tell me exactly what
that control system is going to do. It's a completely unambiguous description of what the system
has to do.
I then create the software that implements that using all these little Westinghouse blocks.
I can actually parse that software back into a drawing and make sure I did it correctly. Then I
put the system in and test it until I'm satisfied that it works.
I'm sitting here saying, "Well, gosh, I must be doing something right because the systems
work," but I don't do any of the things that I've been hearing for the last day or so in order to
do that. So, help me figure out, is the thing that I do so far out of the mainstream of what you
all are talking about, or am I doing what you're doing, except I'm doing it differently?
DR. KNIGHT:
Well, f'trst of all, you're doing exactly what I think John and I were saying
yesterday; your diagrams, in fact, are a formal specification that you can communicate between
yourself as a computer engineer and the controls engineers, and you have a very advanced
notation, in fact, compared with what most people use. That provides you with a great deal of
security against ambiguity and niisunderstanding. Then you are depending upon something which
is being provided to you by a manufacturer who presumably has put a lot of effort into various
forms of verification of those items and has a great deal of field experience with them and so you
can put a great deal of trust in them. Then you're going ahead and doing testing of those items
yourself anyway.
There are nuances to this which we could discuss, but I think what's happening is we're
using; one kind of terminology and perhaps it isn't quite the one that you use, but there is a great
deal of commonality between what's going on.
i.

DR. McHUGH: I think the thing that is important is that Westinghouse has done all the testing
of what's inside those blocks so that you can trust them without looking inside them. It looks
like there's a lot of evidence that they have. If the te:aing has been done properly, then what
they have done is they have taken you at least one, or two, or three, steps away from the bare
bones of the machine in giving you an abstraction on which to base your stuff which is much
closer to your problem, and that's exactly the right way to divide the labor on that.
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MR. GALLAGHER: I may add something to that. I used to work in the place that he's talking
about before I joined the NRC, and our general manager never understood why a fossil plant took
so few engineering hours because mainly the engineering was to assemble the system down on
the basement floor in accordance with the specifications, and then the person who was going to
use the system would come in and put the software in and check it out.
Well, for a nuclear plant there is a few things like safety analysis and lots of prejustifications one has to do that would prove to some reasonable level of assurance that what you
were going to build will meet all the safety requirements and regulations, and that takes an awful
lot of extra engineering that you don't ordinarily find. I know, because every Monday I used to
be confronted with this difference and it wasn't easy.
DR. NASER: Actually I'd like to make one comment. I think what you've said is certainly true
of the environment. I think probably the thing we need to question ourselves is how much extra
do we need. I think there is no question that we need some extra, but the question we have to
address is to determine how much more we need to do. I think this is one of the issues that
perhaps should be looked into at the NRC. For example, if we look at the WDPF systems that
are going into the fossil plants, going into petrochemical plants, going everyplace else, they've
really proven themselves to be very reliable. Why are they no good for nuclear plants?
MR. GALLAGHER:
I think maybe there is somebody here from Westinghouse that can answer
this, but I think if you look at the Sizewell that a lot of the balance of the plant was done exactly
in that way. So, when one speaks of nuclear you have to speak of the safety system.
DR. NASER:

Right. Thank you.

OUESTION: DAVID HOLCOMB (Oak Ridge National Labs): One of the comments I'd like
to raise here is that I felt a rather strong disconnect with most of the topics that the speakers have
brought up. It seems that the workshop has overlooked the basic fact that the control and the
safety functions are physically separate in nuclear power plants. The nuclear power plant safety
functions are much simpler than the safety functions of the systems in spacecraft, in flight
controls, and in medicine. It seems unlikely that higher level computer language, things like C,
C++, ADA, and all the other object-oriented and advanced computing languages, as well as the
advanced microprocessor architectures, are going to be used in the safety-critical protection
systems for nuclear power plants. What using them would require is for us to start qualifying
the circuit layouts of these advanced microprocessors, the operating systems, and the compilers,
which seems to be well beyond the scope of anybody's financial resources. It's more likely that
we'll do something with bare-bones, basic hardware and very simple direct ribbon watching with
no operating system. It just seems that advanced software and hardware architectures are going
to be restricted to the control systems to get the maximum efficiency out of our plants and stick
with as simple as possible in the protection system.
DR. MeHUGH:
Let me take a shot at this because I think what I've been hearing is a
substantial disagreement between parties on ".e nuclear industry side of this. Some of the things
that I have seen proposed and under construction for safety shutdowns on reactors are far from
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as simple as you've described. I would suggest that taking that approach is going to lead you
to exactly the same situation that you are in with the analog systems now. If you go and put a
particular small bare-bones processor and some dedicated controllers--ADA-D, et cetera--in, in
15 years that processor isn't going to be available. You will have programmed it at a level
where it will be necessary to, in effect, rebuild that entire board up from scratch the way you
would be doing now. This is the way you would probably build a new analog board if you could
get new analog components.
But at the level of picking something which is specific to a particular processor and
particular conveners and controllers and so on, my guess is that it's going to become obsolete
even more rapidly than the analog equipment has become in the current plants.
Now, it may be easier to re-impl,._ment it every 5 years than it is to re-implement the
analog systems, but I think you're going to have the same sort of problem. It's only if you get
away from a processor-specific system that you have some chance of having the system that you
build outlast the platform on which you put it, and it sounds like that's what has gotten the
industry into the situation of needing to convert from analog to digital for the safety shutdown
systems at the current time.
MR. HOLCOMB: One response that immediately comes to mind to this is that coding for
advanced microprocessors is just as processor-specific. It is often more so since much of the
coding takes advantage of very selective, often hidden, features which much of the rest of the
community won't know about. Importing the code on the next generation of advanced
microprocessors, which certainly have a very rapid turnover, is going to require another of these
huge efforts. People have mentioned here that they have 1968 hardware that they're updating
30 years later. Let's stick with the bare-bones processor, and maybe in 15 years then you can
go to the next generation of very simple bare-bones digital systems with the added advantage of
almost desktop manufacturing of many of the processors. Some of the digital processors aren't
that difficult to make, and it may be possible to get a sole-source of supply of some of the simple
digital processors for many years to come.
DR. McHUGH: It's possible. I honestly don't know. I think if you build your system at a
fairly high level of abstraction that you can probably count on the underlying libraries then you
depend on to communicate with the processor architecture itself being available. Whether they
will qualify for these kinds of applications, I honestly don't know. I'm not sure that there is a
panacea in any of this. As of a few years ago, I think DEC would still build you a PDP-1 out
of their Traditional Products Group, for example, if you had to have one, but it would have been
an astronomical price. I suspect that 10 years from now the simple processors that are being
used as controllers would have to be custom fabricated, i know ARPA has been looking at
issues like this because the military has this problem in spades. They've got equipment deployed
that has outlived the technologies with which the equipment was built, and they are faced with
the problems of either complete re-implementations of systems, which cost billions of dollars,
or building with obsolete technologies, which costs billions of dollars. They've been looking at
ways to be able to have automated factories that will manufacture any old piece of stuff that they
need to keep systems going, but that may or may not be an answer in this area. I have a feeling
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that technology turns over too fast for plants that last 20, 30, 40, 50 years without planning on
major refits of some kind every 10 or 15 years.
i

MR. HOLCOMB: I also then need to add that you should take a look at what
by GE and Westinghouse and some of what's going on, and what people arc
haven't seen any real proposals for very complicated protection systems.
systems. But the GE system and the NUMACs have very simple comparator
that's sitting in there that they want to digitize. It's not that fancy.

is being proposed
still proposing. I
You see control
logic. That's all

DR. KNIGHT: Look, it's often the case this way, but I'm confused, because on the one hand
the French plants were cited as being an example of digital control systems. I'm aware of one
paper being published by that group in which they cited their development process, and the total
size of that program is in the tens of thousands of lines. The Ontario Hydro people have been
developing various kinds of control systems, and while I don't understand the details, given the
presentation they made yesterday, they're not talking about simple logic. They're talking about
something that must be tens of thousands of lines to warrant the attention they've put into it.
i

MR. GALLAGHER:
One has to be very careful how you count lines of code, because some
people follow IEC-880, which says you have to build it without any operating system, and then
when you look at the total lines of code, it's much larger than a system built on an operating
system. That's one of the reasons why you hear such large differences in numbers. Also, as
Dr. Naser pointed out, people put into these systems code to try to get rid of problems that they
have in the present system, for instance to aid in automatic testing requires bypass and other
features, that add additional lines of code. There is a lot of interest in developing a safety kernel
that would be a very straightforward simplified system and then add on the top of that these other
features, and that's one of the things that people are looking at.
QUESTION: BRUCE MOORE (Data Refining Technology): Most of my experience is in the
chemical processing industry with digital control systems today. On the subject that's just being
discussed, one thing about a protection system is that even when you have that safety net, once
that's in place, from a practical point of view you become very concerned about challenges to
that safety net. A great deal of importance is placed on events that cause your control system
to exercise that safety net. It then becomes serious to make sure that second layer works
adequately, and I can tell you it's very uncomfortable to be a control designer and be the cause
of a safety net being exercised. You always remember that experience the rest of your life.
The second thing is I wanted to talk about is on the issue of functionality. There was a
question raised earlier: if I've got an analog box and I'm replacing it with a digital box with the
same functionality, what's the big deal? Well, I think one of the big deals that's been talked
about in software has to do with the difference between external functionality of a box, the way
it behaves to the outside, and internal functionality of a box, what happens on the inside.
External functionality is usually the domain of the systems engineer or the applications person;
internal functionality is often the domain of the software person. One of the very difficult
problems with building software and having it useful and cost-effective over a long period of
time is to design and implement it so that a small change in its external behavior is
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accommodated by a small change in its internal behavior. Much of the effort that's going into
software research is in understanding how to do that and how to make software so that 5 years
after the system has been designed, if someone comes up and wants to change the way it behaves
externally, that internally people can do it without a major huge effort.
If you get back to that simpler question and you say, "I'm replacing an analog box with
a digital box," well, you're putting a whole new world of internal functionality there and that
does create a lot of complexity. Thanks.
DR. NASER: I think there are two things we need to concern ourselves with when we're talking
about this additional complexity and functionality when we're looking at functionality internal
to the box and external to the box. If we're looking at a safety system, I think, where we've
already looked at the need for defense-in-depth, so we've looked at that, depending really on
what the external response to that box is, and then I'm not sure how much difference we'd have
as far as the safety of the plant. There is certainly complexity in the box, and if you've said for
operational purposes you don't want to challenge those safety systems, it's a major difference.
MR. MOORE: Yes. I think one of the issues there is how that box interacts with you. How
do you know that that box is functioning properly? So, you know, you can get into issues of
silent players with a system that alters the internal functionality.
You know, that can be a
problem.
QUESTION: DR. WILLIAM EVERETT (AT&T Bell Labs): I'm a software engineer, but a
lot of what I'm hearing is that maybe this workshop has been structured a little bit in the wrong
way. What you've heard in these two days was about software engineering technology, and now
those of you who are out there running the plants have the challenge of molding your problems
around a solution. Maybe next year what we should have is the softwa_ engineers in the
audience and those who are in the job of running these plants up explaining and characterizing
what your problems are, what are the kinds of failures you have, and so forth, so that we can
maybe mold some solutions around your problems.
I've heard some other things too, and I think there is a language barrier here. There is
some communication problems. I hear those who are in the plants talking about failures,
reliability and so forth, and I hear the software engineers talking about errors and faults, and I
think maybe the software engineers who are going to work in the nuclear power area should be
focusing their language to the users, and that is "failures."
In running the plants you're
concerned when do failures occur, how often do they occur, what's the propensity of occurring,
and what are the consequences of the failure. That's got to tie into the equation, if you want to
do anything about it you've got to measure it. That came out of Kyle's talk. You have costs
and you have schedules. If you can't measure reliability then you can't do anything about it.
You've got to tie those measures back to a lot of these technologies you've been talking about.
How will an object-oriented technology quantitatively affect reliability of the product?
MR. BHATT: What I wanted to say is the issue in the nuclear industry is how we m_ke our
decisions on reliability and cost. We have a terminology which is something called SCRAM,
which means something happened which means we are going to temporarily shut down because
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the safety system gave us the picture and shut down. SCRAM is already a key indicator of
importance of safety parameters and the operator and the utility people also get lost time and
money. Feedwater controller was the first one which we tried to adapt because they were the
f'wst indicator on the SCRAM basis. Second within the line is the reactor protection system, and
that's the reason we are talking about the protection system.
OUESTION: JERRY VOSS (Tenera Operating Company): I have a couple of issues. I hear
a lot of people saying these are simple systems. These are simple systems, and they're not
anything we are going to work with. I kind of thought back to the time, for the instrumentation
people here, when we went from pneumatics into electronics, or to the electrical systems, and
everybody said, "Yes, no big deal. I take the air hose out, put a wire in here, and nothing
happens." It seemed like they were faster. It's not just the simple system. There are other
things that are involved in here, and we, as instrumentation people, have to understand that and
what that box being put in there means to us and what digital systems means to us. We can't
sit here and say it's easy, anybody can do it, and we don't have to do anything extra for_it.
When we look at errors and what errors are acceptable to us, we as instrumentation people in the
design of these activities have to look at what are the functions we want done, what are the
systems in there, and we specify that function and we specify whether an error is acceptable or
not, and how we would accommodate that error or if there has to be error trapping, or whatever
we have to do in there. So, it's really based on going back to the systems people and the experts
in this area to define whether errors are acceptable and to present those definitions right up front.
"Yes, I can take an error in this area," or, "I can't take an error in this area," and give us good
specifications at the beginning and then we verify everything based on that specification.
QUESTION: WILLIAM GHRIST (Westinghouse Electric): I was trying to sit back there and
control myself, but some of the comments and questions that came up were sort of addressed to
me without people knowing it. I was intimately involved with the development of the digital
protection system that's being used on Sizewell, and so I think I can maybe clarify things a little
bit. I'd also like to comment on a couple of statements that I think could be a little bit
misleading.
A digital-based protection system is not a real simple system. Just because the protection
function, from a high-level standpoint, is relatively simple and straightforward doesn't necessarily
mean that the way you implement it ends up being completely simple. There are several reasons
for that. If you think about what's in an analog system down to the level of individual
transistors, resistors, and capacitors, maybe it's not quite as simple as you think it is. When you
think down to the level of the software code that's going into the digital system you're really
thinking down to that same level.
Another aspect is a lot of the complexity that goes in there is put in there for a specific
reason to accomplish specific things. I think it is dangerous to say that more complex is
necessarily less reliable, because most of the complexity that goes into these systems is put in
there specifically to address the reliability and the integrity of the software design.
When we started on this, years back, some of the principles we tried to use in developing
our software we later learned people were calling, at least to some extent, an object-oriented
design approach. I didn't know it was an object-oriented design approach then, but we did things
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like trying to isolate independent'functions into different modules so they don't interact with each
other in peculiar ways and so you can change something here which has to do with a protection
function without having to worry about whether or not your analog input processing is going to
work with that new protection function you're doing, because the analog input processing was
isolated off into its own software module.
Doing that sort of thing adds complexity, but what it does, and one of our key goals, was
to take the complexity that was necessary for those sort of aspects, and for things like putting
in self-diagnosis, which improves the reliability and improves the :ault tolerance and, in
particular, improves the failsafe nature of the system, taking that complexity and isolating it into
functions which could be done once and put a lot of effort into making sure they're done the
right way, verified, and not have to keep repeating that if you want to change something at'the
functional level.
So, our goal was to try to recognize there was at least two different pans to the software
in these systems. There's the part that runs the system itself, and there is the pan that does the
protection function. We tried to design the software such that doing the pan that does the
protection function is very su'aightforward and very simple, and by nutting all the complexity into
the other pan so that we could concenu'ate our efforts on doing ++_!_:_t.
Now I'd like to make a couple of other clarifying comments. Number one, I think in
talking about errors we have to recognize that we can't be too simple about it. Having a fault,
or a flaw, shall we say, in the software does not necessarily have the potential to lead into a
failure. Numbers of errors per lines of code were being bandied about. I don't know necessarily
what that represents, but there are many different types of errors. There is a whole spectrum of
different kinds of errors that you can have in software, many of which have zero potential for
introducing failure into the system. You can have a discrepancy between a specification and the
code that is a discrepancy and, therefore, an error that has no functional result whatsoever. On
the other hand, you may have an error that will lead to a complete loss of the ability to do the
function.
When you talk about whether or not we can tolerate errors, you have to keep taking into
account that there are many different kinds of errors and many of them are much more tolerable
than others. The ones that keep it from performing its function are not tolerable. The ones that
are sort of like bookkeeping errors, so to speak, of the development process are a whole different
catego, y.
I'd also like to mention in passing that in the system we developed, which has quite a
number of microprocessors, we do not use an operating system. We did not use an interrupt
system. We do use a central approach to things, and this is in conformance, by the way, with
the recommendations of IEC-880.

i
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DR. LANCE A. MILLER (SAIC): I've heard several people from the audience give the
statement that there is a disconnect with too much emphasis on problems of software relative to
what they see is the need. I wanted to give some counter-examples from our point of view.
In 1990, John Bernard and Anne Washio from MIT published a book on expert systems
they were all providing decision support. Since then, certainly, I know of at least 1130that
in nuclear applications and identified 300 expert systems. None of them were safety-related; but
they've been involved in. The thing that I'm certainly concerned about is you talk about safety
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systems and control systems now, and that's just the beginning. I mean, really what we're
concerned about, or l'm concerned about, is what happens if the Japanese control system gets
popular over here where for example, in the Mitsubishi control room they have a scenario in
which a _,as comes in and all the operators go to sleep for 30 minutes. Everything has to run.
In that scenario you have to have every possible capability of work stations that we have and
high-level language to both program the software and to run it.
What about emergency operating procedure tracking systems? You have the operators
there and it ar_tomates the EOPs for you and makes them available to you. Obviously it's not
safety-relateA, but there is going to be enormous dependency on those. You're going to need
extremely sophisticated software that can keep up with the data base and to implement such a
system and yet it's a very integral system.
A third area that for the nuclear area is the management of aging plants. Things are
breaking down, and you have to really worry about it. There are a number of systems that can
help you decide, for example acoustic systems that can monitor the high-frequency characteristics
of your container vessel and through an A&S system advise you if cracks or fractures are going
to occur. The same way with turbine flows and pipes and so on. These have to be integrated
into your control systems.
All of these will require extremely sophisticated software and software environment tools
and capabilities to develop, and I think that's the area where some of us, at least, are looking
5orward. It's not the back-up safety system, it's these other things that will surge once digital
gets into play.
MR. GALLAGHER: Thank you.
I think in that area there has been a lot of work done in the international arena, both by
the IAEA and by the IEC to recognize that there are different levels of importance to safety and
that based upon the level of importance to safety one tries to do the design, V&V and other
software development processes lined up with that, so that you don't go overboard and try to do
everything as though it was a Class IE system. Documents like that are now in place.
QUESTION: DAVID HOLCOMB (Oak Ridge National Laboratory): One of the hindrances
to the application of microprocessor-based protection systems in power plants is the probability
of common-mode failure that everybody talks about, but to my mind, given the relative simplicity
of the functions that they have to do, and also the high reliability they have to achieve, I think
it's possible to develop a system whose probability is not any different from the probability that
we feel is due to the hardware. I think also that we can glean something from computers that
are used in similar applications outside of the nuclear industry. For example, can any one of the
members tell me the failure rates of fault-tolerant computers due to common software as opposed
to the failure rate due to the hardware itself for, let's say, triple redundant computers?
DR. KNIGHT: If you're thinking about a system where there has been operational experience
with multiple versions running on the same computer, to the best of my knowledge that data has
never been released. The people who make the control systems, for example, on the Airbus A310, never got any failure data back from the operational experience with that. It's not that
people are withholding it in that case. It's that information has never been captured. I can't
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think of any other industrial application of design diversity in that way where there is extensive
operational experience, but I'm pretty confident that the data has not been collected for the few
systems that I'm aware of.
MR. GALLAGHER: One final question, especially for the advanced light water reactors, your
regulations will be heavily based upon the 'control of the process because there really is no
product to look at. The only thing we can deal with is the process by which the product will be
developed. If one looks, for instance, as the SEI process maturity model it shows that you really
don't get in heavily to process management until you reach a Level 4, and so this brings up the
question, is there a connection between putting a lot of emphasis on how the process is managed
and the Level 4 that's dealt with in the SEI model? I wonder if anybody would like to comment
on that as to what this might mean?
DR. KNIGHT: Something about where others fear to tread, I will jump in. The SEI maturity
model is, as I think Win suggested this morning, is a tremendous piece of work because of the
visibility that it has brought to software. All of a sudden managers all over the country have
become aware that their companies were writing software because they had to find out what
maturity level they were at.
The thing about the maturity model though is that it really is aimed at, I think, large-scale
software development, major systems, that are being deployed in all kinds of different
Government, in particular, systems. I don't think that that model was ever designed, or would
it really fit, into these relatively small systems that I think are being discussed here, but where
we have very high dependability requirements. Pe_i_apswhat the NRC might consider is learning
from the SEI experience and developing their own maturity model. Applying it as it stands, I
don't think it's really intended for that and I don't think it would serve the purpose, if I
understood your question correctly.
MR. GALLAGHER:
DR. McHUGH:

Anybody else?

I agree.

MR. PAULITZ: What is being done to separate information that maintenance should have and
that may be different from what the operator needs regarding both systems and component
failures? I asked the question and it was supposedly answered before. All I was trying to point
out is in present designs, everything but the kitchen sink was brought to the operator's attention.
Somebody should know about and fix failures in the systems, but the operator should only be
concerned when it's really challenging his plant. For example, is the air pressure getting low
enough that it's going to cause a problem? The pilot and co-pilot, the operator and his assistant,
should not be cluttering up their minds with other things that shouldn't have to pay attention to.
It's true, there are a lot of things that need to be brought in, but not shared, necessarily, but
discretely sent somewhere else and somebody else should pay attention to it.
What happens in the design is that somebody put a symbol on a drawing--it was a little
triangle with an "A"in it and it was the enunciator, and we put another one in with a C and that
became the computer. So, as the tape went on, they end up with about 2,000 of them
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somewhere, which is often confusing, and I want to relate that when a plant trips it'll probably
be like a Greek church at a sunrise service on Easter, but something should be done, even now
probably, but certainly for the future with this.
DR. NASER: If I can just make a quick comment on that? I think your point is extremely well
taken. I think that there has been a tremendous amount of effort going into control room design
reviews and things like this at the utilities to try to take a look at the alarms that are in there, to
restructure them and to try to find out which ones are really meaningful and which ones aren't.
In many cases you've seen a number of alarms removed. We've seen them improved in various
ways. But in addition to that there is work that's been going on to try to look at can you have
some sort of an alarm diagnostic and processing system which tries to take a look at the context
of the plant to determine what is really important information for the operator in that context.
So, therefore I think your point is well taken and I think there are efforts that are going on, and
1 think that hopefully when we do the design for the advanced plants as well that we when we
do the design in the first place we'll have done it right in what's really meaningful.
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8

PREPARED STATEMENTS

At the close of the meeting, an opportunity was given for short position papers to be presented.
Mr. Robert Mullens presented a paper written by Mr. Wayne Glidden (Duquesne Light Company)
on behalf of the Nuclear Utilities Software Management Group (NUSMG).
8.1

NUSMG Presentation:

Mr. Wayne Glidden (presented by Mr. Robert Muilens)

Nuclear Utilities Software Management Group
Wayne Glidden
Duquesne Light Company
I am Wayne Glidden of the Duquesne Light Company, Beaver Valley Plant. I am speaking today
as a representative of the Steering Committee of the Nuclear Utilities Software Management
Group (NUSMG).
NUSMG was organized in 1989 by several utilities with the objective of providing a formal
organization which would:
1.

Acquire and exchange information on the regulation, processes, and programs Used
to establish and maintain control over software configuration and quality.

2.

Assist the membership in the implementation of quality assurance programs and
procedures which reflect these requirements.

Membership is restricted to electric utilities who have or are developing software management
programs. We currently have forty (40) members.
Our utility
experience
experience
information

member representatives are required to be knowledgeable in and have practical
with SQA. Presently, our official representatives are fairly equally divided in
and responsibilities between quality assurance, engineering, operations, and
systems.

We meet semi-annually to share information, review and discuss recent Software Quality
Assurance (SQA) developments, provide expert speakers on a variety of subjects, and provide
a forum for the betterment of member's SQA knowledge, development, and implementation. Our
next meeting is October 20-22, 1993.
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NUSMG has established several goals to accomplish its mission;
1.

Obtain active participation from representatives of each nuclear utility. As I
mentioned earlier, we presently have 40 active member utilities representing over
90 nuclear plants.

2.

Provide services needed by our members to assist them in achieving compliance
with applicable requirements and SQA commitments.

3.

Influence the development of practical and effective SQA in the industry, both
from a regulatory and member standpoint.

4.

Establish committees, as needed, to address critical SQA issues and provide
consistent practical guidance on those issues to our members.

One of our first major actions to accomplish these goals was the completion of a self-assessment
survey of our membership. The survey resulted in the generation of a report on SQA to the NRC
through NUMARC in June, 1992. This report led to a subsequent meeting with the NRC to
discuss the report and answer questions.
We have members involved with industry workgroups such as ASME/NQA, EPRI, ANSI, and
IEEE. Information from this involvement is relayed to the rest of the membership via NUSMG
bulletins, news letters, and the semi-annual meetings.
We have an active liaison with NUMARC, and through them, are developing relationships with
regulatory bodies. We use these relationships to identify emerging SQA issues which need to
be promptly addressed by utilities. NUSMG provides a focal point for developing industry
consensus in responding to these issues.
We presently have three active committees working on issues;
1.

Software commercial grade dedication.

2.

Software procurement (safety related and important safety software).

3.

Utility SQA program self-evaluation guidelines.

All three committees are scheduled to present final drafts of guidance documents to our
membership at the next semi-annual meeting in October. We expect that these products will be
employed by our membership and provide additional guidance for SQA development and
improvement efforts.
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Each of the NUSMG Committee work products are related to the issues discussed at this NIST
Workshop and NUSMG would be pleased to discuss our efforts at a future meeting of the ACRS
Subcommittee on Computer_ in Nuclear Power or a NIST workshop.
Through our activities and relationships, NUSMG strives to be the spokesperson for the nuclear
industry in matters related to SQA, which include not only software quality assurance, but also
related issues such as the use of class 1E digital systems including upgrading analog systems,
commercial dedication, and the use of software in non-safety related applications (those important
to the efficient and cost effective operation) at a nuclear utility.
Thank you for allowing me to introduce you to NUSMG. The utility community is extremely
interested in the efforts of the NRC to develop effective regulatory policies and review plans for
software driven systems. NUSMG is available to provide input to your efforts to assure that
practical regulatory programs are developed.
If there are any questions, please call NUSMG at 215-582-5945.
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9

NRC CLOSING REMARKS

This section contains the edited transcript of the NRC closing remarks made by Mr. Franklin
Coffman (Chief, Human Factors Branch, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research) and Dr. Cecil
Thomas (Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Controls and Human Factors, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation). This editing consisted of minimal editing to correct grammar and remove
extraneous references to microphone volume, etc.
9.1

Closing Remarks:

Mr. Franklin Coffman

The workshop has provided an opportunity for the NRC both to receive and to share information
concerning the orientation and focus of their programs addressing the introduction of advanced
digital systems in nuclear power plant designs and into currently operating plants.
Over the last two days, we all have listened to and participated in discussions on a myriad of
issues on software reliability and nuclear safety. Although each individual has naturatly
considered the issues and occasionally reacted based upon individual perspectives with either
(1) "This makes sense", (2) "I don't agree with that", or (3) "It wasn't even discussed." There
has been a deliberate attempt to achieve the objectives of the workshop by neither tallying nor
deciding the reactions. Rather, priority was given to an intense exchange of important
information. Certainly, it is not my place to tally reactions nor summarize findings on any of
the issues discussed. Nor is it my place to identify any new issues or proposed positions.
However, it is my place to simply remind us of the issues for consideration that we have heard
discussed. The list of issues that I am about to share with you is just a list and as such is
tentative and initial. To my recollection the following twenty issues were included in the
discussions:
1.

The means to obtain a complete and precise translation of a using organization's
needs into design specifications. This included the issues surrounding the role of
formal methods for specification capture and analysis.

2.

The question of a!locating the requirements between the hardware and the
software while defining the interface requirements between the digital system, the
driving software, the human operators and maintainers, the plant systems, and the
power conversion phenomena. Yet it is the total system that is to be evaluated
including the consequences of software failure on the total-system's performance.

3.

The issues surrounding the role of hazard analysis for defining the level of detail
at which fault-tolerance is required.

4.

Questions on doing common-mode-error analysis and questions on the technical
basis for criteria to invoke diversity as a defensive measure.
The questions
include considerations of the net-benefit of diversity.
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5.

The question of adequatereliabilitymetrics for important systems' propertieslike
complexity, and the relationships of the metrics to the degree of safety obtained.

6.

The potential for a response-time hazard in digital systems _¢ause they are
incremental (in contrast with the continuous nature of analog-hardwiredsystems).

7.

The issue of the role of specification-basedand statistical testing requirements and
acceptance criteria.

8.

The acceptance or certification of CommercialOff-The-Shelf software for safetycritical applications.

9.

The issues associated with the transition from analog to digital including
10CFR50.59 reviews and Unreviewed Safety Questions.

10.

The issues a'_' ciated with the net benefits to a system's reliability from
developing software using structured processes and structured languages, and
improved languages.

11.

The questions associated with the use of CASE tools for design specifications,
testing design, and safety reviews.

12.

The role of V&V and the degree to which different techniques assure reliable
software, and the degree to which the V&V must be independent of the designer.

13.

The issue of standards or conventions for controlling software configurations.

14.

Questions concerning the need to qualify or certify compilers and operating
systems.

15.

Questions of adequate isolation of non-safety related software from safety-related
software.

16.

Questions on the degree of domain knowledge needed by developers of software
for nuclear applications.

17.

Generally, the need for a comprehensive framework/outline for the scope and
content of the technical basis and acceptance criteria for digital I&C systems.

18.

The question of the need for furtherresearch and subsequent workshopson topics
such as hardware and human factors.

19.

Interest in the possibility of the NRC initiating a process where errorexperience
is collected, analyzed, characterized, and distributed,
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20.

_ank

The impact of the trend toward the useof blocksof experiencedcode versusthe
conventionaldevelopmentof code.

YOUstatement

I want to openly thank Leo Beltracchi and Dolores Wallace for assembling and orchestrating a
stimulating and meaningful workshop. I want to thank the RES and NIST staff that provided
support for the conductof the workshop.
We all thank the speakers for sharing their experience, insight, and (sometimes) specific solutions
concerning the many perplexing issues associated with software reliability and nuclear safety.
This has been a workshop rich in information.
We thank the session chairs for their attention to balancing the need for technical rigor while
complying with the logistical constraints.
I thank you all for participating and especially those who asked questions and made comments
that kept reality and candor before us.
Now Dr. Cecil Thomas, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Controls & Human Factors, has
some final remarks.
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9.2

Closing Remarks:

Dr. Cecil Thomas

This aftemoon's dialogue reminded me of an observation that was made during this summer's
Regulatory Information Conference. As Frank pointed out, I'm from the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation, and we're the ones that really take the Commissions's regulations and rules
and guidance and apply them in a review of licensee's proposed changes to systems and
applications and so on. But at this summer's Regulatory Information Conference, which our
office puts on every year, it was observed that nuclear plant control rooms of the future would
be radically different than those we see today. [For example, they would be run by only two
occupants, one person and one dog, both licensed of course. Some of you may think a person
and a dog would be needed for diversity. That's not true. It's really defense-in.depth.
If
something happens that suggested to the operator he should do something, the dog's purpose is
to bite the person, and the person's purpose is to feed the dog.]
On a more serious note, the inevitable integration of digital systems with all of their advantages
and all of their disadvantages, in both present and future nuclear power plant designs, presents
the NRC with many unique challenges in carrying out its mission of protecting the health and
safety of the public, especially when dealing with such rapidly evolving technologies as we've
been talking about here. It's imperative that the NRC keep abreast of the state-of-the-art and
obtain feedback on its research and regulatory programs from those most knowledgeable. These
were the objectives of this workshop.
The outstanding presentations, the lively exchange of questions, answers and comments, and the
innumerable one-on-ones in the hallways during the breaks, in the mornings and in the evenings
have certainly fulfilled these objectives. So, I would personally like to thank everyone for their
participation in this workshop, no matter what their role, and from our point of view the
objectives have certainly been accomplished. Thank you very much.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Many speakers reinforced the need for a technical basis for regulatory requirements. Speakers
in the technical sessions agreed On the need for defining software requirements in the context of
system requirements and for the traceability of those requirements across the entire software
life,cycle. While there was some debate among the speakers and audience about the degree of
complexity inherent in safety systems, the speakers agreed that systems engineers need to clearly
state the requirements, constraints, and assumptions for the safety system. One difficulty in
communicating the requirements is that the terminology of the nuclear systems and software
engineering communities are different. These differences can lead to miscommunications about
the requirements which may have,a safety impact. For example, in system development, the
design phase includes the development of the software requirements and the software design.
In the nuclear industry, design specifications could be system design specifications, the software
requirements specification, and functions allocated to the operator. This problem is evident in
the study of standards and guidelines conducted by NIST for the NRC [NUREG5930]. Another
problem identified in that study and discussed by speakers in this workshop is the requirement
for CM because most of the guidance documents did not invoke CM during the entire life cycle,
nor was the impact on SCM clear.
Several speakers emphasized the importance of precise specifications which are traceable and
maintainable throughout the development process. Dr. Knight introduced the subject by stressing
the importance of systems and application engineers completely specifying the software
requirements, and that software engineers are not qualified to make decisions about the system.
Dr. McHugh, Mr. Poston, and Mr. Berlack all discussed the means for systems and softv_are
engineers to specify non-ambiguously the requirements and maintain the traceability of those
requirements through the software development process. Dr. McHugh endorsed formal methods
as a precise means of specifying requirements. Mr. Poston agreed that formal methods were a
good choice, but advocated the use of tools to make the process easier and permit traceability
between the tests and the requirements. Mr. Berlack stressed CM as a mechanism for precise
continuing communication between the systems and software engineers. The CM method can
allow the systems engineer to see how the software engineers allocated the requirements. Dr.
Hanes also stressed the importance of maintaining the requirements allocation. Dr. Cuthill
discussed maintaining traceability of the requirements through the design and coding phases.
Mr. Fujii emphasized that software V&V had to refer back to the system specifications and
involve system engineers. Finally, Ms. Scheper discussed the need for maintaining the system
context for software components kept in a reuse library so that they can be included in future
systems appropriately. Her approach for certifying software components and making them
available for reuse in other systems could reduce the aggregate cost of software certification.
Another theme of all the technical sessions was the need for better acceptance and V&V testing.
Mr. Fujii emphasized that software V&V can make a significant contribution to analyzing the
allocation of functions, early in the system development. Mr. Poston, Ms. Lapassat and
Dr. Everett stressed the need to automate testing. Measuring the reliability of software is a nontrivial problem but a measure of reliability is important for assuring safety. Mr. Rone,
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Dr. Everett and Dr. Royce proposed partial solutions to the problem including incorporating
specification-based testing and statistical testing. Dr. Royce also cited the value of a structured
process and structured process language for effecting reliability.
Other major issues discussed by the speakers concernea:lthe need for (system and software)
hazardanalysis requirements,fault tolerant requirements,and common mode errorand diversity
requirements.
Tables 1, 2, and 3 present a summary of the issues addressed from another perspective. This
summary divides the topics discussed into the problems that the speakers identified, the
theoretical solutions they proposed and any experience based solutions offered. These topics are
furthergroupedby life cycle process. Table 1contains topics raised in the software requirements
and design processes. Table 2 contains topics forthe processes of implementation and integration
and installation, operations, and maintenance. Table 3 includes topics in the V&V and quality
assurance areas.
While the speakers generally agreed on the importance of these issues, there was, at times, a
discrepancy between what the speakers believedto be the issues facing the nuclear industry and
what the audience (nuclear industry andregulatorypersonnel) believedto be the important issues.
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The speakersand audienceseemedto disagreeon the following:

i

1.

The degree to which software may be a safety concern.

2.

Simplicity versus complexity of the software n_

3.

The perceived cost of assuring software versus the cost affordable by the nuclear
industry.

in digital systems.

The speakersand audienceseemedto agreeon the following:
1.

Standardsand criteriashoulddevelopfrom a definedtechnicalbasis,whichis not
currently available.

2.

There are plenty of benefits from using digital systems, such as self-diagnostics
and decreased human error, but operators must remain in charge.

3.

There are opportunities to make improvements in some known failure classes
(omitted function, unintended function).

4.

A definition of diversity for software is needed.

5.

Future workshops should address other components of NPPs (e.g., hardware,
human operators).

6.

The software engineering concepts presented at the workshop were not strongly
connected to the problems faced by the nuclear industry, i.e., their vendors would
be more suitable to deal with these issues.

The aggregate of technical presentations and issue perspectives leads to the conclusion overall
that many of the management and technical problems of digital systems are not sufficiently
mature for regulation. Research to define technical solutions and research into existing solutions
in other industries is necessary.
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APPENDIX A

WORKSHOP AGENDA
Final
Announcement

Digital Systems Reliability and Nuclear Safety
September 13-14, 1993
Rockville Crowne Plaza Hotel
Rockville, Maryland
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U.S. Department of Commerce
Technology Administration
National Institute of Standards and Technology
ABOUT THE WORKSHOP
Workshop Co-Chairs:
Mr. Leo Beltracchi, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Ms. Dolores R. Wallace, National Institute of Standards and Technology
Sponsored by:
The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
In Cooperation with:
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
As analog hard-wired process control systems and safety systems within nuclear power plants
wear out, they are being replaced with systems using digital technology. There are many unique
design and safety issues for digital systems. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
developing regulations and guidelines to address these issues. This workshop will provide state
of the art information to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff and to the nuclear industry.
The purposes of this workshop are to:
[]

provide feedback to the NRC from outside experts regarding potential safety
issues,proposed regulatory positions, and research associated with the application of
digital systems in nuclear power plants, and

[]

continue the in-depth exposure of the NRC staff to digital systems design issues related
to nuclear safety by discussions with experts in the state of the art and practice of digital
systems.
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AGENDA
Monday, September 13, 1993
8:00

Registration; Coffee

OPENING SESSION
Chair: Mr. Leo Beltracchi, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
8:30

Welcome
Commissioner Kenneth C. Rogers, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

8:45

Welcome and Opening Statement
Mr. Eric S. Beckjord, Director, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

9:00

Welcome and ACRS Perspective
Dr. J. Ernest Wilkins, Jr., Chairman, Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ISSUE SESSION: PERSPECTIVE FOR NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Chair: Mr. Joel Kramer, U.S. NRC
9:15

Presentation on NRC Regulatory Positions and Guidelines
Mr. William T. Russell, Associate Director for Inspection and Technical
Assessment, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

9:45

NRC Research Activities
Mr. Leo Beltracchi, Senior Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

10:15 Industry Perspective
Mr. Richard Blauw, Commonwealth Edison Company
10:45 Break
11:00 Experiences fromt Application of Digital Systems in a NPP
Mr. Paul Joannoti, Ontario Hydro
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Monday, September 13, 1993 (cont.)
TECHNICAL SESSION: DIGITAL SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS
Chair: Mr. Joseph Joyce, U.S. NRC
11:30 Hardware Aspects for Safety-Critical Systems
Mr. A.L. Sudduth
Duke Power Company
11:50 Software Aspects for Safety-Critical Systems
Dr. John Cherniavsky
National Science Foundation
12:10 Human Aspects for Safety-Critical Systems
Dr. Lewis F. Hanes
Nuclear Industry Independent Consultant
12:30 Questions and Discussion
1:00

Lunch

TECHNICAL SESSION: SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS
Chair: Ms. Dolores R. Wallace, NIST

ENGINEERING

FOR HIGH INTEGRITY

2:30

Interaction Between Software and System Engineering for Safety-Critical
Applications
Dr. John Knight, University of Virginia

2:55

Formal Methods for Requirements, Specifications
Dr. John McHugh, Portland State University

3:20

Software Test Cases Derived from Formal Requirements
Mr. Robert M. Poston, Interactive Development Environments

3:45

Break

4:00

Object Oriented Design for Safety-Critical Systems
Dr. Barbara B. Cuthill, National Institute of Standards and Technology
)

4:25

Questions and Discussion
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Tuesday, September 14, 1993
8:00

Coffee

TECHNICAL SESSION: METHODS FOR REDUCING
SYSTEMS
Chair: Mr. Roger U. Fujii, Logicon, Inc.

RISKS IN SOFTWARE

8:30

Automated Tools for Safety-Critical Software
Ms. Anne-Made Lapassat, Commissadate a L'Energie Atomique

8:55

Risks of Safety-Critical Software
Dr. Winston Royce, TRW, Incorporated

9:20

Software Metrics for Safety-Critical Applications
Mr. Kyle Y. Rone, IBM Houston, Texas

9:45

Software Reliability for Safety-Critical Applications
Dr. William Everett, AT&T Bell Laboratories

10:10 Questions and Discussion
10:30 Break
10:50 Software Configuration Management for Safety-Critical Applications
Mr. H. Ronald Berlack, Configuration Management International
11:15 How Much Software Verification and Validation is
Adequate for Nuclear Safety?
Mr. Roger U. Fujii, Logicon, Incorporated
11:40 Fault-Specific Verification (FSV)--An Alternative VV&T Strategy for High
Reliability Nuclear Software Systems
Dr. Lance A. Miller, Science Applications International Corporation
12:05 Certification of Software for Reuse into Safety-Critical
Applications
Ms. Charlotte O. Scheper, Consultant
12:30 Questions and Discussion
1:00

Lunch
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Tuesday,September14,1993 (cont.)
2:30

PANEL: Application of Workshop to NRC activities
Moderators: Mr. Franklin Coffman - Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Mr. John Gallagher - Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Panel Members
Dr. John Knight, University of Virginia
Dr. John McHugh, Portland State University
Dr. Joseph Naser, Electric Power Research Institute
Dr. Winston Royce, TRW Incorporated
Panel Issues:
- Are the proper issues being addressed?
- What other issues need to be addressed?
- Are proposed NRC regulatory positions complete and correct?
What are the considerations for further research?

4:30

Questions and Discussion

5:00

Prepared Statements

5:30

NRC Closing Remarks
Mr. Franklin Coffman
Chief, Human Factors Branch, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Dr. Cecil Thomas, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Controls & Human
Factors
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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_UPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
The following documents relevant to the workshop are now in the NRC Public Document Room,
located at 2120 L St., N.W. (lower Level), Washington, DC
1.

Draft, "Operating Reactors Digital Retrofits, Digital Systems Review Procedures,"
Ver.1

2.

Draft, "Branch Technical Position (HICB), Digital Instrumentation and Control
Systems in Advanced Plants."

Two additional documents relevant to the workshop which participants may wish to review are:
1.

International Electrotechnical Commission Standard 880, "Software for Computers
in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power' Plants," 1986.

2.

P-7-4.3.2, Draft 8, American National Standard, "Standard Criteria for Digital
Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations."
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